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FOREWORD
Since its establishment in 1976,Acharya NagarjunaUniversityhas been forging ahead

in the pathof progress and dynamism, offeringa variety of courses and researchcontributions.
I am extremely happy that by gaining a B++ (80-85) grade from the NMC in the year 2003,
the University has achieved recoqnltlon as one of the front rank universities in the country.At
present Acharya Nagarjuna University is offering educational opportunities at the UG, PG
levels apart from research degrees tostudents from about 300 affiliated colleges spread over

the three districts of Guntur, Krishna and Prakasam.

The University has also started the Centre for Distance Education with the aim to
bring higher education within reach of all. The Centrewill be a great help to those who cannot
join in colleges, those who cannot afford the exorbitant fees as regular students, and even
housewives desirous of pursuing higher studies. With the goal of bringing education to the
doorstep of all such people, Acharya Nagarjuna University has started offering B.A., and
B.Com courses at the Degree level and M.A., M.Com., M.Sc., M.B.A. ana L.L.M. courses at

the PG level from the academic year 2003-2004 onwards.

To facilitate easier understanding by students studying through the distance mode,
these self-instruction materials have been prepared by eminent and experienced teachers.
The lessons have been drafted with great care and expertise within the stipulated time by
these teachers. Constructive ideas and scholarly suggestions are welcome from students
and teachers involved respectively. Such ideas will be incorporated for the greater efficacy of
this distance mode of education. For clarification of doubts and feedback, weekly classes and
contact classes will be arranged at the UG and PG levels respectively.

It is my aim that students getting higher education through the Centre for Distance
Education should improve their qualification, have better employment opportunities and in
turn facilitate the country's progress. It is my fond desire that in the y'earsto come, the Centre
for Distance Education will grow from strength to strength in the form of new courses and by
catering to larger number of people. My congratulations to all the Directors, Academic
_Co-ordinators,Editorsand Lesson-writersof the Centrewho havehelped in these endeavours.

Prof. K. Viyyanna Rao
Vice - Chancellor,

Acharya Nagarjuna University
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EXECUTIVE M.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, DECEMBER 2010.
Group C - Human Resource Management

Paper I - HUMAN RESOURCE PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
Time: Three hours Maximum: 75 marks

SECTION A - (3 x 5 = 15 marks)
Answer any THREE of the following.

1. (a) Concept of HR planning.
(b) Counselling.
(G) HRD in defence.
(d) HRD climate.
(e) HRD in health.
(f) Strategic HRD.

SECTION B - (3 x 15 = 45 marks)
Answer any THREE of the following.

2. Discuss HR scenario at the macro level.
3. Describe HRD experiences of Indian Corporates in recent times .
.L Elucidate the motivational aspects in HRD.
5. Explain the HRD in voluntary organisations.
6. What are the emerging trends in HRD?
7. Enumerate the HRD in service industry in India.

SECTION C - (15 marks)
(Compulsory)

8. Analyse the following case and answer the questions given at the end.
Case Study:
You are Director of education at a 400 bed hospital. Authorisation has just been received
to create a new job title "Nurse Aide" and to hire 30 individuals over the next year. None of
the other hospitals in your area have a similar job title, there are no occassional training
programme producing nurse aid in your part of the state. You have been requested a
develop a combined classroom and training programme (on the job) for the new job. You
have a staff of one secretary and two trainers (who are degreed nurses) to help you.
Recruiting will begin in three months and the first "Class" of fifteen nurse aids will begin
training in four months.
Questions:
'Develop a complete plan and timetable for needs assessment for this project. What
sources of information will you use? What methods will you use? What kinds of
,information do you need to get?
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EXECUTIVE M.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, JUNE 2010.

GROUP C - Human Resource Management
Paper I - HUMAN RESOURCE PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

Time: Three hours .IIaximum : 75 marks.
SECTION A - (3x5 = 15 marks)

Answer any THREE of the following.

1. (a) HRD in Panchayati Raj Institutions.
(b) HRD culture.
(c) Organisation for HRD.

(d) HRD in government.
(e) Monitoring of HRD.
(f) Supply forecasting.

SECTION B - (3 x 15 = 45 marks)
Answer any THREE of the following.

2. What are the techniques employed in HR planning?
3. Discuss different techniques of forecasting HR.
4. Describe different HRD strategies adopted by Indian Industry.
5. Elucidate the relationship between line managers and HRD.
6. Give an account of HRD for health care sector.
7. Enumerate the perspectives of HRD in service sector.

SECTION C - (15 marks)
(Compulsory)

8. Mark Colvard a United Parcel manager in San Ramon, California, recently faced a difficult
decision, One of his drivers asked for two weeks off to help an ailing family member. But
company rules said this driver wasn't eligible. If Colvard went by the book, the driver would
probably take the days off any way and be fired. On the other hand, Colvard was likely to be
criticized by other drivers if he bent the rules. Colvard chose to give the driver the time off. While
he took some heat for the decision, he also kept a valuable employee. Had Colvard been
faced with this decision six months earlier, he says he would have gone the other way. What
changed his thinking was a month he spent living in McAllen, Texas. It was part of a UPS
management training experience called the Community Internship Program (CIP). During his
month in McAllen, Colvard built housing for the poor, collected clothing for the Salvation Army,
and worked in a drug rehab center. Colvard gives the program credit for helping him empathize
with employees facing crises back home. And he says that CIP has made him a better
manager. "My goal was to make the numbers, and in some cases that meant not looking at the
individual but looking at the bottom line. After that one-month stay, I immediately started
reaching out to people in a different way."
CIP was established by UPS in the late 1960s to help open the eyes of the company's
predominantly white managers to the poverty and inequality in many cities. Today, the program
takes 50 of the company's most promising executives each summer and brings them to cities
around the country. There they deal with a variety of problems - from transportation to
housing, education, and health care. The company's goal is to awaken these managers to the
challenges that many of their employees face, bridging the cultural divide that separates a
white manager from an African-American driver or an upper income suburbanite from a worker
raised in the rural South.
Question:
Do you think individuals can learn empathy from something like a one-month CIP experience?
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EXECUTIVE M.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, DECEMBER 2011.

First and Second Years
GROUP C - Human Resource Management

Paper I - HUMAN RESOURCE PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
Time: Three hours Maximum: 75 marks

SECTION A - (3 x 5 = 15 marks)
Answer any THREE of the following.

1. (a) Concept of HRP (e) HRD climate
(b) Task analysis (f) HR supply forecasting.
(c) HRD in police institutions
(d) HRD in voluntary organisation

SECTION B - (3 x 15 = 45 marks)
Answer any THREE of the following.

2. Explain the process of human resource planning.
3. What are the methods of forecasting demand for HR?
4. State the HRD experiences of Indian Industry.
5. Enumerate the need for HRD for health and family welfare.
6. State the perspectives of HRD.
7. Give an account of motivational aspects of HRD.

SECTION C - (15 marks)
Compulsorily

8~ Analyse the following case arid answer the questions asked at the end:
Chetan Corporation Ltd. was engaged in the manufacture of light machines and spare
parts for the construction industry. It was functioning satisfactorily and had recently
completed 20 years. Since most of the employees were working since inception of the
company, it did not have a
clear-cut human resource development policy Most of the non-professionals were in
charge of the supervisory positions. The attitude of the company officials was to keep a
consultant for a specified period whenever needed, rather than train present employees. It
w~s one of the view that development is the responsibility of the individuals.
The management decided to go for a modernization and up gradation of the company,
T~e management asked the HRD Manager to prepare an Action Plan to undertake
Training and Management Development Programme for the employees of the
organisation.

Questions:
(a) State the issue involved in the above case.
(b) As a HRD Manager, what Action Plan would you prefer for the employees?
(c) As a HRD Manager, what Training Objectives and Methods would you suggest for:

(i) Clerical staff
(ii) Unskil!ed and Skilled Workers
(iii) Supervisory Staff and
(iv) Managers and Executives.
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EXECUTIVE M.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, MAY 2011.

First and Second Years
GROUP C - Human Resource Management

Paper I - HUMAN RESOURCE PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
Time: Three hours Maximum: 75 marks

SECTION A - (3 x 5 = 15 marks)
Answer any THREE of the following.

1. (a) Concept of HRP. (d) HRD climate.
(b) Counseling. (e) Supply of HR.
(c) HRD in voluntary organisations. (f) HRP at macro level.

SECTION B - (3 x 15 = 45 marks)
Answer any THREE of the following.

2. Explain the impact of culture on HRD.
3. Enumerate different approaches for HRD in software industry.
4. State the HRD experiences of Indian Industry.
5. Elucidate the progress of HRD in police organisation.
6. Enumerate various techniques employed to forecast HR.
7. Bring out the recent trends in HRD in India.

SECTION C - (15 marks)
8. Case Study:

Mrs. Deena joined syndicate Bank as clerk after
obtaining M.Sc. degree in 2000. She was aspiring for promotion to the officer's post. She
completed CAIIB to which certain weightage is given in promotion. After getting the eligibility
service in 2005, she applied for officer's post in the bank under promotion quota.
She could not get the promotion as her score in written test was quite low. But at that time, she
was transferred to her native town, Kakinada. She tried for officer's post several times but
could not succeed. She was vexed with her trials. But she was elected to the office of
President of local branch of Bank Employee's Union. Since then she has become a problem to
the management. She could solve a nurrber of problems of members of her union.
Consequently all the clerks of the branch joined her union. However, she has been continuing
her trials for officer's post. She was not given the promotion in 2007 though she got above
minimum score in the written test on the ground that her interview score was below the
minimum. In fact, the confidential report of the branch manager regarding her trade union
activities worked against her in this case. Subsequently she activised trade union activities and
started a business of dealership in automobiles. She succeeded in diverting the deposits of
business community from her bank to other banks. Management has decided to promote her
to officer cadre based on the recommendations of the new branch manager. One day Mrs.
Deena received appointment order for the officer's post from the head office of the bank. All
the coUeagues including the branch manager congratulated her. But she said that she does
not want the promotion. It was a suspense to all of them.

Questions:
(a) Do you think that management's action of not selecting Mrs. Deena on 2005 basing on

the confidential report of the Branch Manager right?
(b) Why does Mrs. Deena not want promotion? and
(c) Explain the theoretical base to this case.



Question Paper Pattern

Each paper carries 100 marks. 25 marks Internal assessment through assignments
and 75 marks for year end examination. The duration of Examination for theory papers
will be three hours.

Pattern:
The question paper is divided into 3 sections. Section A, Section B and Section - C

Section - A (3 x 5 = 15 marks)
Section A consists of 6 questions out of which the candidate has to write 3 questions.
Each question carries 5 marks. Totally 15marks.

Section - B (3 x 15 = 45 marks)
Section B consists of 6 questions out of which the candidate has to write 3 questions.

Each question carries 15 marks. Totally 45 marks.

Section - C (15 marks)
Section C Consists of one compulsory question (either case study or problem) which
carries 15 marks.
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~ASICS OF HUMAN RESOURCE PLANNING

Thisblock oomprisesfour units. The first unit dealswith concept of human resources and its relevance
to economic development. It also discusses Quantitative and Qualitative dimensions of Human
ResourcePlanning, concept and flexibility of labour markels. the second unit presents an overview
of the concept, and different alternative approaches and resultant practices in Human Resources
Planning. . • ' '.

, " ,

The last two units deal with various aspects, methods and techniques of demand and SUpply
forecasting of human resources at macro and micro levels.

---- --------------'------------ - - .
_J



U~lr1..'
MACRO LEVEL SCENARIO OF HUMAN ..RESOURCES PLANNING .

" " '. '-.: . ',. '. _- .... '.', .;. ,', - ',' ,- " '.' .

Objectives

After reading this unit; you should be able to underst2ilhd:

* .:'the concept of human re~rCEtS and its 'relev~nce tp~n~ic development;

* quantitative and qualitative ·diR,lensionsof human re.sourcesand their role in human resources. .. -,' .development; __'. ,

* . the concept of Labour market, the relevance of functioning and flexibility of labour markets to
human res,?urcesplanning;.

* dimensions'ot.aad the ~e~for.a comprehensive)~boor(rllarket inforrhation as a prereq~isite.to
human resot.il~· pt$n_nin.g..,., . . " .

. Stru~ture
t _;';,,' .', ," ':_ ..

.'t.3

1:1

1:2 . Quantita.tiveDi~ensions ot'Human Resources Planl,ing

Q~~!~~~~pi~n~i()Q~.~f ~uman ~~$~r~s Planning
1.4 ;'. Lab®r Market Behaviour. ·f' i-_:. - ., ,., .
1;5 :$ummary
1.6 .:Further Readings

Introduction

1.1. INTRODUCTION·

The word 'resource'refers to productive power of natural·goods. Human resource is, therefore, the
Productivepower inhuman beings. O~n~e~~ .materialresource~,human resources arethe participa~

·.,.asalso the 6e-neficlanesof economic d~velopment process. ·Inthat; human resources figure on the
:'demand, as well as the supply sid~ of·production, of goods and services in. the economy. On the
demand side, goods and seMces produced are used by the human beings to alleviate poverty,
improve health, gen~rate bet~eriiving conditions, enhance general educational ley~ls and provide
better facilities·for training. Utilisation of goods and services thus leads to an improvement of quality
of human resources and hence labour productivity.On the supply side, human resources and capital .:
forrT'iessentiaHngredients ofpr-Oductionsystem which transform natural and physrcal resources into
goods and services.

. .

;Compr~eritariJy between human resources and capital is so close that opti~al increases in output
and hence optimal economic g~h is not possible through increases in output and hence optimal
economic growth: is not possible through increases ·in one of them - either human resources of. '. . ,"
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capital- at the cost of the other. Theodore W. Sohultz,(196~) observes "SomefJfC)'wthof course can
be had from the increase in more conventional capital even ,though the labour that ht available is
I~cking both·in skiUand knowledg~. But therate of gro~ wi~e :~eriouslyUmited. Itsimply is:·not
possible to have the fruits of modem agriculture alJt:t~theabundance of modem industry without
making large investments in.human beings·. Based on a study of per capital income differences
among many countries Anne O. Kmegar (1968) comes to the conclusion that there is an optimal ratio
of human resources to capital which has to be maintained to reach the attainable rate of economic
gr~h. '

. Given ~heendownment of·capital and other material resources. human resources could accelerate
the prod~ion process and henceeconomic growth. At the same 'time, unprecedented'growth'in
human resources - disproportionate to the pattern of aceumutatton of capital and other material
resources - could hinder development.

, Rate of growth in human resources, in tum, is determined by the two dimensions of human resources:
Quantity and quality. Quantity of human resources is determined by variable such as:'

- < population policy,
population structure

- migration, and
I~bour force' participation ...~

" . .! ,
Quality of human resources, on the other hand is'influenced by the status of variable like:

/' "

- 'education and training .
- health and nutrition, and '
- equality of opportunity. .

1.2 QUANTITATIVE DIMENSIONS OF HUMAN RESOURCeS PLANNING

Human resourcee viewed as the produCtivepower of human beings constitute' one,;(?Hhetwo parts of
population of any economy. The other being the human beings without any productive power.

.Deflnitlon Popu.lation'

Population of a country, in a ge~eric sense, is taken s~ constituting thetotalify ofs'Uhuman 'beit1gS of
the country. The concept of population, viewed in this manner, appears to be very simple. However,
in reality, the definitions used vfJry not on~yfrom ,qountry to' country but even within a country also
(iepending on the purpose of enquiry. BrQadly,thede~niticins ofpopu.lation used may be categQrised
into de'facto and de jure.' " . . " " " .

de faCtor and de Jure.

Ad. facto (orpresent-ln-aree) ~nc:ept involves complete count of all persons-eresidents an(i non-
; residents alike - physically pre,ent in the country atjhe time of enumeration .. ' '
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A de jure concept necessitates complete count of all persons considered to be normal residentsof
'1e country, irrespective of where each personis located, at the time of the census.

Strict conformity to either of these concepts is,not possiblebecause of difficulties in enumeration.
J . ." .•

.. nattonals living abroad,
nomadic population,

,~ :;j~ngle inhabitants, and
populationin disturbed areas.

.Ada~to this, are the administrative difficulties- logistic;financialand human - of recordingeveryone
althe same time. There is thus a degree of inaccuracy in the census of population of any country.
The greater the number to be counted and/or th~ larger the area to be covered the larger is the
degree of inaccuracy.' --

Human resources being an integral part of population, growth of human resources is naturally
dependent on-the~rowthofpopulation.
Population growth. in turn is determined'by three factors: Population policies, Population structure
and Migration.

Population Policies

1nterms of State inte,yention in population planning, it is useful to distinguish between population-
influencing policies and population responsive policies. The former are anticipatory in nature and
operatethroug-tithedemographicsu~systeni by influencingfactors prirnarilyresponsiblefor population
growth such as fertility, marriage and mortality,The latter are essentially reactive in characterwhich
areoften implementedthrough the socio-economicsub-systemto accommodate or adjustto observed
demographictrends with the help of programmes like health, nutrition, education, housing, transport
network expansion and employment promotion.

in an oyer-populated economy, sufficiently robust population - influencing policies along with
appropriatepopulation-responsivepolicies (complementaryin nature)might be the optimal population
policy framework. In·any.,:.Case~'understanding the .structure and pattern of growth of population is
essential for evolving an,.appropriate combination of population - influencing and population -
responsive policies towards achieving an optimal population policy framework.

Population StruC',:tLire

Pvopulatipnis a <:Iynamicconcept..cons~q-uently,structure or composition of population at a'nypoint
of time reveals-two things: F:irst,_it-is.the.~t~sultofinteraction in the past among factors causing
populationgrO'wth,Second, it revealsthe potentialfor future growth in populanon, Inso far as population
~ji'0'1JtI).sconcerned, there are two aspects of populationcomposition which are mostjmpoJ1fJnt:§ex
compositionand age composition." '
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SecComposition

The principal measure of sex composition is the sex ratio - defined'as the number malesper 100
females. In other words

. _ Number of males in the population x 100
Sex ratio - Number of females in the population

One hundred is the point of balance between males and females. A sex rate above 100 denotes an
excess'of males. Likewise. a sex ratio below 100 indicates an excess of females. In general sex
ratios tend to range between 95 to 102. Heavy war losses, heavy migration and local social
considerations such as female infanticide may upset the sex ratio. In any case a sex ratio outside tlie
range'of 90-105 is to be viewed with suspicion.

. Starting point for all poputation projections is the projection offemale populattbn onwhomthe number.
of births ~ruciallywill depend. Higher the female population, higher will 1'-- ·l1enumber of births and'
hencethe higher •.'l be the population' growth. Sex composition thus incrcates the potential future
growth in population.' .

Age Composition

Age composition is:tht; distribution of population by age groups - usually five year age groups. Age
composition at any given point of time is the result of pasttrend in fertility and mortality and is also the
basis for establishing future trends. .

. .

In the computation rate of growth of population. future births are usually computed by applying five
year age specific fertility rates to the women of child bearing age (10 to 49 years) at the midpoint of
each five-years time interval. .

Dataon age composition is also useful in the computation and analysis of labour supply.Economically
active age-group is cOnsidered to be 15 to 65 years. Population in the age group crucially determine
the extent and composition of labour force.

Migrat~n

Age and sex composltlon are indicative of only the nature growth in population. Another factor which
causes changes in population is the net migration. If the riet migration is positive. the population
grows at a rate faster than that indicated by natural growth. On the contrary. if the·net migration is
negative it causes decline in the rate of growth indicated by-the natural growth.

Movementsfrom and to other regionswithin the country are termed as out-migration and in-migration,
respectively.and these movementstogether are knownas internalmigration. Data on internalmigration
are useful, vvhen it is intended to analyse population changes at provincial level or some other
. administrative level..Internal migration is a function of the inter-regional and inter-sectoral rates of. . . .
.growth and wage differentials.

Movement across national boundaries - termed as international migration - causes changes in"the "
.population at the national level. The effect of international migration on the. national popuIatiQn.' is
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. measured by the rate of net-migration defined as.
: ',' ":"~' :'J9fali~igrants": Total emigrants .. "R f" . ". .' •. " .. : ' . ',. ' ,.' , x 1000ate 0 ne\.r~:lIgrat~~n.7' ::.=>. Mid year population. . .

Rate of population increase at any polnt of time equals the rate of natural increase plus the rate of net
migration. . . '" .' .

Labour Force Participation

Population change'as such do not.cause changes in human r$soure:es.Rather it is the Changein the
economically a<:tivecomponent of populationwhich affects growth in the human resources. In terms
of econornic activity classificati()D, population may be,divided into workers and non-workers.

. " .' . . . . '"

Work~d is defined as a person Whosemain'aCtiVityis participation in economically productive work
by his mental or physical presence. Work involves not only actual work but also effective supervision
and direction. Workers'thus defined, others in the population are.considered as non-workers. For the
PU~,:Ot7le~~.i~n~;~C?~.~worke~ may ~,Catego~s~ as: ' .•

.. .~fu~.t~ students; - '
-'--:-pe~~_~ed.in'hOl1sehold;'du~i~;

infa~ts and'tfepende.nts·doihg no work;
retired persons and' rentierS liVingon rent on an agricultural or non-agricultural royalty;
beggars, vagrants and others with unspecified sources of income;
inmates of penaJ; charitable .andmetal institutions;

- 'unemployed out available .forwork; and
.. .others.

~af>ourfo~~'or ~¢.9"omiCallya,ct~·population is that segment of the population whoseJunction is to
produce goods'ahC:rservices demarided by the whole population. Usually, those aged 1'5-64years'
are considered to be ift the productive age-group. However, not everyone in the productive age
group is effectively in the labour force. According to the accepted definition, labour forces comprises ..
all persons of either sex who furnish the supply of labour available for the' production of economic ....
goods and services including ..

employers, .
employees,

- .self-ernployed persons, arid
. .

- those engaged in family enterprises without pay.

Inotherwords. l~b_9-\K';;forcemay be defined as comprising workers and non-workers in the productive
age-grou~whoA!ie unemployed but available forwork. labour-terce participa~ionfale is then defined,
as

. . . , u..bour force' ,
.kabour force participation rate = Total population x 100



t3 . QUALITATIVE DIMENSIONS OF HUMAN RESOURCES PLANNING
r-

While the .quantitative dimension$ assist in the analysis of human resources in terms of numbEtrs,.
qualitative dimension facilitates assessment and analysis of productive power in human resources.

EducatJo~and Training

Education and.training is the most dominant dimension affecting quality of human resources in terms'
ofknowleclge and skill. Education and trainh\g serve both individual arid social ends. Toan individual,
it has ~oth vocational and cultural ignificance in achieving economic emancipation. and·s()clal
,~pgradation.To the society, education .d training is ameans which makes possible to take advantage
. of technological changes as well as f rthering technological progress. ,

Depending on the m~thod of impart!n knowledge a"d~kiU, ed~ion a'ndtraining 'may be ClaS~ified
into two types: Formal and informal. 'Formal education and training, which is imparted through sch~o's

, and colleges, emphasises transfer of knowledge. Informalleducation and (raining such as on-the-job
trainil.g and hereditary training lays'stress on transfer of skill Le., practical appfication.ofknOwfedge.

Education and·training as a means 'of human resources ·planning irivolves· critical choices, as.no
country can have all education and training. Rather, it·is essential to icientify·priorities in educat· n .
and training, emphasise programmes which have higJ priority and tone down or even discard

. programme with a low priority. As far as development of educatlon and training is concerned there
are six choice areas which ~re critical: '

* Choice between levels of eeucanen such ~s primary, secondary and higher education.

* Choice between quality alJd quantity in education and training.

*. Choice between science and technology on the one hand, and humanities and'liberal arts or. the
other hand.

, .
* Choice between market forces'and incentives to attract people into some Occupations.

* Choice:between the aspirations ,of individuliJlsand ,needs of the society.

Health and Nutrition

Health 4Indnutrition status constiiUt~ one of the mostimportant indicators of quality of human resource,
as they-contribute significantly to building and'maintaining a productive human resoerce as well as
improving average expectation ~f life and quafity of life. '

There are three determinants of health status:

* Purchasing power of-people·

*' PubliCsanitation, c:lirrate and,availability of m~ical facilities.

* People's knowledge and understanding of health hygiene and nutrition .

.Education, health and nutrition are interlinked, and complement each other in tho process Ofhuman
resources development. . '
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t:quality of O.,porlunity
. ~

Investments in human resources development do riot·always ensure proportionate development of
all sections of population. In the absence of deliberate policy intervention. there are.bound to be
discriminations. There are·three distinct forms of discriminations which are relevant to developing'. . .\nations:

* Social discrimination'

•. Economic discrimination

* Regional discrimination

These three forms of discriminations individually and/or jointly lead to inequality of opportunities of
varying degrees among different sections of population.:

Socialdiscrimination may take either the form otsex discrimination of discrimination among different
social groups of both. .

Economic discrimination takes place 'Iargely' among groups' 0,' population belonging to different
economic strata classified in terms of eitt ~income generating.assets. .

Regional discrimination can be in the ton. .••lerdiscrimiliation between rural and urban population
".~iscrimination among population belonging to different regions.

----
Discriminationof any form causesdifferential accessto educationand training. and healthandnutrition.
this in tum leads to differences in qUCllityand productivity of-human resources belonging to different
segments of the population - with 'the privileged benefitting the most and under priviledged being
deprived of their due share in the qevelopment process.

Opportunity,costs of discrimination are very high, as it leads to many social and economic evils apart
from retarding the pace of economic development. In the context ofrecial discrimination in the United
,States. it has been demonstrated in particular that the national out-put can be further expanded by
. improvingthe average level of productivity of each individualthrough appropriate social anu economic
policies directed towards equality of opportunity !n the fields of education and health.

1.4 LABOURMARKt;TflEHAVIPUR'

Quantitative and qualitative dimensions of human resources only regul~te the supply of h~man .
resources.Utilisationof human resourcee, which results in the demand for the same. dependscrucially
on the functioning and flexibility of labour markets. The prim(lry cQnstitu~nts of labour markets are
employers and employees.

Employers can be either individual~. or establishments or institutions including those in the public
sector. .

Employees, on the other hand. can' be individuals; groups of house-holds or their representatives
such as labour union leaders and labour contractors.

/
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Interactions among these different groups of employers and employees together characterise the
behaviour of labour markets.

The resultingdecision of these interactions are in the form of overall labour allocation among different
segments of the economy within the context of relative factor prices, technological progress and
organisational framework.

The levelof competition among the employersandemployees,which indicates the degree offlexibility
of labourmarkets, in turn determines the level of employmenUunemploymentand hence the demand
for human resources. In an extreme rigid form, where employers are dominating, it may lead to
involuntary unemployment and hence reduced demand for human resources. On the other hand, if
the employees are dominating in a rigid labour market, it may result in disguised unemployment and
increased demand for human resources.

The structure of labour markets is determined by internal and external economic environment;
technological progress and technology absorption; degree of labour mobility sectorial, spatial and
occupations; ad wage structure with reference to productivity differentials. In developing countries,
becauseOflabourmarket imperfections, labourmarkets are usually segmented and the segmentation
is primariy caused by the various factors influencing the structure of labour markets. Some of the
important forms of segmentation are:
* agricultural and non-agricultural,

* rural and urban,

* formal and informal,

* male and female, and

It skilled and unskilled.

Labour market analysis should be the principal instrument of human resource planning, as it helps
identify skill shortages at more disaggregated levels of occupations and geographical locations and
alsoenablea diagnosis of market failure to match laboursupplywith demand. Indevelopingcountries,
labour market analysis is not used as a means of human resources planning primarily because of
lack of information on labour markets.

For effective human resource planning labour market information should be comprehensive, updated
at regular intervals and should throw light specifically on the following aspects.

*
Population, labour force and workforce.

Unemployment and underemployment

Manpower requirements by occupation, education and experience.

*

*
* Wages and earning structure.

* Job search patterns.

* Formal and informal sector entry requirements, occupational profiles and horizontal relationships
among occupations.

.,.
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*. Work environment and industrial relations.
.• Sto~s and output of different educatio'nlskill categories.

Smooth flow of information on the ·aspects outlined above and easy access to such. information not
only facilitates detailed labour market analysis but ithas also the potential to reduce labour market
imperfections, thereby eliminating segmentation of labour markets.

Besides information networks, the other factor which can contribute to the reduction of labour market
information is the public policy towards wages·and salaries, labour-management relations, regional
and industrial development;·and·education and training.

A competitive labour market is the prime requirement for achieving optimal human resources planning.

1.5 SUMMARY

The dimension~, attributes .anddistribution of population the prod~ct of whose I.abouradds to national
.wealth constittrte human resources. They are thus the participants and beneficiaries of economic
development. The demographic profile,·migration and mobility and participation patterns in economic
activity determine the quantitative aspects of actual and potential human resources. Investments in
education and training, health and nutrition, and social welfare and quality promote quality of human
. t-esourcesthr04gh enhanced labour productivity. /

!

While quantitative and qualitative· dimensions only regulate supply of human resources, the other
aspect of human resources planning namely the demand for human resources crucially depends on
the functioning and flexibility of labour markets. Labour market analYSis is a principal instrument of
human resources planning, as it helps identif}iskill shortages and also enables a diagnosis of market
failure to match labour supply with demand. To facilitate labour market analysis, there is a need for a
comprehensive and regularly updated labour market information system.
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UNIT 2
CONCEPTS AND PROCESS OF HUMAN· RESOURCE PLANNING

Objectives
After reading this Unit. you should be able to understand:
* the concept of human resources planning;
* the need for public intervention in human resources planning:
.. the theoretical basis and conceptual issues associated with aUernative approaches to human

resources planning: and
* conflict between the theoretical construct and political process of human resources planningand

tile resultant practices in human resources planning. .

Structure:
. 2.1 Concept t'JfHuman Resources Planning
2.2' Need for Human Resources Planning
2.3 Approaches to Human Resources Planning
2.4 PractiCesin Human Resources Planning
2,5 Summary
2.6 Further Readings

----------------- .----~----------------~----2.1 CONCEPT OF HU~Vii\NRESOURCES PLANNING

Plannirig is a process of preparing a setof decisions for action in the future. Human Resources
planning may then be interpreted as a process of preparing a set of decisions on human resources
development for action by human·resources in future. The actions required on the part of human
resources are exogenous to bumanreeourcee planning and they are primarily of'two,types:

* availing the employment opportunities generated by the technologies in vogue in the processof
e'conomicdevelopment. and , ' .. '.

* evolving new technologies to aid the process of economic development.

Given thepattern of growth in population. labour force and hence the human resources; there are
three types of investments which have the potential to contribute to human resources development.

They are investments in:
* health and nutrition.
* social and economic equity. and-e

* education.
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. The first two types of investment can only contribute to the accumulation of human beings in terms of
health, physical capacity to work and socio-economic status. As an economic asset - human capital
a mature human being is similar to unimproved land that has been protected from destruction by fire
and erosion. It is the education and training, directed toward development of skills in human beings,
the at chance the future asset value, productivity and earning power of human beings. This is the
humancapital approach to human resources planningwhich attaches prime importanceto investment
in education as a means of human resource development.

In the sense, thus, human resources planning and educational planning are almost synonymous.

2.2 NEED FOR HUMAN RESOURCES'PLANNING

Educational being the dominant dimension, human resources planning essentially involves making
conscious decision with regard to education to facilitate future actions regarding participation of
human resources in economic development. The natural question that arises is that should policy
planners make such decisions? Can not the market mechanism involving employers as users of
human resources, and students and their parents as suppliers of human resources make sur+i
decisions?These arevery relevantquestionswhichmust beansweredbeforemovingon to techniques
of human resources planning.

,Any market mechanism essentially involves interactions between profit maximising producers and
'utility maximising consumers. In a perfectly competitive market economy, wherein each .of the
participants among the producers as well as consumers is endowed with perfect knowledge about
the market forces, the interactions between producers and consumers result in a set of priceswhich
guarantee optimum allocation of resources provided certain conditions are met. Allocative efficiency
of resources is considered optimum when it is not possible to improve welfare of anyone of the
participants in the market without impairing the welfare of at least one of the participants in the
market. Welfare of each participant is viewed here from the point of view of individual's perceptions
of choices and preferences according to his or her own standards. This is the standard definition of
Pareto optimality.

The conditions which must be fulfilled to achieve Pareto optimality in resource allocation are four:
* informed consumers,

* absence of internal economies!of scale in production,
I .

* absence of externalities either in production or in consumption, and

* absence of public goods.

Failure to fulfill anyone or more of the above conditions leads to market failure in effecting optimum
allocation of resources and justifies state intervention to effect necessary corrections through policy.
decisions.

The next relevant question is whether education violates anyone of the four conditions.



Consumer's Knowledge of Education

Parental influence is a decisive factor in the educational achievements of children. Parental ignorance
caused by either lack of adequate knowledge about the market for educated or perceptions based
on their career experiences rather than based on the career challenges ahead of their children or
both is often viewed as the basis for state intervention in education. State sponsored vocational
guidance programmes and the stress on generating' employment market information through
government machinery as a means to provide appropriate labour market signals among developing
nations bears evidence to state intervention to make up for consumer ignorance or lack of adequate
knowledge.

Scale Economies in Production in Education

In the context of education, optimum allocation of resources implies that all resources should be
equally productive in every possible use in education. If there are scale economies in anyone or
more segments of education, then the resource allocation pattern is not optimum. Available empirical
evidence based on studies relating to American urban schools and private colleges, British Universities,
and Indian Technical education colleges and polytechnics supports the belief that scale economies
do exist in education system and that resource allocation within education system is not necessarily
optimum.

Externalities in Production or in Consumption

Efficient allocation of resources denotes that the value of output in different end uses is identical. If
some activities generate external benefits, then the society would be better off if more of these
activities are carried out. External benefits of education are enormous and varied. Some are economic
benefits such as income gains to persons other than those who are educated and income gains of
subsequent generations form a better educated present generation. Some are social benefits like
reduced crime and encouragement of lawful behaviour. And, others are the cultural benefits such as
widening of intellectual horizons and increased interests in cultural pursuits.

It is the presence and recognition of these external benefits of education which have supported state
intervention in education as a means of maximising the external benefits of education to the society.

Public Good

Public goods are generated by such economic activities whose benefits or losses cannot be assigned
to any single individual. They belong to the society as a whole and their consumption is necessarily
joint and is equal among all individuals in the society. As a result, the market mechanism is powerless
to induce anyone to reveal their preferences for public goods. It is thus difficult to establish optimum
quantity of public goods and the quantity to be provided can only be determined through deliberate
policy decision based on non-economic objectives. Existence of public goods is thus a case in State
intervention.

The advocates of education as a public good rested their case more often on non-economic objectives
of education (than economic considerations underlying conditions essential to achieve Pareto
optimality) in resource allocation to education. The three non-economic objectives which are of prime
importance are:
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* equality of educational opportunities,
* social cohesion, and

* sOcializationfunction-of education.

Parental choice, particularly;n a developing economy with diverse socio-economic structure, can
neither guarantee optimal use of resources nor.ha.sthe potential to meet the non-economic objectives.
State intervention in the planrri,ngand development of education is thus imperative.

2.3 APPROACHE§':io' HU~ RESOURCESPLANNING
. '.1, .. .
On the;theoretical plane there are three options to any educational planner: The first option is to treat
education as a consumption good and demand for education as an aggregate of individual consumer's
demand for sc:hooIirIU. and toprovide facilities for ~ducation and training accordingly. The second
option is to view education as an investment-good, evaluate investment in education at par with .
. investment In physical capital~and provide just enough schooling to equalize rates of retum on
inveSttneht in education with the rates of return on investment in physical capital. The third option is .
,to cOnSiderskilled manpower as baSic input to production of goods and servipes Within the economy,'
assess the skill requirements to achieve any predetermined economic growth target, and to gear the
expansion of educational system to provide the needed education and training.

Accordingly, there are three approaches to educational planning: .
. \

* SoclalDemand Approach. '
'" Rate of Return Approach. ..
* Manpower Requirement Approach'

~~Ial peman~Approach

.The social demand approach reiies on: an assess~ent of society's requirement-fir education. In
prim;iple, it is an aggregate of individuals demand for education in respect of all Indi~uals within the
society. It is not always possible particularty in larg~ societies, to assess IndividualS'demand for
education. In practice, therefore, social demand approach relies on a projection of past trends in
demographic aspects of population and the enrolment at different levels of education.

Social.demand approach is thus capable of revealing the number of students with different types of
profeSSional.preparation that may be ~xpectedby a giv~ target date, based on past experie~ce.
Projections of·s.9Cialdemand for education are eontingent upon given levels of .
* incOmesof educated people,
* 'tastes and preferences of hou~holds for ~cation.
* :'demographic characteristics such as fertility and mortality,
* direct ~sts; of education: .
'IT. student grants, and
•. existing standards of admiasions to varioU$lev~ls of education.
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Added to these constraints, there are the perennial problems associated with the data base on
demographic aspects at desegregated levels such as district, block and village; and ~ta on wastage
and stagnation in education, and intensity of uti!isation of existing educational facilities. ,

Social demand approach thus suffers from the difficulties associated with ~ny futurological exercise.

Rate of Return Approach
;.

Critics of social demand approach argue that the 'decision to choose more or less of education,
beyonGl'~legal school-learning age, :is made by an,individual who attaches, a positive value .to the
present and the Mure benefits of ed~cation. Aggregate of individuals demand for educatton, which
is cOnstrued as the social demand for education, should then be based an ap"rl!gate of individuals
assessment of benefits of education-reflecting the social benefits.

This brings us to the rate of return approach to education '

Rate of return approach looks upon education as a contributorto productivity and, in this sense, it is
expected to facilitate investment decisions in education - whether or not the student shou.ldundergo
more schooling, or whether or not the state should invest more and expand educational facilities" '

. "

Like in the rate of return analYSisof any investment, rate of return on investment in education is used
to expand educational facilities until s,chootingequalizes.

* on the one hand yield of investment in different types of eduCation, and
* on the other hand yield of investment in edu~ti~n vi.a-vis other sectors of th~ economy..

~he analysis, however, is confined to formal education only.

Estimation of rate return involves the calculation of internal rate of return which equates the preSent
value' of returns earned throughout the future active life with costs incurrecf sooh after investment !

decision it= made. There are thus three parameters involved in the estimation of ~ateof return. '
* Costs :.'education
* 'Returns tcteducation
* . Discount rate (used in discounting future returns to arrive at present value).'

Variety of conceptual issues are involved in 'the estimation' of these three parameterS. .

Costs of Education

Economic analysis of investmenttn education' ha~ a simple lwO-elementtaxonomy of cost; Oirect '
costs and indirect costs. . . .

Direct costs

Dirept cost again have two components: priva,teexpenditure on education/and, public expenditure
one education.' " ' "
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Private expenditure on education is the expenditure incurred by the individuals pursuing education
which includes items such as tuition fees, costs of books, extra room and board expenses and out
of-pocket expenses. It is relatively easier to estimate expenditure on these items.

Public expenditure on education is what the government spends on creating, expanding and
maintaining educational facilities. Public expenditure may be divided into recurring and non-recurring
items of expenditure. Recurring expenditure consists of items such as salaries of teaching and non
teaching staff, maintenance expenditure, office expenses including contingencies, and expenditure
on student welfare. Non-recurring expenditure comprises costs of building, plant and equipment,
library, and sports complex. In the case of recurring expenditure, apportioning salaries of teaching
staff lecturing to students in more than one discipline is a problem, as it requires an assessment of
workload distribution which is not uniform among various educational institutions. Non-recurring
expenditure poses two sets of problems: One, imputing costs to any particular cohort of students.
Second, apportioning costs imputed to any cohort among students belonging to various disciplines,
as all students may not use each and every facility in an identical manner. For example, social
sciences students do not use laboratories.

Indirect Costs

Indirect cost may be viewed from both private and social angles. From the private ang1e it is the
earning foregone by individual students while attending school. There are a variety of conceptual
issues involved in estimating earnings and in attributing it to a particular level of education which will
be discussed later. Estimation 0.1 foregone earnings is even more difficult; as it calls for identification
of all possible avenues of employment and possible earnings therefrom, and an assessment of
money value of foregone leisure. This necessitates subjective valuation of earning and leisure.

Social view point of indirect costs involves estimation of opportunity cost of public expenditure on
education. there are no standard procedures in the estimation of social indirect costs.

Returns to Education

Returns to education may be categorised into three types: Direct monetary benefits, indirect monetary
benefits and non-monetary benefits.

Direct monetary benefits

Direct monetary benefits to education are the extra life-time earnings received that can be attributed
to schooling.

Observed earnings differential of any education program, say college education, can at best constitute
a first approximation to the true earnings differential attributable to college education. This is because
intelligence, family wealth, parents education and earnings, and motivation play an important role -
more than educatlon per-se. Isolating the effect of all such factors and estimating the true earnings
differential attributable to any given level of education is a difficult task.

As for earnings data on only the past and present returns are available. To estimate future returns it
calls for intelligent guess regarding productivity and growth in incomes. Any assumption on the secular
rate 0, growth o' iifferential be' Nee" high school and college graduates may have a crucial
effect on the rate 01 n to college education.
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Comput~tion of life time earnings also necessitates adjustments for education specific unemployment
and mortality rates, which is a difficult task as no data exists in this regard. This apart, monetary gain
to an in\:lividual over his life time should be measured by his disposable income - income net of
taxes. Anticipating future tax structures for different streams of life til ne income is not an easy job.

!

Indirect monetary benefits

Educatjon definitely influences earnings from the first job. Earnings from subsequent jobs are not all
dependent on initial education. Rather, they are dependent on the skills acquired through on-the-job
training and other in-service training, additional earnings attributable to such training are thus indirect
to initi~ education. Such training, however, is dependent on initial level of education, although the
nature of on-the-job / in-service training received need not necessarily be the same for all individuals
with id.ntical initial education. Isolating the effect of the such training on future earnings from the life
time errnings to a given initial education, in computing returns to a given level of education, is a
difficull job.

Human. capital in an educated worker is often used to increase the productivity of co-workers. For
example, an educated worker may improve production techniques and office procedures which may
improve the efficiency of all other workers and lead to an increase in the overall productivity. Corrections
should, therefore, be made to add the productivity related earning gains of all the lesser educated
who may benefit from the education and skill of the workers who causes improvement in production,
as the benefits to other workers are indirect by-products of education and such benefits are not
captured by the recipients of education.

If the meaning of private returns is extended further to include all benefits received by the recipient's
family, then there are other forms of indirect monetary benefits such as:

* child-care services - during the period the child is at school the parents have free time to further
their economic interests, and

* generational transmission of education - educated parents facilitate inherited aptitude for schooling
ar,nong their children and effective home instruction which saves expenditure on private tuition.

It is e~sier to visualise numerous such miscellaneous indirect benefits. The problem, however, is that
of,quhntifying monetary gains from such benefits.

Non-monetary benefits

There are some non-monetary benefits which accrue·to the individual pursuing education. Education
mayfor instance, alter and modify tastes, preferences and outlook leading to cultural upgradation.
Like'f'ise, education may facilitate individuals to take up more satisfying job with higher prestige and
greater independence, and less of stress and strain. In fact, the attraction of such psychological
returns as compared with the monetary returns of white collared jobs which swells the number seeking
them among the educated.

Many other non-monetary benefits of education are not captured by the educated individual. Rather,
~hey:benefit the society. These benefits are categorised as "externalities". The educated mind IS
trairleL. .0 inq Ir8 and question, and not to accept authority by default. This aspect of education is
exp~cted to ~+"engthen democratic principles, and reduce the chances of losing collective and individual

- -----
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freedom of the society. Like wise, education causes better understanding .and appreciation of the
importance ot health and hygiene thus leading to improved health standards of the society at large.
Proponents of education even argue that schooling reduces crime and improves social order.

. .
Education causes quality improvement in labour. Given other factors of production, including the
physical capital endownments, growth of the economy can come about only througl:l improvements
in the quality of labour. Education thus contributes to economic growth. .

Non-monetarybenefits of education are all qualitative in nature. They are not amenable to quantitative
-....Jmeasurement.

Dlscount Rate

While the costs of education are incurred at the beginning. returns to education aCcrueover the life
time. In the computation of Intemsl rate of return, which is used as a criteria for making investment
decisions on 'education; there i~ a need to discount future returns to arrive at their present value.
Rate of return to education thus crucially depends on the discount rate used for discounting future
returns. .

In the case of private returns the discount rate could be:
* either the rate of Interest at which an individual borrows for financing educatiOn,
* or the rate of return from the best possible alternative to investment in education.

Here again there are a number of possible alternatives and there is no objective criterion for making
a choice among the alternatives.

Choosing a discount rate in respect of social returns is even more complicated. This is because,
apart from economic criteria, welfare considerations also enter the calculus to the dermination of an
acceptable social rate of discount.

Limitations of Rate of Return Approach

Apart from the conceptual issues associated with the parameters involved the estimation of rate of
return to education and difficulties associated-withthe availability of data, there are a number of other
limitations associated with this approach.

The primary limitation is the in-determinancy o.fthe··signalsit generate for educational planning. Rate
of return analysis is 'only inctic~tiveoftelative priorities. Itdo~~l\ot facilitate value judgement among
different projects in the:priority ordering. In particular,when if:«>mes to making a choice among non
comparable projects, rate of return approach is an extremely defective tool. Even within education, .
because of seql1entiarhierarchical linkages (like college education follows school educati~n), it is
difficult to make decision onhow much to invest at eaChlevel purely based on rate of return analysis
and without any reference to backward and forward linkages of the level of education concerned.

Rate of return analysis does not take cognisance of supply anq demand of skills in the labour market.
Excess supply (or excess demand) is.likely to .causedistortions in the occupation-education profiles
and hence affect the life-time earning profiles. These distortions are likely to vitiate the signals made
available by rate of return analysis which may ultimately lead to'a wrong set of choice in education.
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To an economist, education is only a screening device in analysing the process of human capital
formation. Even here there is no unanimity among scholars with regard to the filteration function of
education. In view of this, it is doubtful whether'rate of return to education could be used as an
effective tool in making investment decisions within education sector as well as among different
sectors of economy with education included as a sector. ' ..

Manpower Requirements Appr~ach
The fundamental axiom of manpower requirements apprcach is that there. is a definite link between
education and economic growth, and that Lackof skilled manpower in required numbers impedes
growth.

In this approach an attempt is made to forecast future reqUire~f educated manpower to fulfil a
future target of Gross Nati.9nsl Product (GNP) or specific ta~ industrial..prQduction..Based on
the forecasts of educated manpower requirements over a speo perioci/ttfe.planners would then
indicate the directions of development of the educational sector over the me' specified Period.

"The basic'steps' involved in this exercise are as under:
* Anticipating the directions and magnitude of developmentof each individual sectors of the economy.
* Evolvingnorms for employing manpower in each individual sector keeping inview the technological

options - present :aswell as future - for each sector of the economy. .
* . Tran·slating.the .physical.t8rgets..fQ.rJbe_.development.of. each individual sector. into manpower
. , requirements using sector specific manpower norms. '
*' Estimating the educationat.equlvalents of the manpower requirements.
* Analysing the implicatio'ns of estimates of educated manpower requirements for educational

development; based on assumptions regarding. enrolment rates, transltlon probabilities, and
,wastage and stagnation rates at each level of education. .

Limitations of Manpower Requirements Approach
The first limitation is that the approach assumes that educated manpower of different types are used
in fixed proportion, and that there are no tubstitution.possibilities among the various categories of
educated manpower. .

The second limitation is that it postulates a definite Jinkbetween an industrial task and an educational
level,

Prices ':'~eitherin terms of cost of producing educated manpower or in terms of salamesand wages of
. educated people - do not play any role in matching demand with supplies of educated manpower in
this brand of educational planning. This makes good sense iUormal education and training is the
only means cjf producing educated manpower. ~fthere are alternative ways of producing a given
'categoryof skiUedmanpower, then prices playa significant role and manpower requirements approach
fails to take cognisance of this aspect. In the Indian context, even in the case of highly skilled
occupatations where graduate level engineers are required, it has been observed that over 30 per
cent olthe manpower do not have the basic minimum qualifications. They have reached these high
levels through on-the-job training and such other informal training, in the requisite skills. Such perSons
are categoriesed as 'practicals', and these 'practicals' are to be found in every occupation.



The crucial limitation in all forecasting 'exercises is the assumption about the distant unknown future.
! .error injudgement, in this regard, will seriouslyaffect"manpowerbalances at a later date resulting
in .,itherexcess supply or excess demand. In the context of educational planning, excess demand is
.elatively easier to manage. Excess supply, on the other hand, leads to serious economic and
sociological problems which are often difficult to deal with.

2.4 PRACTICES IN HUMAN RESOURCES PLANNING

Educational planning essentially aims at improving the quality of manpower resources in the country.
The benefits to the economy from educational planning are thus indirect and intangible. Planning in
other sectors of the economy have tangible benefits and hence contribute directly to the growth of
the economy. It is this aspect of the education sector which has led to a bias against the education
sector in macro economic planning exercises among many developlnq nations.

The practices in planning indicate that other sectors of the economy covertly and overtly claim higher
priority in the thinking of planners. Also, it is in the nature of projects in other sectors of the economy
that once they are started they will have to be completed so as to be of any use to the economy.
Projectsin educationsector on the other handcaneitherbe postponedor left incomplete.Forexample,
and incomplete irrigation dam cannot be of any use to the economy; while school buildings without
roof, without a black board, or without teacher in some cases can be put to use by the society through
improvisation. As a result, education seems to have residual claim to the plan resources.

The interaction between technical inputs to educational planning - based on well thought out dicata
of planning- andthe political process of planningoften results in the statement of monetary resources
available to education sector as a whole which need to be allocated to different sub-sectors of
education. Added to this, lack of effective monetary device in education -resulting again form the
inadequacy of financial resources to education - often causes divergence in the implementation of
monetary plans for education from the physical plan for education. In the process it may even result
in the distortion of physical priorities within the education sector.

Decision making with regard to education sector development, in practice, has been such that the
essence of the ritual of educational planning is honoured more in its breach than in its observance.
Yet, many developing countries go through these rituals at definite intervals.

I'

In view of the qualitative aspects which predominate educational planning decision, it appears that
comprehension of quality as a variable and its manoeurability is better facilitated at micro-level.
There is thus a case for decentralised planning with regard to education sector.

2.5 SUMMARY
Human resources planning, as a process of human resources development, involves investment
decisions on three aspects which are complementary to each other. Education, health, and social
and economic equity. Education has undoubtedly been the dominant aspect. Human resources
planning has, therefore, been treated as synonymous with educational planning.



Concepts and Process of Human Resources Planning

Educational planning involves both private and public investments. Yet, public investment decisions
have dominated educational planning exercises in almost all the countries. This is because of labour
market imperfections and failure of the market mechanisms to facilitate optimal investment decisions
in education.

On the theoretical plane, there are three different approaches to human resources planning: Social
demand approach, rate of return approach and manpower requirements approach. In practice,
however, political process of planning - often at variance with the rationale based on a well thought
out dicata of planning - has been dominating. This has resulted irilthe distortion of physical priorities
within education sector in many cases.

In view of the predominance of qualitative aspects, there is a growing realisation that - educational
planning at micro level will be more meaningful than at the macro level.
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UNIT 3

METHODS AND TECHNIQUES:DEMAND FORECASTING

Objectives
.After reading this ·unit,you should be able to understand:
*. the concept of manpower demand,

* the need for manpower demand forecasting and types of forecasts.

* The methodologies of manpower demand forecasting at the macro and micro levels, and

* The data base required for manpower demand forecasting at the macro and micro levels.

Structure
'3.1 Introduction
3.2 Macro Forecasting
3.3 Micro Forecasting
3.4 Data Base for Manpower Forecasting
3.5' Summary
3.6 Further Readings

3.1 INTRODUCTION

There are some conceptual issues which need elaboration. The primary issue relates to manpower
demand.The other issues concern the manpower forecasts, need for manpower forecasts and types
of forecasts.

Manpower demand

Inmanpower literature, there is conslder..I..'aW,econfusio.nconcerning the precise meaning of thewords
'demand', 'need' and 'requirements'. ~~ writers have used the terms as synonymous. Others, on
the other hand, have used them in distinct senses.

'. ,
'Demand' for a particular category of manpower, from the ecOnomists angle, is a schedule of

. relationships between quantities of that particular category of manpower demanded and a series of
'possiblewage rates. It is conceived here that the quantity of manpower demanded varies with the
wage rates - more at a lowe(wage rate than at a higher one. Estimating future manpower 'demand'
from the economists angle is not an easy job, as it calls for detailed knowledge about the established
,relationships between manpower demand and wage rates paid by category of manpower, and
knowledgeof the future pattern of relativewage ratesfor various occupations - reflecting the marginal
productivity in value terms. '.



'Need' refers to the number of people required to provide an ideal level of service. What i:.: .al is
never achieved, because of structural, technological and other constraints. For example, a country's

, 'need' for education might be that every one should haveeducation upto the secondary school level.
However,because of socio-cultural constraints leading,to,discrimination against females and class
distinCtionamongvarioussection of social hierarchy,resourcecom~traint,and inadequateinfrastructure
support li~ school buildings and teachers" it may not be.feasible to 'plan,to provide secondary school
level of education to every one. .

'Requirements' are tben the functional composition of employmen~that will be necessary toproduce .
goods and services within the framework of social, cultural, economic and technological targets (or .
constraints) specifies. They are more often described as technological requirements because
manpower requirements ()f any task performance Is conditioned by the state of technology.

-
In an extreme case, where the elasticity of SUbstitutionbetween different factors are zero or close to
zero, anychange in relative wages has either no effect or has insignificant effect on the 'demand'for
manpower; and the levei of employment resulting in' such a situation is in fact technologically
determined.Such a situation seems plausible in the short run; and it is unlikely to happen in the long
run, because in the long run technologies might change giving rise to substitution possibilities.

"

Likewise, requirements' - which are in fact 'needs' in a constrained'situation - may conform to
'need', if the constraints are not binding at the time of estimation.

In 'effect, 'demand', 'requirements' and needs mig'htmeu, the same.

- if there are no SUbstitutionpossibilities among factors of production, and

- if the constraints are not binding.
,

The o~rative terms 'manpower demand' (or 'manpower requirement,' or 'manpower needs') in the
.manpower literature implies manpower required to fulfil certain physical targets for Gross Domestic
Product (GOP) or industrial output or socia-cultural status. . .

Manpower-Forecasts

In the context of rTVlnpowerf~recasting, there is a need to make a distinction between 'projections'
~fu~~. •

'Projections'lpredict the outcome of spontaneous forces i.e., the obtcome which is expected in the
nqrmal course of events and inthe absence of external stimulus.

. Forecasts, on the other hand, refEW'to a prediction of the outcome when normal course of events are
influenced and altered,by external forces. For example,,in the macro context, forecasts could result
in a statementofwhat would happen ifeconomicgrowthWeredeliberately manipulatedbygovernment
policy.

Need for Manpower Forecasts

The basic rationale for making manpower forecasts is the long gest~tipn lag~.JIl.~<pt.pau~on;oJ
skilledprofessionalpeople.Manpower forecastsmadewell in adVance,faCiIWPi~~(eacidltiQJjt
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;a:'"1ingin the effort to ensure that manpower required are available at the time when they are needed.

'.:'.e secondmajor reason is the observed imperfections in the labour market. Markets for manpower
with long lead time for production are characterised by cobweb cycles, because of long lags in the
supply side and short lags, on the demand side. In the event supply is not planned to meed the
requirement, cobweb cycles in the labour market may ultimately lead to distortions in occupation
education correspondence, the fall out of which could either result in huge educated unemployment
or with people taking up occupations for which they are not adequately prepared or both. Manpower
forecasts, it is expected, would facilitate correction of labour market distortions.

The third major reason is that in the short-run atleast, elasticities of substitution among vartousskills
have been observed to be either zero or near zero..Production of goods and services, therefore,

. require various categories of skilled manpower in fixed proportion. Shortage of any skilled category
of manpower, in such a situation would adversely affect the production of goods and serviceswithin
economy. Manpower forecasts would help avoid such a situation by facilitating anticipation of skill
shortages and planning skill supplies accordingly.

Types of Manpower Forecasts

Manpower forecasts could be categorised differently, depending on the purpose for which forecasts
are made. Some of the major types of forecasts are briefly described here.

Short-term forecasts

Short-term forecasts are usually made for a period not exceeding two years. Short-term manpower
forecasts are made, primarily, to facilitate estimation of financial provision for wages/salaries in the
programmes/projects initiated or likely to be initiated in the immediate future. Short-term manpower
forecasts are also useful in resource allocation among competing programmes to be taken up for
implementation in the not too distant future. Short-term forecasts are very useful at the micro -level
say, company level.

Medium-term forecasts

For most countries medium term is about two to five years - the horizon for planning. Mecli'lm term
forecasts are useful in those offices which are concerned with advising Ministers or preparing
contingency plans to meet the 'twists and turns of economic circumstances or international events'.

Long-term forecasts

Forecasts for a period more than five years are considered as long-term forecasts. How long a
periodbeyondfive years is involved in long-termplanningwill, however,vary from situationto situation.
Long-term manpower forecasts are useful in educational planning, particularly relating to the highly
skilled professional categories of manpower. They are also useful in the preparation of corporate
plans incorporating productivity changes, technological changes and major organisational
developments. '
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Policy conditional forecasts

Policy conditional manpower forecasts are those which are determined by the policy towards the
factors which influence the demand for manpower. Such manpower forecasts may be based on a
rule of thumb, or on professional judgement, or on an explicitly specified model or any combination of
the three.

Onlookers forecasts

An onlookers' manpower forecasts are those which are derived by assuming that the factors influencing
manpower demand behave in the future as they did in the past. Like in the case of policy conditional
forecasts, onlooker's forecasts are also obtained with the help of a rule of thumb, or professional
judgement, or an explicitly specified model, or any combination of the three.

Optimising forecasts

,Optimising manpower forecasts are those which are obtained as solutions to an optimising model in
which numbers demanded of various categories of manpower are so determined that either the end
benefits are maximised, or cost of resources used in achieving a pre-determined end objective is
minimised.

Macro and micro forecasts

It is important to make a distinction between two other types of manpower forecasts viz., macro ana
"micro forecasts, primarily because of two reasons: First, the end purposes of the two types of forecasts
are different. Second, the methodologies employed and data base used are different. It is, however,
possible .that micro forecasts, if properly planned, might ultimately lead to macro forecasts but not
vice-versa.

Macro forecast are done usually at the national, industry/sector and region/state levels. They are
primarily used in

planning education and training facilities;
decision making for the choice of industries for development;
choice of location, technology, and size of organisation among industries selected; and
determining order of priorities for creating and/or for expanding economic and social
infrastructure.

Micro forecasts are made at the enterprise or department level. Micro manpower forecasts are needed
primarily for planning recruitment, promotion and training in accordance with the plans for the
development of enterprise or department concerned. Forecasts at this level are, thereforerrequired
to be in greater details as well as precise. The micro forecasts are usually expressed in terms' of
number required for each occupation, source and stage of recruitment, and scheduling of training.

The methods of forecasting at macro and micro levels are discussed in details in the following sections.
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3.2 MACRO FORECASTING "

Manpower demand forecasting techniques used at the macro level in different countries may be
summarised under five types: .
* Employers Opinion Method
* Normative Method

* Component Method
* International Comparisons Method

Mediterranean Regional Project (MRP) Method*

These five methods are discussed in brief, in what follows, citing representative examples to illustratethe methods.

Employers Opinion Method

Under this method employers are asked to give their assessment. of future manpower needs in
different categories in their respective establishments. Aggregating·.overall employers and making
allowance for death, retirement, migration and occupational mobility, it is then possible to arrive at
future manpower demand by skill category. This method has been used in a number of developed
countries like the United States, United Kingdom, Canada, Sweden and France.

Themethodhasbeen found to be particularlyuseful in the caseof highlyskilledprofessionalcategories
of manpower where the o~cupation-education correspondence has been observed to be almost
unique.It hasalsobeenobservedthat the methodhasbeenveryuseful inmakingshort-termmanpower
forecasts than medium-term and long-term forecasts.

However, the technique - even as a means of making short-term manpower forecasts _ has been
observedto be severelyconstrained. For instance,the technique assumes that employersare capable
of making such forecasts. It might be true in the case of large corporate sector establishments with
well staffed personnel divisions. Likewise, the use of technique implies that manpower demand
forecasts made by employers are linked to the production levels of their respective establishments.
Inanopinionsurvey,this is rarelydone. Finally,even if the manpowerforecasts are linkedto production
levelsemployersexpectationsof productioF)·Jevelsare never realisedwith the samedegreeof accuracy
in an oligopolistic situation, because of stiff cornpetltlon and market imperfections. In other words,
where the market for goods and services are characterised by stiff competition, employers forecasts
of manpower cannot be aggregated.

~ormative Method
r,

-Jormativemethod uses norms for employing manpower to produce goods and services. The norms
Ire usually expressed as ratios between manpower employed and the volume (or value) of goods
indservicesproduced.These ratiosare basedon eitherthe existingsituationor the desirablesituation.
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Examples of the ratios are employment - output ratio, incremental employment - investment ratio,
employment - fixed capital ratio, employment - value added ratio, medical doctor - population ratio,
teacher-student ratio, nurse-medical doctor ratio, and engineer-technician ratio.

As an illustration of the method, using employment - output norm, as a first step, the norm is evolved
for a base year. Next, output projection are obtained for the target year. Then the base year
employment-output norm is applied to the target year's estimated output to obtain employment
forecasts in the target year.

This normative approach has two basic limitations: One is that the method assumes that the norms
are stable over a period of time. This can be overcome, if it is also possible to predict changes in the
norms as between the base year and target year.

The other limitation is that it uses a uniform norm for all components of a production process or for all
regionswithin in country. This limitation can again be overcome by using different norms for different
components or regions, which is the component method.

Component Method

In the component method requirements of any category of manpower are further sub-divided into
vanouscomponents and then a separate norm appropriate to each component is used in arriving at
a forecast of manpower requirements for each component, Forecasts for all the components are
then aggregated to arrive at an estimate of future manpower requirements for the manpowercategory
concerned.

For instance, in the case of medical doctors, instead of using an overall norm such as the doctor
population ratio, the requirements of doctors are sub-divided into four components:

,
* Doctors required in hospitals and other health centres maintained by the government.

* Doctors required as teachers in medical colleges.

* Doctors required in the hospitals and health centres in the private corporate sector.

Doctors required as private practitioners.*

In the case of first component, doctor-government health expenditure norm is used. Teacher-student
ratio in medical colleges is used for the second component. Doctor-private corporate sector health
expenditure norm (or any other norm prescribed by the concerned private corporate sector agency)
is used in the case of the third component. In respect of the last component doctor-health expenditure
(by the general public) norm is used. '

A variant of the component method is to use different norms for different categories of manpower for
producing the same set of goods/services such as engineer-output ratio, scientists-output ratio,
technician-output ratio, managers-output ratio, and supporting manpower-output ratio.

The cbmponent approach is thus basically the normative approach. The difference lies basically in
using-different norms for different components.

The primary problem associated with the normative approach-that of obtaining reliable normswhich
sre stable over a period of time - still remains.



International Comparisons Method

International comparisons sometimes facilitate use of stable norms. An Italian study conducted in
1960 forecast sectoral distribution of workers in 1975 assuming that the Italian labour produc:tivities
in 1975 would match the levels reached in France in 1960. There is a considerable subjective evaluation
of international experiences in using the international comparisons method which is not always easy
to justify on objective considerations. This method has, therefore, been. not very popular.

MRPMethod

The MRPMethod is designed to forecast manpower requirements by educational categories so that
the forecasts are rendered directly relevant to educational planning exercises. Primarily, there are
five steps involved in forecasting manpower requirements by education. The first step is to arrive at
the target year projections of GOP - exogenously determined by an economic plan in the cast of
planned economies. '.

The second steps involves the estimation of sectoral contributions to GOP in the target year bymajor
sectors such as agriculture, manufacturing, transport and communication, trade and commerce, and
services.

At the third step,sector specific averageemployment- output ratiosare applies to sectoralcomposition
of GOP in the target year to arrive at estimates of employment in the target year by sector.

Sectoral forecasts of employment thus obtained for the target year are then distributed among a
number of mutually exclusive occupational categories using either the base year or any desirable
sector - occupation distributions.

At the final step, occupational structure of manpowerforecasts relatingto the target year are translated
into educational structure by applying a standard measure of the level of formal education/training
required to successfully perform the tasks specified under each occupational title. This procedure
gives the net manpower needs - net of replacement needs.

Allowance are then made for death, retirement, migration and occupational mobility to estimate the
replacement needs by the target year.

Net manpower needs and the replacement manpower needs by education will together then yield the
total manpower needs by education.

The forecasts thus obtained are conditional on the achievement of GOP in the target year.

MRP approach, though very comprehensive, suffers from three sets of limitations. First, forecasts
are made separately in respects of GOP, employment-output ratio, occupational structure and
educational structure. This implies they are all independentwhich is not realistic. Second, the method
assumes that the occupational and educational structures used are stable over time, and that there
are no substitutional possibilities between occupations and between different kinds of education/
training. This is an unrealistic assumption, as it amounts to assuming that demand for manpower is
independent of the supply. Third, MRP approach is fairly expensive, because it lays demand on a
wide variety of data which are not always available in the published form. One may, therefore, be
compelled to resort to primary data collection on many aspects.
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3.3 MICRO FORECASTING
Micro manpowerforecasting (Le.,manpowerforecasting at the enterprises or company level) involves
estimation of manpower needs for a specified or anticipatedworkload structure. There are essentially
three steps involved in the process:

*
Evoh(ingmanning norms based on an analysis of workload structure.

ForecastingWorkloads

RelatinqWorkloads to manning norms.

*

*

.Evolving manning norms

It starts .withtaking a comprehensive view of the work of an orgnaisation which is first .-Jividedinto
functions. The functions are then sub-divided into tasks and work groups associated with each task
are then identified. In respect of each workgroup:
* the levels and number of positions at each level,

* the job descriptions of each position by level, and

* performance of incumbants to each position by level vis-a-vis job expectations.

are analysed. Based on this analysis: number of levels and number of positions required at each
level, skill gaps of incumbents to each position, and their education/training and experience
requirements are worked out. The manning norms thus estimated for each work group are discussed
with the employers and the employee unions to arrive at a set of desirable manning norms for the
orqanisation as a whole relevant to the present workload pattern. Any changes in the workload
pattern may result in a different set of manning norms for the organisation.

Chan~s inworkload patterncan come abouteither through technological change, or bettermanpower
utilisatlon or both.

Technological change could be labour saving - resulting in a reduction in the number of levels and/
or number of positions at each level - ultimately leading to reduced manpower requirements.
Alternatively, technological change could also be capital-saving which may end up in increased
manpower requirements by level and position. Ineither case, technological change causes a change
in the manning norms.

Better manpower utilisation is usually caused by better management, better organisation of work
within each work group and among various work groups within the organisation, and better worker
managementcooperation. Better manpower utilisationnormally results in improved labourproductivity
and hence a reduction in manpower requirements.

.'

Manpower forecasting process at the micro level; therefore, calls for a forecast and analysis of future
workload patterns to arrive at appropriate manning norms.

Forecasting workloads
If 'work' consists of a single type of activity, then the total output is a measure of the amount of work.
In areas such as provision of health care, workload often is a function of population. Population



forecasts obtained by demographic techniques, in the provision of health care can be ·treated as
workload forecasts. .

On the other hand, 'work' consists of a variety of tasks - the relative magnitudes of which vary with
time, then one way is to predict workload of each task separately and aggregate the workloads of all
tasks to arrive at a forecast of total workload. If the tasks are numerous then this procedure is very
tedious. It is possible, however, that the numerous tasks are inter-correlated. Hence, it may be possible
to reduce the dimensionality of the problem. In an extreme case, where all the tasks are perfectly
correlated among themselves, it would suffice to take just one tasks - or an average of all tasks - for
projection purposes. Where the tasks are all not perfectly correlated, it is still possible to reduce the
dimensionality through the use of one of the two statistical techniques: principal Component Analysis
and Factor Analysis.

Principal Component Analysis is a descriptive technique which finds linear transformation of numerous
tasks into a smaller number of indices (Principal Components) such that:

the indices are all uncorrelated among themselves, and
all the indices together summarise the information contained among the numerous tasks.

Principal Components are then projected to arrive at forecasts of work'oads.

Factor Analysis, the aim of which is similar to that of Principal Components Analysis, uses a
sophisticated statistical model. Here, some small number of factors are identified which have the
potential to explain the behaviour of the numerous tasks. Then predicting the behaviour of individual
.factors, it is possible to arrive at forecasts of workload under each tasks and hence the forecast of
total workload.

The foregoing methods assumed that the character of work in each task will not change significantly
during the period of forecast, while technological change and/or manpower utilisation can change
the character of work in anyone or more tasks. It is possible to incorporate the effect of all the factors
which affect the character of workload, if there is apriori information on the impact of each of the
factors. An illustration, in this regard, based on the method outlined by I.G. Helpsis presented in the
table below:

Factor affecting Improvement in Factor giving change in
Productivity productivity in manpower in 3 years

three years (%) 1 - (Improvementl100)

a) New organisation structure 6 0.94
b) Better equipment 6 0.95
c) New information requirements -8 1.08
d) Better manpower Utilisation 10 0.90
e) Training 8 0.92

Combined total effect on productivity = 0.94 x 0,95 x·1.08 x 0.90 x 0.92 = 0.80

Thus the above five factors will reduce the workload by about 20 per cent for the same set of staff.
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Relating workload to manning norms

If worl<lload'W' can be forecast by the methods discussed in the previous section, and productivity0
workers 'P' - given as the ratio of workload to workers -can be estimated based on historical date

, ' , and/or appriori information on factors affecting productivity, then manpower forecasts in terms 0
. numbers required in future can be obtained as

W
, number required in future = p
", .

'3.4 DATA BASE FOR MANPOWER FORECASTING

Data base has a crucial role to play in manpower forecasting, as it determines the methodologies
that can be adopted and methodological refinements that can be effected.

Keeping this in view, data requirements for manpower demand forecasting are discussed at macro
and micro levels separately.

Data Base for Macro Forecasting

For macro forecasting it would be ideal to have comparable data on the following items over a period
of years in the past.

Population Statistics

Dataon population of the country byaqe, sex, education, economic activity status, migr:ation,marital
status, region, and rural-urban distribution are needed.

Data on economic parameters

Economic parameters on which data are required on time-series basis are inputs, output, capital,
investment, wages, productivity, value added and depreciation by industry; consumption, savings
and expenditure on health by income strata of population in rural and urban areas of each region.

Information on technologies

Details about existing technologies are needed by industry specifying the implications of each
technplogyfor employmentgeneration and investment.Similar information isalso neededon emerging
technologies by industry.

Data ,base for Micro Forecasting

For micro forecasting awell-defined manpower Information System (MIS) is needed at the enterprise
or company level. MIS may have the following modules:

Personal Data Module: Identification particulars, educational particulars, educational
qualifications; privileges, if any such as military training, handicapped, scheduled castes/
scheduled tribes etc.



Recruitment Module: Dateof recruitment,grading in aptitude tests, grading in leadership
tests, overall grading, job preferences and choices, if any.

Job Experience Module: Placement history, grade promotions., tasks performed grade
wise, significant contributions, etc.

Performance Appraisal Module: Performanceappraisal at each job held,job experience
evaluated with the background of job description, communication rating, rating of inter
personal relationships, rating of behaviours in a group, commitment of corporate goals,
etc.

Training and Development Module: Natureof training received at each level, individuals
evaluation of effectiveness of training, individual assessment of training needs vis-a-vis
jobs currently being performed etc. <

Miscellaneous Module: Record of compensation and benefits received, health status,
information relating to personal problems which calls for the attention by the authorities,
security needs, etc.

MIS is developed on the basis of personnel history records of each individual employee within the
enterprise or company and is updated every year.

3.5 SUMMARY

On the theoretical plane, there is considerableconfusion regarding the concept of manpowerdemand.
In practice,however,manpowerdemand impliesfunctionalor technological requirementsof manpower
that will be necessary to perform a given task.

The primary rationale of manpower demand forecasts is the long gestation lags in the production of
skilled professional people. Manpower demand forecasts are also needed to counter the influence of
labour market influences, and to overcome technological regidifiss atleast in the short-run.

The objectives and methodologies of manpower demand forecasting are different at macro and
micro levels.

At the macro level manpower demand forecasts are needed as a basis for educational planning;
choiceof locationof industries, size of industriesand technology,and determining prioritiesfor creating
and/or expanding economic and social infra structure. The manpower demand forecasts may,
therefore, need to be indicative in facilitating appropriate action. At the same time, macro demand
forecasts are required to be comprehensive. The methodologies of macro manpower demand
forecasting are, therefore, complex and are often expensive because of the nature of techniques
used and data base required.

Micro level manpower demand forecasts are made at the enterprise or company level. At this level,
the forecasts are needed for planning recruitment, promotion and training. Forecasts are this level .
will therefore, have to be in greater detail as well as precise. A well defined Manpower Information
Systembuilt up on the basis of personnel history record of each individual employee is a pre-requisite
for making detailed and precise forecasts at the enterprise or Company level.
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METHODS AND TECHNIQUES: SUPPLY FORECASTING

Objectives
After reading this unit, you should be able to understand:
* the concept and dimension of manpower supply;

* the methods of manpower supply forecasting at the macro level;

* the significance of wastage rate and internal flows in the context of micro supply forecasting; and
* the data base required for macro and micro manpower supply'forecastinq.

"
Structure
4.1 Introduction
4.2 Macro Forecasting
4.3 Micro Forecasting

,,:.4.4 Data Base for Supply Forecasting
4.5 Summary
4.6 Further Readings

, 4.1 INTRODUCTION
,~-----------------------------------
.J " '~J

.: As a prelude to the discussion on the methods and techniques of manpower supply forecasting, it is
essential to understand clearly the precise concept of manpower supply. There is also a need to

.- ~laborate on the dimensions of manpower supply; because the methods and techniques, and data
,~sources vary with the dimension considered for estimation of manpower supply.

~
Concept of Manpower Supply

Manpowerand labour force are treated often as synonymous. There is, however, a subtle distinction.
While labour force includes all persons in the population who are economically active, manpower
refers to all persons in the labour force - other than the purely unskilled. Manpower is thus the skilled
component of labour force - irrespective of the levei of skill attained. Manpower supply is then the
+I)talitxof manpower employed and manpower unemployed butare seeking jobs.

/; Dimensions of Manpower Supply"

In the literature on manpower planning the following four dimensions of manpower supply are clearly
discernable: .

* Stock and flow

* Quantity and Quality
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* Occupation and education

Macro and micro*

Stock and flow

Flow dimension refers to manpower supply over a period of time, say, over a five year plan period.
Stock dimension, on the other hand, denotes manpower supply at a particular point of time like a
target date of an economic plan.

Quantity and Quality

Quantitativedimensionof manpowersupply indicatesthe numberof personsavailablewith the requisite
qualifications/skill both employed as well as unemployed and seeking jobs.

Qualitativedimensioncomes into playwhen characteristicsof manpowersupply such as specialisation;
level, duration and quality of training; length of job related experience; and aptitude and motivation
are beingconsidered.

Occupation and ed~cation

Occupation is a description of the functions role to be played.An occupation does not always indicate
education/training/skill requirements to perform the expected functional roles.

There aresome occupations - such as physicians- which are uniquely related to a given occupation.
There are the other occupations which do not have any precise relationship with education.

Where anoccupatlonal group is uniquely related to an educational programme, to that all entrants to
the occupation must come from the educational programme concerned. Manpower supply for that
occupation, therefore, consists of all graduates of the educational programme.

In the case of occupation which do not have a precise relationship with an educational programme
the concept of manpower supply for such an occupation is more complex. Engineers is one such
occupation which falls under this category. Manpower supply in the case of engineers, would be;

* number of engineers with a degree from engineering colleges.

* number of engineering graduates in other occupations.

* number of engineers without engineering degrees (practicals).

Absence of reliable occupation - education information makes it extremely difficult to estimate
manpower supply for an occupation. In view of this, manpower supply forecasts are usually made by
broad categories of educational qualifications. -r:

Macro and micro
Macro level manpower supply at any future date consists of

* current stock of manpower;
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*
*

additions to current stock from new entrants or re-entrants; and

subtractions due to death, retirement, migration, mobility, and withdrawal from labour force.

Micro level manpower supply, on the other hand; 'comprises
* external supply caused by recruitment; and' ,

* internal supply resulting from transfers, promotions and redundancies.

4.2 MACRO FORECASTING

At the macro level there are two methods of estimation of manpower supply: one is known as the
'direct method' and the other is termed as the indirect method.

Direct Method

Direct method relies on a census count of persons belonging to the category of manpower for which
supply is being estimated. Census count can be usually obtained from the Population Census. The
primary limitation of the direct method is that the census counts are infrequent. For example, in the
Indian context Population Censuses are decimal. For inter censual years there is no information.
Also, becausecensusare infrequent,they cannotbe used in anymeaningfultrend forecastingexercise.
This apart, censusesare known to be subjectto enumerationbiasessuch as under count, misreporting
and classification biases. In view of these limitations, researchers in the field of manpower have been
resorting to indirect method.

Indirect Method

Under the indirect method institutional out-turn over the active life span - starting from the base
period upto the target date is cumulated making adjustments for factors of attrition and labour force
participation to obtain an estimate of manpower stock at the target date.
,
'Estimation of manpower by the indirect method thus involves the following steps:

* Estimating active life span.

Determining base period.

Forecasting annual institutional out-turn.

Obtaining cumulated out-turn adjusted for attrition.

Estimating manpower supply.

*

*
*

J:stimating active life span

Active life span is defined as the span of life overwhich an lndlvldual is active in any given profession
or occupation. Active life span varies with the occupation and it may also vary from individual to
individualwithin an occupation. Hence, active life span is estimated for an average individual in each
occupation.
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For estimating average active life span of any occupation estimates of two parameters, namely:

*
average age at entry into the occupation; and

average age at retirement from the occupation;
*

are required. The span of life from the average age at entry to average age at retirement is then the
average active life span.

Average age at entry into an occupation depends on the time taken by an average individual to
complete the relevant education programme/skill training which in turn depends upon .

* duration of education/skill training and

* average period of stagnation during training.

In respect of professional education/skill training stagnation might be insignificant, as comparedwith
the general education, because entrants into professional education/skill training are usually more
meritorious than those opting for general education. As an illustration, assume that the average age
at completing higher secondary education is 17 years, average duration of engineering collegiate
,education is 4 years and average duration of medical collegiate education is 5 years. Then, active
ageat entry into engineeringoccupationwill be21 years. Likewise,average ageat entry intophysicians
profession will be 22 years.

Average age at retirement from an occupation, for most of the occupations which offer scope only for
wage employment in the same and it is usually taken to be 60 years. Average age at retirement may
differonly in the caseof highlyskilledprofessionaloccupationslikethe physicians,architects,engineers
and lawyerswhere there is ample scope for self-employment.

Assuming an average age of 65 at retirement for engineers and physicians, active life span engineers
will be from 21 years of age to 65 years of age., Similarly,for physicians it will be from 22 years of age
to 65 years of age.

Determining base period

Manpower stock as of a target date comprises of manpower of all vintages starting from the persons
who have just entered to those who are on the verge of retirement. Hence, base period can be
determined by subtracting the number of years in the active life span from the target year.

For example, assuming an active life span of 34 years for engineers (from 21 to 65 years of age) and
the target date as 2000 A.D., the base year will be 1966 (i.e., 2000-34).

Forecasting annual institutional out-turn

To start with, past trends in enrolments are extraported to cover the target date, using suitable trend
forecasting methods. The forecasts of enrolments thus obtained are then converted into forecasts of
out-turn, with the help of observed trends in annual rates of completion of the educational level
concerned.



Estimating attrition rate
Attrition in the manpower supply relevant to any categoryof education maybe caused by the following

four factors:

* Death
* Retirement
* Migration
* Occupational mobility
The joint effect of these four factors is termed as the attrition rate. Among these four factors, impact
of occupational mobility is very difficult to estimate. In view of this, attrition rate is usually taken to
mean. The joint effect of death, retirement and migration only.

•

Impact 01death is estimated, using age specific death rates. Effect of retirement is obtained by using
a cut off age for retirement, usually 60 years of age, but more than 60 years in respect of occupations
.wnh ample scope for self-employment. The influence of migration factor is quantified through detailed

... education specific migration studies.
In the Indian context, for engineering degree holders, an annual attrition rate of 2 percent is used.
Out of this 0.8 percent is due to death and retirement, and 1.2 percent is due to migration.

Obtaining cumulated out-turn adjusted for attrition

Given the base year manpower supply (So), manpower supply in the first year after the base year

(81) is determined as

(l-a)
S1 =So - +Y1100

Where
a = attrition rate and
Y1 = Institutional out-turn in the first year after the bas year.
Man power supply in the second year (82) after the base year will be

(l-a)
S2 = S 1 ---- + Y2

100
where Y2 is the institutional out-turn in the second year after base year. Using this cumulation process,
manpower supply in the target year (which is say 't' years after the base year) will be

(1- -a)
St = St - 1 .------- + Yt
.. 100

Whpr'" St _ 1 is the manpower supply in tne year prior to the target year.
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. Estimating manpo~er Supply

Cumulated out-turn adjusted for attrition, obtained in the manner outlined above, indicates the totat:
number of persons in the population with the requisite education/training, Manpower supply, on the':
otherhand, is the labour-forcecomponentof the cummulatedandadjustedout-turn. Furtheradjustment"
to cumulated and adjusted out-turn is, therefore, warranted to account for withdrawals from the
labour force in respect of persons with the requisite education/training as outline below:

.~
Manpower Supply in the
target year

= Cumulated out-turn
adjusted for attrition x

Labour force
participation rate

4.3 MICRO FORECASTtNG

Micro level manpower supply, as stated earlier comprises of external and internal supplies.

External~SupplyForecasting;

External supply arises primarily through recruitment which is necessarily meant to augment internal
supply.Another minor source of external supply is through seconding (or deputing) personnel from
otherorganisationswhich takes place largelyamonggovernmentdepartments and parastatals.Hence,
given the recruitment policy it is easy to predict the external supply. .

Internal $upply Forecasting

Internal supply within an organisation is governed by two factors:

* Wastage-the out-movement from the organisation caused by voluntary resignation, death or
retirement.

* lnternat movement resulting from transfers and promotion.

Manpower flows generated by these two factors are of course inter-related.

Forecasting internal supply is, therefore, crucially dependent on analysis of wastage and internal
movements, with a view to obtain estimates of wastage and patterns of internal movements.

Analysis of Wastage

A crude method of estimating wastage is termed as the British Institute of Management (BIM)
indexwhich expresses wastage as a percentage of staff in position i.e.,

, Manpower leaning in a year 100
Annual Manpower Wastage = -, '" x .Average manpower Inposition

The BIM formula has many disadvantages, for example, it takes no cognisance ofthe characteristics
manpower - crucial among them being the length of service and skill. Further, it is difficult to
ess the operational and financial implications of§ny given rate of wastage based on:I3IMformula.
, it does not provide any meaningful indication for manpower planning.
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Stability Index

A",,:alternative method which takes into account the length of service of the persons leaving the
organisation, termed as 'stability index', measures the complement of wastage rate (i.e., rate of
retention) as

Manpower with one year service at time t x 100
Manpower in position at time t -1

This method indicates only the percentage of manpower who stayedwith the organisation for one
year. It does not directly measure the extent of wastage. Also, it gives equalweightage to persons
who left the organisation with less than one year's service and with more than one year's service.
This method is, therefore, not very useful for manpower supply forecasting.

Modified stability index

\

)Modifiedstabilityindex,which is also referredto as Bowey'sstability ind~·incILldeseverybodyemployed
in the organisation and gives due weightage to varying lengths of service. ln-sirnple terms, Bowey's
stability index may be expressed as

_,!,_ota!_~ngth?~~e~i_~~.?!_~~npower employed at the time of analysis x 100
Total possible length of service had there been no manpower wastage

This method is useful in analysing the extent of wastage in terms of length of.t6ervice.However,as in
the case of stability index it is not very helpful in manpower supply forecasting.

Cohort analysis

Manpower cohort in an organsiation is a group of staff who are more or less homoqenous and who
joined the organisation at the same time. Graphical presentation of leavers-·;(thoseleaving the
organisation at each point of time from the date of joining to the date bywhich the entire cohort would
have disappeared resembles Figure lbelow:

,.
I
I
I
I
I
I

Leavers I

Time

Figurt I

In each cohort the peak of leaving occurs short!-¥after joining when either the manpower leaving
realises that the job is not suitable to them or the employers find out that the leavers are-not suitable
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to the orqanisation. The peak is, however, determined by the nature of job, work environment and
career prospects within the organisation. The objective of manpower planning is to see that the peak
of laaversldoes not arise early in the life of a cohort.

A slight transformation of Figure I by plotting cumulative percentage of leavers in the cohort on the
vertical axis and logarithm of time on the horizontal axis the curve in Figure I becomes a straight line
as in figure II. .

I
I
I

Percentage of :
'leavers I

Log time

Figure II

In statistical terminology, the transformation effected above is termed as the tog-normal transformation.

Using this curve, then forecasts of percentage of totalleavers of a particular cohort at any future date
can be made through extrapolation. Cohort analysis is thus very useful in analysing and forecasting
wastage of specific groups of manpower who have similar characteristics and also joint at a particular
time of the year such as management trainees, graduate engineers and computer professionals.

There are, however, some disadvantages. First, forecasting exercise requires information on year
wise wastaqe from a cohort. If there are many cohorts it may not be a very easy tasks. Second, for a
meaningful analysis of wastage each Ieaver must be related to the concerned cohort an the cohort
size must be know. In the absence of computerised personnel information system, this may notbe all
that easy. Third, if the manpower is relatively stable as is the case in government jobs or public sector
organisations which assure job security-the length of time over which a cohort must be followed can
be too unwieldy to attempt any reliable forecasts.

Census method

Some cj the problems of cohort method can be overcome by using the census method. Under the
census method a snapshot of the total situation is taken at a particular point of time or over a short
.period of time and data on leavers with completed length of service is obtained. Based on such data,
it is possible to estimate - with the help of standard statistical techniques - the proportion of manpower
joining at a given point of time who will survive to a specified length of service. For example, based on
the census method it is possible to estimate proportion of mancower joining the service (say) in 1990
who wilt complete 10 years of service.
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Internalmovements are of two types: Vertical and horizontal.Vertical movements are the movements
between categories or levels of manpower employed caused by either promotion or demotion.
Horizontal movements are movements between locations or divisions within the same category or
level of manpower which are caused by transfers.

Markov Chain Model

A very useful method of analysing and forecasting internal movements is the Markov Chain model. It
calls for the estimation of transition probabilities relevant to each vertical and horizontal movement.
A simple version of the model, without bringing in the complications of the probability theory involved,
is illustrated here in adequate detail for any manpower planner or a personnel manager toJudge the
utility of the model in the context of micro level manpower planning.

The illustration assumes a simple organisation with a three grade structure: A, 8 and C. Also, the
possible length of service is divided into three groups: 0-3 years, 3-10 years and more than 10years
(10+ years)

The illustration assumes a simple organisation with a three grade structure: A, 8 and C. Also, the
possible length of service is divided into three groups: 0-3 years, 3-10 years and more than 10years
(10+ years)

B

s I'" ", .~

l' / r .> r I,

,'. ........ 7'

l' l' ~ 1"
-? '" ....,. ,;

Grade
" A

c

3-10 10 +

Length of Service (in years)
Figure lit a Figure ·111 C is the entry
level position, graae tj are no runner lateral entry levels In tne organisation. Inus recruitment to
higher levels is entirely throlfgh promotion-like in a governmentdepartment. Further,a personentering
at grade C level has several options: Hemay get promoted to grade 8 or even grade A within the first
3 years depending on his performance. Alternatively, he may get promoted to higher levels in the
next 3 to 10'years or only after 10 years. In the extreme case of bad worker, however, he may retire
as a worker in grade C only. At each grade,and length of service, the worker has also the option to
leave the organisation.

•



The table above indicates that in a year 40 percent of grade C staff will have less than 3 years
service, ,10percent of them will have 3 to 10 years service and 5 percent of them will have more than
10 years of service. Further, 4 percent are promoted to grade B in less than 3 years and soon. Also,
20 percent of grade C staff leave the organisation annually. -

Figure III and the table which followed represent a highly simplified version_of an organisation. Markov
Chain Model and the probability matrix depend very much on the recruitment and promotion policies
as also the practices regarding transfers within an organisation. Any complex organisation structure
can be presented within the framework ora Markov Chain Model, provided there is a well defined
personnel information system - preferably computerised.

The most difficult task in the use of Markov Chail'l;Model is the estimation of transition probabilities.
Once the estimates of transition .probabilities are made they can be applied to any intake of fresh
batch of recruits to forecast internal supplies as well as wastage (or leavers) by grade and length of
service. It is not also essential to keep transition probabilities constant in forecasting future supplies.
They can be varied through deliberate intervention, if there is apriori information on the likely
magnitudes of transition probabilities reflecting future recruitment, promotion and transfer policies.



4.4 DATA BASE FOR SUPPLY FORECASTING

Data base recruitments of macro and micro supply forecasts are different. Keeping this in view data
base needed for macro and micro supply forecasts are discussed separately.

Data base for M.:" ro Supply Forecasting

For macro supply forecasting data are received on the following aspects.

Age at entry and age at exist

Data on age at entry and age at exit are required by category of manpower. In respect of jobs in the
civil service, defence services and most of the other salaried jobs age at entry and exist are
predetermined.Inthe case highlyprofessionalcategoriesof manpower age at entry is known,whereas
age at exist varies and is unknown. In respect of skilled and semi-skilled manpower - particularly
thosewho do not pass through any formal education/training system - there is a difficulty in obtaining
information on age at entry and age at exist. This is because there are no prescribed age limits for
recruitment and retirement. In all such cases average observed ages at entry and exist - obtained
through sample surveys-may be treated as prescribed ages at entry and exist.

AnnU;;I1enrolment and out-turn

Data on annual enrolment and out-turn relating to all courses in the formal education /training system
are usuallypublished.Where there are gaps, they can be filled with the help of records maintained by
the concerned departments. In respect of informal education/training, however, there is a need to
conduct surveys of all the relevant institutions to obtain data on annual enrolment and out-turn.

Attrition rates

Attrition rates are not readily available for most of the categories of manpower. They need to be
compiled on the basis of pattern of retirement, migration and mortality.

Retirement

In the case of government job the prescribed age at retirement is 58 years. Other salaried jobs may
permit continuing in employment upto 60 years of age. Only in the case professional categories of
manpower there is a possibility of remaining professionally active even beyond 60 years of age. In all
cases, however, age at exit from the relevant occupation may be treated as retirement age.

Migration

There is no published source of information on migration by education. Specific studies are needed
covering Indianmigrants settled in other countriesto ascertain the magnitude and other characteristics
of migrants by education.. ' .

Morality

Decennial Population Censuses and the mortality information compiled by the actuarial scientists in
insurancecompaniesare good sourcesof .informationfor analysingmortalitypatternsandfcr estimating
the mortality component of attrition rate.
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Labour force participation rates

Decennia~ Population Censuses as well as comprehensive labour force enquiries conducted by other
agencies (like the National Sample Survey Organisation in India) facilitate estimation of labour force
participation rates by education.

Data bas, for Micro Supply Forecasting

Supply forecasting at the micro level is essentially the internal supply forecasting, as external supply
is determined by factors extraneous to the company or enterprise concerned. Internal supply
forecastinq calls for a detailed Manpower Information System (MIS) at the level of company or
enterprise where supply forecasting is attempted "MIS is developed on the basis of personal history
records of each individual employee and is updated every year. MIS comprises of the following
modules.,

_ i Personal Data Module: Identification particulars, educational particulars, educational
qualifications, privileges, if any such as military training, handicapped, scheduled castes!
scheduled tribes etc.

Recruitment Module: Date of recruitment, grading in aptitude tests, grading in leadership
tests, overall grading, job preferences and choices, if any.

Job Experience Module: Placement history, grade promotions, tasks performed grade
wise, significant contributions, etc.

Performance Appraisal Module: Performance appraisal at each job held, job experience
evaluated with the background of job description, communication rating of interpersonal
relationships, rating of behaviours in a group, commitment corporate goals, etc.

Training and Development Module: Nature of training received at each level, individuals
evaluation of effectiveness of training, currently being performed etc.

Miscellaneous Module: Record of compensation and benefits received, health status,
information relating to personal problem which calls for the attention by the authorities,
security needs, etc.

4.5 SUMMARY

Manpower is the skilled component of labour force. Manpower supply has four distinct dimensions:
Stock and flow, Quantity and quality, occupation and education and macro and micro dimensions.
Method$ and techniques, and data sources may with the dimension considered manpower supply
estimation.

Among the four dimensions macro and micro dimension is the most important one, as each exercise
in manpower forecasting is essentially either macro or micro forecasting. The other three dimensions
are associated with both macro and micro forecasting exercise.

At the macro level there are two methods of making manpower forecasting: Direct method and
indirect method. While the direct method relies on census count of all persons, indirect method
estimates manpower supply. by cumulating economically active component of institutional out-turn
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over the relevant period after making adjustment for all factors causing manpower attrition. Data
base for macro forecasting is not always readily available. Often there is a need to conduct specific
studies to generate the needed data. Manpower supply at the micro level consists of external supply
and internalsupply.External supply is determined by factors extraneous to the company or enterprise
level at which micro manpower supply forecasts are made. Internal supply over which a company or.
e~rprise has control, is governed by the wastage rate (i.e., the rate of leavers from the company)
and the internal flows - caused by transfers and promotions. Methods of analysis and forecasting of
wastage rate and internal flows are different. Data base for micro forecasting is, however; a well
defined MIS based on personnel history records of each individual employee.

4.6 FURTHER READINGS

Bartholomaw,D.J. and Forbest, AF. (1979) Statistical Techniquefor Manpower Planning JohnWiley
& Sons, New York.
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Smi~)l;:R etc. al (1976) Manpower Planning in the Civil Services. Her Majesty's Stationary Office,
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BLOCK 1

HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT: STRATEGIES,
DESIGN AND EXPERIENCES

This block comprises three units. The first unit presents an overview of the HRD field, explaining
different basic aspects and issues of HRD. The second unit deals with various dimensions of HRD
strategies explained through experiences of fourteen public and private sector organisations. The
last unit is a case unit having six cases of different public and private sector organisations, which deal
with and highlight various aspects and practices of HRD in these organisations.
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UNIT 1

HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT: AN OVERVIEW

Objectives

After going through this unit, you should be able to :

• define HRD;
• distinguish HRD instruments;

• processes and outcomes of HRD mechanisms; and

• highlight the trends in HRD practices.

Structure
1:1 Introduction
1.2 What is HRD?
1.3 Why HRD?
1.4 HRD Mechanisms, Processes and Outcomes
1.5 HRD Instruments: Trends
1.6 HRD in Other Sectors
1.7 HRD Issues
1.8 An overview of HRD Practices: Trends
1.9 Summary
1.10 Further Readings

1.1 INTRODUCTION

In the field of Management Sciences, 1980s can be called as a decade of computers and HRD.
1990s are likely to continue to be a decade of new technologies in every field including human
resources. It is well recognised everywhere that human competency development is an essential
prerequisite for any growth or development effort. Research, experimentation and experience in the
field of HRD has grown enormously in the last decade. Many organizations have set up new
departmentsknown as "HRDDepartments" which symbolisethe recognitionof importanceof people's
competency development. These departments have done remarkable work in attempting to find out
newways of developingemployee competencies. Inadditionto the well known mechanismof training,
experiments are being undertaken to use performance appraisals, potential appraisals, feedback
and counselling, mentoring, job-rotation, OD interventions, career development systems etc.

In addition to using a variety of mechanisms to develop Human Competencies, organizations have
started enthusing supervisors, line managers, top management, union leaders and other categories
of employees to recr -"lise their respective roles in develop ':'0ir own anr' I.·.,ir e- rbordinates
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competencies. While there is a lot of progress in the field of human resource development in the last
one decade, there is a lot more that needs to be achieved. Last ten years efforts have largely been
limited toilarge size industry arid profit sector. Even here executive development was focussed much
more on executive development rather than worker I labour development. Service sector industry
and gov.rnment systems still treat HRO as synonymous with training. A lot more work (and a lot
more) and experimentation is needed.

This course on HRO attempts to create a conceptual background required to undertake any activities
to facilit~e and manage the HRO function in any organization. This u~it in particular aims at presenting
an overview of HRO.

1.2 WHAT IS HRD?
HRO is the process of helping people to acquire competencies. In an organizational context 'HRO
" is a process by which the employees of an organization are helped in a continuous and planned
way to:
• acquire or sharpen capabilities required to perform various functions associated with their present

or expected future roles.

• develop their general capabilities as individuals and discover and exploit their inner potential for
their own and/or organizational development purposes.

• develop an organizational culture in which supervisor-subordinate relationships, team work, and
collaboration among sub-units are strong and contribute to the professional well-being, motivation,
and pride of employees".

• HRD process is facilitated by mechanisms (instruments of sub-systems) like performance appraisal,
training, organizational development (00), feedback and counselling, career development,
potential development, job rotation, and rewards.

• Employees are continuously helped to acquire new competencies through a pr,ocess of
performance planning, feedback, training, periodic review of performance, assessment of the
developmental needs, and creation of development opportunities through traininq, job rotation,
responsibility definition and such other mechanisms.

1.3 WHY HRD?
People need competencies (knowledge, attitudes, values and skills) to perform tasks, Higher degree
and quality of performance of tasks requires higher level or deqres of skills. Without continuous
development of competencies in people an organization is not likely to achieve its goals. Competent
and motivated employees are essential for organizational survival, growth and excellence,

Over a period of time, an organization may achieve a saturation point in terms of its growth, Even to
maintain such a saturation level of growth employee competencies need to be sharpened or developed
as org·:mization·; operate in environments that keep chanqinq requiring the employees to have new
cornpetencie



Any organization that is interested in improving its services and its effectiveness in other ways (e.g.
cost reduction, reduction in delays, increased customer satisfaction, improved quality and promptness
of services, market image etc.,) needs to develop its employee competencies to perform the tasks
r.equired to bring about such improvements.
! '

F,or"exampleif a university wants to do better than before by improving its nature of courses offered
.1Jnd the quality of teaching, it has to undertake a faculty development programme. If it decides to
improve its administration, HRD activities may need to be undertaken to equip the administration
with better competencies. When a hospital wants to improve its services the hospital may need to
undertakeanOrganizationDevelopmentexerciseto createa newculture, neworientationandattitudes
in its staff. If the government offices have to work better, a good deal of attitude change and value
education may become necessary along with a few other policy changes. A profit-making company
wanting to diversify may need to develop new competencies in some of its staff to be able to handle
the new tasks required by diversification.

Thus HRD is needed by every organization that is interested in :
'.
-' Stabilising itself

• Growing

• Diversifying
,",

• Renewing itself to become more effective

• ' Improving its systems and services

• Change and becoming more dynamic

• Playing leadership roles

','

1.4 HRD MECHANISNiS, PROCESSES AND OUTCOMES

Hum'anResource Development, therefore, should be a continuous process in organizations. The
,nature of efforts and investments put into develop human resources may vary from organization to
organization depending on its need, nature size etc, This may also vary from time to time in the same
organization depending on the nature of change the organization is going through or the nature of
.capabilitiesthe orqanizationwants to buildwithin it. There are many methods or instruments available
for organizations to develop employee competencies,

The instruments of HRD are many. The HRD instruments should lead to the generation of HRD
processeslike role clarity, performance planning, development climate, risk-taking, dynamism, etc.
jn .employees.Such HRD process should result inmore competent, satisfied and committed people
that would make the orQ.~zation grow"bycontributing their best to it. Such HRD outcomes influence
'th~ organizational, effectiveness. ~ model explaining the linkages between HRD instruments,
process~s, outcomes and orqanlzatlonaleffectiveness is presented below (Rao, 1986)

The interrelationships between HRD instruments, processes, outcomes and organizational
effectiveness is presented schematically in Figure I.



figure I presents illustrative lists of HRD Mechanisms, Process Variables, Process Outcomes and
Organizational Effectiveness dimensions. As shown in the figure the organizational effectiveness
depends on a number of variables like environment, technology, competitors etc. However, other
things being the same an organization that has competent, satisfied, committed and dynamic people
is likely to do better than an organization that scores low on these HRD outcome variables. Similarly,
an organization that has better HRD climate and processes is likely to be more effective than an
orqanization that does not have them. This is because a number of HRD processes simultaneously
operating in an organization should normally result in the HRD outcomes mentioned in bOx 3 ~f
Figure I. .

The HRD processes and outcomes are separated in t118Figure to bring out sharply the following:::

1) HRP outcomes are a few whereas processes are many (what is provided in box 2 of Figure I is
only an illustrative list).

2) HRD processes operating simultaneously affect the outcomes.

3) HRD outcomes variables are a step closer to organizational effectiveness than the process
variables. For example, better communication, role clarity, performance planning, tru~.t,
collaboration, openness can be considered as more remotely related to organization effectiveness
than variables like having competent, dynamic, satisfied and committed employees. ','

4) If the HRD outcomes are not present in an organization at a satisfactory level, than one needs to
question the adequacy (qualitative and quantitative) of the HRD processes in that organizatioQ.

5) HRD outcomes mentioned in the figure provide the raison detre for HRD processes. -,

The linkages between HRD outcomes and organizational effectiveness are not easily demonstrable
due to the influence of several other variables in determining productivity. For example, researches
conducted in the past studying the relationships between job-satisfaction and productivity,
organizational health and productivity have not shown any consistent results. This has an implication
for the Chief Executives, unit heads, line managers and HRD managers interested in HRD. They
have to make efforts to promote HRD processes and culture in their organizations as a matter pf
"faith"or "philosophy"and not look for demonstrableoutcomes in terms of organizationaleffectiveness.
They should at least be able to believe that their organizations ~re not likely to be effective ~qr
sustained periods without the HRD processes and outcomes howsoever facilitating the other factors
(environment, technology, market monopoly, etc.) maybe. .

Another set of relationships shown in Figure I deserves attention. This is the relationship between
boxes 1 and 2 i.e., HRD mechanisms and HRD Processes. HRD mechanisms like performance
appraisal, training, OD interventions, counselling etc. are "systemic" interventions an orqanization
can make to set into motion or to develop the desired HRD processes and outcomes. However,mere
tntroductionof HRDmechanismsand HRDdepartmentsdo not automaticallyresult in the development
of HRD climate or HRd processes. There are organizations in our country today that claim that they
have been able to generate a good HRD climate and outcomes without having any formalised HR'O
mechanisms. It is possible to have a HRD culture without having a HRD department or without usiQfl
any HRD systems. That requires good leadership at the top, vision and building of HROvalues fro:~
the inceptionof an organization. Such HRDvalues may have been promoted in the past by visionaries
and institution builders. .

In this era of Professional Management where Managers as well as Chief Executives are being
professionally developed; systemic interventions is the only way to develop and institutionalise
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processes and a new culture. HRD processes and climate cannot be developed in any simple way in
organizationsthat are already in existence and have already evolved a way of life. Process changes
L n be brought in through systemic interventions faster if the interventions are designed properly,
taken seriously and are monitored constantly. Design of the systems should be based on a clarity of
processes. In sum, the following can be postulated about the linkages between HRD mechanisms
and processes:

1) HRDdepartments, and HRD mechanisms are useful instruments for initiating and strengthening
development processes and culture and achieving HRD outcomes.

2) HRDmechanisms and sub-systems should be designed keeping in view the HRD process and
culture to be achieved.

3) These mechanisms should be periodically reviewed to examine whether they are faciHtatingthe
institution of HRD processes and culture or not and whether the mechanisms should suitably be
changed.

4) Irrespective of howwell the mechanisms are designed and implemented, if the top management
does not have commitment of HRD and communicates such commitment of all employees, the
HRDmechanisms may become mere rituals resultinq in wastage of managerial time rather than
leading to the development of HRD processes.

5) Evenwhen the HRD mechanisms are well designed,·thetop management is committed and the
implementation process is well monitored, generation and internalisatlon of HRD processes and
culture remains a slow process and may take some years to establish.

Figure I
A Schematic ])rI!'iE'lltution of UnkagfS Between HRl> Instruments, Processes, Outcomes and

OrganisationdlEnt',·tiveite5..~
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1.5 HRD INSTRUMENTS: TRENDS

The objective of any HRD effort is to build human competencies, to build a climate and to improve
employee satisfaction with work, i.e., "competency development", "climate building" and "innovation
development".Incompetencydevelopmentagain the objectivesaremany.These include:development
of competencies of individuals (both in relation to work and as individuals and their potential for
future), developing competencies of dyads (boss - subordinate dyads from top to bottom), of teams
and for inter-team collaboration for organizational health.

Ineveryorqanization a group of people are needed to think constantly in terms of the aboveobjectives,
assessthe extent to which the above objectives are being achieved, generate mechanismsto achieve
the above objectives and keep reviewing the processes and rejuvinating the instruments. This group
is the HRD group or the HRD Department. Those organizations that recognise this, have started,
HRD departments and recruited HRD staff.

A good number of industrial and commercial organizations have HRD staff or HRD departments. In
other ollganizations this role is performed either by the Personnel Chief who is at a senior level or by
the chi~ Executive himself. In the non-profit sector this realisation is just coming. Only small number
of crqanizattons like the universities and hospitals have HRD staff or HRD departments.

The most frequently used development instruments are "Performance Appraisals" 'and "Training
Programmes". Development-oriented performance appraisals have gained momentum in the last
one decade. However, many organizations are still mixing up development goals with control and
administration goals reducing the effectiveness of appraisals. Those organizations that emphasize
"performance review discussions", "counselling sessions" etc. rather than "appraisal. ratings",
"promotions" and "rewards" seem to achieve HRD goals far more and far better. HoWever,
accomplishing HRD goals through performance appraisals is less visible and much slower than..
achieving HRDgoals through training, although the nature of HROgoals achieved through these two
types of instruments are different. These issues will be discussed in subsequent units.

Role analysis exercises have helped a great deal in some organizations to bring about role clarity
and setting the climate for development. Some organizations have used role analysis exercises to

. generatebasic informationabout the key functionsassociatedwith each roleand the keycompetencies
requiredto performthese functions. Such basicdata is being usedfor recruitment, promotiondecisions
andpotentialappraisal,performanceplanningandperformancedevelopmentthroughtraining.Training
needs are also being identified using these data.

Very few organizations are using job-rotation as a HRO mechanism, although a number ofthem
carry out rotation exercises. In a HRO-oriented job-rotation there is a philosophy behind job-rotation
and it is a development philosophy like perspective development or development of empathy,
unders;tandingof other departments and development of general management skills.

00 exercises are being used by a few organizations largely for developing team spirit, team work
and interdepartmental collaboration. Potential development exercises have not yet begun to take
shape.

Some of these instruments are discussed in detail in this course. The next few units.in this Block
present in detail the HROstrategies and case studies. The case studies illustrate the effective use of
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some of the HRD instruments.

In this course, emphasis has been laid on supervision, counselling and mentoring and training. Line
managers play an important role in HRD. They facilitate their own development and that of their
subordinates through feedback and counselling, mentormq, climate building and their own leadership
styles.

1.6 HRD IN OTHER SECTORS

Human competencies are very critical for those working in services. Those in banking sector, voluntary
agencies, rural development, health and family planning, education and other service sectors have
to deal constantly with people. For example, a family welfare worker deals directly with other people
and most often those who had less of education. He needs to influence their thinking and bring
attitude change. Because of this, competency development is very critical for these sector.
Unfortunately HRD has not got the attention it deserves in these sectors. Banking system is an
exception in some ways as that is one system where HRD has been given due importance. There are
some successful experiences available in our country from these sectors. These are also discussed
in this course.

't.7 'HRD ISSUES
HRD is a growing field, It is also a complex area. As the knowledge base in HRD is developing, many
ISSues are also emerging. These issues deal with structuring of the HRD function, creating HRD
climate, the HRD instruments and processes for workers, HRD-OD-IR linkages, development of
t4RD professionals etc. These issues are dealt with in the last part of this course.

1.8 AN OVERVIEW OF HRD PRACTICES: TRENDS

The Centre for HRD at XLRI, Jamshedpur surveyed the practices of 53 public and private sector
organizations (Rao and Abraham, 1985): From this survey the following trends were observed:

J) About 32% of them had a formally stated policy focussing on HRD. Another 59% did not have a
formally stated HRD policy but claimed to emphasize it. It is only in 9% of organizations that there

:,. was no formally or informally known HRD policy.

'2) About 89% of the organizations surveyed has personnel policies that emphasize continuous
development of their employees.

~~) In 30% of these organizations there is a separate HRD department and in another 38% of them
the HRD function is a part of the personnel function with specially designated persons tolook
after it.

4) About 26% of the organizations reported to have fully development oriented performance appraisal
systems and another 62% reported to have appraisals that have development as one of the main
objectives.



5) Some form of identification of tasks and targets jointly by the appraiser and appraisee, performance
review discussions to help appraisee recognise his strengths and weaknesses, appraisal feedback
to appraise for improvement, self-appraisal, identification of development needs, potential
appratsal, and identification of factors affecting performance seem to characterise about 70% of
the appraisal systems.

6) About 55% of them had a definite training policy. For example, one of the organizations surveyed
had'a policy that all the executives should be trained in all areas of general management. In 64%
of them there is a separate training department.

7) Fifty percent of the organizations reported that they have someone to look after OD activities
although 44%. of them only had undertaken some OD activity or the other by the time of the
survey. Inmost of these organizations the OD activity was focussed on team building and role
clar"ttyexercises. About 36% of them reported using OD for developing a work organization, 26%
for intern personal sensitivity and personal growth and 15% on stress management. .

8) About 80% of the organizations required their executives to counsel their subordinates at least
once-a-year although a large number of them encourage more frequent counselling sessions.':

9~ In some of these organizations the top managements commitment, supportive personnel policies;
a positive organizational culture, training, and HRE systems and staff are considered as facilitating
HRD.

This is,a very positive trend. In the last few years there are more improvements in HRD and todai
most organizations have much stronger HRD function and innovative HRD practices in the industrial
sector." _'

In the last decade the Bombay sector has shown a great degree of involvement in HRD due to th~i~
fast growth. Most of the banks have HRD departments or HRD managers. Several of them have
revised their appraisal systems to make them more development oriented, started undertaki1l9
organizational health surveys and OD interventions, strengthened their training functions, started
improving their human resource information system by establishing skill inventories and have
undertaken many other innovative HRD activities (Khandelwal, 1988). However, in the recent past
their HRD activity has slowed down as their grQwth pattern changed and the HRD staff are attempting
to come up with new methodologies to cope up with the changed situation. ,.

HRD is most needed in a country like India fur the development of service sectors. For example,
schools and colleges, universities, national level research institutions, agriculture development agents
and agencies, district development agencies, health centres etc. need continuous competence
development of their staff who have to act as agents of development. Development agents require a
high degree of motivation and complex skills to deal with people (particularly in rural India) atld
influence their attitudes, habits and behaviour. Unfortunately very little is being done so far apart from
increasing the number of training programme, for these agents. Training programmes by themselves
may have a united impact on de\feloping complex competencies. More serious and concerted effort
csneeded. ..
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1.9 SUMMARY
Being very first unit of the course it deals with different basic aspects of HRD viz., what is HRD, why
HRD and so on, having explained the importance of HRD recognised by the organisations for their
overall growth. Various aspects of developing of human competency as an essential component of
developmental efforts has been discussed and explained with its rationale and implications. HRD
mechanisms, instruments, trends and practices have also been discussed in-detail, thereby touching
all the basic issues in HRD.

1.10 FURTHER READINGS ~ _- <

Khandelwal, A. Human Resource Development in Banks. New D$lhi; Oxford & ISH, 1988.

Rao, T.v., Strategies of Developing Human resources: Experiences from 14 Organizations.
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Rao, TV and Abraham, E., A Survey of HRD Practices in Indian Industry, in Rao, T.v. and Pereira,
D.F., Recent Experiences in HRD. New Delhi, Oxford & ISH, 1985.



UNIT 2
HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES

Objectives

After going:through this unit, you should be able to do comparative study of:

• various HRD instruments and sub-systems used in different organizations:

• role of change agents in organizations discussed in this unit;

• involvement of line managers and top management in these organizations,

Structute

2.1 Introduction

2.2 Larsen and TOI.JOroLtd. (L&T)

2.3 Crompton Greaves Ltd. (CGL)

2.4 L ~ T Construction Group (ECC)

2.5 Jyoti Ltd.

2.6 TVS Iyenger & Sons

2.7 Voltas Ltd.

2.8 Sundaram Fasteners Ltd. (SFL)

2.9 Bh,aratEarth M9vers Ltd. (BEML)

2.10 Op in BHEL, Bhopal

2.11 B~nk of Baroda (BOB)

2.12 State Bank of India (SBI)

2.13 State Bank of Patiala (SBP)
!

2.14 Indian Oil Corporation (IOC)

2.15 S~eelAuthority of India Ltd. (SAIL)

2.16 HRD Instruments and Sub-systems. _', \' ,,'.

2.1 INTRODUCTION

A strategy is a course of action planned to be und~aken to achieve desired goals. HRD ,strategy
indicates the desired course of action planned by an organization to achieve HRD ~oals or HRD
outcomes. The course of action may deal with the choice.of various means to achieve the desired



goal and a plan for imolementinq the chosen activity or action. Thus HRD strategy adopted by an
organization ~ay deal with the following dimensions:

1) What are the HRD goals? What major purposes is the HRD strategy supposed to serve?
2) What instruments are expected to be used? In what order are they expected to be used? What

are the assumptions made in choosing these instruments?
3) What are the ways in whic'i the HRD methods/instruments are envisaged to be implemented?

In this unit these issues are explained in detail. Tile strategy used to explain tt ese issues is by
means of some case studies of a few organizations.

A few organizations that have attempted to develop HRD are chosen and brief descriptions about
these organizations and their decisions to implement HRD are presented below. Inference about the
strategies they have used are made subsequently.

In the, earlier unit HRD strategies used by different public sector and private sector organizations
were described. Brief background of the context in which these orqanizationc initiated and strengthened
HRD activities were also presented. In this unit more detailed case studies of some select organizations
are presented. The case studies presented here are based on the actual HRO experiences written
and presented by senior managers of their respective organizations. These case studies were
presented and discussed in two of the annual conferences of 'the National HRD Network. One of
them was held at M'3dras in 1987 and another at Delhi in 1989.

The HRD experiences narrated in this unit reflect the HRD practices existing at that time in these
organizations. It is believed that the HRD activities undertaken by these organizations had some
impact in terms of the functioning of the organization. As explained in Unit 1, the organizational
outcomes (output, profit, productivity, etc.) are inf'uenced by a variety o~factors. The HRD climate
and HRD culture is only one of the several significan :factors affecting the organizational effectiveness.

Therefore" an excellent HRD profile, excellent HRl) practices and excellent HRD climate at a given
point of time may not guarantee continued effecti. eness of the organization for all times to come.
HRD profiles need to be constantly upgraded and t-RD climate needs continuous strengthening and
renewal.

These case studies therefore, should be taken as ii ustrations of HRD activities anrl not necessarily
as examples for blind imitation. The case studies ire intended to facilitate learning about various
aspects of HRD for an interested learner. '

HRD in Larsen andToubro Limited: The first case study on Larsen and Toubro by C.M. Srivastavc
give~ a comprehensive r:cture of HRD as attempted to be implemented by the L&T in mid-Seventies.
lAn integrated HRD was attempted to be introduced. The case illustrates how various SUb-systems of
HRD were introduced and strengtl'lened simultaneously. The gaps in HRD implementation are not
discussed

HRD in State Bank of India: The second case stucv prepared by T.P. Raman describes an attempt
by a large public sector, service organization to lntro: luce and strengthen integrated HRD systems. A. '

number of SUb-systems including performance appi aisal, counselling, career planning, training and
00 were initic:.ted,integrated and strengthened. The xccess of implementing a development oriented
system described in this case has many learning p,cints fur large organizations.
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Potential Qevelopment Through In-Basket: The Crompton Greaves have experimented wit: I a
simulation exercise to assess and develop the potential of their senior manager. Although it was a
one-time e~eriment conducted in Crompton Greaves, the experience has many interesting learnings.
The descnptlon by Susan Varughese presents in detail the process of developing and using this
exercise. A~ potential appraisal is a highly neglected area, this experience may be very illustrative of
systematic potential development systems.

;

Turn-arou.d in SAIL: The Steel Authority of India Limited has used HRD philosophy and interventions
for a turn-around of the company. T'te case study prepared by Mr. S.S. Pamakrishnan and Mr.
M.R.R. N~r, members of the top management team of SAIL are very illustrative of the c.ianqe
process HI~.Dcan .initiate and accomplish. This case illustrates specially how cultural change can be
brought in ~hrough a-variety of human process interventions simultaneously.

;

i
HRO for VVorkmen at Eicher: Eicher is known.for its HRD activities in the recent years. The case by
PK. Kapa,e and A.K. Arora focuses on HRD for workmen in one of their units This case study is
illustrativeiof how the quality of work-life can be enhanced using a humanistic approach. The case
also illustrptes the lessons one can learn from the Japanese styles of management to promote HRD

~ in workmen.

HRO at crOOT: This case by Sunil Abrol, S. Chakraborty and Sangeeta Sant illustrates how HRD
practices fan be integrated into the work culture of the organization. The case also presents various
learning points for using HRD practices to generate a climate of excellence. The various work practices
followed ,t C-DOT also' illustrate how a HRD philosophy is operationalised through various work
practices land work culture. ,

; .
How to 4se ;these Cases

, • ~I

1-) Thesf cases may be read and discussed in small groups. The following questions may be used
for dlscussion. ' . "
i) Wh~t are the various HRD practices/sub-systems/mechanisms used by the organization?

Which of the practices seem to be more critical or effective in that organization?
How did these practices influence the HRD climate of the orqanization?
How do you characterise the HRO climate or culture of each organizaticn?

W,I"at role did HRD play in organizational effectiveness?
What seems to be the HRD outcomes?
What lessons can one draw about implementing HRD?
What is the role played by top management?
What are the roles played by line managers?
What are the roles played by the HRD/Personnel st~ff?

2) These case studies should be read once again after completing all the four blocks and the same
questions may be ~gain attempted to be answered? ,

3) Visit any organization in y~ur-city an~try to prepare a similar case study of HRD in that crganization.

ii)

., iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)
ix)
x)
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2.2 LARSEN AND TOUBRO LTD. (L&T)

L&T probably the first organization in India to introduce an integrated HRD system. The HRD system
was suggested by consultants while thev ,.,r..re looking at the performance appraisal system for
officers. The consultants felt that a 0...· !t oriented performance appraisal system may not
achieve developrr=nta! '1biectives . _';3 .anied by other sub-systems like potential appraisal,
employee counselling, career plannin; .eveloprnent, training and 00. HRD System was
introduced by L&T in the year 1975 with the introduction of Performance Appraisal and Feedback
and Counselling sub-systems. A high level task force was constituted to implement the HRD system.
The task force functioned upto the year 1979. L&T had a strong training department which was
conducting a large number of training proqrammes and occasional 00 exercises prior to this. These
were further strengthened with the introduction of HRDS by linking training with performance appraisals
and by stepping up 00 activities. The starting of the HRDS was also marked by the bifurcation of the
Personnel Department into Personnel and HRD departments. The critical attributes required for
various jobs were also identified but a potential appraisal system is yet to be finalised.

2.3 CROMPTON GREAVES LTD. (CGL)

CGL started thinking about introducing HRD systems in 1979-80 when an ambitious expansion and
diversification ·programme was launched. Through a series of seminars using external consultants
and internal Human Resource Development, a climate was created where managers started looking
forward for HRD interventions. Decision to introduce HRD systems in a systematic way was taken by
the top management after a presentation to the top management to and details of such a system. A
high level HRD task force was constituted to implement the HRD system. The task force identified
Role Analysis, Performance Appraisal and Counselling as priority areas. By 1986 a number of role
analysis exercises were completed bringing about increased clarity of roles through the use of role
set groups. The role analysis exercises were extensive and involved several top management teams.
A new performance appraisal system with considerable emphasis on team work was evolved.
Performance counselling was also introduced independent of appraisal. Potential development
exercise using in-basket exercise are also being tried out.

2.4 L & T CONSTRUCTION GROUP (ECC)

With phenomenal growth in its business in the seventies and stiff competition in the Indian and
International market, the Engineering and Construction Corporation Ltd. wanted to reorganise itself
to meet the new challenges and opportunities. An external consultant was used to look into the
organisation and suggest changes. As a part of his report he also suggested the use of 00 interventions
to maintain organisational health, aid the process of change and increase role effeCtiveness. The 00
process was started in 1983 with a diagnostic study.

',',

A group of senior executives was formed into an 00 group to design and implement 00 interventions
with the help of the 00 consultant. Role analysis exercises were conducted initially to bring about
more role clarity, the need for which was indicated by the diagnostic study. The role analysis exercises
also resulted in building the 00 group as a team. The 00 group identified several issues facing the
company, prioritised them and formed task forces to work on these issues. One of the issues identified
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on a priority basis was performance appraisal. Another was reward system. As a result of the 00
interventions, a new appraisal system called as performance analysis and development system (PADS)
has been ~veloped and is being implemented.

2~5 JYOTI LTD.

HRD functlen in Jyoti was started in 1980 in a modest way with the appointment of a HRD manager.
The functioh was started to catalyse and facilitate individual growth and organisation effectiveness.
The HRD effort in early years resulted in attempts to redesign the performance appraisal systems.
These efforts did not result in any changes due to problems of acceptance. It was only in 1982 that
renewed efforts were made by the new HRD manaqer to introduce various HRD sub-systems and
processes. Conducting in-house programmes to develop competencies of individuals, instrument
based feedback and counselling for executives, organisational diagnosis and 00 interventions,
redesigning performance appraisal systems using participative processes etc. were some of the
HRD actlvities introduced. As there was a change in organisational structure of the company in 1983,
the HRD department used the opportunity to initiate 00 activities in some parts of the organisation.
A series of ~D exercises were organised to improve individual, interpersonal and team effectiveness.

2.6 TVS IYENGAR & SONS

TVS & sons has a long tradition of being an organisation with concern for its employees. With
changing e~ironment by late seventies TVS & Sons started facing a highly competitive environment.
To meet th~ challenges of the changing environment, higher level competencies needed to be
developed iii the supervisory and managerial staff. Recognising this need the company took a decision
to divide the personnel function into personnel administration and HRD and started a HRD department
in 1983. The department was charged with the responsibility to encourage excellence to create an
organisation;al climate where employees will strive towards better performance, to maintain fairness
and justice and to develop problem prevention competencies. The HRD department was given the
functions of manpower planning, job rotation, training, potential appraisal, career planning, job
enrichment, suqqestion schemes, liberal education, personnel research and organisational analysis,
attitude surveys and reports, control and long-range planning. After the department was established,
a new devel~pment-oriented performance appraisal system was introduced, training activities were
systematisec.t and manpower planning is being done to prepare the organisation for a better future.

2.7 VOLTAS LTD.

The top management of Voltas always believed that their people are their strength. This belief has
been brought to focus in the last few years through machanisrns like performance appraisal,
counselling, management development, communication policy, potential appraisal, training etc. Voltas
did not have a department separately for HRD apart from their training and manpower development
unit which was a part of the Personnel Department. However, HRD culture was attempted to be
brought in the company in a variety of ways. In 1977 itself while reviewing the reasons for its poor
performance, the Managing Director identified the inadequate attention paid to the development of
human resources as one of them. In order to ensure development of human resources and generate
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a healthy org::misational climate, a communication policy was evolved. This policy aimed at wider
participation :n a decision-making, openness and regular flow of information. Voltas have revised
their performance appraisal systems from time to time. In 1982-83 they redesigned the managerial
appraisal system focussing it sharply on management development. It had the multiple objectives of
strengthening managers as individual, developing them for higher level positions, strengthening
working relationships, providing a basis for OD exercise and increasing accountability. Voltas also
have a strong base in training and OD.

2.8 SUNDARAM FASTENERS LTD. (SfL)

SFL is a member of the TVS group-of companies. Starting its manufacturing operations in 1966, they
diversified into Cold Extrusion in '1976. They opened a second fastener plant in 1981. In 1983 they
further diversified into manufacturing Powder Metal Products with German collaboration. Their sales
turn-over rose from Rs. 4 crores in 1977-78 to Rs. 27 crores in 1984-85. This steep growth in a short
period from a single product in a single location to a multi-product, muln-tocatlon company necessitate
a need for HRD in the company. The multi-loc..ation produced a depletion in trained manpower and
consequent problems arid gaps at vari- ,,-•.~ levels. The HRD department is placed in the Corporate
Planning & Development Wing. The HRD unit started working on organisational structure (focussing
'on clarifying-reporting relationships, outlining key responsibility areas), manpower planning,
recruitment, placement, development-oriented performance appraisal system, training and
development, rewards, and career planning. For introducing the new appraisal system, extensive
research was done, a new system was evolved, experimented and finally adopted after conducting
orientation programmes. The Chairman & Managing Director also participated in these workshops to
communicate the top rnanagernents interest. Training needs were identified through PAS and the
training, function was strengthened. SFL is working on the other mechanisms simultaneously.

2.9 BHARAT EARTH MOVERS LIMITED (BEML)

BEML is one of the few public sector companies that have shown consistently steady and fast growth
in the last 15 years. During 1976-77 the top management decided to reorganise BEML to make it
grow at a much faster pace. External consultants were engaged to assist the company on long-term
planning and reorganisation. The consultantswith the help of a high level internal task force suggested
a new organisational structure. Along with the new structure, they recommended the introduction of
HRD system to develop the competencies of the BEML staff. In 1978, the Personnel Department
was upgraded with a General Manager in-charge of it and renamed as Human Resources Department.
A Director level position WaS also created. An Advisor at the General Manager level was also hired to
imolement the HRD system in the company. A development-oriented performance appraisal,
P6,' »tmance counselling, training, career development and potential appraisal exercises were initiated
in 1978 and 1979. The appraisal system was modified subsequently over a period of time and the
trair tin!:j function was strengthened. "
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2.10- -00 IN BHEL, BHOPAL

BHEL, Bhopal, maintained a constant upward trend of production from 1972-73 till 1976-77 . In 1977
there wasa sudden dip in production which caused considerable concern to the management. In
September 1976 a Human Resource Committee \HRC) was formed with the Execuf ve Director.
GMs and deputy GMs as members. A problem-identification workshop W'3S held. : .n OU department
was also cteated in 1981. Starting from this, a number of 00 interventions have been mace by the
00 department using internal task forces as well as external consultants. These include management
employee communication meetings, team building programme, SUI IIey feedback on organizational
health and motivational climate etc. The company is in the process of introducing a new performance
appraisal system.

2.11 BANK OF BARODA (BOB)

The HRD Department in Bank of Baroda was established in the year 1978 as a part of the Personnel
Department. The need for a separate HRD department to look after manpower planning, training and
performance appraisals was suggested by a consultant appointed by the Bank to suggest mechanisms
to strengthen the Head Office. After its establishment the HRD department brought about major
changes in Ithe appraisal system and developed through a participative process, a development
oriented appraisal system for officers. The Employee Performance Review System (EPRS) was
flnalised u•.;ing top level committee and top management support. Self-review, performance-review
discussions; identification of constraint, developmental decision, on the basis of self-appraisal ana
review are some of the components of the new system. The HRD department also enriched the
training function and prepared eventually a skill-inventory covering about 10,000 employees for use
for various Human Resource Decisions. In the first year of implementation of,.,F,:PRsitself, the HRD
department made 72 interventions towards development decisions. Officers were trained in the new'
system through 65 seminars. The EPRS is reviewed periodically to make further improvements.

2.12 STATEBANK OF INDIA (SBI)

A decision t<l> introduce HRD system was taken at a workshop attended by the Chain nan of the SBI
and the Managing Directors of SBI and its associate banks. The workshop W'2S addressed by an
external consultant who explained the HRD philosophy.

. The associate banks appointed HRD managers subsequently but could not make much neadway
except dl1signing a new appraisal format common to all associate banks and conducting periodic
surveys on motivational climate. It was only in 1979 when the SBI appointed a Chief Gene 'al Manager,
Personnel & HRD and a Chief Officer, HRD at the Central Office, that the HRD started gaining
momentum in the SSI. Simultaneously HRD departments were started and HRD managers appointed
in different circles of the SBI. The HRD efforts started by introducing a new develop:nent-oriented
performance appraisal system. Given the size of the organisation, with about 40,000 officers to be
covered, introduction of the new appraisal system had to be based on adequate experimentation and
orientation of all staff to the philosophy and objectives of the new system. After about 5 years of
experimentation and evolution, the new appraisal system was formally introduced by the bank in
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1986.The HRDdepartment of the SBI also startedworking simultaneously from 1979onjob-rotation,
training, 00 career development, feedback and counselling, feedback and counselling sub-systems.

2.13 STATEBANK OF PATIALA (SBP)

HRDdepartment was started in the State Bank of Patiala in 1976. It had the objective of developing
systems for deve loping and harnessing the talents of people and meet the challenging expectations
of the communit. 'r, +:',e early years the HRD activities were limited to training and.survey feedback.
In the early eigi e department started playing an important role under the, leadership an MD
who strongly belt: n HRD. The training system was strearnlmed, a job-rotation programmewas
undertaken, OD. . aiming at team development was initiated in some branches, and a new
performance apprai..al system is being evolved. The bank also worked out a human resources
information system which was used for career planning and manpower planning. Periodic surveys of
HRD climate are being conducted.

2.14 INDIAN OIL CORPORATION (IOC)

IOC has about 31,000 employees and a fifth of them are officers. Beginning from 1964 the company
had grown big in size and started experiencing problems like communications and logistics with
indications of some degree of alienation among its employees. With the ever-changing environment,
the company felt the need for an examination of its organisational health for self-renewal. To meet
this need, the Corporation started new functions. Corporate planning function was started for carrying
out environment scanning, a resource audit was initiated to decide strategic options. HRD function
was initiated to prepare the organisation to implement the strategic options. The HRD department
was established in June, 1983 with the task of designing a comprehensive HRD system and
implementing it. The HRD department's WOI k began by the Chief HRD Manager conducting a role
analysis exercise in the context of the HRD needs of the divisions. The department also conducted a
series of workshops with the top management and senior executives to evolve and clarify the role:of
the HRD department. Assistance of an external consultant was also taken to facilitate the
implementation of HRD. In 1984 HRD departments were set up in Refineries and Pipelines division
and Marketing Headquarters and a seminar was conducted to develop HRD personnel to take up
HRD tasks. A series of workshops were conducted to create a positive climate in the company for
implementingHRD.Along with these, surveyswere conducted to measure the organisational climate.
Role analysis exercises were conducted to bring about role clarity.The role-set based approachwas
used for this purpose. Key Performance Areas and critical attributes created with each focal role
were alsoworked out. The progress of implementation of HRDwas being fed to the Board periodically
and the Board kept taking decisions. For example, in 1985, on the basis of the progress report, the
Board decided to set up HRD departments in each unit of Refineries and Pipelines division and in
each region of Marketing division. A three week intensive programme was offered for all HRD staff.
About 40 workshops were conducted upto mid 1986 to enhance the HRD competencies of HRD and
line managers.
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2.15 , STEEL AUTHROITY FO INDIA LIMITED (SAIL)

SAIL is the biggest industrial company with assets worth Rs. 6,000 crores and employees numbering
2,50,000. The new Chairman who took over in 1985, found in his diagnostic efforts that SAIL's
manpewer is its biggest strength but it has not been put to ful use. He got a feeling that SAIL has
become a bureaucratic organization and its image could be far better and its employees can do a lot
more, the result of which will have an impact on the country's economy. He initiated a series of
internal discussions involving a large number of executives to reflect and work out priorities for
action. This internal mobilization of human resources led to the identification of priorities which included
the improvements in work culture, capacity utilisation, productivity, control of cost and customer
services. Work culture was sought to be improved through team work, information sharing, human
touch, job-enrichment, discipline .. operational consistency and development of employees. The
'Priorities for Action' became a kind of an 00 intervention to bring about a new culture in the
orqanisation. A new performance appraisal system was designed with development and differentiation
of performance as objectives. The new appraisal system is very much of a HRO oriented system
requiring officers to identify tasks and targets every years, anticipate constraints, plan actions to
overcome them, review performance, identify developmental needs and counsel poor performers to
help them develop. Thus without bringing in any structural changes like adding new departments
SAIL is set to evolve a new culture that value human beings at work.
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General observations are made below on the basis of an analysis of HRD experiences of these 14
companies.

Need for New HRD Instruments

From an,analysis of the HRD experiences of these companies, the source of inspiration tor Introducing
new HRD systems seem to come from one or more of the following:

1} To support the structural and strategic changes made by the organisation to orchestrate its growth
and-expansion (8EML, 10C, S81, L&T, ECC, Jyoti, CGL, TVf,. vc'tas SFL. BOB)

2} Recoqnition by the top management of the importance of HRD and their res~·:)n5Ir)1 ": t~ promote
it for the good of the organisation (L&T, S81, SSP and Voltas)

3} To prepare employees to respond to the increasing problems faced by the organization both
internally (dissatisfaction, delays, fall in productivity etc.) and externally (high competition and
falling market situation etc) 10C, 8HEL, TVS and SAIL.

4) To keep the image of the company up by adding such modern instruments to its structure (none
of the 14).

From this, it may be concluded that most companies seem to perceive HRD as an instrument
to orchestrate the growth of the organization by preparing its people to strive for/or facilitate
such grdwth or atleast maintain internal stability.



:Operating Mode

Having decided to strengthen the HRD function, how does one go about doing it? There are many
ways of doing it. These include:

,i) Using the existing Personnel Department (SAIL).

ii)
,'.
-.
iii)
-,.1, _

.iv) "
y) .
,vi)

'Vii)

Strengthening the Personnel Department by equipping them with (lew competencies (Voltas,
CGL.)
Training all managers and making them recognise their role in HRD without udding any new
department or roles. '

Adding the HRD role to the other roles of the Chief Executive or some top level managers .

Using task-forces (SAIL, partially SBI, BEML, BHEL, L&T, ECC, CGL).
"'-~

Setting up HRD departments or equivalents (laC, SBI, SBP, BEML, BHEL, L&T, ECC, Jyoti,
TVS, BOB, SFL).

Creating a new role of HRD managers, or

Combinations of the above and more.

The most frequently used mode seems to be by setting up a new HRD department. Only Voltas,
:SAIL and CGL seem to be exceptions. Thes~ organizations have not set up any new HRD departments
.but enriched the existing ones (for example, in the case of Voltas the manpower department unit was
given HRD role). All others have set up either HRD departments or 00 units. Of the fourteen
,companies, only three chose the operating mode of using the existing personnel departments for
HRD work. The only organization that did not make any substantial changes in the structure of their
'personnel department is SAIL. But by the time SAIL started working on the new appraisal system
-and priorities for action (an 00 intervention) they already had a strong Personnel Department VJith
:.HRD orientations at every tevel. They even had OD managers and fairly good training centres. On
top of it, the Chairman himself is a person committed to a HRD philosophy. It is only when such ,"
favourable conditions exist, using the existing personnel departments seem to be a viable operating

crnode for initiating HRD activities.

Use of task-forces appears to be another effective way of implementing HRD activities. More than
50% of the organizations seem to use them. In L&T, ECC, CGL, BEML, SAIL implementation task- )
'forces have played an important role in designing and monitoring the implementation. The task-force
consisted mostly of senior level line managers.

From the experiences of these organizations it may be concluded that setting up a new HRD
'-;:departt1fent or recruiting a HRD 'manager and using task-forces consisting of line managers
:.1or implementation appear to be the more commonly used strategies. lt may be noted here that
, using internal task-forces has been found to be useful strategy for bringing about organizational
change usinq performance appraisals (see Butler and Yorks, 1984) .

._"f1tegratir9~RQle
" ' J" " -. ' ,

~'T'hecreation of a new HRD department or new function of HRD can be called as a step in the
, : :'i~~iion of "differentiation" using the model of Lawrence and Lorch (1967). When such differentiation
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of taskand functions is made there is also a need to have integrating mechanisms. An analysis of the
experience of those organizations that have set up new HRD departments indicates that a senior
corporate level executive dealing with personnel function of the entire company seems to have been
assigned the integrating role to play.

. .
In Voltas, SAIL and CGL, where there is no separate HRD department or functionary, the need fdr
integration is much less as HRD is an integral part of the personnel function. In other organizations,
normal~ a Corporate Director or General Manager seems to play that role. In 10C, it is the Director
Personnelwho plays the role, as both HRD and personnel departments report to him. In SBI, it is the
Chief qeneral Manager, Personnel and HRD as well as the Deputy Managing Director, Personnel,
who int,grate. In SBP, it is the General Manager Planning and the MD himself. In BEML, it is the GM
HumanResource and Director Personnel. In L&T,it is the Vice President Personnel andOu. In Jyoti,
the Managing Director himself performs this role. In Bank of Baroda, it is the DGM Personnel. In L&T,
ECC, t~e DGM, Personnel and OD report to the MD. Thus the integrating function seems to lie
with a top level manager. This could be an advantage as well as a disadvantage for HRD. The
advant.ge is that the HRD functionaries have access to the top. The disadvantage is that if
the top.manaqer does not understand or believe in HRD, he may not pay any attention to it
and dlscouraqe the function. .

Faciiitation of Change by External Agents

By and I~rgecommercial organisations tend to initiate change processes only if they find the change
as neededor useful for achieving their goals. However,eternal consultants seem to play an important
role in identifyingthe natureof change requiredandfor providingdirections.Out of the 14organisations,
more than 50% had external consultants. They suggested that HRD function may be initiated. For
example" in BEML it was recommended as a part of reorganization for expansion. In State Bank of
India and its associates it was session on HRD led by an external consultant that stimulated thinking
andsubsequentlymade a part of a reorganizationrecommendedbyconsultantsL&T usedconsultants
to review the performance appraisal system but the consultants felt the need to have an integrated
HRD. In ECC, the personnel function was strengthened as suggested by consultants.

Another: interesting point to note is that most of the organisations have used or are using
externallconsultants to facilitate the process of implementation. The only exceptions seem to
be Bank,of Baroda, Voltas and Sundaram Fasteners. . '

The follo'f"ing appears to be the nature of involvement of external consultants i~ implementing HRD.

1) Designing and/or detailinq HRD systems or sub-systems (IOC, SBI, BEML, L&T, ECC, BOB).

2) Experimental tryout of a system or sub-system in the organisation or a part of it (IOC, B,EML,5BI
and ECC. In 10C, role analysis was attempted in action research at project areas. In BEML, the
new appraisal system was tried out in 1978 experimentally in two departments and then in the
entire.company. SBl's performance appraisal was experimented in Ahmedabad circle before it
was implemented.

3) Training of internal change agents or resource persons (IOC, SBI, SBP,BEML, BHEL, L&T,ECC,
CGL and SAIL). In large organisations involving several hundreds of officers to be covered,
orientation of the executives to the new HRD philosophy appears as the most important first step.
Sinceeveryone cannot be oriented by outside consultants, training and using internal resources
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seem to be useful in implementation. For example in SAIL, the first phase of the new appraisal
system required the training of about 8,000 officers and in State Bank of India the systemwas to
cover nearly 35,000 officers spread all over the country. In L&T it was about 1,200 in BEMLabout
1,500and EGGabout 700. Hence, groups of internalresource personswere train ~dto implement
it. External consultants were used to train them.

4) Designing systems of monitoring the implementation (BEML, L&T, EGG, BHEL, SAIL). Very few
organizations seem to have used outside help for monitoring the implementation. Even in BEML, .
EGG, L&T and SAIL, the monitoring systems were limited to task-forces. In BEML, a series of
Questionnaireswere used to monitor the implementation in the first year. L&T is the only company
that frequently used internal monitoring systems and occasionally external consultants to review
the implementation. In BHEL, as the 00 exercises required follow-up, monitoring was better. In
. addition, periodic surveys of organisational health were usettfor monitoring.

Periodic Reviews of the Sub-system: L&T is the only orgnaisation that used external consultants for
periodic reviews of the HRD system, once it was implemented. Initially it was reviewed b¥ the very
consultants who designed, and subsequently by another consultant subscribing t;qually ·to HRD
philosophyandwho has beenworking with the company. In no other case was an eiternal consultant
used for a systematic review. Internal task-forces, reviewmeetings etc. are in built into the system for
implementation but a thorough and systematic review by external agents once in five years may
facilitate self-renewal of HRD systems.

Initiating Strategies and Emphases

HRDaimsat bringinga change in the organizationalcultureto facilitate the developmentand utilization
of people. Such a change is a continuous process and may take place incrementally. In order to
hastenthis processand instituionalisethe newculture,it is importantto chooseappropriateinstruments.
A decade ago 'Performance Appraisal' was perceived as a potential instrument for bringing about
such changes in perceivable magnitude. L&T started their HRD systemwith this belief and, therefore,
focussed on Performance Appraisal sub-system from the year 1975 BEML, SBI, BOB, Jyoti, TVS,
GGL,Voltas, SAIL and SFL are other examples of initiating the new HRD function with emphasis on
Performance Appraisal. However, without exception, all these organizations Simultaneouslystarted
workingon other supporting sub-systems. For example,L&Tfurtherstrengthened their training system
and linked it up with appraisals and simultaneously started critical attribute identification. BEML also
strengthenedtheir training, initiated some00exercises (whichwere discontinued later) and improved
their career plannirlg and development practices. SBI also introduced 00 exercises and trained their
.staff in some circles as00 facilitators. Systematised manpower planning, strengthened training and
also initiated job-rotation exercises.

'BOBalso startedworking on manpower planning and skill inventory and also linked it upWith training
to some degree. Jyoti, after making a few abortive attempts to introduce new appraisals, quickly
switched over to 00 interventions and new functional as well as behavioural training. SAIL started
'Simultaneouslyworking on priorities for action, career planning and promotion system and linked
appraisalvvithpromotion and other reward systems.GGL,although startedwith performanceappraisal
were fast epough to recognise the complexities involved in developing and using appraisals.They
shifted their focus simultaneously to role analysis and potential development exercises and also
strengthened the training activities.
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10C isprobably an exception. As a strategic move, they did not want to touch the appraisal system
until a climate was created for officers. They wanted the officers to start thinking about appraisals
and wanted the change to come from within. So, their focus was on developing role-clarity through
identifi¢ation of KPAs and critical attributes. In a way, CGL's approach comes closer to 10C's. Both
these organisations probably learnt a few lessons from the experience of others that started with
intensivework on Performance Appraisals.

00 strategy to bring about change was used by BHEL and ECC, SAIL and Jyoti also used 00 type
interventionswithout change in appraisals. The 00 strategy also seem to have paid some dividends
as ECC\wasable to move on and strengthen several other sub-systems. BHEL brought about change
in the ptoblern-solvinq abilities of their people through their 00 interventions but have not been able
to move on to use other mechanisms of developing their people.

From this analysis three strategies of l:tiating HRD sub-systems emerge: Performance
• Appraisal-based! ',egy. Role Analys« -uased strategy and 00 approach. Performance
appraleal based s\ a\egy seem to take time for its impact to be felt. Role Analysis and 00
interve'tions may get somewhat more perceptible results in the short run. Irrespective of the
initiatinq mechanism, the organisation should be able to use other instruments simultaneously to
have an' impact. This may also have some synergistic effects on the development of employees
capabilities.

lnnovatlons in HRo Sub-systems

The experiences of these 14 organisations also indicate some evidence of learning from one or
other, m"king modifications and evolving own systems to SUItone's culture.

L&T is ttle first to start an integrated HRDS and L&T's HRD system has inspired several other
orqanisations. After studying L&T's and other systems sorr.e of the organisations have evolved their
own. Forexample, in the appraisal systems used by these 14organisations, some of the development
objectives and components are common. Most of them have self-appraisal, performance planning
through t~sk identification and target setting, managerial qualities, performance reviewdiscussion or
counsellinq and identification of training needs (e.g. L&T, SAIL, SBI, BEML, Voltas, ECC, SFL etc.)
ECCwhich became a part of L&T a few years ago developed a system somewhatdifferent from L&T.
While developing the new system they have learnt from the experiences of the parent company.The
system is titled as 'Performance Analysis and Development System' and not an appraisal system.
Some of the organizations have preferred to use the term performance review discussions rather
than calling them "Performance Counselling" sessions. This is because they found that the terms
"Counseling" itself had negative connotations in the mind of managers (e.g. ECC, SFL, SAIL etc.).
SFL has even introduced a third persons (a representative of HRD department) presence in the
review discussions.

Similarly,SBI and SBP introduced many innovations in their OD efforts, for example, thei,>manager
to-rnessenqer programme. In this programme a higher officer visits a branch and meets all the staff
and spends a full day understanding their problems, and helping them to design action plans to solve
their branch'sproblems.This develop team spirit, branch-levelproblemsolving, upwardcommunication
and a feeling of being cared-for by the organization. Another innovation made by SBIlflias to train ,a
group of branch managers in some of the circles as 00 facllitators. The assumption was that after a



group of branch managers are trained, they can become internal OD consultants and any branch
manager could invite them to help him improve the branch effectiveness. This process becomes a
mutual learning experience. It worked better in one place than in another. It did not work in those
places where it was not pursued well by the circle management. Similarly, introduction of branch
level training by a mobile team of trainer and helping in budget preparation are two other interesting
innovations introduced by SBI.

"Priorities for Action" is in itself a new model set up by SAIL. CGL did a thorough analysis of the
factors that contribute to team spirit and are in the process of incorporating thesame in their.appraisal
system. Using simulation techniques like in-basket for potential developed is another contribution by
CGL. "Instrumented Feedback" to develop managerial competencies has been attempted by L&T
and BEML. New forms of reward management is also being thought of by some of these companies.

Orientation and Involvement of Line Managers

HRDsystemand HRD culture is new to many organizations. Even if some organizations have already
been having informal HRDmechanisms, strengtheningthe HRDprocesses requires an understanding
and acceptance of HRD philosophy by the line managers. One of the ways of developing such an
understanding is by letting it percolate from top management down. This takes long time. For quicker
understanding and acceptance, line managers need to be oriented. Recognising this, most
organisations, seems to arrange organise orientation workshops and seminars to make the line
manager aware and accept the new philosophy. In some cases, the orientation training was limited to
the sub-systemthey are introducing and in the other cases, irrespectiveof the sub-system introduces,a general HRD orientation seems to have been given to line managers. For example, L&T oriented
all their officers to the new HRD system and trained them more intensely in the new appraisal and
counselling systems. BEML also followed the same strategy. SBI, however, limited its orientation
programmes largely to the new appraisal system theywere introducing although, information relating
to other systems used to be given. SBP evolved annual HRD conference as a method of orienting a"
senior staff to all aspect of HRD. ECC went on orienting their line managers to any new process that
was being evolved. The OD group consistinq of all senior managers were being oriented periodically
through OD workshops organized every quarter. In Jyoti, for OD exercises every line manager was
treated as chief of his department or division. Of the 14 organizations there is no organization that did
not have orientation programmes, organised for their line managers on some aspect of HRD or the
other. This is a very healthy trend set by these organizations. lnvolvernent and participation of line
managers is very much in tune with the HRD philosophy.

Here it may be.appropriate to point out a.built in·problem experienced by organisations. When an
orientationworkshop is conducted for line managers explaining to them anew system, Instrumentor
mechanism, it raises their expectations. For example,while introducing a new performance appraisal
system, the normal tendency on the part of the organization is to point out the disadvantages of the
old system and the adVantages of the new system. This raises expectations and high standards are
set in the minds of line managers; they know ideally what should happen and keep looking for the
ideal to happen. As a result, it has been found that howsoever well a system is implemented, line
managers are normally dissatisfied with HRD implementation. Organisations, HRD managers and
;managements should recognise this fact and not get disappointed with the criticism ana lack of
appreciation from line managers. This makes the HRD manager's role complex and for that reason
~e needs a lot of support from top.manaqernent. .
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Top Management's Involvement

The setting up and structuring of the HRD department is itself an indicator, of the top manaqerner-ts'
involvement. Most of the organisations described here have shown a high degree of mvotvernent-of
the to~ management at one stage or the other or at least in one component or the other. In SAil t: k,:"
Chah rtJ,antook personal interest and attended most of the top level seminars on 'Prlorlties for Action"
The Director, Personnel andthe General Managers of different plants were involved in monitoring
the implementation of the new appraisal system.

In L&T all the Vice-Presidents and General Managers, periodically reviewed the implementation. In'
ECC tHe MD himself participates in the OD sessions and programmes. In CGL the Managing Director.
himself .chairs the HRD task-force and allocates time for HRD review in the quarterly performance
review meetinqs' held by the top management. In 10C, the board keeps reviewing progress of HRD
implementation and gives support to the HRD department. In Voitas, the MD himself attends
management conferences and ensures the implementation of the communication policy. !n S8!;
periodic review meetings are held by the Chairman, MD and Dy. MD with the HRD staff. In SSP the
MD himselt monitors the annual HRD Conference. In Jyoti, the MD himself played the faculty role in
some programmes for senior managers and participated in a specially designed exercise to increase
understanding the trust. Thus it looks that in almost all the organizations analysed here there are
indicatiens of top managements' involvement and commitment.

However, there is a darker side of the picture. First of all in our culture if the top management i~
involved in implementing a system and the top management is transferrable or they have time bound
appointments, the stabillsation of system becomes difficult. Line managers may appear to follow the
HRD precesses to please the top management rather than out of their own conviction. In such cases,
as soort as the Chairman or MD is changed, some HRD practices may be discontinued. Secondly,
when there is a change in the top management, the normal tendency of Chief Executives on

. transferrable jobs or terms appointments is to undo what their predecessor has done by dismantling
previous systems and eddinq his own. For example, BEML started off in a big way but the system.
suffered a setback as its Chief Executives changed in quick succession and some of them did not
give themselves enough time to understand what their predecessors have done. The quickly chanqec,
from more development-oriented appraisal system to less development-oriented system. In this,
.process sometimes opportunistic line managers may transmit their prejudices to the new Crief
Executive. Continued top management involvement is most essential for HRD systems to stabilise,
For example, for stabilising the new culture associated with Performance Appraisal, 3-5 years of time
may be required in an organisation with 500-1000 officers.

_'

In this context, training of the top management in the new systems and culture becomes very important.
Only a fe~ of the organisations have been able to recognise and implement this'. For want of this, the
top manaqement support may weaken over a period of time as top level managers have many other
things to attend to that can give tangible results.

Ov(.rvieW of HRD Instruments and Sub-systems

The HRDfunctions itself has been initiated in most organizations in the last few years only. Some of
them are yet to make their presence felt. It also reveal that no organisation has yet introduced, all tt,~;"
HRD mechanisms presented. Several organisations have just few of these and even these are bein~
evolved or experimented with. Therefore, it is diW~ult to conclude whether any organization has



clr<)rehensive and complete system of HRD at all. Probably L&T comes closer to having a
corrurehensive system but its synergistic effects are yet to be experienced by the company. Among
the others, SBI, SAIL, SFL, ECC, IOC,CGL, TVS, Voltas, SBP are on their way to having such
comprehensive systems. There is a danger of these organisation taking a long enough time to dilute
thespirit of HRD existing today, if they do not act fast. More vision, leadership, and-dynamism are
required for implementing various sub-systems and creating a HRD culture.

HRD Processes and Outcomes

In the context of the HRD effects model presented earlier it is appropriate to look for an assessment
of the extent to which HRD processes and outcomes have resulted from the HR9;prl:!qtices. As
mentioned earlier, mere institution of HRD mechanism may not r~~,ult in HRD processes, f:. number
of other variables may be affecting the HRD processes. Our aQ~:lIysisa.\so has show~,trat some
variables like top managements commitment appear to be fairly goqs:i'and e@rts were made in many
cases to involve line managers. Given these condition a fairly high deg,ree ot'hlfW culture andoutcomes
should be seen. One would look for evidence in terms of irnproyed HRD,climate or improved
competencies, satisfaction and dynamism in employees.

A search for any evidence on these variables indicates that there is vy_rylittle evide ;8of any,attention
having been paid even to the measurement of these variables. Orqanizatic- s introducing HRD,,,,.\>,,, ,

practices should have designed some way to measure the HRD processes ~!t~,"':time of introducing
HRD mechanisms and keep obtaining data periodically to monitor progress. :: e only instrument
developed so far is the HRD climate Questionnaire by Rao and Abraham.~O~86/ This Questionnaire
measures the extents to which a developmental climate (openness, trust, collaboration, autonomy,
authenticity, productivity, fairness in appraisal, need based training, risk-taking guidance, development
orientation in managing mistakes, genera.l, helpful nature of people, investments in employee
development, creation of development opportunities etc.) exists in an organization. The first version
of this Questionnaire had 43 items measuring 43 ttRD clirnote dimension and the present version
has 38.

Administrating this Questionnaire in 1983 December fir!) en .d 1985 February later in State Bank of
Patiala it was found that in 40 out of 43 dimensions hi, '.'!,nate improved (Agarwal, 1986). SBP is
probably the only organization that has collected data on HRD climate at two different points of time.

However, HRD Climate data are available for the 14 organizations (Voltas, Jyoti, SBI, L&T, CGL and
SBP, IOC) from a survey oftbe;HRD:climate conducted by Xl-RI Centre for HRD in 1984 (Rao and
Abraham, 1986, disQysses details of this). An' examinaUqn of the HRD climate existing in 1984 revealed
that L&T and Voltas have a HRD Climate falling in hiQIJ:rang~ (around 60% on a 100 point scale) and
the remaining five are in the middle range (around 5,0.%). Between Voltas and L&T, Voltas scored
less than L&T. In fact L&T is one among the top few scorers on HRD Climate in 1984. All these
comparues may have improved much more in the last two.years as their HRD mechanism got more
attention in the last two years. Only a repeat survey can given more inslqhts. Some of these companies
however, have been collecting process data as a part of the monitoring. Perhaps L&T is one company
that has been collecting the process deyelopmentqata systematically from time to time. These data
to indicate that there has been a substantial stren~eninQ of HRD process. HRD outcome v~ri~hlo ..
have not been studied. ..
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BHEL, Bhopal, also has been collecting data on organizational health periodically out the extent to
which improvements have taken place is not known. In BEML periodic surveys were conducted at
the time of introducing the new system during 1978-79. For example, after the first trial run of the new
appraisal system, 63% of the officers felt that they could communicate to their appraisees feelings of
disappointments or happiness about their performance, 44% discovered areas where they can improve
themselves and so on.

These kinds of evidence available can provide only a week support to the fact that the HRD mechanisms
do lead to improvements in the developmental climate and development outcomes. One has to faft
back on ones own conviction for supporting HRD instruments. As top rnanaqers of some organizations
may not want to continue supporting HRD only on the basis of conviction, it is high time that the HRD
managers and departments start maintaining profiles of HRD changes that are taking place in their
organisation using periodic survey and other methods. There is great need to develop these indicators.

Organizational Effectiveness:

Almost all the 14 organizations have done well in the last few years. A few of them have gone through
or are still going through turbulence environment now and then, but all of them have stood strong. On
the whole, each organization has done well although to a varying degree. For example, Larsen &
Toubro, BHEL, ECC, BEML, SBI etc., have done exceedingly well in the last few years. The Chairman
of all these companies make it a point to acknowledge the contribution of their human resources. It
may be presumptuous to say that HRD has largely contributed to the profits and growth of these
companies. However, contributions of HRD cannot be ignored. For example, when the Chairman
and President of L&T says that the success of L&T is due to the positive attitudes and dedicated
efforts of its people, he means it. The extent to which HRD efforts have contributed to such dedication
and positive attitudes is not easily quantifiable but one believes that HRD efforts did playa significant
role. To prove or disprove such relationships one has to imagine the organisation without HRD
department and mechanisms as well as discount the tendency of people to glorify the past and
ridicule the present. What would have happened in SSI if it continued without introducing HRD (i.e.
without the .new appraisals systems, manpower planning, skill inventory, orientation programmes,
OD exercises, HRD managers and the Chief Officers and CGM (P & HRD)? Or what would have
happended to Voltas if the top management did not have a HRD orientation? Or what woujd have
been the performance of SBP without all that emphasis on HRD between 1983 and 1986? How
would ECC be if the OD efforts and other efforts triggered by it did not take place?

Answers to such questions are difficult to get scientifically and intuitive replies are reflections of one's
own Pygmalion.

Future Direction:

The most neglected group in HRD are the line managers. The HRD effect will become visible and
stronger only when the line managers start accepting and internalising their own role. The success of
HRD will be the day when every employee sees himself as a developer of his subordinates. The HRD
departments, will nat be needed when such a situation arises. In other words, HRD people should
work towards their dispensibility. We have a long way to go in this direction.
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The second neglected group in HRD is the unionised categories of employees. HRD for them also
need to be attended fast as they are in large numbers and form the foundation of the organisation.
The nature of HRD instruments may have to be different. Organisations have neglected this so far.
Part of the reason may be unions. But in the area like HROthe union leaders also have a role to play.
For their membersthey should probably playthe roleHRDmanagers are playing today for supervisory
staff and managers.

The HRD managers should assist the unions and promote the spirit of collaboration.

Thirdly there should be more research in this field to answer several of the questions raised earlier in
this unit.

Appendl¥ - 1

IDt....duclDg URD Systems in 14 Organisations (Summary)

.~--.-------.

Sr. Orga_I- Ope ..aUog Year or InUgI'IIti_g Reasonsror

No. udon Mode of startl_1 Rolel startlDg

HRD Function HRD Mechanism HRD

(I) (1) (3) (4) (5) (6)

I. BEMI- Separate HRD 1'178 G.M.lDir.,Human Reorganisation and

Department and Resources Planning for Future

2. BHEL Separate OD I 'IS I Executive Problem Solving and

Department Director Competency Development

3. BOB Separate HRD 1918 DOM Personnel Strengthening

Department
Head Office

4. COL Personnel &. 1':17':1 OM Personnel & Preparatioll 10Meel

HRD Combined MD as Chairman Challenges and for
of HRD Taskforc" Future

5. Jyoli Separate HRD I 'Ill!) Executive Director p-repuration for

Ltd. Depa rtmen t
Better Future

6. loe Separate HRD 19S3 Director Personnel Problem Solving &.

Dept. in Chalrm.,n's
Meeting Challenges

Off;<:c&. Unm

7. L&T Separate URD 1'.115 Vice-P~esident Change of Appraisal

DCfl"rtmcnt Personnel &. OD Systems and Recognition of
lmportance

II. L&'T. PCf\onnel & 1982 Managing Meeting Challenges of

ECC ODCumhincd Director Environment and new
opportunities

.'l7 SAIL Use of Exi,tin". 2 activities Director Renewal and Movement

Pcrsonucl focussed Personnel 10Excellence

Function in 19115

10. SSI Separate HRV Dept. 1979 ChiefG.M., Personnel Recognition of

in All Circles & &. HRD, Dy. M.D .• Importance &. Meeting

Cell tral Offices Personnel New Challenges

11. SllP Separate HRD Dept. 1916 General Manager Recognition of
Planning & MD Importance

12. SFL IIRD Departmenl I984-R5 Head.Corp Ping. Growth, New Opportunities
& Devlpmt. & MD .& Inadequate Manpower

13. TVS Separate tIRO Dept. 1983 Executive Director Prepn. for New Challenges,
Competition from Markel

14. Volta. Recognismg Perfor- Latest Vice-President Preparation for Profit,

mance Appraisal. 1982 r -sonnel Grnwth and Excellence

Communication
. Policies. etc.
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.,' =- Use~ laitIalIJIc EIDpIuWs 0tIMr ........,,_. lacUcalors of---at _pIoasIad ·Socc:ess
tasIcIorce •...._.-oy

('V) (8) (9) (JO) (11)

Yel YesQuite Perforr..ance Appraisal Training Investment in -l;rain ing
frequently Counselling. Training OD Increased

·Yes Yes OD Interventions, Problem Management Employees. Several Suggestions
SolvingWorkshop Communication. Survey Implemenred.Ov."rtime

Feedback. Team Building & Absenteeism
Exercise Controlled.

Yes Na Performance Appraisal Training. Skills Inventory Continuation ofnew
\ Appraisal and Training

Yes Yes Role Analysis Exercises. Pote.irial Appraisal and Use of Role Analysts
Pcrformam:e Appraisal Development. Counselling Exercises for Promouon

Team Building Decisrons. Continued Involve-
menlo! Tpro Management

Yes No Performance Appraisal OD

Role Analysi' Performance Appraisal. Continued Support 0; r"p
CounsellingWorkc.r Develop- Managements
ment, Critical Attributes

Yes Yes Performance Appraisal and Critical Atln'butes. Training, HRD Climate is at a Very
Counselling OD High Level

Yes Yes Team Development. Role Performance Appraisal. 'Continued Top Management
Exten- Clarity Counselling. Critical Attributes. Support
sively Training. HR Information

Yes Yes Petformaru:e Appraisal. Other Associated Issues Just Started
Priority for Action are BeingTaken Up

Yes Yes Performance Apprwsal Counselling.Training. 00. Job All Personnel Decis..ions Being
lnitiaUy Rotation. Potential ApPl'aisal Taken Using Data Generated

fromHRO.
Yes No All sub-syste;lns All s\lb-systen" like SBI Improvements in URO Climate
MargitJally
No No Performance Appraisal Training. Manpower Planning. Involvement of top

Role Clarity Management
Yes No Performance Appraisal. Trllin- Continued Emphasis on Same Yet to be Seen

ing and Career Development
Yesfot No Training. Performance Continued Emph"Sison Sam': HRDClimatc isVery Good
OD~ Appraisal, Communications
.Such<)ther
ExercifC$



UNIT 3

HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCES (CASES)

Objectives

After going through this unit, you should be able to make a comparative study of HRD practices in
different private and public sector organisations and make use of the earlier units to understand the
focus of HRD practices in these organisations.

Structure

3.1 Introduction
3.2 Human Resources and Development in L&T Ltd.

3.3 Major HRD Initiatives in SAIL

3.4 HRD at C-DOT

3.5 HRD for Workmen at Eicher Motors - An Experience

3.6 Potential Development through In-Basket Exercises:

Crompton Graves Experience

3.1 HRD Experience in the SBI

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Human Resource Development is like a flower in bloom to be experienced and difficult to describe.
Behind performance are individuals and behind results are people. HRD has been widely accepted
as one of the most effective tools for overall development of the organisations. Now in India most of
the developing organisations have either opened a separate HRD department or in the process of
opening it.

To give a feel of the actual practice and demonstration of HRD in organisations we have taken up
actual cases of several public and private sector organisations. Written by executives of these
organisations. In this unit we have taken up six organisations, out of which three each are from
private and public sectors.

Integrated HRD systems were first introduced in India in Larsen and Toubro Ltd., followed by other
organisations. Steel Authority of India Ltd. Has used HRD as a tool for its turnaround strategy and
had tremendous success. C-DOT has used HRD to achieve excellence. In this unit we have also
taken up cases of Eicher Motors, State Bank of India and Crompton Greaves Ltd. All these cases
deal with different aspects of HRD practices in different organisations.
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These cases have been reproduced with permission from the book "Alternative Approaches and
Strateqies of HRD" edited by prof. T.v. Rao, Anil K. Khandelwal.E. Abraham Sri and K.K. Verma
and the book "Towards Organisational Effectiveness Through HRD published by National HRD
.'Network.

3.2 HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT IN LARSEN AND TOUBRO
LlMITED- BY C.,M. SRIVASTAVA

Larsen and Toubro Limited is probably the first organization in India to introduce an integrated HRD
System and to set a separate Human Resources Development Department, headed by a senior
executiveto implement the System. The whole exercise of looking into the Human ResourcesSystem
wasmainlydue to the culture of Excellence, IntrospectionandOpenness in the Company.Constructive
criticism and periodical reviews are common to ensure maximum mileage from a system or an
operation, .

The Performance Appraisal System existing in 1974 which was of a confidential nature and a one
way affair'was not considered effective. The assessments were not discussed and in many cases
very little use was made of the data generated from the appraisals. Therefore L&T Management
requested Dr. Udai Pareek and Dr. TV. Rao of the Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad, to
conduct a study on the Performance Appraisal System with the following objectives:

1) To reviewthe objectives of the appraisal system existing at that time and to examine the extent to
which the data collected contributed to these objectives.

2) To prepare characteristics of a good appraisal system in L&T

3) To examine the feasibility of adopting these characteristics.

4) To examine the reactions of the persons who use the appraisal forms - both subordinates and
superiors.

5) To determine the consequential actions to be taken in the light of improvements needed and for
the implementation of a new system, if evolved.

6) To determine the skills required for making the system effective and operative (i.e., feedback
counselling, etc.) and the manner of building and developing such skills.

The Integrated HRD System

The liMA team presented a report not only on Performance Appraisal but on other interrelated sub
systems and included the following:

i) Performance Appraisal

ii) Potential Appraisal

iii) Employee Counselling

iv) Career Development and Planning

v) Training

vi) Organisation Development (OD)
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A schematic presentation of the System recommended by them is shown in the attached Annexure.

The professors further recommended that the system be implemented "intoto' to obtain the synergic
benefits. It was proposed to implement the various sub-systems in a phased manner, over a period
of five to seven years.

Implementation

The implementationwas entrusted to a task force of senior executives and started with the induction
of a new Performance Appraisal System in 1975.Although the original framework of the integrated
HRD system has remained the same, the details have been modified from time to time as per the
feedback received and experience gained. The question of gaining the maximum mileage from the
system has been the uppermost in the mind.

Performance Appraisal and Feedback

Performance Appraisal has always a dual approach, viz., Evaluation Approach and Development
Approach. Onewithout the other makes the appraisal ineffective. However the relative emphasis can
be different. It was felt that the Performance Appraisal will have a heavy leaning towards the
development of the employees and the evaluation to a greater degree can be taken care of by the
PotentialAppraisal System. It was also assumed that the relationship between the superior and the
subordinate is very crucial for the development. The essentials of the new Performance Appraisal
System are:

a) PerformanceAppraisal is shifted to a line responsibility rather than to a personnel function activity.

b) It calls for goal setting by a~,:>raiserand appraisee together.
,

c) It requires appraisal interviews and counselling and feedback in an interaction session with
openness. The immediate superior is required to enter his rating at that time of the interview.

Before introducing the new appraisal system a number of training programmes were conducted for
explaining the system as well as for providing skills for receiving and giving feedbacks which is one
of the most importantaspects of the system.The progressof implementationwas constantlymonitored
through feedbacks and studies and the difficulties faced were removed. As a result of this the form
and the system has been considerably simplified. Around 80 to 85 percent of the forms are received
within six weeks after the target date which is an acceptable level considering the time required for
counselling.

The forms are analysed and data submitted to the Vice - Presidents and General Managers. The
data give the rating of 'high performers' and persons rated low.Another set of data give the facilitating
and hindering factors group wise. These are used for finalising development and other action plans.

Difficulties faced or Expressed

Some of the difficulties faced or expressed by people at various stages while implementing the
system were:

1) Complicated rating system
2) Time consuming
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3) Toomany routings

4). Delays due to number of.persons reporting being too many

S) Becoming a number game

6) Becoming ritualistic

7) Low leadership commitments.

To counter the above, the rating system and the forms were simplified and the routingswere restricted
to the immediate and Next Superior. The numerical ratings were replaced by qualitative ratings like
'Excellent', 'Very Good', 'Good', etc. An open ended self appraisal was introduced and it was made
mandatory to send the appraisal forms before sending the recommendations for rewards.

Mileage We Derive from the Performance Appraisal System

The guts of our appraisal are:
1) Clarifications of job expectations

2) Reviewof accomplishments

3) Planning for future performance and development efforts.

All of which are central to effective management.

Bome other benefits we derive are:

i) It documents and provides a base for discussionwhich is expected to lead to a recognition of
subordinate's performance or lack of performance.

ii) It allows subordinate to express his feelings about supervision, definition of work, problems
encountered, support required, etc.

iii) It provides the subordinate with developmental information and support for it.

iv) It helps both - the superior and the subordinate in planning of future work goals.

v) It gives an input for salary administration and explains and communicates some rationale for
recommendations.

Training

One of the most important HRD activities in L&T is its Training Programmes. Even the top executives
attend the programmes, especially designed for them. The main purpose of Training is to provide
learning opportunities and resources for:

1) Improving performance on the present job

2) Developing Behavioural and Managerial skills.

3) Functioning effectively as an individual.
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These are provided through:

a) Suitably designed In Company Training Programmes, and

b) Deputations to External Programmes.

We decide the In Company Training Programmes based on the following:

i) Training Needs specified by the Immediate Superiors and Senior Managers

il) Desirability of disseminating recent developments in management concepts and practices,
and'

iii) Availability of new programmes conducted by foreign experts visiting India.

During the last three years on an average 86 training programmes were conducted and about 2400
persons attend every year.

The External Programmes are made use of to supplement of In Company Training Programmes.
About 650 persons were deputed every year to outside programmes during the last three years.

L&T has excellent in-house training facilities including well-equipped classrooms, library, films and
other audio-visual aids. The training programmes aim at developing technical, managerial, human
and conceptual competencies. A variety of training methods like role plays, case discussions,
instrumentedfeedback and simulation exercises are used in these programmes. Both linemanagers
and outside experts are invited to teach. Post training follow-up activities are also conducted by the
HRD Department.

Critical Attributes
The Critical Attributes for any job position are related to:

1) Technical/Professional Competence

2) Behavioural Skills

3) Managerial Skills

They provide data for:
i) Manpower selection and assessing Promotability (Potential Appraisal)

ii) Identifying training needs for overcoming specific deficiencies

iii} Drafting advertisements for recruitments
iv) Appraising interview panel members in advance regarding what to look for in the candidates.

As a first step it was felt necessary to work out detailed job descriptions, From this data, Critical
Attributes were worked out. Three taskforces were formed and they interviewed members in four
functions - Production, Marketing, Services and Industrial Engineering. Typical job descriptions were
written and a master list of Critical Attributes with definitions was prepared.

Subsequently 3 to 6 persons from each functional area were taken away from the work place and
were required to select attributes with regard to:



a) Technical/Professional Knowledge

b) Managerial and Behavioural Skills.

They interacted with peer groups and finally selected the 10 most Critical Attributes for each position.
Each Attribute was further rated on a 9 point scale (9 would be regarded as most Critical).

The nominal group technique was then used to avoid the drawbacks of group pressures and need for
conformity. The steps involved in nominal group technique are:

1) Selected ten most important Attributes

2) Reoord Criticality

3) Round Robin Presentation

4) Sharing basis for arranging Critically

5) Repeat steps 1 and 2

6) Rank Attributes --
7) Select the top ten Attributes.

The Critical Attributes for 160 positions have beenworked out so far and have been given to various
departments for use.

Personal Skills Inventory
Personal skills Inventory system is a data systemwhich records the skills and competencies acquired
by a person before or during the employment. This is updated continuously. Basically it records the
following:
1) Basic Personal Data

2) Languages Skills

3) Membership of Professional Bodies

4) Education
5) Areas of Work Experience/ Skills I Knowledge

6) Training Programmes Attended

7) Interests and Significant Achievements.

The basic purpose of the inventory is to help an internal search for candidates. The Critical Attributes
and Skills can be matched and likely candidates shorlisted for a vacancy.

The system has been tried out on two of the Units of L &T and will be implemented soon.

Potential Appraisal
L &T is still in the process of developing the potential appraisal system. The basic ground work for an
Asses...ment C;emreApproach has been done. After the pilot run, we will be ready to implement it on
a wider SC~I



Career Development

Attempts were made to draw career paths for some positions by collecting actual data regarding the
career progression of some of the managers. Likewise alternative paths were also drawn based on
the opinionsof these managers. Butthese pathswere generally based on the existing job descriptions
and were not likely to include future potentials.

For this reason an alternative approach known as Self Assessment and Feedback Approach (SAFE)
is sought to be tried out.

The objectives of this programme were:

• A systematic approach towards self-assessment

• Greater understanding of the pattern and themes of life

• Appropriate data to negotiate and constructively confront superiors, peers and subordinates

• Setting short-term and long-term objectives for personal growth and executive effectiveness.
• Preparing for next major career decision.

, The participants can thus seek their careers themselves instead of following the fixed paths by
knowing their strengths and weaknesses and the opportunities available in the Company.

Organization Development (00)

00 activities were being undertaken by L &T on a selective basis, even before the integrated HRO
system was introduced. However, 00 interventions were mostly limited to instrumented feedback
and laboratory method of training. In the late sixties and early seventies Grid Programmes were
conducted. In the subsequent year a number of other 00 exercises were undertaken to develop
teams, inter-team collaboration, openness and such other process competencies. L &T uses both
internal teams and external consultants in their 00 work.

Conclusion

Though some work is still remaining to be done as can be expected from any live and changing
system, the HRO efforts have succeeded in achieving our goals. This is borne out in a recent
independent study 1 Xavier Labour Relations Institute on the HRO Climate in L &T and 20 other

I
companies. The following the attributes out of 38 attributes, received the highest score on a five-
point scale:

Item

Human Resources considered Extremely important

Use of deleqate-t authority for development

Encouraged to take initiative

PerformanceA,:;praisalbased on objective assessment
'Teamspirit of higher order

Mean Score

3.97

3.92

3.87

3.81

3.81



In etherwords, L&T managers seemed to have expressed these five characteristics as predominant
aspects: of L&T's Human Resource Climate.

AnnexlAre
A Schema.le Represenwtion 01 B..IRan Resources Development

System in Lanen & Toubro Limited

Maopowa- PIaDDiD& Crllkal At1ribuleS Industrial Rdalloas

1. Forecast manpower needs AIIaIysa 1. Recruitment and Placement
based on the policies and --I 1. Determine the technical 2. Job AnalYSIS
strategies of the Company skills required for each job, __, J. Supervision
trend etc. list them. 4. Wage Administration

2', Determine the adequacy of 2. Determine the behavioural
skills required for eachjob, 5. Trade Union Matters

curren.t manpower resourees
6. Job Re-designingin relation to future needs. list them.

3. Complete manpower
,-- 3. Determine the managerial

planning based on forecast. and other skills required for

! Internal search and ,... each job. list them. TrllliDin&

manpower audit. 4. Develop indicators of each J. Assess training needs of
of the attributes and valid different groups of
methods of assessing and employees
measuring them. ...... 2. Search available outside

training facilities

SeIedioD & "'_'t 3. Develop in-company

l) Use the criteria and measures

""
training strategy including

developed for selection F_baek " Counselliag
prc-trauting and post-training

j
~procedUTesand placement.

activities.
1. Give critical and supporting 4. Prepare training packages

feedback.
-i

and modules.
2. DiscusS with the employee 5. Organise speeific

the difference between his programmes as well as

RelllfGrCelMD' & AdvlIDc:emmt
self rating and the rating by genera: development
the immediate superior. programmes with own and

l. Promotion 3. Dicuss the steps the outside resources.
2. Salary Review employee can take for 6. Evaluate training efforts.
3. Salary Administration improvement,

14. Rewards and Punishment 4. Provide support

. '.
Organization Development ~

I. Organlsnnonal Diagnosis

Data Storage & Proc~
... , Team Building

PerfonDauc:e Appraisal :;. Tu,'k Fo:cc'
1.. Maintain systematic Olh~r sn ucturul and process

info"""'tion about the l. Help employee in . !----' ~.

individual employee: self-appraisal iurervrrn.r-ns like role
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f-- -_.-
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additionat qualifications, superiors.
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of the data. 4 once in 3 years.

, c~pying strategies .with

5. Process data for research on 2. Appraisal the pl)tential of employee. showing _limited

trends. etc. the' employee.annually: potential.
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3.3 MAJOR HRD INITIATIVES IN SAIL - BY M.R.R. NAIR

The previous decade has seen a tremendous change in the Iron and Steel Industries all over the
world.The global scene has been characterised bydecliningdemand as part of the general slowdown
of economic'activity in the conventional group of industries, and fierce competition within Industries
and across continents. Companies have evolved different strategies to meet this situation.

1) Reduction in capacity

2) Reduction in manpower and control over manpower costs.

3) Diversification

4) Investment in modernisation

5) Strict Quality and Cost Control

6) Protection of domestic industry and relatively more active role of governments to help their own
industries and save jobs.

In this melee, Industries, such as the US Steel Industry,found that the capital needed to catch upwith
the rest of the world was much more than what the market was willing to put up, or what they could
generate from their own internal resources.

In India, the situation is slightly different. The market is growing, and in fact, it is expected that
demand will double by the turn of the century. The essential strategy was to remove constraints and
increaseproduction to meet the growing demand aswell as to improve quality and cost performance.
Todo this, the Companymust improve utilisationfrom existing assets and also invest in modernisation
of its equipment. Here again the Organisation must stabilise its performance and structure to receive
the sophisticatedtechnology aswell as to generatethe internal resourcesfor funding the modernisation
effort. This business strategy for SAIL has been summed up in Annexure - 1. In this strategy, the
HRD initiatives have a significant role to play in terms of :

1) Improvement in wok culture as a prerequisite for improvements in other areas and to tune up the
Organisation for modernisation.

2) Rationalisationof organisatign and of manpower along with increase in production, capacity,and
investment in new technology.

3) Training and Development effort attendant upon technological changes to upgrade skill and
managerial ability.

The Approach

Howdidwe go about it? The turnaround strategy was initiated about two years ago. In the first phase
an organised attempt was made to collect feedback from the various sections of industry spread out
in every part of the country. Meetings were organised in all sectors of the industry with the top
management,with the unit managements, with a cross-section of the middle management, front line
supervisors, workmen on the shop floor, unions and associations. The process took almost five
months. In all the discussions the agenda was to identify the problems in the Company, opinions and
perceptions of people, how they felt that the Company was doing and what could be done internally
to further improve its operations.



Out of this tremendous amount of feedback, which was all carefully documented, a certain message
began tofilter out. And this was the message which the Company used to its advantage to design its
strategy.

The MeSjSage

1) There was an insufficient appreciation of the crises facing the steel industry.

2) At various levels Managers felt that they lacked support.

3) At all levels there was lack of goal and role clarity. People were not sure what was expected from
the organisation of from their respective jobs. .

4) There was far too much attention on day to day problems and less on quality, cost and strategic
planning.

Priorities for Action

On the basis of the discussions and the feedback collected, a document was drafted which was
called "Priorities for Action". This document set forth the thrust areas in which the industry needed to
devote itiself to improve its operations and prepare itself for the challenges of the future. These areas
were:

1) improve work culture.

2) Optimise use of installed facilities.

3) Increase productivity

4) Generate profits through control of costs, and

5) Customer satisfaction.

As stated, the "Priorities for Action" were structured to meet specific problem areas within the
organization and at the same time to highlight the possible solutions.

Improve Work Culture

The focus here was on team work, communication, discipline and operating consistency. It was
established that unless we improved the work culture in the organisation in terms of the commitment
and motivation of people and their capacity/willingness to work together, we would never be able to
fully exploit the strengths of the organization in terms of technology and trained manpower. Even
where there were technological problems on the surface, a deeper analysis showed that better
performances were possible through a more effective man management. It emphasised the crucial
role of effective two way communication with the need to explain to people the changes and their role
in it. The document also spoke about the importance of team work in a continuous process multi
functional organization, and how the lack of it can effect the productivity of the organization. The
"priorities for Action" spoke of better organizational discipline in terms of absenteeism, overtime and
shift changeover delays. It was demonstrated that OT had little relationship with production and that
this, along with high absenteeism was an impediment to organisational discipline. Similarly, delays in
shift changeover resulted in loss of production and wastage of energy.
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Apart from seeking a basic change in the attitudes of employees, improvement in work culture also
meant building an organization which had the flexibility and the resilience to accept changes. This
meant cutting down the hierarchy, reduction of the responsibility levels, and debureaucratization.
Lessof formal procedure and rules and more accent on results. This also meant support of merit and
innovation and creation of a culture for excellence. This led to the conclusion that individual growth
and promotions must result from good performance and contribution to the organisation.

Making Optimum use of Installed Facilities

The "Priorities for Action" took note of this endemic problem.Where facilities had been created, they
were not fully utilised. To meet market requirements, i was essential to achieve optimum utilisation
of capacity. This involved better maintenance planning and upkeep of equipment and better use of
captive resources such as the Mines and the Mechanical Shops. Higher capacity utilization was
essential not only to reduce per unit costs but also to meet the challenges of a growing market.

Increasing Productivity

Higher volume of production must be supported by higher standards in terms of cost and quality, and
increasing the returns on capital, material and manpower. Techno-economic performances needed
to be upgraded to international levels. In this direction, areaswhich needed attention were (1) Quality
of raw material, most of which, except coal is from captive sources. Modernization of mines for
benefication of ore and better blending were highlighted. (2) Adherence to technological discipline
notonly for cost saving in areas of energy utiliationand yield but also to prevent damage to equipment.
(3) Process control for quality enhancement. (4) In~egration of R&D efforts for technology
enhancement, and (5) Improvement in productivity through improved performance of the employees.

Generating Profits through Control of Cost

The focus herewas on the urgent needto enhance internalresourcegeneration by bettermanagement.
The organisation needed funds for the modernization of its technology and for this we needed better
control over energy and inventory. There was stress on value engineering for cost control and better
implementation of projects. The document discussed the effect of project overruns on the profitability
of the company and the need to develop cost consciousness as a culture in the organisation.

Providing Better Customer Service

The "Priorities for Action" rejected the complacency created by a sellers market and looked for a
greatermarketorientation in the operationsof the company.It spoke of our responsibilityfor generating
steel demand, providing committed delivery schedules to enable the customer to plan his own
operations.This needed better productquality andconsiderabledevelopmenteffort into the stockyards
to enable a high level of efficiency'In production through distribution.

The "Priorities for Action" sought to give a direction to the immense energy generated within the
organisation.

As a first step this document wCisdlscussed with key officials and with trade unions. There was
agreement that this was the right direction. Copies of the document were then printed in English,



Hindi, Bengali, Oriya and Tamil and distributed to all the 2,50,000 employees across the length and
breadth of the country.

What followed as a next step was one of the largest programmes of management education ever
undertaken in the corporate sector. The "Priorities for Action" was discussed with the entire top
management, about 500, .comprising the Corporate Cadre in the Company. They were organised in
groups of 80-85 in two-day workshops at Ranchi. In these workshops, the document was first presented
to them and then each area was discussed in syndicates and come up with concrete action plans. Six
such workshops were held. In each of the workshops, Chairman and virtually the entire Board of
Directors were present to interact with the Officers.

This was an exciting opportunity. For many, it was the first time that they had an opportunity to hold
such interactions. For most, it was the first opportunity to meet their colleagues from other Units and
discuss common problems. The enthusiasm ran high. In all workshops syndicate discussions went
on till the early hours of the morning. '

The. Corporate Cadre Officers covered in the Ranchi Workshops went back, and from April 1986
onwards organised similar workshops in their respective Units to cover large groups of employees.
Thousands of employees were covered and the message spread. .

The "Priorities for Action" workshops had a tremendous effect in the organisation.

1) The goals of the organisation were clarified and made known to all. It gave a sense of direction

2) The crises facing the industry was understood and the need for changes appreciated.

3) There was a sense of oneness and participation

4) A large number of concrete action plans were drawn up in each priority area. In each Unit, a
committee was appointed to oversee the action plans drawn up and coordinate the various activities
involved.

5) The workshops created a sense of euphoria which made possible implementation in the units.

6) They generated a debate in the organisation, and it was here that the basic turnarouns-strateqy
was evolved.

Priorities for Action and the Turnaround Stralegy \ .

The "Priorities for Action" helped to drive home certain essential points:

1) The steel industry urgently needed to modernize its technology to face the challenges of the
future.

2) Modernization meant generating internal resources to buy technology.

3) This meant that the internal operations of the company must be upgraded to international levels
of cost and quality.

4) This level of operations would primarily come from building a productive corporate culture,

5) Improvementswould essentially come from better manaqement of Human Resources, their skill,
motivation and commitment.
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The refore the current strategy is to tune up the organization and prepare it for playing a qualitatively
dlffe~entrole in future, to improve the productivityand motivation of employees, to remove imbalances
to Improvethe structure and culture of the organizationand its capacity to respond to the requirements
of the market.

In essence, this is the process inwhich the company has been engaged over the last few years. A lot
has been done, a lot remains to be done and there are some successes to encourage us along the
way.

Manpowerwas first curtailed and is now being gradually reduced despite the fact new assets have
got commissioned during the period. Taking into account the manning requirements for new assets
there has been a substantial net saving in manpower since 31.3.85. N.newVoluntary Retirement
Schemehasbeen introducedandhasattracted3000employeesin the firsinine.mo.Qthsofits operanen.
Rationalization in manpower has r~ulted in a greater flexibility of deployment ..During 1985-86, over
4000 employees were redeployed and in 1986-87 another 2700 have been redeployed. This has
beensupported bymulti-skill, multi-equipment training; TheAlloy Steels Plants enhanced its capacity
by 260 percent and met the entire manning requirement through redeployment. .

Modernisationof DSPand liSCO is on the anvil. Newand sophisticatetechnoloqiessarebeing inducted.
These will need to be manned with people having the requisite skills. At the same time there is
manpowercontrol and bulk turnover on account of superannuation (approximately 50,000 employees
will be retiring overthe next 8 years). Tocoordinate all these astivities, a ManpcwerPlanning System
has beenadopted by the Company.The system is expected to make SAIL'smanpower internationally
competitive through initiating a number oft~ctions:

1) Elimination of work considered unnecessary.

2) Making full use of mechanization, instrumentation and computerization.

3) Taking full advantage of new technologies such CIi LD-concast route..
4) Eliminatingwasteful practices.

5) Reducinq hierarchical levels.

6) Redesiqninq jobs. Multi-skill flexibility in deployment.

With all the steps being taken to rationalise.therroanpow~and improve utilisat$n the productivity is
expected to increase in future yearseIn 1986-87·there has bt!leOa marginal reduetion in the per tonne
employment cost. In future years manpower policies ~ be strengthened to sustain these
improvements and to make SAIL's position competitive."'

Recruitment

In recruitment, the focus has been to cut down the lead time and improve the quality of the intake. A
numberof decisionshavebeen taken to strensthen recruitmeot,andimprovethe qualityofManagement
Trainees. The bond has been removed and:Jhe trainmg'.periQdravamped. With these steps the
quality of graduat~s selected in the Companyhas impt;OVed.Theresponse from Campus has been
good:
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Training anp Development

In the effort to improve the internal efficiency of the Company Training and Development has a very
crucial role to play and the Training and Development Organisation is being geared to playing this
role effectively. The 1986-87 training plan envisaged a coverage of 10485 Executives and 19140
Non-executives in various development, skill enhancement and technological upgradatiqn
programm8f>.The extent as fulfilmentof the plan has beennear total. In the technological upgradation
and redeploymenttraining, the plans have been linked to the commissioning schedules of newassets.

A reassessment has been made of the effectiveness of training in the light of the challenges for the
future. A Tr~ining and Development Approach Plan has been drawn up. The Approach Plan basically
talks in terms of the needs of the Organisation in terms of its programmes and policies as well as the
Organisation and Structure of Training Activity in the Company.

The needs of the Organisation where training support is needed are (a) Attitudinal changes, (b)
Utilisation of manpower, (c) Modernisation and expansion, (d) Efficiency enhancement and (e)
Orientation of new entrants. All this is relevant keeping in view the production plans of the Company,
the new technologies being inducted and the need to maximise utilisation of existing assets. The
Training PI~n for 1987-88 has been made on the above principles.

The Organisation of Training is being strengthened to perform the above tasks. There is a new
campusset up at Ranchiwhich will look after the training and management development requirements
of the Senior Managers in the Company. There already exists a network of Training Institutes in the
major Plantsto meet the requirementsof technologytraining andthe training of the Skilled,Supervisory
and Middl~Management levels. In addition, faculty development, training methodology and physical
facilitieshavereceivedattention.An ExecutiveDirectorhasbeenappointedto overseetrainingactivities
throughout the Company. Training Advisory Board at the Corporate level, headed by Chairman, has
been appointed to provide direction and support.

In 1987-88, we are proposing to cover approximately 13800 Executives and 37000 Non-executives
through various training programmes. Almost 1000 senior executives will be exposed to various
programmes coordinated by Management Training Institute, Ranchi. This includes two proqramrnes
for functional heads of departments (DGMs/GMs) on Managerial Effectiveness. In the training
programmes cover the various identified thrust areas (attitudinal changes, redeployment training,
modernisation etc.). induction training is receiving considerable attention. Approximately 480
Management Trainees are being covered in two induction programmes at Bhilai and Bokaro.

Commu_'cation

Communication systems, both formal and .informalhave been strengthened. In many areasBriefinq
Groups have been set up to brief employees about -major policy issues. Shift meetings are being
encouraged, The accent is on two-way communication. In fact, in a large and complex Organisation
like SAIL the effectiveness of the communication system has been a singular success. Employees
understand the changes, the reasons, what the Company is trying to do, and on account of this
understanding have participated in the process. In fact, opening up the organisation and a sound
communication system was found to be a prerequisite to the process of planned change.

7
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Incentive schemes have been revised to increase their motivational value. Suggestion schemes are
being revamped and there is a move to study specific problems of employees on the workspot with.
the intention of finding micro-level solutions. .

Organisation

The organization is being restructured and the number of hierarchical levels reduced. Earlier,a study
was conducted by the industrial Engg. Departmentswhich showed that below the GM level, only five
levels were required in an operating steel plant as against the existing eight. Accordingly, we are in
the process of reducing the levels. The implementation is currently on and will be completed shortly.

Old Structure New Structure

E-7 Dy.Gen. Manager E-7 Dy. Gen. Manager
(Zonal Head) .
E-6(b) Asstt. Gen. Manager
(Zonal/Departmental Head)
E-6(a) E-5 Chief Supdt.!
Supdt.
(Departmental Head)
E-4/E-3 Manager/Dy.
Manager
(Shift Incharge)
E-2/E-1 Asstt. Manager/Jr.
Manager
(Front Line Supervisor)

E-6(b) Asstt. Gen.Manager

E-6(a) Chief. Supdt.

E-5 Superintendent
E-4Asstt. Supdt.

E-3 Dy.Manager
E-2 Asstt. Manager

E-1 Jr. Manager

As part of the restructuring, officers are being given specific respon.sibilities and a clearer job
description.

Organisational Dlscipllne

There have been significant improvements in absenteeism in all Units and in all Major Departments.
Shift changeover delays have been reduced from key departments and time offices relocated.
Grievance and welfare systems have received attention and there' are improvements in all these
areas. Bipc.,-ti!;:;:~'::-•...,....,~I,::webeenstrengthenedandthe full participationof all sectionsof employees/
unions and associations obtained to the .:.1":::;;-,,;.::::: r-eingmade. There has been a drastic reduction in
overtime. In 1904-85 the company was paying Rs. 44.38 crores as OT, in 1985-86 this came down to
Rs. 40.00 crores and in 1986-87, it has fallen to Rs. 2,49 crores. In Shilai, liSCO, Salem, R&D;CMO
and Corporate.Office, overtime in 1986-87 was nil.

The focus has shifted from apparent industrial peace at the cost of productivity (through avoidance of
conflict) to a positive management of conflict. Manyof the successes have been possible on account
of the involvement of people at all levels. An effective change strategy consistently adopted by the
80mpany in all its programmes has been to talk to people, obtain their participations and their move



ahead. SAIL has :;I strong bipartite base and an extensive network of bipartite forums. This has
helped in t:,~management of employee relations.

In this process, the officers too have fully participated and led through example. At a time when the
Governmentwas moving towards a five-days week, the officers accepted increase in their \' ~kday
in the interest of parity with factory employees. When the entire public sector had paid t~jeaJ-'loc
salary increase,the officers strengthenedthe handsof the management byagreeing to thewithholding
of payment. This kind of participation and support has been the result of faith, good communication
andan understanding of the need for change.

J

Appraisal system

One of the first HRD initiatives in the Company was the amendment of the Appraisal System for
Executives. Initially, the exercise began as a move to amend the promotion policy to make it totally
performance oriented. Gradually, it was realised that the Promotion Policy would not be so changed
without having an adequate/acceptable instrument for measurement of performance. This was an
important step in the attempt to improve the work culture by convincing employees that their career
growth was linked with the,performance of the Company.

So the Company reviewed its appraisal system and found that it needed drastic amendments.

From the Management's points of view, it was found-

1) The appraisal systemwas not adequately distinguishing between different levels of performance.
Analysis showed that ratings were skewed: 68% of the executives were being assessed in the
top two ranks and no one in the bottom rank.With a large percentage of officers bunching at one
'",u<=!1 it became difficult to take administrative decisions on the basis of performance. It also
raised doubts about the validity of a system which produces outstanding performers but not
outstanding performance.

2) The system was not sufficiently grounded in the requirements of the Company. It did not reflect
the Value System of the Organisation. In fact an Appraisal System functions as a definition of "
performance. It tells the employeewhat set of activities or what qualities are considered desirable
by the Organisation. What is considered desirable by the Organisation will change from business
to business. The system of assessment must have a linkage to the job description and the
requirement of the Industry.

J

3) Officerswere not participatingfully in the System.BasicallyOfficers did not see any value, because
they did not see the output of the System being linked to any tangible decision-making.

The employees too had their own views. A survey conducted on the appraisal system broughfout the
following major concerns.

1) Jr. Officers felt that there was no focus on what was expected from them. They did not know the
areas in which they were expected to contribute so that their assessment could improve.

2) They felt that the system was not participative enough. They did not have a sufficient opportunity
to be heard.

3) There were three assessment levels-Reporting Officer, ReviewingOfficer and HigherAuthority.
Since each level could countermand the previous one, the Reporting Officer as the immediate
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supervisor felt that they had little role to play.

In response to these opinions, an exercise was initiated to revise the system. An initial draft was
prepared and thrown open for discussions. Discussionswere held at various levelswith the Headsof
Personnel,the Steel Executive Federation of India, the Chief Executives and in groups of executives.
At each leveltherewere suggestions andmodificationsmade. Theywanted very frequent performance
review. In addition to the structured responses, indepth interviews were held with a cross-section of
officers.

On the basis of all their feed back and the discussions, the system was finally implemented for the
year 1986-87. The salient features of the systems are discussed below:

Objective

1) To integrate company and individual goals through a process of performance assessment
linked to achievements or organisation objectives.

2) To increase awareness of targets/tasks and the responsibility of officers at all levels to ensure
fulfilment of company objectives.

3) To ensure a more objective assessment of performance and potential.

4) To distinguish between differing levels of performance or relative basis and to identify officers
with potential to grow in the Organisation.

5) To identify the developmental actions to be taken to enhance the performance of the officers.

It will be seen that the focus of the Appraisal system is sought to be changed. An appraisal would
invariably have two aspects.

1) It providesdata for administrative decision-making, promotions increments etc. This is the aspect
which creates most problems. Employees don't accept the decisions as "Objective" and reject
the system as a whole

2) It providessupportfor the developmentaspectssuchas identificationof strengthsandweaknesses,
training and development, job rotation and enrichment and performance planning and review.
These aspects invariably-get overshadowed by the promotion etc. and receive little attention.

In SAIL, the Appraisal System is an instrument for improving the work culture. The focus is on the
development aspects and the Company is utilising the appraisal system as.an instrument for:

1) Performance planning and review.

2) Startinga healthy and problem solving dialogue between the Reporting Officer and the Appraisee
about work related problems.

3) For improving communication

4) For improving levels of motivation through goal clarity

To do all this the system was divided into four parts.
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In performance planning' and review, the Reporting Officer is expected to set targets/tasks for the
appraisee iB the beginning of the year. In the middle of the year, the appraisee fills in the self
appraisal form, indicating the extent to which the targets/tasks have been completed, the difficulties
faced and the suggestions for improvement. At the end of the year there is the annual review and

. tarqets/tasks set for the next year. Both in the mid year review and the annual review, the self appraisal
'is supplemented by a performance review discussion. During the performance review discussion the
problems ate discussed and the appraisee given feed back on how he is doing.

This aspect of the appraisal system came in for considerable discussion. Many officers tended to feel
that in steel industry, particularly C1tthe junior level the focus is on 'Group/team working and not on
individual working. So target setting would be difficult. It was also pointed out that there were many
"Soft Areas" in which target setting would be difficult. The Company fully accepted the objections and
decided that initially target setting would be done only for Superintendent and above who were in a
position to ~e designated as departmental heads. For the others, the Company would investigate the
feasibility of target setting before taking a decision. The feasibility of target setting was studied with
the help ora Consultant. Exercises were held in all the units where a cross-section of junior officers
were exposed to target setting experiments. The result showed that whereas theoretically, target
setting should be possible for each and every position, there were difficulties expressed by officers
particularly Jr. Manager/Asstt. Managers. It was accepted that most of these difficulties were arising
from a lack of appreciation of how it could be done. There are apprehensions too. Apprehensions
about what will happen if targets were not met because of genuine difficulties. What if the boss gave
very diffic~lt jobs which were impossible. How to account for odd jobs which are done during the
course of the year. What weightage will be given for jobs which are urgent and those which are
important. Would all be able to participate in target setting or would it be unilateral. All these questions
were discussed and logical answers found. But you cannot drive away fears and apprehensions very
easily.

Target seijing helped many Departmental Heads to rediscover their jobs. They found that they were
expected to contribute not only in production and more production, but also in areas such as safety,
quality, cdst, training and development of human resources. These were also key areas where a
contribution was expected.

There are many more apprehensions about the performance review discussions. Basically, people
are shy of coming together to discuss performance. What if he does not agree with me ? What if he
refuses to sign the form? In fact there were more apprehensions from among seniors, where, in fact,
junior officers were in some cases eager to participate.

The second part of the system was the reporting of performance. The reporting is done on the basis
of 14 assessment factors. Each factor has been weighted to indicate its relative importance in the
overall assessment.

1) Quality of output
2) Quantity of output
3) Cost Control
4) Job knowledge & skill

Weightages
E-1-E-4 E-5-E-8

5 4
5 4
5 4
5 3
20 15

A) Performance Factors
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B) Managerial Ability Factors Weightages
E-1-E-4 E-5-E-6

1) Planning and organising 1 1

2) Initiative 1 1

3) Team spirit 1

4) Commitment and sense of responsibility 1 1

5) Communication 1 2

6) Training & Development of subordinates 1 2

7) Problem analysis & decision-making 1 2

8) Management of human resources 1 3
I

9) lateral coordination 1 2

1q) Discipline 1 1

10 15

Total (A+B) 30 30

The finalisation of the assessment factors was a time consuming affair. In a large multi-functional
o.oganisationto short list factors applicable to a large body of 18,000 officers and at the same time
relevant for the company was a difficult job. There is of course no scientific method for doing this.
The 14factors and their respectiveweightages represent a consensus across the organisation about
what is considered important.

FO'rexample, in an industry with 2,50,000 direct employees. "Management of Human Resources"
was given importance particularly since this was a problem area and the management wished to
defineto the officerthat contribution in this areawould bewelcomeandwould improvehis assessment.
Similarly,in a large continuous process industry,"Communication"and "Coordination"were considered
important characteristics and were included.

The third part consists of the development plan. Here an opinion is taken about the development
needs of the appraisee, the training necessary and the job rotation required.

The fourth part of the system consists of the final evaluation. On the basis of Part II, the appraisee is
awarded a certain score. The final evaluation is done by a Committee. Officers are divided into a

... number of groups. Officers in each group are evaluated relative to each other by the Performance
Review Committee and distributed into various performance levels as per the following normal
distribution:

Out standing 5%
Above Average 20%

Average 25%
Below Average 20%
Unsatisfactory 5%



The Appraisal System was unique in the steel industry and so was the implementation strategy. The
system was totally indigenously designed through a process of extensive discussions. Fe
implementation we took the help of 11M,Ahmedabad.

As a first step, the new system was presented to groups of officers in each Unit and the details
explained ..ln the second step, 70 Internal Resource Persons were identified. These Internal Resource
Persons were put through two "Training for Trainers" programmes conducted by 11M,Ahmedabad.
Subsequently, the Resource Persons trained 7000 officers in the essential aspects of the system. In
each Unit an Implementation Task Force was appointed to review the implementation of the system
and rovide guidance. At the Corporate level, an Inter-Plant Steering Committee was set up to
oversee the process. The implementation strategy was designed keeping in view the following: .

1) Tie large number of officers to be covered in various Units.

2) The need to explain the various aspects of the system particularly target setting and performance
review discussions, and convince officers of the need and rationale.

The newappraisalsystemhas nowbeen in operationfor two years. Lastyear,someminormodifications
were made on the basis of the feedback received. These two years of operation has thrown up a
number of issues:

1) The system has been successful in correcting imbalances in the assessments which existed
earlier.

2) Officers are actively participating in the system since they are now aware of its importance inthe
overall context.

3) Development aspects of the system such as performance planning and review discussion have
not been fully implemented and needs much greater training effort.

4) The systems throws up an immense amount of data about the problems faced by employees,
their suggestions/views and their specific development needs. These can be utilised to design
specific interventions.

The HRD Department

Inthe lightof the initiativesbeing taken by the Company,there-isa qualitative change in the expectation
from the Human Resource Group. Not only are they expected to improve their own contribution inthe
existing areas,but also to come forward and function as catalysts of change in building team work,
motivation and productive work culture. So within the Department its self, there was need to clarify
issues and ensure thateveryone was on the samewave length in terms ofthe expectations from the
Company. There are over 800 Officers in the personnel and Training Departments in the various
Plants/Units. It was from this Group that the Company expected a Ieadership role in better man
management. All these officers were collected in eight one day workshops at Ranchi where the
"Perspectives for Human Resource Management" in SAIL were discussed. For convenience, the
group felt that the contribution expected from them could be bifurcated into the following areas:

1) Motivation, communication and team building.

2) Manpower planning and recruitment.
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3) Employee services and employee relation.
4) Training and Development

In each ofthese areas key result areas have been highlighted and, in the Units, responsibilities fixed.
In these workshops, the organization of the HRD Department'itseltwas reviewed. It was agreed that
the organizationneeded strengthening in areas. Basedon these discussions, a revisedorganizational
structure for the Human Resource Department has been drawn up.

The revised organization seeks to establisi I the following:

1 Strengthening of the shop floor Personnel Officers since it is here that the initiatives will get
implemented.

2 Bifurcation of the day to day activities from the Planning and Development areas
3 Integration of training and development.

The HRD workshops have had a good effect. In some Units feedback has been taken from Line
Managers who have appreciated the qualitatively changed role which -,neDepartment is playing.

Qualitative Changes

Over the past few years the Company has implemented number of)11itiativesin the area of HRD. The
"Priorities of Action" and the Appraisal System are two successfutexamptes. There have been many
morewhich have been briefly mentioned. Today,the Company is still in the middle of the process of
change. However, in such a large company, changes have not been uniform in all sectors. Each Unit
has itsownspecificcultureand responsepattern.Theeffort hasbeento retainthe valuablecomponents
of the local culture and build upon it the realization that this is one company. Over the past few years
there have been encouraging qualitative changes in the attitudes of employees;

1), There is a greater awareness among officers, workers and associations
2) Communication process is more effective.

3) There is considerable clarity about goals and objectives.

4) Employees have begun to think positively about the Company.

5) There is higher appreciation that this is one company.
"

There is a good ground swell developing and some ground for confidence about the future.

3.4 HRD'ATC-DOT

Introduction

C-DOT was conceived at a time when India was planninq for 21s1 Century. Management at C-DOT
was aimed towards setting a trend in India for R&D management with focus on Human Resources
for achievement of time bound missions. With an orientation towards mission oriented projects and
creation of a unique work environment, C-OOT has been more of a Human Resource Management
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challengethan a technical challenge, HRDat C-DOT,therefore, had to act as catalytic agents towards
greater synergetic effect so that staff members (we prefer to call ourselves "staff members" of C
OOT family) with individual brilliance and limitations could be brought together to complement each
other to yield the best result.

The focus of Human Resource Management at C-DOT is to create a work environment and culture
conducive to achievement of excellence. The main emphasis of the Human Resource Management
philosophy is on developing the organisation its people and their competencies. Hence the policies
focus on:

• Commitment to society-application of research and development to national/social priorities

• Commitment to the mission-sense of purpose and direction; setting of targets and objectives,
monitoring and evaluation of project schedules.

• Commitment to the staff members-liberal, positive and people sensitive personnel policies,
training and management development with special reference to advance technology and
equipments, career development in its true sense. .

• Commitment to excellence and professional competence - encouragement of creativity and
innovation, initiative and self development.

An Environment for Excellence

Besides a good technical team, the time bound project at C-DOT, to deliver a family of Digital
SwitchingSystem in 36 months, at an estimated expenditureof Rs. 35 crores, required administrative
procedures and programmes to mobilise and motivate young talent.

It requires considerable planning to induct a large group of young Engineers (around 300-average
age 26 years) in a very short span of time (less than 1 year). To begin with, new personnel policies
were formulated, jobs were advertised for and interviewsconducted. Based on an objective selection
criteria, key candidates were selected for challenging assignments. Once they were taken at C
OOT,the HRD group was responsible for their orientation, training, facilities, work environment and
well being.

Simultaneously, new policies were to be formulated and introduced in almost all areas. Needless to
say that thework load during this time bound programmewas such that staff productivity got ultimate
priority.Rules had to be framed to encourage efficiency, creativity, innovation and initiative. Some of
these areas-people sensitivity, time and target sensitivity, flexibility and procedures, effective
communication, office automation, delegation and monitoring are outlined in the following sections.
It is hoped that an overview of these guidelines will provide further understanding of C-DOT work
culture and environment that it has created to develop indigenous high technology base.

,

People Sensitivity

• Egalitarian work culture

• Designations by functions and not by level or gradp

• 0pL.1 doo ;)UilCY

" .



• Papers marked by name and individuals addressed to by first name

• Warm welcome and systematic induction of new members of staff

• Personalised services round-the-clock

• Emphasis on welfare of members of staff and members of their families both at work and at
home

• Emphasis on team building and achievement of targets through group efforts

• Fostering of young talent through opportunities for expression

• Highly SUbsidised transport facility including after office hours and on holidays

• Subsidised round-the-clock canteen facilities

• Submission of personal bills for electricity, water, telephone, arrangement of rail/air tickets throur'1
C-DOT besides other personal services

• In-house counselling services

• Membership of professional bodies encouraged'

• Cosy, hygienic, congenial, sophisticated, informal, quiet and peaceful work environment

.,. Ergonomic and aesthetic furniture

• Open layout of furniture in office (wherever possible) with no cabins and barriers of designation
or levels. Arranged to provide privacy, better communication and openness. Effective use of
floor area utilising much less space per head compared to normal standards

".,.,. Committees from among members of staff for cultural, sports literary activiti~s

• .Staff participation through Quality Control Circles

• Encouragement to creativity, innovation, initiative and self development

• Manaqernent concern for commitment, dedication, loyalty and faith

~;Time and Target Sensitivity

• Project Administration document delineating details of the project given to all members of staff

1';. Document on yearly plans-c-project/function/qroupwise-given to all members of staff

• PERTsfor each major and minor activity

Periodic review of targeted activities at

Project level

Interllntra-function level
Interllntra-group level

• Assignment sheets for each member of staff

• Planned procurement of equipment/components/office requirements to facilitate infrastructure
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Flexibili~ in Procedures
• Flexil;lilityof working hours

• No attendance record for people

• Work round-the-clock
• Forms and proformas-simplified and limited-same form for multiple applications
• All staff payments credited to individual Bank accounts. Bank counters in office.

• Multifunctional responsibilities-e.g. Secretary takes care of reception, security, travel, transport
etc.

• Simplified purchase procedures-negotiations and finslisatlon across the table.

• Neep based air travel irrespective of job titles or levels

• House keeping, travel and transport, maintenance, canteen services etc. on contract basis

Effective Communication

• Formal Communication through
Suggestion box, newsletter, house journal, news bulletin, circulars; notice board internal
directory, external directory, press clippings, health surveys and periodic meetingswith all C
OOT people

Informal Communication•
.'

Discussions during various get togethers, on lunch table in conference rooms, in review
meetings. Individual efforts provide consistent flow of information

O~ice Automation
• I Extensiveofficeautomation in personnel,administration,finance, purchaseand othervital functions

• Personal computers, electronic typewriters, electronic telex, photocopiers, auto di9l1ers,
dictaphones in use .

• Electronic mail for inter or intra office communication

• Computerised Library Functions-issue, return, cataloguing, location, status and information
retrieval.

• Microfiche reader printer for documentation and record keeping

• Networking for information retrieval and Management Information System

• P~ging system with access through C-DOT EPABX

• Individual computer terminal for all Engineers

• Personal Computers for all Secretaries and those in Support



Delegation and Monitoring

Il Delegation of financial and administration authority with added accountability at appropriate
functional levels

• Decentralisation of budget-function/group wise

• Review of delegation-management information systems

• SUb-contracting technical activities wherever in-house resources cannot be utilised in view of
time constraint.

A Passion for Excellence

It is an easier task to create a new work environment for a new organisation like C-DOT. But the most
difficult challenge is to sustain the culture and motivation level when the organisation grows beyond
its informal span of control. The role of HRD is perceived as most critical in such circumstances.
Introspection and review from the major instrument to formulate future plan and course of action
where the existing work environment and culture still remains as the main driving force. This is done
with all staff members contributing towards the planning and decision-making process.

To study, review and suggest modification of existing policy/new policy formulation the working groups
were set up. _

Working Groups

Working groups consisting of representatives from Managers, Group Leaders, Engineers, Sec_r::etarial
& Support staff were formed to deliberate on the effectiveness of the different systems at C-DOT.

• Project Monitoring

• HRD

• Performance Appraisal & Promotions

• Staff Compensation

• Facilities

• Communication

The representatives,discussed the above issues at length with the staff members and submitted their
report with recommendations. The recommendations of the Working Group were debated upon by
the top management and accordingly the policies were renewed.

While the working group on HRD defines the major concept, philosophies and activities of HRD at C
DOT, the most important role for HRD effectiveness is played by the Group Leaders who are the
main implementors.

lmplernentcrs

Group leaders of different functional groups are the key people in implementing any HRD policy. As
per the C-DOT philosophy of HRQ, the group leader is the immediate Manager who monitors the
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activities and is responsible for the well being of the staff members in their group. They identify the
development input requirement and recommend job rotation/new exposure in respect of the staff
members. Group leaders can also sponsor members of the group for external training programmes/
conferences within allotted group budget.

The HROGroup

The HROGroup is the nerve centre that develops policies and carries out activities related to:
• Development Inputs
• Performance Appraisal

• Career Development

• Persenr.el Research

• Welfare

It prepares the HRD plan on an annual basis on the reccmmendations of the working group and
monitors implementation of policies in the different ~roups.

Development Inputs

Developtnent input is considered an irnportart activity at C-DOT. It is felt that development intensity
is highlyrelated to organisational excellence. At C-DOT it is used as a tool to increase efficiency andI

as a means of instilling organisation values and information to all staff members. So it starts from the
very be~inning.The staff members on joining C-DOT undergoes an induction training and orientation
so that hb/she should be introduced into the organisation and feels comfortable about the job and the
individuals with whom he/she will be interacting. The orientation breaks in the staff member to the
unique rlorms and culture of C-DOT.The orientation is followed by an exhaustive two-week technical
training programme for the technical staff. Beyond the formal induction training again the Group
Leaders-taka care of complete induction to C-DOT of a new staff in their respective groups.

Every Fmdaya weekly training/presentation is organised for the staff members. Topics covered vary
from management, technical, culture, sports, literature to personal interests. Staff members are also
encoursqed to use this as a forum to share their thoughts/work on any area of interest.

Management Development Programmes are organised In-house and staff members are also sent
on external programmes. It is required that periodically the management development inputs be
given torstaff to ensure that the cohesive team can achieve results. Staff members are also sent on
external technical programmes to update their knowledge on the state-of-tre-art in the field of
electronics telecom and management. Some unique in-house training·prograrnmes like PC training
for spouse and children are also organised.

Staff members are given the opportunity to go on foreign deputation to get an e. ,1osure in advanced
technologies and new areas of interest. Also as part of the development inp'.'t good articles on
technic.llmanagement areas are circulated to everybody
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Performance Appraisal

The underlying philosophy of the Performance Appraisal Scheme is objective assessment of
performance on a continuous basis which can be openly shared with the concerned staff :-.•ember.
The basic objectives of the system are:

• Assessment of Performance

• Assignment Review

• Individual development need identification

• Feedback and follow-up of Development

• Determine career growth

• Influence job rotation

• Extension or termination of contract

• Granting rewards-Appreciation/Foreign deputation

• Determining organisation structure

The scheme is part of the overall Project Review System that periodically reviews group/product
wise performance and achievement of targets against what is outlined in the Annual Business Plan.

Before finalisation of C-DOT Annual Business Plan, all Group Leaders have discussionswith various
group members about1he role of the group, assignments to be completed during the next year and
major milestones with completion dates. Each staff member is given assignments which form the
basis of the Annual Business Plan. Before the start of the appraisal period the ;(,:.);:"0'-1;;,;I::;;:;::c·~ .:.-.:,
clearly assigned along with the time frame. On a weekly basis, the assignments are reviewed and
recorded in the weekly review sheets. Periodic reviews and timely feedback are the key issues in the
appraisal scheme.

)1

At the end of the six months the staff member completes the self appraisal form highlighting his/her
achievements/contributions during the period and external factors affecting performance. Parallely,
the immediate appraiser completes the appraisal from filling in the strengths and weaknesses and
tentative rating on the ten attributes defined. Next the immediate appraiser calls the staff member
for mutual discussion. This discussion has to be guided towards a feedback and counselling session.
Afterthis the form is sent to the second level appraiser for his rating. The second level appraiser can
add any broader dimension to the overall appraisal through comparison across the smaller groups
or byeliminating"any perceived bias. If this rating differs from first level rating then the reason for the
difference of opinion should be documented and the changed rating communicated to the staff
member. Then it is sent to HRD for the processing. At each level the staff members are consulted
and kept informed to try and ensure fairness and elimination of bias.

Appraisals at C-DOT are not only means of evaluation by the process has a very important role to
contribute towards organisational effectiveness. Instead of using the appraisal process merely as a
control or monitoring measure the focus is more on its developmental dimensions.



Career Development

Ultimately,t is management's responsibilityto developand implement a cost effective career planning :1 ~
programme. It is essential to create a basic structure and process for integrating individual needs s.;
with organisational requirements. The basic philosophyof the career development plan is that growth I~':'
opportunities are to be given to all staff members whether they be engineers, secretaries or admn.
support. To formulate a policy on Career Development, iirstly a Career Plan survey covering all
levelswas conducted. The survey covered issues like avenues for growth and career path at C-DOT
in specific functions, comprehensive career development plan, new activities/opportunities for career
development etc.

The promotion policy outlines the growth prospects of staff members of various categories and the
minimum period to be spent in the scale and eligibility points required. Career paths and growth ',
opportunitiesare totally linkedwith the performanceappraisal. High potential employeesare identified .:
early in their careers and placed in an accelerated development programme. Since the organisation
has a flat structure, options in terms of levels are not many and hence other alternative avenues for
growth are given importance e.g., Engineers could grow to Group Leaders (managerial potential) or ~
alte.natively to Technical Experts (professional excellence).

Group Leaders < ~ >Technical Expert
Engineers

Besides vertical movement in the organisation, the option of horizontal movement inter/intra-group
!...-'

is also available. Job rotation to other groups to gain new exposure and insight in areas of interest is
also encouraged. However, the perceived ability of the individual to handle new assignments forms ~~'
an input in the decision-making process. ' .

J:

New projects that C-DOT is getting involved in, are opening up opportunities of staff members to '.
new areas of learning and experience. Also C-DOT encourages its staff members to proceed on full -
time study leave, work for C-DOT licensees and other public/private sector organisation or became :~.
entrepreneurs but continue to retain links with C-DOT having option to join back at their discretion.
Career development, thus at C-DOT, is observing in a broader outlook apart from mere financial
growth.

,,,.:
.,'

Personnel Research
~

Audit and Research form important instruments for closer feel of what is happening around and .:.
what needsto be done. Opinion surveys, attitude surveys, case studies and task force deliberations .
present very useful data for analysis and basis for management decision, A number of such-surveys '<.
have been conducted and actions taken thereof, but lot more needs to be done on this HRD activity ~;
at C-DOT.We would like to prepare cases for industry and academic institutes on specific areas like
project monitoring, manpower planning, office automation, organisation structure-systems and ,~:
strateglesat C-DOTwhich could help th= experts to conceptualiseandmodel onC-DOT's experience.

Welfare

To promote the feeling of oneness and togetherness in the C-DOT family, the welfare activity is
given a lot of weightage by the C-DOT management. Frequent get-togethers, sports tournaments,
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picnics and cultural events etc. are organised for staff members and their families.

Alsc to encourage the spirit of adventure in staff members, events, like trekking, outings are periodically
organised. Wider groups involvement in availing "Weekend Relaxation" or "Holiday Home" facility
are encouraged. Every year on Annual Day (the day C-DOT was formed) is celebrated with the
whole C-DOT family (from Delhi and 8angalore) joining together to commemorate the day with a lot
of enthusiasm and vigour. All these functions reinforce the HRD commitment to promoting participation
and team work.

Conclusion

All this basically highlight the important role of the work environment and HRD System in organisational
work and effectiveness. It was recongnised that a time bound, mission oriented organisation will
require new work environment, new work culture, new tools, new training and new management
methods. However, the key to the implementation lays in our ability to mobilise and motivate dedicated
young engineers and other staff members with fresh outlook and aml:»tion necessary for playing the
most critical role in modernising Indian Telecom Service.

3.5 HRD FORWORKMEN AT EICHER'MOTORS -AN EXPERIENCE:-BY
P.K.KAPSE & A.K. ARORA

Eicher Group - Background

Eicher Goodearth Limited was formed on 3rdSept., 1960 with a small capital investment of RS.19
lacs and rolled out its first tractor et Faridabad in tne same year. This was the first tractor to be
manufactured in India. Today Eicher is a multi unit.group.employing more than 3,400 people and
having 5 plants situated at Alwar, Faridabad, Parwanoo and Pithampur across 4 states. The latest
addition to the group is Eicher Motors Limited (EML) which has its manufacturing base at Pithampur
near Indore where Light Commercial Vehicles (LCVs) are manufactured in technical and financial
collaboration with Mitsubishi Motors Corporation (MMC) , the largest commercial vehicle manufacturer
of Japan.

Eicher Motors LimiteEi

Eicher Motors Limited is a Pllblic Limited COfnpanYIWitha total envisaged project of Rs. 41.5 crores
(present outlay of over Rs. 16 crores) and licensed to manufacture 12,000 vehicles per annum. The
plant commenced, operations in June 1986. Ever si~e, the employee strength has grown from 185
to 480 till date and at present it is geared to manwfacture',500 "Canters" per month.

Baekgroond to HRD for WdtkmenliiCll Eicher

Our philosophy has always been to continuously and openly examine issues related to our Human
Resources. This has resulted in generally harmonious Industrial Relations which draw strength from
the following principles

1) Fair and firm approach to all human related issues without compromising on basiC principles or
the long term interests of the company. This means being fair to the management, the union and
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the employees.

2) Recog~ising and Rewarding meriUcontribution.

3) Payment of fair wages to all employees and arriving at compensation packages for workers by
the process of collective bargaining.

4) Participative approach to resolution of all worker related issues.

5) An open door policy where workers are allowed to air grievances/views/concerns on all matters
relatin~ to them or the Company.

6) Non-interference in the internal functioning of the workers' union.

7) To resolve all worker related issues bilaterally without interference of outsiders. Workers are
encouraged to have a strong and internal union.

Given these basic principles, let us now take a look at some of the lessons learnt by us in the decade
immediately preceding the setting up of the LCV Plant.

Learning$ from Tractor Operations

Our tractor operations witnessed phenomenal growth during the period 1974-81. From an annual
turnover of Rs. 3 crores, volumes increased to Rs. 80 crores and we became a leader in the Industry.
Two new plants were set up and employee strength increased from 400 to 3000. There was a feeling
of well bejng and morale was at its peak.

All of a sudden, in 1982, we got a rude shock. Due to credit squeeze announced by RBI, tractor
financing was abruptly reduced. The market crashed from 81000 tractors in 1981 to 63000 tractors!
At a time when we were gearing up for providing 2500 tractors per month (from 1250 per month), we
were forced to cut production. For the first time in a decade, we experienced negative growth and a
marqinalloss in 1962-83. The market continued to remain sluggish for the next few years and in
spite of RBI relaxing its norms, the recessionary trends could not be reversed.

The events of 1982-84 naturally had negative impact on employees. The high morale of 1981 was
replaced by a feeling of anxiety. In order to take stock of the situation, a detailed diagnostic exercise
was conducted (using an attitude "survey and workshop" involving all line managers) which helped
us in lea,ning a number of important lessons. Some of these are given below:

a) Due to the increasing demand of tractors in the market-place during the period 1974-1981, the
rnanaqement focus had been more on "growth" rather than "development".

b) In order to support this growth the tractor operations had various incentive schemes in operation
to provide for more numbers demanded by the market boom. During this period the workers had
upgraded their skills and learnt their jobs well enough to complete their daily targets in 5 to 5%
hours, This level of productivity provided them a reasonably good earFtihg level leaving not
enough motivation for them to put in more efforts.

c) The diagnosis also revealed that there was over-emphasis- on behavior correction through
counselling and during this hardly any charge sheet/caution letter was issued for acts of
misconduct. As a result of this, a few negative elements had started taking ad...=: .1,.- de of this
approach since they misunderstood the management to be 'soft'.
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d) On the quality control front, the emphasis was on reducing rejections, rework etc. and therefore
the inspection function had become critical with not enough emphasis on self-directed efforts
towards producing better quality.

e) The oldest and the biggest of the tractor units was located in a small a-acre plot at Faridabad
andwith the increased nurr:bersdemandedby the market there was mushroom growthof facilities
in the plant resulting into sub-optimum utilisation of layouts, material handling and equipment.
The environment was not all that conducive to support the management efforts of ensuring
higher productivity and better quality. The management therefore realised that before insisting
on attitudinal change on behalf of workmen, it was necessary to put its own house in order by
providing "state-of-the-art" infrastructure and facilities.

These lessons were a great help in reviewing and providing direction to the company's IR and HR
practices at the new plant at Pithampur (EMP).

EML Objectives

It was our aim that our new plant should be a model one which could give·inspiration to our existing
plants to strive for excellence. We therefore wanted to set new standards in:

• Productivity

• Quality
• Discipline, and

• Development of people

In order to achieve these, an indepth analysiswas done and it was decided to focus on the following
factors(not mentioned in the order of merit) whichwere expected to create the.desired 'work culture'..
a) Tobring about general discipline in matters relating to punctuality, timeliness, system adherence,

and obedience to rightful instructions etc. by inculcating certain habits from day one.

ti) To bring about a sense of achievement and pride in work.

c) Commitment to excellence in work.
d) Participation-in improvement 'of productivity, quality, work process and matters relating to the

work environment.
e) To establish effective and structured means of communication links with the workforce.

f) Sharper focus on appraisal system with a view to rewarding merit/contribution and continuously
deVelopingpotential.

g) Providing avenues of growth for workers by creating opportunities in a planned manner.

h) Emphasis on team work and team achievement.

A New Dimension
"

At the time of setting these nbjectives it was felt that in a new plant, establishing a newwork culture
would be comparatively easy.

•



~'H'owever,the situation dramatically changeci when the tractor operations were rationalized and surplus
.-·htahpower was made available which had to be accommodated. The LCV operations at Pithampur
offered an excellent opportunity to absorb this surplus. The task became more challenging when
'about 60workers were actually transferred and at one time constituted more than 50% of the workforce.

,;!:'Q the above objectives was added another objective to "Absorb and integrate the transferred
-ernployees into the new work culture"

"'~hiS way a very major challenge because the workers were accustomed to working in an environment
where production volumes and higher productivity were linked to incentive earnings. The LCV
operations did not have any incentive scheme and yet the productivity targets were comparatively
.much higher and hence ~he challenqe.

HRDInterventions

In order to achieve the results defined above, EML has used a combination of various HRD techniques
and some of the Japanese concepts in the production systems.

We would here like to share our experiences in using these tools. The attempt below is to share the
techniques and concepts used without evaluating their contribution individually to the over~IIIR climate.

Training

"GIVE A MAN FISH, HE WILL EAT IT.

TRAIN A MAN TO FISH, HE WILL FEED HIS FAMILY"

The techhique of training has been a key factor and a major tool used to achieve the objectives of
HRD. Right from the day of project planning, our collaborators had emphasized on formal training for
all personnel involved in the operations of the plant. Thus training was top most on the agenda.

Therefore even before commencing the manufacturing operations a training school was set W6h
comprehensive facilities to train all categories of personnel including dealers, staff and technicians.

Given below are some of tbe efforts made tQwards training of personnel: .

v'.

a) Jap~nese Exposure

As already stated EML is a company set up in technical and financial collaboration with Mit~ubishi
Motors Corporation of Japan. The agreement between the two companies envisaged training. of EML
personnel at MMC. .

The Company decided to send a team of shopfloor executives to be trained in production and training
systems and communication system at MMC.

The purpose of sending only executive level personnel was to provide an indepth exposure to Japanese
.methoda so that they could design their own training end production systems suiting Indian conditions.



Based on the feedback from our trainees ( which included the head of manufacturing and O.c.
functions) we took stock of the lessons learnt and the direction that we needed to take in building a
newwork culture.We clearly understoodthat therewas nothingunique about JapaneseManagert:lent.
Basically,good management anywhere (whether in U.S., Europe or our own country) adopts certain
sound principles and values which give it strength. We found fair amount of similarity in Japanese
practices and our own symbols of the 28 year old employee relations culture in tractor operations e.g.
common canteen, annual day (all employees participate in sports and dine together), open door
policy etc. and yet there were quite a few differences e.g. cabinless offices and group exercises in
Japan. We therefore realised that we could adopt only those practices that suited our conditions and
refrain from blindlycopying our collaborators.At the same time, effective techniques such as "Kaizen",
"Kanban"etc. (mentioned elsewhere in this paper) could easily be adopted and used in our conditions
and hence we decided to implement these.

Every employeewho joined EMP shopfloor had to undergo an induction programme for a duration of
3 weeks.

b) Induction Training

This training was extremely necessary because at EML line production concept is practiced wherein
various lines are interconnected with each other. One line feeds another line which in turn feeds a
subsequent line. Moreover, since there is no plant inventory maintained between various lines,
therefore, the feeding line has to feed the materials to the subsequent line in the required quantity
and quality and on time.

This is nothing but a 'customer concept' between the lines and each line takes pride is doing its job
to the best of its ability. The feeding lines ensure that the customer is fully satisfied in terms of
. delivery schedule, quantity and quality. This provides motivation to the employees and problems of
any nature in the chain get highlighted tmmediately-c-thus leading to their quick resolution.

The 'customer concept' is practiced successfully in associationwith another concept. "DO IT RIGHT
FIRST TIME". The underlying meaning is that each job should be completed with perfection at the
first attempt itself thus eliminating wastages like rework, rejections, inspection cost, etc. Todo things
"right first time", it is essential that proper training is given to every person before he is put on to a job.
In line with this thinking EML has given top priority to training right from inception of the plant.

In the initial stages in 1986 before the commencement of operations, our executives designed a
detailed induction training package and trained their .supervisorswho in turn trained their workersl
operators. This process was intended to improve teamwork amongst various levels and the package
consisted of:
1) Introduction to group, company and the collaborators.

2) Product familiarisation
3) Indepth knowledge of production system.

4) Work culture at EMP
5) Indepth knowledge of line process, operation standards and fundamentals of line balancing.

6) Hand-on experience in the assembly and disassembly of the aggregates and tr~ product.



Till date induction training is of prime importance and no employee is posted to his workplace without
this training. It has proven very useful in achieving discipline, understanding and appreciating the
importance of quality and team spirit amongst executives, supervisors and workers (since they were
aN learnind together).

c) Devel~pmentTraining

-The orgaf1jsationbelieves that workers can be developed to realize their full potentialities by building
. upon their!strengths and by overcoming their weaknesses. This job is taken very seriously and forms
a part of t~e KRA for the supervisor and the line executives. Major production and quality systems
'are oriented towards developing the individual as a whole and thus providing him an opportunity to
use all hi~ skills and faculties on the job. Efforts in this direction have been discussed below.

d) Maki~gPeople"feel" responsible
1

'At EMP i~is believed that every person knows his job. best and total responsibility of doing a job
perfectly lies with the individual himself. Reflection of this belief is clear in the concept of 'self check'.
This me~ns the worker who does a particular job regularly is capable of checking the quality of his
work and should also be responsible for it. Time is made available to the worker for doing this
becausejnspection is also listed as an activity in the operation standards.

Complementary to this system is the concept of "TQC"which means creating an atmosphere where
every member of the team whether he is working directly or indirectly on the product, contributes in
his own small or big way towards making a quality product. Total quality of the product will be high
only wh~n the quality of all related activities is high. In an environment which is not conducive for
working expectinq quality is next to impossible. Bearing this in mind a lot of emphasis is paid to
workingenvironment,training, discipline,worker relations,safety,house keepingetc., the linepersonnel
are sup~orted by the training cell which continuously organises talks, sessions and programmes
meant tq give exposure to the workers in areas of self development.

e) Ver~atilityBuilding & OJT

With the passage of time, the workers began to get adapt in their function and a need was felt to
removethe monotony and therefore planswere made to retrain these workers in other functions and
lines. This versatility training on one hand helped in removing monotony and on the other hand, in
having available a much more flexible and versatile work force. The responsibility for this was taken
by the doncerned line supervisors a-ndexecutives.

This training is the direct responsibility of the line supervisor and executives.

Participation

Towards the objective of developing a satisfied high potential workforce, it is essential to involve
workers in activitieswhich will provide them opportunities to use and polish all their skills, knowledge,
imagination and intelligence in translating his ideas into reality. EMl systems provide them an
uninhi*ited environment where the individual talent can blossom. This has brought about a sense of
pride, achievement and determination amongst the workforce to be highly productive both in terms
of company objectives like productivity, quality etc., and individuals' aspirations of self-development
and grpwth. Let us look at some of such systems effectivelv implemented at EML
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b) Quality Improvement

The Quality of the product is ensured by total involvement of workers. Periodically meetings are
organised where line supervisors, workers & QC inspectors all sit down together to discuss quality
related problems and their possible solutions. The solutions are found and action plans are worked
out for implementation by workers themselves, This collective approach to quality gives excellent
help in reviewing the problems from all angles and enhances team spirit.

On similar lines meetings are held to discuss matters relating to safety, house keeping etc.

c) Kaizen

This concept has been borrowed from the Japanese, and implemented at EML because it believes if)
the theory that all workers have creative potential which can be tapped and also this would satisfy the
creative instinct of the workers. In other words it means that the workers' job should give them scope
to use all their knowledge, imagination and intelligence in transforming their ideas into realities.

A guideline to this is provided by the following:

MUfi, Mura and Muda are the biggest emernies on a,nyproduction shopfloor and they keep appearing
in the day to day routine in various forms and disguises.

Muri means overstrain which can come from physical or mental strain,

Mura means inconsistency or fluctuations of any nature. It can be fluctuations in work content, time,
type, production volume or quality, in behaviour or discipline etc. Though extremely difficult to notice,
'Mura' perhaps affects a company's performance the most adversely.

Muda means waste of any kind in terms of material, time money, effort etc.

The above three bugs, if present, contribute to inefficiency and increased costs of operations and
wherever these are present there is scope for Kaizen.

Members of a Kaizen group, while working on any line, are on a constant look out for MURI, MURA,
& MUDA. Once any problem is identified, a Kaizen meeting of the concerned line is organised at the
end of the dav's work. In this forum, the problem is analysed, opinions of all group members are'



sought and discussed, a solution for the problem is evolved through consensus and action plan for
implementation is drawn up. Thereafter the Kaizen group takes necessary action to implement the
solution.

Appraisal & Reward System

The Company believes that its employees, irrespective of staff or workmen must be rewarded only
on the basis of merit. To ensure this, the Company follows an annual appraisal system for all its
employees. The appraisal system is designed to encourage staff and workers to achieve outstanding
results and higher targets. The basic objectives ot the appraisal system are as follows:

a) Performance review-in order to reward work done and also to focus on areas requiring
improvement so that appropriate feedback could be given to the individuals.

b) Potential review-in order to discuss with the individual the ways and means through which he
could realise his full potential and continue to grow in the organisation. This also provides data
for manpower planning.

c) Preparing an action plan for development.

Performance Rating

The exercise begin with the setting up of departmental performance targets for a period of six months.
Primarily these targets are set after mutual discussions between a departmental head and the sectional
head. The sectional head further discusses these targets with his team of staff and workers and
finally action plans are chalked out detailing the role of each individual in the achievement of overall
targets.

Based on achievement against the target each individual's job performance is reviewed once every
three months and discussed with the individual.

Once in a year the immediate superior (Le. the first line supervisor) fills up the formal appraisal form
and hands it over to his superior. This appraisal isreviewed by a group consisting of line executive,
the industrial relations executive and the line manager with the concerned supervisor. .

The following parameters from the yardsticks for reviewing worker performance:

a) Productivity

b) Quality

c) Skill

d) Versatility

e) Rejection control

f) Attendance

g) House keeping
"

The performance against each of these parameter is rated on a five-point scale which is converted
into points.



The overall performance rating is arrived at by an addition of the points scored against factor. The
overall rating is also on a five-point scale and the annual increments are also given according to this.

Potential Rating

Next comes a review of the individual's potential which is based on the following parameters:,
a) Job knowledge

b) Discipline

c) Behaviour

d) Attitude

e) Leadership

The above parameters are admittedly less objective than the performance parameters as they cannot
be quantified. This exercise assists in concluding a development and career plan for each individual.

This group spends a considerable amount of time in discussing the individual's training needs and
finalising action plans based on recommendations by this group. Feedback on performance is given
quarterly by the line supervisor to his workmen while the feedback on potential and development is
formally communicated by the line executive once in a year in a feedback session where the worker
is helped to devise his own action plan.

Based on the above discussions, the worker and the supervisor identify areas for development and
plan of action is drawn up and discussed with the section head. The departmental head, section
executive and the representative of the personnel department then spend considerable time in arriving
at the individual's training needs.

Communication

The organisation strongly believes that communication is an important tool of HRD. Hence detailed
communication systems and strategies have been designed to achieve the following:

1) To communicate management objectives/policies/decisions and to share logic the rationale behind
such policies/decisions and to remove any doubts or apprehensions regarding them. It also helps
in clarifying the worker's role in achieving such objectives.

2) To provide forum for ventilation of grievances and also to explain resultant actions.

3) To discuss/involve in setting of and achieving departmental targets/issues and if necessary to
involve them in problem solving.

4) To inculcate a sense of participation and bring about commitment.

5) To provide forum to the workers union to discuss all worker related issues.

Daily Meeting

Before the start of the day's work and during tea breaks, the members in sections get together for a
'morning meeting'. The duration of the meeting is generally between five to ten minutes. The supervisor



first addr sses the group. He then discusses the day's tasks and job distribution and makes notings,
if any, of t e resources required for the completion of the above task. Also within the purview of the
superviso 's address are design changes and any company policy related matter that need to be
shared wi h workmen. After the supervisor's address, a senior workmen addresses the group. He
informs t group of any quality related problems of the previous day's output and counter measures

g the same. The workers in the group (during these meetings) are encouraged to give
s/opinions.

se meetings the workers are also allowed to raise any group grievances, or do mutual
ning with the help of the supervisor.

etings ensure total involvement and commitment to the day's tasks whether they be related
productivity or improvement. Once the plans are finalised by the group the supervisor
eir implementation.

e extensively practice "Kanban" as a means of effective communication and visual control.
Many im rovements in day to day working on the line can be done by this simple technique called
"Kanban which in plain terms means 'display'. Display of information etc., in the line is done through
sign bo ds, charts, graphs etc.

nisation firmly believes in the concept of 'Collective Bargaining' and has welcomed the
of Union amongst the workers.

All grou grievances of workers, introduction of rules, regulations, systems, welfare measures are
discuss d with the workers union before they are implemented.

The org~.nisation believes that the union is able to represent the feelings, aspirations of the workforce
which i helping the management in arriving at suitable decisions and hence the above issues are
discuss d with the union representatives in regular Monthly Meetings and decisions taken. '

These~. eetings are also extensively used to share information on company performance competitor
perforjance etc.

The rOlr of the union has been discussed with the workers representatives and defined as under:
I

1) To~ather data regarding the feelings, aspirations, problems of the workers. and to make
re . esentation to the management in the right perspective and arrive at solutions jointly with the
m agement.

j

2) To ~rovide direction to the workmen in terms of collective bargaining.

3) Toleducate, create awareness among workers regarding productivity, safety, quality, discipline.

COlle~tiveBarnaining
We h- lIe air _,! nad one compensation review in consultation with the union. This was done in
Augu .:':

i
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Compensation Policy

We have implemented and arrived at a compensation policy for our workers which would:

a) . Motivate our workers to give out the best performance. This is done through differentials in the
increment rates and by substantial increases on promotion.

b) Make them proud of their organisation and identify with it.

c) To be able to appreciate the financial health of the company and bargain with the management
based on that.

We are in the process of achieving the above by sharing with the workers representatives data on
company's financial performance as also the company's performance in comparison with the
competitors' not only at the time of wage revision by on a continuous basis.

Further, our approach has been to pay our workers well and to be amongst the highest pay masters
in the region.

Monitoring and Review

As mentioned above, we are constantly monitoring the IR climate in the group in order to review our
IR policies and their implementation. This is done through an "Attitude Survey" of IR policies and
practices in the whole group. The latest survey has been carried out in November 1988 followed by
'8 2-day workshop in December 1988. (Though this exercise is done for the whole group we would
limit ourselves to EML data).

The survey was designed to collect data on employee satisfaction in relation to the following
parameters:

1) Leadership

~) Job security

3) ,Grievance handling

-1) Promotion policy

5) Relationship

6) Communication

7) Participation

8) Discipline

9) Welfare

,,10) Recognition •
11) Appraisals-fairness and objectivity

:J2) Fairness

13) Development



\

14) Compensation
i

15) Working conditions

16) Team work

17) Pohtieal interference

CQtlecti,n of Data

The questionnaire (see Annexure I) used by us had 25 questions. Respondents were drawn using
random 1ables and the following was the sample size:

a) Executives handling IR - 100%

b) ~taffihandling IR - 100%

c) Wor~ers - 50%

The questtonnaire to workers was drafted in Hindi to facilitate better understanding"

Date cqnsondatlcn and Analysis.

The dat. was consolidated and discussed at a 2-tier workshop. The first tier consisted of IR executives
from aUilocations.Llne Managers (the Deputy Managers and above handing IR) and Personnel
Manag~rs. The second tier consisted of Production Managers, Personnel Managers and all
Manag~ment Committee members including Managing Director and the Chief Executive.

This survey data along with the IR history (since the last workshop in January 1987),SWOT analysis
of units; formed the database for discussions at the workshop. .

The 1st~ier reviewed the data and made recommendations for consideration in the 2nd tier where all
decisions were taken.

DetailirJg out the IR workshop findings and recommendations is not in the purview of this presentation
and it would suffice to say that in comparison to the satisfaction level in the tractor operations the
satisfa~tion level in EML is higher.

At the ~me of writing this paper detailed action plans based on the findings of the workshop had been
completed and the directions worked out.

The Future Challenges

Thougr a lot of effort has been made and some targets achieved there is no room for complacency
in the ~ield of HRD. This realization' is strong amongst the management team of EML and we feel
that we need to work even harder. To our mind the future challenges lie in the following areas:. .,

1) The workers have apparently accepted the appraisal and reward system based 'on merit but
attitude survey has revealed that there is still scope for improvement in its implementation by
mflking it more data-based. '
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2) The promotion policy, though tentatively formulated has not been tested out thoroughly yet (the

plant being on_ly2 Y:z years old). Therefore it needs to be discussed with various levels in depth

and improved.
3) To develop mature trade union leadership, we need to organise special training programmes for

this purpose as is done by other Eicher units. .
4) Absorb and integrate the transferred employees into the new work culture. This to our mind is an

ongoing exercise as newer and newer workers get transferred to Pithampur. Out experience at
Pithampur with transferred employees has been highly successful and most of them have
performed extremely well under the new working conditions. In fact the same workers who for
years were working less than 6 hours a day are willingly (without any incentive scheme) working
7 Y:z hours a day in the new location!
(Here one could cite the example of Calcutta Metro where the citizens of Calcutta have proved
that given the right environment, people would respond with responsibility).

5) To.continuously provide avenues of growth to our workers by developing them to take on higher

responsibilities.
6) To further strengthen first line supervisors in areas of appraising subordinates, counselling OJT

etc.
7) To sustain the work eulture and the high standards that we have set for ourselves in the area of

HRD.

3.6 POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT THROUGH IN - BASKET EXERCISES:
CROMPTON GREAVES EXPERIENCE - BY SUSAN VARUGHESE

Identifying its mission as Electrical Energy, Crompton Greaves has been in the business of transmission
and distribution of power for the last 5 decades. Since 1984 this mission has been redefined to
include Electronics. The Company has decentralised set up with 5 major groups of profit centres,
with 14 profit centres and several new projects inTelecommunication and Elactronics, in the process
of divisionalisation. It is supported by a large Sales network, Regional and International. The Company's
manufacturing operations are in Bombay, Nasik and Ahmednagar. Company's turnover for the year
ended 30lhJune 1987 is Rs. 280 crores. It has a manpower strength of 8,800 persons. Its major
products include Transformers ar d Reactors upto 400 KV, switchgear, Motor Control Gear, Electric
Motors up to 6,000 KW, Fans, Lamps an d Luminaries, Colour and Block and White Tvs:

HRD System

Introduction of the formal HRD System in the Company began in the yearl 1983 with the assistance
of Dr. Udai Pareek and Dr. TV Rao of the Indian Institute of Management, Ahemedabad. The thrust
was initiated by creation of a formal Taskforce, headed by the then Executive Vice Presided and
today's Managing Director. The Taskforce, in its inaugural meeting identified 3 concerns- Role Analysis,
Performance Appraisal System and System and Counselling as areas needing immediate attention

in the Company.



Role Analysis /

Role Analysi~ was identified as an intervention for purposes of role clarity and performance appraisal.
Using the Role Analysis technique ;with the role set of boss, subordinate, peer and role incumbent, .
a beginning was made with the Divisional and Regional General Manager roles and that of their
teams on specimen basis. These roles were discussed by role incumbents and their bosses and
finalised by HRD Taskforce. Thereafter, the MD met each of the functional groups for a day each to
complete th~ finalisation and begin the process of implementation.

i
Effort is now.on to extend this further to the next level i.e. the Executive Cadre. Their roles are in the
process of finalisation. Our analysis so far has covered 500 Executive. Efforts are also under way to
analyse the Junior Officer Roles covering a population of 600 persons. Our intention is to percolate
it even further to Supervisory levels.

Performanee Appraisal System

Performance Appraisal System in the Company emphasised reward administration as its primary
objective with no linkages to goals or review and feedback. With the intention of re-designing the
performance appraisal System, an internal sub-committee was constituted for an internal survey.
Based on t~e recommendations for the Internal Sub-Committee, the HRD Task Force approved a
development oriented performance Appraisal System that is linked to Role Analysis.

The System begins with goal-setting between the boss and subordinates, at the start of the year,
against the Key Performance Areas evolved through sale analysis, self appraisal at the end of appraisal
term, performance analysis in terms of factors which have helped or hindered performance, and
appraisal i~terview with the boss followed by counselling. The dimensions included for assessment
are performance against agreed objectives, leadership and team building at Departmental Head
levels, contribution to team spirit at all levels, risk taking arid creative contribution or risk taking and
venturism.1 Critical Attributes are assessed for purposes of training needs.

In preparation for the development oriented system, Counselling programmes are being held to
impart skills for counselling. The new performance Appraisal System has been introduced at the
level of the Departmental Heads and is being reviewed this year for possible changes. Introductionat
other lev~s is subject to completion of Role Analysis.

IN-Bask.

Top Man~gement selections and appointments have been a matter of concern with us. Our decisions
are based largely on Performance Appraisal. Our MD wondered if there are approaches we can use
to improve the predictability of our selection. We, at Human Resources, felt the present system put
too high jm emphasis on performance appraisal. We tried to collect the potential assessment in
addition to performance appraisal but they were essentially extrapolations of performance appraisal
ratings. MD concerned with performance building in the organisation was also concerned about the
quality of people who were to manage the profit centres and regions. He suggested that we develop
recor-rnend approaches for selection to this cadre. We decided to develop an In-Basket Exercise on
the adviqe of Dr. TV Rao. In-Basket, is a simulation exercise which enables assessment of capabilities
of potential candidates to discharge the responsibility of concerned position as shown on a set of
pending mail related to that position. We decided to experiment with one such exercise. The level we
identifie¢! was General Manager, Division and General Manager, Region.
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Methodology

We used the critical incidental technique to elicit the basic data. Five of our General Managers and
three vice-Presidents were included in the exercise. The data we asked for were 5 situations where
the criticality of their decision resulted in a favourable outcome and 5 situations of unfavourable
outcome. Itwas easier to collect favourable situations rather than unfavourable situations.Additionally,
I spent 2 days in observing General Managers in action. We also collected some of their typical
memos to capture the tone and spirit of the Office of a GM in our organisation. I found this process
exciting and a journey into the world of General Manager/Chief Executive. It 'afforded a very big
learning opportunity to come to terms with what this position entails. Happily, my sample enjoyed the
recapitulation of their decisions as much.

The situations which I collected referred to instances where a GM intervention was called for either
because implications of a decision went beyond one functional ramification, varying peer perception
on an issue or where a DH sought an additional insight: Each represented a dilemma where a GM
interventionwas vital. The task nowwas to convert these decisions into problems.While the decisions
I collected conveyed a GM perspective, I had to present a DH anxiety, a peer level enquiry or a boss
enquiry. The Scenario had to be constructed. I decided that this exercise had to retain the character
and culture of our Company largely, though named Hindustan Engineering. Therefore, I decided to
centre the action in one profit centre, representing both our consumer and industry business. The
book, 'Dynamic Management Education' byAllen Zoll proved extremely useful in the construction of
the exercise.

After a preliminary draft of the exercise I began to seriously evaluate the content of the memos vis
a-vis the total responsibilities of a General Manager. The analysed role of General Manager, Critical
Attributes identified for the -rbleproved helpful in identifying issues of concern that Iwished to include
in the exercise. Another dimension I considered important in measurement of potential was areas of
strategic importance in an organisation. I identified certain unresolved issues at Corporate and
Divisionallevelsand presented them in the exercise.There had to be a fair mix of day to day operating
issues with issues of strategic concern, so mundane problems also needed to be focused. Finally,
the issues that were considered by top management as issues of concern at this stage of our
organisational life were issues on quality, customer service, new product introduction, industrial
relations,market share.profitability and cost-effectiveness. One of our concerns, was if the decisions
were knownwould it work to the advantage of those who knew vis-a-vis others. This we resolved at
the design stage by sayinqthere could b~,more than one right decision. Contexts and perspectives
would have also 'ch,C1nged.Af the validation we were proved right. It was exciting to just let one's
imagination run wild even for my colleagues, to create a position, consider new applications of our
products,kill some products, promote others andextendthe company.The excitementwas in creating
a Companythat had vitality and credibility. Hindustan Engineering came to stay in our minds as a real
entity though a surrogate of Crompton Greaves Limited. Togive you an idea of a situation here is an
example. The instructions to the exercise read as follows:

Your Situation

Assume you are Natwar Singh, General Manager of Machine Division of a large multi-national,
Hindustan Engineering Limited, manufacturing a range of electrical equipment in the transmission
and distribution of power. Your company has now made an entry into Electronics. Your division
manufactures products whichhave domestic and industrial applications. Your products are marketed



through a common regional sales set-up for the whole company segmented on a customer basis, .
Industry, EB and Dealer. An organisation chart is attached for details of people who interact with you
in this exercise. You have been with a delegation from abroad, who are your collaborators on YOur:
new project, for the last few days.

The Constraint

Today is 11thSeptember. It is 11.00 a.m. now. You will be leaving for Ahmedabad in two hours, to .
attend a week's programme on Strategic Planning, 12thto 19thSeptember, 1986, organised by the"
Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad. Youwill return on Friday next, eight days from today. "
Yoursecretary has placed your mail folder on your desk. You are to run through the entire folder and;
write out whatever appropriate action you may like to take on each of these issues. Each of these is
a decision exercise obtained from actual situations encountered in organisations. These are issues,
over which your decision 'action' intervention is vital. ',:,

Rememberyou are expected to assume the role of a General Manager.Youare going to be assessed '
on the quality of the decision you have taken. You are free to generate more than one workable"
option.

Any action you take must be in writing. You cannot phone or speak to anybody. Youmay like to write
memos to yourself for action after your return. Also make an agenda of meetings you will call if'
necessary.'Remember that you cannot carry any of the memos on your trip.

HINDUSTANENGINEERING LTD

MACHINE DIVISION
From: Mr Kapoor

Chief Engineer

Sub: Hair Dryer

To: Mr N Singh

General Manager

Date: 10.1.86

As you are aware,-working on possible, application of our technology for more consumer products"
my team has been excitedly pursuing development of a hair dryer which we feel is superior to other
brands in the market. I am happy to inform you now that our prototype is ready. However, I am faced
with two issues of concern. Our preliminary costing indicates that our product is likely to be more
expensive than other brands. The price differential is as high as RS.100 compared to domestic
brands and RS.1S0when compared to imported brands. As this is a consumer product, I would not
like to compromise on packaging. It is needless to add that our overheads are much higher than,
other manufacturers.

I am now faced with the dilemma of having developed a quality product ready to be launched but at
an exorbitant price. The development cost of this product was around Rs.2 lacs. Publicity has been
sounded for a suitable promotional campaign.

May I have your views please.

Validation

The next phase was validating the exercise. Dr. T.V.Raosuggested that we validate this exercise by,
administering it to our present General Managers and Vice-Presidents.

-
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The exercise was scheduled for half a day. Dr.T.V.Rao would administer the exercise and MD would
be I-ii"esent.We picked 8 cases from Division for Divisional General Managers and 10 cases from
P'."glons for the Regional General Managers separately as both exercises needed to be revalidated.
General Managers were given 45 minutes to persue and indicate the decision they would take on
each of these issues. I sat there tentative and wondering if this Company, Hindustan Engineering
would come alive to each General Manager. To my immense delight and surprise they were hard at
work, furiously scribbling their decisions. At the close of 45 minutes Dr. TV Rao initiated the discussions
on issues. Each General Manager shared his response/decision to a specific situation. After each
General Manager had responded, Vice-Presidents offered their decisions. It was interesting to see
similarities and dissimilarities in approach and perspectives. MD concluded discussion on each issue
by commenting first on the quality of decisions taken and then his personal views. His participation in
the exercise was the high point. His approach was so very insightful in diagnosis, rich in analysis of
implications and consequence of various options. We spent approximately 30-40 minutes per situation.
The atmosphere vibrated with the excitement of reality of the situation and challenges. MD's contribution
provided a strong learning input for the General Managers and Vice-Presidents. It was also one of
the finest spectacle of leadership in action.

As this entire exercise had a time constraint, seeing this exercise assume such rich tones in discussion
was gratifying. It was clear that these exercises were eliciting typical behaviours of individuals.

Of course, we could not take up all the issues on account of constraint of time but at the end of 4
hours of the exercise the group was asked for their comments. The group found the exercise interesting.
However, on account of strong learning that emerged in the course of discussions they tended to see
the exercise more as a tool for development than as potential assessment tool. They did not feel that
it would be fair to assess people through this exercise. There was no doubt at all that the exercise
had withstood reality testing. The General Managers felt that the other issues also needed to be
discussed and that the forthcoming meetings of Vice-Presidents and General Managers should be
used for discussions of atleast 2 issues each time.

Based on General Manager's responses we decided to use it for developmental purpose. It was
decided that we would administer this exercise to a group of our Managers. We administered it to a
group of 15 Managers. Dr. T V Rao administered this exercise. A panel of Vice-Presidents was
formed to evaluate the responses, based on their collective view of right decision. MD participated in
the discussion as in the Validation process. This time we combined Regional and Divisional s tuations
_ten in all to be completed in the space of an hour a half with the same constraints.

Before the issues were taken up for discussions, the Group was asked to comment on how they felt
they had performed. Most of these stated the assumptions on which they had based their responses.
This tended to vary depending on each participant's idea of a General Manager's role in a unit.
Facilitator, problem solver, decision maker, visionary, guide, etc. Responses also varied depending
on each Manager's characteristic way of handling mail. Prioritisation in terms of urgency selective
allocation of time vis-a~vis attention to all issues as quickly as possible. Participants got an opportunity
to reconsider their norms of prioritisation. .

The discussion began with the Vice-Presidents regarding out the best responses of the Group, issue
by issue, followed by their collective view of the situations, Participants were invited to offer additional
comments. Finally MD responded. He, as in the General Manager's meeting demonstrated the value
and strength in problem diagnosis and repercussions of decision options. As a designer it was gratifying



to see the manner in which he always focused -onthe heart of the issues. The fact that he always had
many additional views made the learning experience a very rich one. Here was a role model they
could identify with.

Participants d~ not receive individual feedback, however, in addition to the group feedback. The
group sharing or responses would have enabled them to analyse where their responses stood vis-a
vis-Vice-President's responses, best responses of the group and MD's responses.

Possible learrunq for the participants through this exercise were as follows:

1) .

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)

11)

12)

13)

14)

Transcending their functional bias in response and in assuming a General Manager perspective.

Management of time both in terms of productivity as well as allocation on the basis of exigencies
of rnaaaqeria: situations. For instance, one of the decisions on IR issue was not to proceed to
11M,Ahmedabad, for the programme but stay on as the situation called for it .

Buck stops here. It was possible to assess how many would view this part of the General
Manager responsibility. Some would not confront the issues but allow the memo to travel up
and dpwn.

Problem Diagnosis for decisions making-correct responses depended on correct identification.
For instance a case on quality was read as an issue on pricing keeping aside the long-term
impact on Company image and customer service. Similarly repercussions of decision on
other. elements in the organisation.

!

Bias for action- Decisiveness for action vis-a-vis a tendency to postpone or ask for more date.

Data based decisions vs intuitive decision-making

Decision-makinq by precedent vis-a-vis creative responses.

Reaijty orientation of the respondents. Some responses reflected only the suggested facts.
Somie others would proceed on assumptions not implicit in the memo.

Conceptual capability-ability to apply concepts or evolve new framework of ideas-a role that
subordinates often seek if only for affirmation of their own ideas.

Long-term vs short-term acumen while taking decisions.

CQrtrontation and risk taking in decisions vs a continuous precedent based decision.

Entrepreneur flair vis-a-vis bureaucratic responses.,
Optimisation orientation, a role which is becoming Ifery important in organisations today.~
Comrnerclal acumen.

Using In- 6asket for PotentialAppraisal and Development. '

1)

2)

Q\

In-Jasket exercise has potential to make manifest what is latent quite remarkably. As a
simulation exercise it is a powerful tool, to simulate reality .. \

It f;»<citesan individual to test his capability to meet simulated challenge-like aorain teaser as
w~ demonstrated in our Organisation. People identify with the exercise quite easily. I have
yet to encounter an ambivalent or critical remark about the exercise.
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3) It offers scope for focusing on entirety of a role in terms of its various dimensions. It is possible
to cover many situations calling for a variety of critical attributes. { 1IV0uidlike to consider it
superior to other simulation exercises in this respect.

4) It tests an individual's application orientation as it calls for decisions to real situations. It,
therefore, offers an organisation opportunity to test a capability rather than knowledge alone.

5) As a developmental tool the learning is immense. One has the opportunity of feedback on the
decisions he has taken directly or indirectly as in our case. Apart from the feedback on his
responses the learning is also from the responses of the superiors to the same situation. Of
course the possibility extending this further by personal interview of participants on the process
of decision-making or the why r/ decision taken exists. .

6) It is an opportunity fOl ". 'Ar appraisal especially if one is viewing a General Manager's role.
Performance assessment does not give one a relative ranking of candidates, especially when
they occupy different functional roles.

7) In-Basket can be made very specific indeed. In our case we identified various critical attributes
and looked for responses to this . It is also amenable to being oraqanisation specific or
culture specific. It therefore, offers possibilities for a great deal of adaptation to situational
needs.

8) Techniques like In-Basket, however, depend entirely on the commitment of top management
to such a system to make it succeed. Experimentation with a new approach involves an
element of risk taking and visibility of such commitment usually builds conviction as well as a
shared commitment.

3.7 HRO EXPERIENCES IN THE STATE BANK OF INDIA·~BVT.P.
RAMAN

Pre- HRD Sc'me

The State Bank of India, which was nationalised in 1955, had 400 branches and around 10,000
employees at that point of time. Structurally, the 3 Local Head Offices that were ther. there, were
found to be adequate from administration and management points of view. The nationalisation of
the 5BI in1955 was the "first wave". The "second wave" was in 1972 wren the Bank underwent a
major structural change - more Local Head Offices were opened between 1955-1972, to take care
of the rapi9lxpansion, Regional Managers were appointed to look after specific areas and Regions,
concept of business/market segmentation was introduced and finally - probably the most important
ene, was regarding the introduction of a system for Business and Performance Planning. It can,
therefore, be seen that the "second wave" in its wake ushered in significant changes in structure and
approaches. . .

The "third wave" came in 1979-80 when the Bank introduced further structural changes. The concept
,of a "Modular" structure erperged and thecontrollinq points were shifted to the business centres and
there was geographic dispersal of administrative units. There were quite a few systemic changes as
well.



At that point of time, the SBI had a networK of over 5,500 branches and 11 Local Head Offices, and
the manpower strength was around 1,50,000. . /

(

·A few questions were raised (within the organisation) in the context of the structure that emerged.
They were: ,

, i. While the Bank could find structural and systemic solutions to its growth problems, what had
it done to take care of the people's problems?

ii. As an organisation, we had done well in business and other areas - but had we done as well
as we could? Is people's Performance Optimal-Sub-optimal?

iii. Are there mechanisms, to promote people's competencies in a systematic manner?

iv. Do we need effective individuals or effective teams? Are there mechanisms which promote
collaboration? .

v. Do people feel wanted and valued in the organisation? Is the organisaiion heading for
dehumarusation?

vi. Do the existing man-management systems help in integrating the individual and orqanisational
goals?

vii. Do we have the necessary "enabling mechanisms" for people to activate and realise their full
potential? .

viii. Fin~lIy what are the values in respect of the people's area?

There was serious introspection and answers had to be found. In attempting to find anSWE-s for
these questions certain factors had to be borne in mind. They were:.

a) Whatever man-management model we might come out with, there is need-in view of the fast
changing scenario, to be absolutely futuristic in our approaches to man-managemenUssues.

b) We should not be falling into the trap of finding structural solutions to behavioural problems:

c) People's expectations and legitimate aspirations must find expression within the orqaniaational
sphere.

Time was ripe for a "fourth wave" and there was one. The entire Personnel function was studied and
diagnosed and a formal HRD structure emerged.

Enter HRD

The man-management structure was re-defined and a special HRD structure was created. Before a
system could be designed, there was a need felt to (a) state our value in respect of the people's area,
(b) describe the aims and objectives of a having a HRD system. The stated values are (I) that Bank
has respect for all individuals - all individuals should feel wanted and valued in this organisation, (ii)
that the Bank believes in the creation of an "Enabling" culture whereby individuals have opportunities
to grow to their full potential. .
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The HRD Philosophy for the Bank is -

"HRD in State Bank is a continuous process, movement and direction to enable every individual, as
a member of an effective team and the State BankCommunity,to realise and activate his potentialS9
as to contribute to the achievement of the Bank's goals and derive satisfaction therefrom."

The main HRD aims and objectives are:

i. To create a climate of openness, trust.

ii. To build a collaborative culture - whereby everyone is an important member of an effective
team.

iii.To promote human capabilities and competencies in the organisation.

iv.To bring about integration of the individual and organisational goals.

v. To improve quality of life.

A HRD system was then designed to fulfil the basic philosophies and aims. In brief, the mam
components of the Bank's HRD system are:

i. A ManpowerPlanningSystem incorporatingthe quantitativeand qualitativemodels- data based
techniques etc.

ii. A Performance Appraisal System - essentially focusing on the individual and his'growth.

iii.A well defined Career Path Plan.

iV.Avibrant and effective Training System.

v. OrganisationDevelopment- aimedat promotingpeople'sproblemsolving andcoping capabilities
and more importantly in enabling them to anticipate and manage change.

The Bank, therefore, was contemplating of ushering in a new era - a new culture and at this point it
would be interesting to look at the human dynamics. Howdid the People welcome HRD?What were
their perceptions?

The following data is extremely significant.

i. Now that we have introduced HRD in the Bank we can expect all good things to happen.

ii. Therewill not be reprimands and punishments and all of uswill be tended with care and perhaps
fondled.

iii.Bosseswill not be behaving as bosses - there will be absolute bonhomie and camaraderie.

iV.AIIof us will receive all types of training since HRD is synonymous with training.

v. It is the job of the HRD departments to make us feel happy.

These then were the People's perceptions/expectations and it seemed to us that we had an uphill
task in communicating clearly the HRD intent.



What did we do?

•. We designedappropriatecommunicationinterventionsin the form of booklets.And lecturesessions
'" at our Staff Colleges and Staff Training Centres.

• We orqanised a series of seminars to spell out the HRO-aims,objectives and processes and at
these seminars several of People's doubts.were clarified.

• We trained HRD Managers intensively, since these persons formed the critical group to facilitate
the change.

• We organised Central Office level, Head Office level, Regional Office level and also Branch level
meetings to expand People's awareness and more importantly to help them in re-organising their
perceptions.

Thus began" process of education and information and though it was a laborious task covering the
Local Head Offices, Regional Offices and Branches, there was at the end of it all a tremendous
satisfaction that we made an attempt to get across most of the people.

The HRD Era

So we ushered in a formal HRD system with very pious and sincere intentions. It is well known that,
in the context of introducing such human systems in a large organisation, (a) People need to be
enabled to work through structures and systems.for total effectiveness, (b) systems are necessary
for proper implementation of HRD plans and also to deliberately order the HRD processes, (c) there
is need to develop a breed of HRD professionals within the Bank to carry the HRD tasks further.

The First Step

As in the case of beginners the "first step" is always unstable - there is need for guidance and
support - steps to be cautiously taken and also measured. But we had, inevitably, to take the first
step forward and we did. We identified a group of persons who would be the first group of HRD
Managers and whose task would bEtto understand and implement the HRD policies.

We designed a very intensive orientation programme for the team with a view to build the following
perspectives:

• to understand the human dynamics in the organisation.

• to be futuristic in their approach.

• accepting people as human beings - as resources.

• being alive to changes in society and changes in value system.

• developing people in an organisation.

• have a torough understanding of the organisational culture.

• enhancing orgnisaitonal image through its people.

• to learn to appreciate that it is a service wing - an enabling function rather than a poor function.
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Outside experts were involved to help us in this effort and thus the first group of HRD professionals
was formed.

After initiating these people and also exposing them to the various behavioural interventions, the
HRD Managers were given the task of (a) spreading the HRD message, (b) expand people's
awareness about HRD in the Bank, (c) organising and implementing the HRD plans that were initially
drawn up, (d) informing Central Office of the progress and provide feedback from time to time.

Charged, as they were, with the initial zeal and enthusiasm, they ventured forth in right earnest. They
organisedmeetings, seminars at various points to educate people and they also brought out booklets
and news letters. Every training programme at the Training Centres had necessarily an input on
HRD. They went round meeting several groups explainings the rotionale and the mechanisms
associated with the different HRD systems like Manpower Planning, Performance Appraisal, Job
Rotation etc. Thus began a process of sharing, of exploring, and a percolation to the grassroot
levels.

After a gap of time, it was felt that a reviewwas required to be made. HRD Managers, Central Office
representativesandthe consultantsweft; an presentat a reviewmeeting. The data that was generated
in this meeting was as follows:

• all these are nice "theories" - can they happen in practice?
• it is impossibleto change the culture of this organisationgiven our history and colonial background.

• the cultural and social context is not conducive to change.

• People at the "Top" should change first.
• Iam OK - the rest of the persons in the organisation are not OK.

There was thus a feeling of helplessness and a feeling of doubt but at the same time feelings were
also expressed indicating that:

• it is high time we have HRD in the Bank.

• HRD is good - its aims are laudable.
• in the long run the organisational culture will change.
• there are no doubts about the Managements intentions and also about the efficiency of HRD

interventions.
• if what is intended happens - our organisation will be the best in the country.

The blowings were at once hot and cold.

The HRD Managers had some further feelings -
• they felt uncomfortable to deal in an area where t!-;ingswere not structured.

• they had problems in dealing with ambiguity.
• used, as they are, to working in structured situations, they expressed some difficulties in working

out an approach to the initiation and introduction of a new system.
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We then started organising specific HRD programmes to cover this group and in addition there was
a Head Office. to Head Office campaign by Central Office functionaries. This process helped in
bringing about.greater clarity about the HRD function and processes. Thus began a process of re
education and re-training - through this process we were focusing on setting right their Perspectives
and more importantly on enabling them to understand the implications of introducing change in the
organisation.The ideawas to help them to take a proactivestancewhereby they are able to anticipate
people's problems and anxieties. .,;

With renewed knowledge and skills, these persons again went about their tasks and thus began a
process of re-educating the whole lot.

At this stage it occurred to us that there was perhaps a need \0 review, (a) the activities in the HRD
area, (b) to analyse the feedback received through workshops and seminars and also to .eorqanise
our strategies and approaches in view of the emerging data. A high level Conference was convened
inwhich the Oy. ManagingDirector,ChiefGeneralmanager (Personneland HRD) ,GeneralManagers
(Planning) from Head Offices and all HRD Managers participated. A totally open atmosphere was
created and for 3 days, the participants shared and examined a lot of data and at the end of the
Conference the following approaches were defined:

1) We should state our HRD Philosophy.
2) We should come out witha comprehensive documentwhich defines our mission I approaches,

strategies and the critical components of HRD.

3) A Strategic HRD plan has to be evolved.

This Conference helped us in several ways - it enabled us to:

a) develop a greater understanding of the HRD function itself.

b) re-organise our perceptions about people, events and things.

c) evolve a basic HRD framework for the organisation.

d) comprehensively document our strategies, approaches and plans.

The next feWdays were spent in writing out the HRD document after which a presentation was made
to the Top Management. The Top Manag'ement team, which comprised the Chairman, Managing
Director and the Dy. Managing Directors, totally endorsed the philosophy, mission approaches and
strategies which were spelt out in the document.

The TopManagement also decided to form a small team of officers, who were in the HRD area, to go
round all the 13 Local Head Offices to make a similar presentation to the Management teams of
those offices. The impact was tremendous and the results were extremely satisfying. Due to these
efforts/stra,tegiesseveral things happened-

• there was greater appreciation of HRD objectives at top, senior and middle levels.

• a clear picture of the HRD framework emerged..
• People in the organisation were able to see andappreciate that thiswas a systematic approach

to development of human resources.
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• there was perceptible rise in People's expectations from the organisation.

• Clear-out priorities in the human area emerged. So, whatever barriers, existed, seemed to
have been broken and our efforts enabled us to get in real touch with the People.

Towards a Planned Approach

So far the attempt was to develop an understanding of HRb processes and also of the kinds of
implications it had. We had to be very clear as to what it meant to us, and also about the kinds of
changes we wanted to bring about in the organisation. We also had to be clear about the kinds Of

impact that these systems/processes would have on the organisation and on its People.

The next step was to evolve a comprehensive HRD plan for the organisation.,

I have mentioned about the various mechanisms for an effective data based man-management.
Ours is a large bank-it is impossible for People at significant levels to take' prudent personnel
decisions without a proper data base. Well, there was a need identified and we designed relevant
systems. Let's now look at the implementation process. Persons at all levels appreciated the need
for having such data based mechanisms-so there was now mental inhibition to move towards a
culture of data based personnel management. But there were a few problems at the implementation
level.Theywere - (i)A feeling of discomfort in understanding and implementing data based systems,
(ii) Toomany hassles involved in collecting and updating manpower data, (iii) Having been used to a
culture of going by personal knowledge of People, a majority of our managers had problems in
getting used to a new culture.

However,we persisted in our efforts and statred educating our HRD and Personnel Managers and
trainingwas provided to them in the use of data base packages. They were asked to acquire Personal
Computers so that they could have uptodate profiles of all personnel.

There is nowa better understanding and also appreciation of data based systems andwe expect the
process to stabilise soon.

The focus was, therefore, on knowing for ourselves as to where we were, where we are and where
we would like to be.

Itwas very clear to us that beforewe really thought it terms of evolving any plan, it would be necessary
to look at the sheet anchor of all HRD efforts viz., the manpower planning function. This to our mind
was very critical component of the entire HRD framework. Not that we did not have any scientific
manpower system-earlier but the focus was more on trying to evolve a plan both quantitative and
qualitativewhich-willbe in tune with the total HRDefforts. In fact, we wanted an integrated manpower
plan. The system in the SBI in regard to the determination of manpower needs was a useful tool to
determine manpower requirements on a quantitative basis. However, a proper model was yet to be
developed. We took a view that there are basically three components which contribute to the
development of a manpower plan. They are businessexpansion, branch expansion and replacement
on account of promotions and retirements. Fortunately, for us we had already adopted a system of
having a long range planning and this to avery large extent helped us in making reasonably accurate
forecasts but there was a major question of trying to determine acceptable productivity levels in an
organisation which is essentially people oriented. We had, therefore, to evolve CI mechanism by
which a linkage was dr::lwn,to the business "rowt,.., Of the Ban" 8~d the numbs- .,f "r-'r'r.llp.es that



are there at any given point of time. This formula would throw out the business per employee at any
given point of time and by assessing the trend of growth over the years, a decision can to be taken to
step this up.by a predetermined percentage so as to reach desirable levels of productivity. This of
course took into account factors like inflation and more importantly the stretch factor by the 'existing
employees. While this was alright for making macro level projections, we had to find a suitable
mechanism itO link it with a micro level projection. A mammoth exercise of classifying our branches
into various; population groups was carried out. Matrices were worked out indicating linkages of
manpower with business levels and also to determine acceptable manpower levels. This to a large
extent took care of the regional dispanttes and also the special characteristics of branches in the
semi-urbanand rural areas. While there was acceptance of this mechanism at all levels there was an
ambivalent response to the application of such scientific tools. Questions were raised about the
peculiar nature of the different branches, the responsibilities which these branches had and so on.
We, therefore, commenced the task of educating our Managers in this regard in an effort to convince
them of th~ logic of having scientific parameters for determining manpower requirements and more
importantlyto get overthe inhibition that all problems at brancheswere due to staff shortages. It took
us a couple of years by the time we were able to convince them of the realism of the matter. As
regards their fears about the problems at branches arising due to staff inadequacies, we had to think
in terms of other diagnostic interventions in order to completely erase from their minds these kinds of
inhibitions. In these sorts of exercises there were a few things which were very important.

1) Wh.tever methods we develop for arriving at manpower needs they should carry absolute .
conviction down to the last level.

2) There should be indisputable parameters.

3) ThElb'should, of course, reflect the TopManagement concerns about having a more productive
org~misation.It would still have been possible for us to normatively prescribe manpower needs
but we chose a very democratic process.

We started interfacing with the Circle Chiefs and with the Personnel and HRD Managers. Each case
was analysed and based on hard data proiectlons were worked out. This effort took us more than 2
years but it was an effort worth its while and today it carries a lot more conviction.

Havingworked out a 2 way model for determining the manpower needs the next important step was
to determine the qualitative manpower requirements for the Bank. This was in itself a mammoth
exercise. We took the following steps:

1} We inventorised the various job positions in the Bank.

2) We did role analysis and determined the skills needed for the various jobs.

3) An exercise was also done to determine the future skills needs in terms of the emerging
scenario and the new skills or the changes in the existing skills pattern needed to be worked
out.

We had to organise several workshops covering various groups of peop.e and what finally emerged
was a skills profile of the various jobs. Simultaneously, we took up the task of updating the skills
record of our employees. The whole idea was to evelove a mechanism by which people in this
orqanis lion c.' ',:e placed in assignments in terms of their career plans and skill orientations, At
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the Circle level, a scientific job rotation plan was drawn up with a view to imparting basic skills. Each
.branch, in this kind of an exercise, is required to maintain data about the types of jobs which each
employee has already performed is required to perform considering the length of the clerical service.
We thus worked out a model which should enable a clerk to cover all areas in a seven year span so
that when he is promoted to the officers cadre he has the basic skills. While the unions were fairly
:Supportive in this matter there was the basic problem of implementation. Branch Managers due to
their other preoccupations were unable to stick to a job rotation plan. However, we were persuasive
and were able to convince the Branch Managers of the need to have scientific job rotation plans. It is
now being implemented with a few abberations. Coming back to the skills, I have already stated that
we were mote keen of trYing to project a futurlstic skills model. The Banking scenario 10 years hence
.had to be visualised and all the developments in the international sphere had to be carefully studied.
The changes in the banking system within the country had to be keenly observed and finally the
future technological scene had also to be visualised. This was in itself a very great task and we can
now say that with a reasonable degree of accuracy we have been able to arrive at the changes in
existing skills patterns and also about the new types of skills needed for the future.

Performance Appraisal

.Now let me focus on a very critical HRD Component - the Performance Appraisal System. As was
the case in most of the organisations, SBI, too, had a system of Confidential Reporting. Such a
'reporting system despite its non-relevance in the present context, did stand the tests of time. It was
.possible for the Management, when the organisation was comparatively small, to use some
impressionistic parameters in assessing People's performance. No doubt, that data, in respect of
certain specific areas of performance, was used in writing reports on individuals. The essential features
of a Confidential Reporting System are: (i) It reflects the views and perceptions of the appraisor, (ii)
There is no process of discussion between appraisor and apralsee, (iii) This is an instrument more
)Jsed for taking promotion decisions, (iv) There is no scope for providing feedback to the appraisee
:.9n his performance, (v) Growth needs/training needs do not get reflected in this system, (vi) There is
.minirnal use of data about a person's performance.

in introducing a HRD system in the Bank, we had to think in terms of having (a) a data based
appraisal system - reducing subjectivity to the minimum, (b) a system whereby a person can develop
-some clarity about his role, (c) a system which involves the appraisee in the goal setting process, (d)
a mechanism whereby it is possible for the Boss and subordinate to share each other's expectations,
(e) a system of providing feedback on performance, (f) a system which facilitates the process of
identification of gro'Y1:hneeds of employees. In deciding to have a totally new performance appraisal
,system~ we were aware of its implications. We were aware that:

• moving from a totally closed system to a more open system had its problems.
-~ we had to usher in a process' of better understanding, openness and trust.

• the barriers to communication had to be broken.
• even people at significant levels would have reservations and also feel uncomfortable in discussing

appraisal data with the subordinates'. This kind of a picture would normally be strong deterrent to
even think of designing a new appraisal system because it could mean.

,a) destabilisation of the existing processes.

: b) upsetting the equilibrium.
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'c) changirt} the cultural orientation of our managers.

'd) disturbimgthe other organisational system, and processes, But a decision had to be taken and
we took the decision to change our appraisal system - our aims were to (a) have a data base9.
appraisat system, (b) involve people in the goal identification process, (c) improve cornmunicatlon
between boss and subordinates - to build better relationships, (d) bring about growth and
development of persons in the oranisation, (e) have an appraisal system which can facilitate the
entire t1RDprocess in the organisation,

An appraisal system was then designed which has the following components:

i. Identification of Key Performance Areas by appraisees and also the specific tasks in respect dt
each KPA.

ii. Description of the parameters by which we could measure performance and supports needed.

iii.A process of joint discussions between appraiser and appraisee and joint settlement of KPAs.

iv.Joint review of performance

v. Performance analysis- describing the facilitating/hindering factors.

vi. Joint rating of performance.

vii. Identification of growth needs of individuals
viii. Arriving at development plans.

ix. Counselling.

The next question - a very critical one at that was to find ways and approaches of going about the
implementatlon process. How are we going to implement? - Where do we make a beginning?Which
are the leyels that are going to be covered? Do we cover the whole organisation or do we restrict
coverage? -Which is the ideal setting for a good start? These were some of the questions that were
raised. '

Answers to these questions were found and the following implementation plan was evolved:

i. The PASwould be introduced on a experimental basis in the organisation.

ii. PASshould be introduced in one centre - so that intensive and close monitoring is possible.

iii.The dyadic relationship to be covered for the experiment should be restricted to one relationship
which is very crucial from the change point of view.

Ahmedabad was consequently chosen for the experiment process and one Region in Ahmedabad
Circle was identified. The Regional Manager- Branch Manager'relationship was identified'for PAS
coverage.

So, in 1QS1 we decided to launch the PASexperiment in Ahmedabad and a lot of preparatory work
needed to be done. The Circle Management members, the other executives at the Circle level had to
be educated and the nuances of the PAS needed to be explained. The next task was to thoroughly
brief the HRD Managers about the ways of going about the experiment. A few trainers, had to be
identified who could help the HRD Managers in the experimentation process. Finally, the Regional



Managers and Branch Managers, who were to be covered by the first experiment, were thoroughly
educated. The system and its processes were explained in detail to them and several of their doubts
VI.ereclarified.After setting the scene and after severalworkshops, the Branch Managerswere asked
to identifytheir KPAsand settle them with their RegionalManagers.The processeswere gone through
and itwas decided to have a view of the individual experiences of the persons who participated in the
experiment.

There was Central Office participation in the review meeting and there was an Independent survey
conducted by a doctoral student of the Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad. The review
revealed the following date:

1) The system helped in improving individual performance.

2) It contributed to a greater involvement and commitment.

3) Some Branch Managers could settle easily achievable goals.
4) Therewas good improvement in the dyadic relationshipsand there was greater communication.

5) The Regional Managers has a critical role in the appraisal process.

6) The discussions were quite free and open.
7) It helped the Branch Managers to identify their strengths and weaknesses.

8) The exercise takes a lot of time.

9) The Confidential Reporting system must be done away with.

This data is the result of review workshops, studies and responses to questionnaires.

Encouraged by this experiment, a decision was taken to cover more persons in the next experiment.
Ahmedabad continued to be the venue for the second experiment and more RegiopalManagers and
Branch Managers were covered this time. Again the whole process, of educating., persons to be
covered by the experiment, was gone through. KPAswere settled and at the end of the year there
was a r~view of the whole process. When compared with the first experiment where the group was
small, we this time had a slightly bigger group. The review data indicated that:

• tile PASprocess led to greater understanding between Boss-Subordinate.

• no games were being played by either of them.

• greater clarity, in the understanding of the roles was encou'raging.

• an opportunity existed for sharing expectations
• the discussion time was slightly less in comparison with the earlier discussion.

• persons could see things happening - results of their efforts were becoming visible.

There were a few who felt that because the group were small, there were positive feelings and such
things would not be possible where more dyadic groups are involved.

The Ahmedabad experiments were very satisfying experiences and we were thus encouraged to
extend the canvas of the PAS experiment. Even at this stage there were no ideas about the official
introduction of the system since we wanted to gain more experience and were also keen onwatching



the results when the entire managerial positions are covered. We consulted the HRD Managers-we
organised a seminar to share the Ahmedabad experiences and wanted their willingness to carry out
the experiments in their Head Offices. They were keen and eager-bowE2.ver, a decision was taken to
extend the coverage of the experiment to 5 Head Offices covering the Regional Manager-Branch
Manager roles. Madras, Bombay, Bhopal, Ahmedabad and Hydereabad Circles were chosen. Dyadic
groups to,be covered by the experiment were identified and we again began the education process.
There were any number of seminars/workshops with Central Office participation. Regional Manage'rs
and Branch Managers in these five Circles settled their KPAs after due discussions and we again
reviewed'the whole process Circle by Circle.

The data! that emerged was very interesting.

• The persons felt that the processes were cumbersome.

• There was a feeling that since the Regional Manager is the boss things tended to go his way-
possibly implying that there were no discussions.

• There are possibilities of improving relationships and also communication.

• System could bring about better clarity.

• It is decidedly better than the Confidential Reporting System.

• It is high time we have a data based Reporting System

And so lt went on. The HRD Managers were however, confident of carrying the experiment further
undeterred by the slightly uncomfortable feedback. We then decided to have a quick meeting of all
HRD ~nagers and the General Managers (Planning). At this meeting the earlier feedback was
shared and the future plans were laid before them. They all felt that any change in human appraisal
systems would result in mixed reactions-people will tend to blow hot and cold. Since we should
change the appraisal mechanism, they voted in favour of the experiment and agreed to lend full
support, this time, we added Delhi and Chandigarh circles to our experiment list. We also went a step
further;_in the 5 circles which already had some earlier experience, we added a few more dyads.
The Chief Regional Manager - Regional Manager and the Branch Manager-Managers of Divisions
relationship were also covered. Workshops at the Circle level were quickly organised and the Chief
Regional Managers and Managers of Divisions were educated. At the end of the year, there was a
detailed review-we were in the third year of experimentation. ln.the review the following feedback
emerged.

• PAS is desirable and a better system.

• It is possible to improve dyadic relationships.

• It provides scope for persons to think about their roles and.identifying distinct goals. .

• It brought about involvement.

• It provides opportunity for reviewing and analysing performance.

• It takes too much time-do we have that much time.

• The present organisation culture would not be supportive for introducing such system.

• Regardless of the intent of the PAS-bosses will have their final say.
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• KPAsare in the nature of certain "shoulds" and "musts" not essentially reflecting the individual's
performance areas. There was a tendency to include orqnisatlonal goals/targets as KPAs,which
is not the intent of the system.

'KPAsare dictated by appraisors.

'Well, in terms of review feedback, there was nothing surprising. But what was disturbing was the
;people'sambivalance. It seemed that they wanted a change in the appraisal system and at the same
firne were finding it difficult to shake off the old system. Another disturbing feature was about the
refusa' on the part of the appraisors to look at the "individual" as a Performer-they were totally
'concerned about the Performance of a Branch Manager.We went a little deep into this phenomenon
'just to see whether people have ceased to value the existence of persons as individuals, We then
·discoveredthat all the systems in the pastwere focusing aroundthe rolewhichwaswhy the "individual"
'got absorbed into the "Role." Personswere referredto as Poona BranchManager, or R.M.-I.,General
~Manager(Operations) and so on, where as they could also have used their actual names. The need,
therefore, was to move towards greater humanisation.

Again Seminars and Workshops were organised to re-educate People about the PAS and in these
workshops special carewas taken to focus on the processes rather than on the mechanics connected
t:·with the system.

fBy this time we had briefed the other Circles about the need to implement the PAS-HRD Managers
. rand General Managers of the remaining 6 Circles were specially invited and after discussions it was
Jagreedthat they too would experiment the system. The system was now poised for experimentation
on an all-India basis. After the processes were gone through, we decided to have a detailed review.
All the HRD Managers and General Managers were invited to a Conference to review the PAS
,experiment. The following feedback emerged:,',

•
There are still doubts in the minds of People about the processes connected with the system

People are not too sure whether the right cultural scenario would emerge.

Rihaalisationof the process was continuing.

A few Circles had standardised KPAs for different roles and even made copies for extensive
circulation and quick settlement.

The 2 Prominent KPAs or I would even say the 2 Universal KPAswere "Business Budget" and
"House Keeping"-the goals under which are to be determined in a different way.

The PASwould not stabilise as longwe are experimenting-we need to quickly take a decision to
officially introduce the system. Persons were not taking the experiment seriously,

The system is good-everyone likes it and also want it and if Management is serious about the
whole thing, they should introduce it forthwith.

•

•
••

•

•

-:1•
..Jn view of the feedback, we suggested in that Conference that the experiment needed to be carried
·,.onfurther, but this time it would be a total experiment. All agreed to this and we decided that we
·would launch the final experiment with all vigour and by taking into account the lessons learnt from
.JheJ?ceviousexpenrnents.This timewewere careful in the SeminarsandWorkshops.We concentrated
tufty on the Processes. Persons were allowed to raise doubts and we were there to clarify those



doubts. Someone said that the system is a very nice one -"it enables me to determine goals, review
my performance, arrive at my strengths and weaknesses etC .... " It seems to be a nice way of inducing
me to put my head into a pre-set noose. A lot of clarifications were given and all their anxieties were
handled and we felt that we needed to concentrate on this process i.e., allaying their fears-handling
all their questions etc. If we had not done this, their attitudes would have hardened and perhaps
rigidified and it would have been very difficult for us to resurrect the situation. People were covered
over again through Seminars/workshops and each issue was handled very carefully and emphatically.
The process continued -KPAs were again settled and we were carefully following up the progress. At
this stage we had in-house meeting to decide upon our future approaches. We raised several questions
among ourselves-Should we extend the experiment or should we introduce it on an official basis the
next year? Should we talk to the Unions? What happens if this year's experiment .is not very
successful? Why should we take the risk of bringing about change ?-Why not allow things to
continue as they were? When we do serious introspection such questions do arise. Whereas our
countenances never betrayed our fears. We had to be bold-we had to be optimistic, because we
had hope. A Hope that this organisation has always responded to change-has always been adaptive
- and the People, once they accept change, will internalise change in no time.

TI~t:Final Launch

We had carried on the PASexperiment for 4 years now-People's understandings about the system
were sought to be bettered, their apprehension, fears and anxieties were analysed and answers
were found-we developed clarity about the groupwhich favoured the early introductionof the system
and also about the group which where ambivalent and the groups which were not in favour. We also
generatedvoluminousdata from ourexperiment,whichwere analysedand fed to the TopManagement.
They had time to crystallise their views. -,

We finally took a great step forward-of introducing the PAS covering the entire organisation and
also of discarding the Confidential Reporting System from 1986 onwards. But this leap forward
needed to be done carefully. We then adopted the following strategy:

i. As stated earlier we had all the data-they were analysed into positive and negative.

ii. The group in favour, those not in favour and those who were ambivalent, were identified.:' .

iii. The forces, which were supporting the process and which were not facilitating the process,
were clearly identified.

iv. TopManagement was briefed and their total support and commitment were sought.

v. Critical group of persons were formed in different Circles and they were intensively tralned.
These groups were to act as the change agents.

vi. A massive re-education programme was started. This time we changed our approach in the
various SeminarslWorkshops. On earlier occasions we-used to discuss the merits/demerits
of the old reportingsystemandof the newPAS.This timewediscussed indetail the Confidential
Reporting System and asked the participants to identify the merits/demerits and more
importantly the kinds of problems faced by them. These were listed out and discussed in the
communitysessions.The same personswere then asked to identifythe features of a "desirable
approach systein-a system which they would like to recommend to the TopManagement.
These were then listed. We then would describe the features of the new PAS,and the
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participants then found that the new system satisfied all their expectations. The kinds of
things they would like-open discussions, providing performance, feedback, joint appraisal,
goal identification, joint review and joint rating, were all there. Thus, there was better
appreciation, and greater credibility. It was clear to most of them that it was not typical of a
one sided system. They were convinced that there was greater demonstration and that the
TopManagement truly believed in the development of people.

vii. A Top Management Conference was organised, involving the Chief General Managers of
Circles and the proposal to officially introduce the system was put forward. They all decided
in favour.

viii. Conferences of Chief Regional Managers and Regional Managers were organised, since
these persons are the critical links in the whole chain. Their view~w,eresoyght and they also
decided that we should introduce the system officially.We than speit out the kind of a role that
they would need to play till the system stabilised.

ix. We then prepared Performance Appraisal System Manual which described in simple terms
the operation of the system, the processes, the roles of the appr~isors and appraisees and
the formats.

With mese preparatory efforts we finally launched the new system inApril 1986 anp the Confidential
Reporting System was soon to become history.

Having taken a decision to launch the system on a fully scale, we were aware that this was not the
end of the story. We knew that we couldn't rest on our oars-there was more .to be done. The
process of settlement of KPAsstarted in right earnest and no efforts were spared by the Peoplewho
were incharge of implementation of the system. After the.completion of the settlement process, from
Central Office we visited each Local Head Office and convened a meeting of the Chief Regional
Managers and Regional Managers. In this meeting !he settled appraisal forms were examined in
detail. There were quite a few aberrations-these were corrected. Wherever the settlements were
not to our expectation, we requested for a quick resettlement. It must be said to the credit of all
concerned that without demur some of them went throuqh the process again. We took a view that it
was better to correct the processes at the initial stages. This process continued for about 3 months
but the effort was worthwhile. A question may be asked at this stage as to why corrective processes
had to be carried on despite four years of experimentation. Well, there was surely a conceptual
understanding of the system by.most of them. But whil~{9perationalising these concepts and
understandings, persons still had some problems. It is boundto be there. Our effort was, therefore,
to allow everyone to actuallyqo through the settlements an"~this data was used to reorganise their
perceptions.

Let me nowtouch upon one of th~ crltical components of HRDviz. Training. The training {unction
in the SBI has a long history. The Training System is now recognised as one of the best in the
country.While there is no doubt that we have been able to achieve a high degree of effectiveness in
this area, it is to be reckoned that this has been possib~ due to our self-renewing efforts from time to
time. Dating back to 1954when we had 2 training centres, we now have 2 Staff Colleges, an Institute
of Rural Development, an Instituti,)'f Information and Communication Management and 52.Training
Centres. Around 60,000 personspass through our training system annually. It will be too much of a
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detail if I describe the progress in the last 3 decades-I, therefore, wish to discuss the experiences in
the training ~rea after the introduction of the HRD system in the Bank

In order to optimise the efforts of training and also to give a new sense of direction, we had a Top
Management Conference on Training in 1983 to

1) evolve the training philosophy and objectives.
2) describeJ the approach to training.

3) evolve strategies for training.

4) evolve a training plan linked to career plan.

5) constitute a high level board to monitor training.

6) evolve a proper training structure.

A comprehensive document was prepared, which today is our Training Bible.

The main features of our Training Systems are:

1) The existence of a proper training structure.

2) Divisionof training areas between the Staff Collegesand the Training Centres-the Staff Colleges
conduct Management Development Programmes and are in the nature of the Institutes of higher
learning. The Staff Training Centres conduct programmes in the basic functional areas.

3) Specialised Institutions have been created-one for Rural Development and the other for
Information and Communication Management.

4) Existence of systems for assessing training needs and training evaluation.
5) LinkaQeof training to the corporate plans.

6) Linkage of training to career plans.

7) Focus' on programmes in specialised areas, and conduct of special programmes like Stress
Mana~ement--Special Role Transition Programmes etc.

8) Existence of systems of overviewing the training function.

Our trainipg philosophy runs as follows:

"Training,in the State Bank is a Proactive, Planned and Continuous Process as an integral part of
Organis~ion Development. It seeks to impart knowledge, improve skills and reoreint attitudes ior
individual growth and Organisational effectiveness."

As I have stated earlier, there is a constant review of the training function and based on the emerging
-data. the-task of redesigning/evolving new designs, is taken up. It has been our experience that a lot
of proacson is necessary in an area like training. Let me give a few examples. A few years ago we
visualised that our Institutional Training Structure would not be in a position to cope with the training
needs in the basic banking areas. We, therefore, introduced the Visiting Faculty Scheme, whereby
training packages are delivered at branches. We also visualised the emerging banking scenario
the kind$ of changes that are taking place in banking methods, systems of finance and on the

10
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technology front. We therefore, designed special programmes in areas like International Banking,
MerchantBanking,Planning,HRM,ComputerSystemsManagementetc.We evencreatedthe Institute
of Informationand Communicationof Management.RoleTransitionProgrammes have beendesigned
to enable persons to smoothly transit form one role to another. Special Programmes have also been
designed for the Top Management Groups.

In today's context, it is difficult for executives to be uptodate in respect of the developments in the
economic, financial and technological fronts. There is information explosion-but there is also a
need to be informed.We, therefore, have started a system of supplying our executiveswith Education
Briefs and Transcription Services.

For us training has been a highly dynamic area and the training system has played a critical role in
facilitating the following things (apart from its designated role):

1) Ushering in change.
2) Handling People's issues, anxieties and fears.
3) Providing valuable feedback on organisational climate.

4) In improving People's problem-solving and coping capabilities.

5) In building the right Perspectives.

·6) In promoting and building human competencies.

7) In generating a lot of experiential data.

8) In enabling People to be creative.

While our training efforts were basically focused on building the right type of technical and managerial
competencies among our people, we found by experience that there was another critical dimension
whichneededa lot of attention,the acquisitionof problem-solvingand copingskills.This a phenomenon
which is emerging on the banking scene in a very big way and however much banking organisations
try to build up the other skills among their people there.is always a problem among the managers of
managing the environment in which they are functioning. Our training efforts, were, therefore,
immediately geared to meet this kind of an exigency and we started designing special programmes
aimed at building their problem-solving capabilities. We designed special programmes and we also
introduced special inputs in the ~xisting programmes to fulfil this need. It is our experience toclo::.lythat
our managers are better equipped to deal with the emergi~g situations than they were a few years
ago. It was perhaps the practice among various organisations to allow their managers to develop
such capabilities on their own and there was little focus on building these capabilities in a systematic
manner. It is therefore clear to me that this dimension needs particular attention and unless all
managersareequippedalong these lines itmay beverydifficultto manage situationsandthe emerging
environment. This process has also helped us in making our managers self-dependent and thus be
in at position to take more risks and finally to enhance their decision-making skills. At the apex level,
OrganisationDevelopment(00) was alreadycomingto be recognisedas a very important intervention.
Firstlythe organisationitself needsto develop itsownp~Jblem-solvingcapabilitiesandmore importantly
to improve is self-renewinq capabilities. 00, therefore, became a very important point of HRDwork
and towards this objective we had to design mechanisms whereby we sharpen their diagnostic and
other skills. Systems of carrying out periodical climate surveys, were designed and these were used



to bring about change in our existing systems. The training system as such is a wonderful forum to
provide periodical feedback on organisational climate, and we have been using this to our advantage.
The next task that was taken by us was to build a group of 00 specialists in the Bank whose main
job would be to carry out the diagnostic studies, analyse the feedback and suggest interventions for
better effectiveness of the organisation. Special programmes were designed and we today have a lot
of people who are trained in this area. We also used these groups often times to bring about change
in the orqanisation. The job of the 00 facilitators is mainly to study situations from time to time
diaqnostically, and suggest suitable interventions. These people also undertake periodic studies of
problem situations in branches and come out with specific suggestions and interventions for better
functioning9f the branches.Our experienceis that tremendouswork has beendone by thesefacilitators
in trying to identify specific problems. In such an exercise the approach has been to gather as much
data as is ppssible about the situation or the problems, followed by interviews and discussions with
the persons connected with the situations and based upon these, a final diagnosis is made about the
type of the:problem or the issue. Once this process is completed, the interventions become very
clear. Letme give you an example: we have cases of brancheswhere there is unrest among the staff
and there are also indications of the books not being balanced and unsatisfactory customer service.
While in normal situation a view would have been taken that it is the situation that needed to be
tackled or probably the staff is not motivated to keep the branch in good shape but when we put our
00 facilitators on the job they are able to go deep into the problem and are able to discover the root
cause of the problem-it could be inadequate staff or untrained staff or even a change in leadership
style. We ~ave several instances of this sort where periodical data had been made available as a
result of which viable decisions could be taken. Our next effort was to now build these capabilities
among our Branch Managers and Regional Managers because they are the people who are directly
in charge of situations.A comprehensive planwas evolvedand many Branch Managers and Regional
Managers were put through these programmes so as to enable them to periodically conduct such
diagnostic studies and think of possible interventions for better effectiveness. Thus we were able to
improve the diagnostic and problem-solving abilities to our managers. 00 as an intervention is also
used by us very often when certain changes are organisationally considered necessary.For example,
when we launched our computerisation plan or when we introduced the new Performance Appraisal
System we were ushering in a major change in the organisation and these were planned changes.
Before introducingsuch changes we had to have a thorough analysis of the possibilitiesand problems
and the task of these specialists or change agents was to facilitate the change process. In our
experience, we have been very well benefited by such strategies and we were able to anticipate
issues and anxieties which are normally associatedwith the chanqe. Our present efforts in respect of
our managers are in enabling them to managers change in a proactive fashion rather than in a
reactiveway. In order to bring about involvement of the rank and file for greate·reffectiveness, we had
started the Manager to Messenger meetings. These meetings are very informal wherein everyone
could participate and air his views and problems. In short, this method leads to generation of ideas
on a massive scale and our experience has been that we could use this reservoir of ideas for shaping
our strategies and approaches towards better customer service, better house-keeping and more
importantly better staffrelations. .

Let me now talk about the concept of Quality Circles as it is applicable in our Bank today.We started
in a very small way in one Circle by taking a few branches and training the staff there. Todaythere are
quite a few Quality Circles doing very good work. These Quality Circles comprised people working at
branches - both clerks and officers - and they have regular meetings to generate ideas about the
kinds of problems and issues con fronting them. Their efforts are usually focused on dimensions like
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customer service and internal house-keeping. The results have been very rewarding. Our major gain
has been the setting in of a process of better involvement by the rank and file in the institution
building effort. We are confident that this movement will catch on and prove to be a very useful
intervention for total organisational effectiveness.

Finally, I would like to share some of the experiences relating to the career plan dimension. The SSI
has at! along been having very well formulated placement, transfer, and promotion policies which
have stood the test of time. We found that there was a need to integrate this into a comprehensive
career plan which could indicate the movements of an individual over a period of time, covering
certain critical assignments in order to build multi-dimensional capabilities in him. We designed a
career plan model which described the structured sequences of an individual's movements in the
organisation.Through this processwe aim at enabling him to acquire the different types of capabilities
that he needs to have not only in respect of his present assignment but more importantly in respect
of the assignments that he needs to hold in future. The exercise involved the identification of the
skills and attributes required at different levels and working of a plan for individuals to acquire the
technical competencies at the lower levels, managerial competencies at the middle and higher levels
and conceptual abilities at the top levels. A comprehensive framework has been evolved indicating
the on -the -job exposure and the institutional training exposure which persons need at different
points of time. We are very sure that this will help us in building the type of people we want in this
organisation looking at this in a futuristic way.

I have attempted to present the HRD experiences in a conceptual form- the process of experiencing
goes on. HRD is truly a continuous process-the area is really very vast, and has cosmic dimensions.
There is a great deal of challenge- we have our agonising and ecstatic moments and the hope, of
building a better organisation through people, is the biggest motivator.

In this mammoth effort of carrying the HRD tasks further, we have learnt a few lessons.

We have learnt that:
• Changes in organisational climate and culture could be brought about through carefully designed

systems and mechanisms.
• ChangesconcerningPeoplewould haveto be properlyplannedandexecutedandmore importantly

with the involvement of the people.
• People's anxieties, fears and doubts need to be handled properly at each step lest their attitudes

harden thus making change impossible.
• Lot of experimentation and testing are necessary in respect of major-systemic changes.
• Change agents and critical masses need to be built up if change has to be facilitated.

• Top commitment and support are absolutely vital for all HRD efforts.
• Implantation of "ready-made" systems is infeasible these would need to be adapted or modified

afterdue considerationof the cultural patternsandthe value systems prevailing in the organisation.

• Changes are often times resisted at the middle and senior levels.
• Effective communication is a pre-requisite·for all HRD activities.
• Cultural backgrounds of people have a strong bearing on their belief in and support of HRD

efforts.
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• The size of an organisation and its geographical spread are no hindrance for promoting HRD
work. '

• lntervennonsandmechanisms in the HRDarea,Whichhave a 'nurturant' or 'mothering' orientation,
can often be counter productive.

.The learnin~ process is continuous - we need to take the lessons learnt seriously and think of new
approachesl,

For those Of us in the HRD area these experiences are very significant - for these give us new
insights - ideas about new approaches. Unlike technical and systemic interventions where results
are visible 9r can even the forecast with a certain degree of precision, HRD happens to be an area
where it is difficult to think of arithmetical parameters for measurement of results. People,who matter
andwho are keenly observing the progress in the HRD area, will judge us by howwe have impacted
on people, on organisations and on society.



BLOCK 2
HRD AND THE SUPERVISOR

This blockhasfive unitsdealingwith the linemanagers' role in the development of individualemployees
in dyadic relationship through analysing their key tasks, motivating the roles, providing supportive
and developmental supervision, performance counsellinq, and nurturance.

Unit 4 sets the framework by presenting an HRDmatrix, the two axes formed by the targets or foci of
HRD, and HRD systems, then it focuses on line managers role in HRD, especially in the six systems
(appraisal systems, career systems, training systems, work systems, cultural systems, and self
renewal systems).

Unit 5 deals with a potential HRD tool which deserves more attention than it has received, viz. Task
Analysis. TaskAnalysis can be used by a supervisor to understand, and help an employee appreciate,
the key contribution of a job or role to the organisational goals, and lay foundation for performance
monitoring and development of individual employees and teams.

Unit 6 spells out the conditions of emplovee motivation. It discusses a new approach to motivating
organisational roles rather than individuai employees, and the part 'played by the supervisor. It also
discusses a motivational framework of functional and dysfunctional managerial behaviour.

Unit 7 focuses on the nurturing role of the supervisor of empowering individual employees and teams
for organisational effectiveness. It discusses the nature of supervision to develop effective teams
and committed employees. The supervisor's role in managing dissatisfaction and frustration is also
discussed.

Unit 8 dealswith the difficult area of nurturing and helping the employees. The supervisor both listens
to the employees and raises questions for the employees to search alternatives and take action.
Performance counselling is discussed as an importantway to achieve this. The process.of mentoring
to helpyoung and competent employees to grow in the organisation, and the need to develop effective
mentors are also discussed.

In this Block hierarchical terms for the dyadic group, line superior-subordinate, senior-junior, boss
subordinate, have been avoided; functional terms supervisor-employee have been used.

I



UNIT4
LINE MANAGERS AND HRD

Objectives

After going through the unit you should be able to:

* _appreciate the need of collaboration between HRD personnel and line managers for effective
implementation of HRD_

*
-,
delineate the specific responsibility of line managers in implementing HRD__

Structure

4.1 An.Overview of HRD

4.2 The HRD Matrix

4.3 The Role of Line Managers in HRD

4.4 Line Managers and Appraisal Systems

4.5 Line Managers and Career Systems

4.6 Line Managers and Training Systems

4.7 Line Managers and Work Systems

4.8 Line Managers and Cultural Systems

4.9 Line Managers and Self-renewal Systems

4.1 !\N OVERVIEW OF HRD

The concept of HRD has been discussed in details in Unit 1 of the Course MS-2 (Managing Men). To,
recapitulate, human resource development in the organisation context is a process by which the
employees of an organisation are helped, in a continuous and planned way, to:

1) Acquire or sharpen capabilities required to perform various functions associated with their
present or expected future roles.

2) Develop their general capabilities as individuals and discover and exploit their own inner
potentials for their own and/or organisational development purposes.

3) Develop an organisational culture in which supervisor-subordinate relationships, teamwork,
and collaboratlon among sub-units are strong and contribute to the professional well being,
motivation, and pride of employees.

This definition of HRD is limited to the organisational context. In the context of a state or nation it
would differ. .



HRD is a process, not merely a set of mechanisms and techniques. The mechanisms and techniques
such as performance appraisal, counselling, training, and organisation development interventions
are used to initiate, facilitate, and promote this process in a continuous way. Because the process
has no limit, the mechanisms may need to be examined periodically to see whether they are promoting
or hindering the process. Organisations can facilitate this process of development by planning for it,
by allocating organisational resources for the purpose, and by exemplifying an HRD philosophy that
values human beings and promotes their development.

Three emphases are involved in the concept of HRD. In the first place, persons wOI·kingin organisations,
are regarded as valuable resource: implying that there is a need to invest time and effort in their
development. Secondly, they are human resource Whichmeans that they have their own special
characteristics and therefore cannot be treated like material resources. This focuses on the need to
humanize organisational life, and introduce human values in the organisation. And thirdly, human
resource does not merely focus on employees as individuals, but also on other human units and
processes in the organisation. These include the role or the job a person has in the organisation, the
dyadicunit (consistingof the personand his boss),the variousteams inwhich peoplework, interteams,
and the total organisation. Thus we have six units which are included in human resources: persons,
obs or roles, dyads, teams, interteams, and the organisation. The concepts of the development of
:heseunits are briefly explained below.

rhe Individual Employee

Ihe individual employee is the key unit in an organisation. HRD is primarily concerned with the
fevelopmsn] of persons workfng in the organisation, so that they may be able to have their own
ulfilment and contribute to the goals of the organisation. Development of persons or individuals has
hree different aspects as suggested below:

I) Self Management: The person working in his organisation should develop competencies to
manage his/her work effectively. This would involve learning how to set realistic goals. The
goals must be challenging, but not too high for the individual to achieve. The individual should
also learn to analyse the performance results in terms of factors responsible for the success
or failure in achieving performance results. Some of the factors are related to the employee
while others may be concerned with external conditions. Finally, self management would
involve using such information and competency to improve one's performance in future.

~) Competence Building: The main contributions of HRD to the individual's development is in
terms of building competencies required for better performance on the job. The individual
employeecomeswith his/hereducationalbackgroundandpersonalstrengthsandweaknesses.
While working in the organisation she learns new skills which help her to work effectively on
organisational goals.

3) Advancement: Every employee wants to advance her/his career in the organisation. HRD
should help in the process of such advancement. We shall later see that advancement of
employees involves identifying their potential for use in higher responsibilities in the
organisation, and helping them to develop further potential to take up new challenges.

The Role

Although the individual employees perform various roles in the organisation, it is necessary to pay
attention to roles independently. Role is not synonymous with job, although both are very similar. Nor
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is role synonymous with status or position in the organisation. Role is the position a person occupies
as defined by expectations of different significant persons (who have face-to-face relationship with
the role occupant) have from him/her.

There are three main aspects of the development of role with which HRD must be concerned.

1) OptimumStress: Each role must have enough challenges which may help the role occupant
to stretch herself/himself to meet the challenge. The role in which the scope is limited to
routine work and in which role occupants do not see any challenges, is not likely to inspire the
role occupants to do their best. They will feel under worked. While every role has routine
elements, challenge must also be developed in every role. However, the challenge should not
exceed a limit, otherwise it may produce dysfunctional stress, resulting in poorer performance
and dfmage to the health of the employee. Building optimum stress in the role is like setting
the strings of a musical instruments at a level where the strings are stretched enough to
produce music, but not too much stretched to break.

2) Link~es : While roles in organisations are occupied by indiVidual employees, it is necessary
to buil(:t linkages amongst the roles, as well as linkages of different organisational roles with
challenging goals. If the roles get isolated and produce a feeling in the role occupants that
their work is very narrow (and not much used for wider groups) it will have damaging effects
on the individuals as well as the organisation.

3) Autollomy : If individuals who occupy the various roles feel that they have enough scope 01
takingtnitiative or solving problems or doing creative work, the role occupants as well as the
organlj5ation benefit a great deal, HRD must attempt to develop the autonomy of this kind ir
every role, even at the lowest level in the organisation.

The Dyad

The.dyadic gr~ups (an employee and his supervisor) are the basic building blocks in an organisational
structure. The.stronger the dyads are, the stronger the organisation will be. The focus of development
of dyads in a~ organisation would involve developing the following three aspects.

1) Trusf; Effective work cannot be done in an organisation unless trusting relationship is
established between an employee and his supervisor. Trust does not develop easily: efforts
should be made to develop such relationship.

Mutu~lity: Effective dyads will require free exchange of help between the employee and the
supervisor, Helping relationship is not a one-way relationship. The supervisor should take
help f'om his employees, as much as he would give them the needed help. Mutuality in
relationships will also involve support to each other.

3) Communication: Developing effective dyads will also involve improving communication
between the members (the employee and the supervisor). Both should be able to give feedback
to each other. The employees should improve his ability to receive feedback, as the supervisor
should improve his competence to coach the employee.

2)

The Team

Effective teams are quite important for the strength of the organisation. Primarily two aspects should
be the focu: .)f HRD, as far as team development is concerned.
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2)

Cohesion: The teams should be cohesive.Well-knit teams produce synergy, and are able to
utilise individual competencies.
Resource Utilisation: Effective teams maximise the use of resource available amongst
members of the team. This would both satisfy the members, because each will contribute
whatever resources one has, and help the team to produce effective results. Poor teams rely
on and use resources 'only of a few members, resulting in limited opportunities for other
members.

1)

The Interteam
,
the mainemphasisof interteams is to developcooperationamongstvariousgroups in the organisation.
(e.g. departments, divisions, functions) so that they are able to work effectively towards common
objectives.The main focus of such cooperation is to develop corporate identity.When the teams are
strong and work on their own goals only, there is a possibility of the organisation to become weak.
While teams should work on their own goals, their linkages with the organisation and their identity
with it should be achieved through various measures.

The Organisation
,
As far as the organisation is concerned the following three aspects should deserve the attention of
the HRD effort.

1) Growth: Obviously the development of the organisation would involve increase in its size,
activities and operations. Every organisation looks forward to its growth. Even if growth is not
in terms of its size the organisation may be concerned with providing qualitative services or
maintaining leadership position in its field of operations.

2) Impact: Each organisation would like to have some impact on the outside organisations or
customers etc. Impact may be in terms of developing new markets, developing services or
products, introducing new technology which others can follow etc.

3) ,Self-renewal: The organisation must examine itsworking from time to time and take steps to
update its technology. It should also analyse the present and potential problems imminent on
its growth, and take steps to prepare itself to meet these challenges. Self-renewal competency
is necessary for organisational effectiveness.

:·10 sum up, HRD is concerned with development of the following six human units of an organisation
on the aspects shown against them.

. "'"e individual employee: Self-management, competence building, advancement.

The role: optimum stress, linkage, autonomy

)lhe dyad: trust, mutuality" communication
The team: cohesion, resource utilisation

The interteam: identity, collaboration

-The organisation: growth, impact, self-renewal
.,
1'';',



4.2 THE HRD MATRIX

As discussed~bove there are six foci or targets of HRD (the person, the role, the dyad, the team, the
interteam, th~ organisation). In other words, the scope of HRD to develop (Le. increase effectiveness
and potential of) these human units. These foci or targets of HRD form one axis. The other axis is
formed by HRD systems and activities discussed in this section. These two axes make what can be
called the HROMatrix. Over time in India several HRD practices have emerged. There is no single
way to classify HRD activities and efforts. The classification system suggested here is based on both
the newemerging trends in the HRDwork in India, as well as a conceptual understanding of the main
focus of HRD. HRD activities should be concernedwith developing systems to make individuals (and
the roles), anp the organisation (and the teams) more effective. The systems primarily concerned
with individual employees (and their role) relate to their appraisal, their advancement and their
training. The ~ystemsconcerned with development of the organisation (and its team) would relate to
management iof work, management of culture, and renewal of the organisation. We suggest the
following six I;IRDsystems.

Appraisal Systems
,

Appraisal systems have attracted the most attention in recent years in India. There are three main
appraisal systems. Performance appraisal, potential appraisal, and performance coaching. Out of
these, much more attention has been given to performance appraisal. In many cases in the absence
of attention to performance coaching, performance appraisal has become a mechanical exercise.
Very little attention has been given to potential appraisal.

1

Increasingly more and more attention is needed to performance review and coaching.

Career Systems

Career systems are concerned with the advancement of the individual employees in their careers in
the organisatipn. The first step is taken introducing career development plans so that employees
joining at an entry point are helped to go through various experience which may help them to move
up in the organisation,and may give them opportunitiesto provethemselves for higher responsibilities.
Career plannihq, on the other hand, is concernedwith charting specific career paths for the individual
employeesw~o have spent enough time Inthe organisation, and have proved their competence. The
third element which has been usee only in a few organi::>ationsin India is mentoring which we have
discussed in more details in Unit 8 of this block. Mentoring ensures individual attention to young
potential employees for their possible fast growth in the organisation.

Training ~ystems

Training system is the oldest element of HRD and does not require much discussion. However, it is
being very inadequatety treated in most organisations. Attention to identification of training needs,
preparationof training strategy,development of training system, curriculumdesigning, to meet specific
needs, follow..up and evaluation, and post-training support would be needed.

Work Systems

Generally work systems have not attracted attention in HRD effort in India. Moreover, HRD has
remainedmostly confined to managerial levels. HRDmust dealwithwork related issues. Four aspects
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deserve attention.

Task analysis remains a neglected aspect in HRD. It can provide better understanding of the key
contribution each job should make to the organisational aspects. Since it is an important aspect, a
separate unit (Unit 5) of this block is devoted to it.

Although somework has been done on quality of work life, more attention to this important aspect is
needed.Thiswill includework place democracy,autonomouswork groups, participatingmanagement
etc..Improvements of quality of work life, primarily characterised by autonomy and diversity is very
important.

HRD should also be concerned with productivity and improvements of quality of products.
Improvements of quality of products contributes to, and is to be done through, effectiveness of
individualsand teams in the organisation. HRDattentionto these aspects cannot beover emphasised.
IMore emphasis is being increasingly given in many Indian organisations stress management. With

increase in the complexity of organisational life attention to work stress and role stress in increasing.
Someorganisationshavestarted programmesto dealwith stress.Stress audit and stressmanagement
programmes help both the individuals and the organisation.

Cultural Systems

Cultural systems are most neglected part of HRD. Three aspects deserve attention in this regard.
HRD should pay attention to development of organisational culture which will sustain the kind of
effort HRD has developed. Attention to development of appropriate organisational climate is equally
important. Somework has already started in some organisations on HRD climate. Morework needs
to be taken up in this regard. -

The second aspect deserving attention is communication. In most organisations, problems may
arisebecauseof lackof attentionto variousaspectsof communication(topdown, bottomup, horizontal,
circular, external).

The third aspect is reward system. Whatever is rewarded in an organisation gets reinforced. Reward
system, including incentive schemes, both for individuals and for teams, deserves careful attention.
Rewards work both ways. They can facilitate and promote good work, but if they are not properly
designed, they can also do a greatharm to the organisation.

Self-renewal Systems
As organisation should be concerned not only with its growth, but also with its health. It needs to
diagnose its problems from time to time and take steps to develop new competency to copewith the
various problems and challenges itwould be facing. This can be done through effective Organisation
Diwelopment (00) effort. Organisation Development or Action Research is concerned with
development of competency through effective teams to diagnose the problems and initiate process
of collaborativework to dealwith such problems. In00 the focus is on developingprocesscompetency
to increase organisational effectiveness. Organisation Development aims at maintaining profiles of
.,~qanisationalhealth,monitoringorganisationalhealth,assisting"sick" departments,helping interested
Units and departments in self-renewal, conflict management, creation of strong teams etc. and
r.:;::ablishingprocesses that build a climate to promote enabling capabilities in the organisation.
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In addition to 00, attention should also be given to organisational learning, which is concerned with
learning from the experiences, and utilisation of such learning for future effectiveness.

The third aspect of this systemwill be researchorientationin HRO,which means consciouslycollecting
data in order to understand the various issues, and designing interventions based on such data. For
example, data should be collected on the working of appraisal system, benefit to and difficulties
experienced by different groups. Such data will help to improve implementation of the appraisal
system. HRD related research is important for HRO effectiveness: it helps in analysing data and
information generated by the HRO SUbsystems. .

Table 1 summarises the different elements of the six HROsystems in the form of a matrix, one axis
being HROsystems, and the other being the targets or foci of HRO.

T..... l
A ~Irtx View of HID Syst...

AfpnisaI Sy" Career S)'Ite_ 'I'n6.iI& S)'Ite. WoR SysttIiII CulhIraI Sytlteml SeIf·renewal SystemsJ
Penon ·Performance • Career Dev. • Identify Trainiaa • Role Efficacy • Rewards • Involvement

AIIaIysis .. Career PIlnDiIl8 Needs • Acculturation
·Potential
Appraisal

Role .g:v. of KPAs • Job Rotation .Tuk Analysis • Job Enrichment *Stress Management.. velopiag
Critical
Attributes

Dyad • Performance • Mentoring .. Trainina in - CommunicatiOnReview and Perfonnanee
Coacbina

-Peedbadon
hRD

Team - Appraiie Team • Identification of • Autonomous • Team Building
Work Trainina Needs WorkGroups

- Counsel Teams
-team Apprailal - Developing-Team CounaelIin& CwricuIa ,

Inter- . - COIJIDlOil Procedures .. Productivity - Commllllication • Collaboration ,
team of Appraisal • Quality of Work

- Parity of Appraisal
Orpni- ~Linkage .. Succession *Quality ofWork ·Oimtle .. HRD Research
sation ef Appraisal with PlaDning We • Rituals • Organisational

Goals and Values .. Celebrations Learning

Activity A

Using Table 1, prepare your own ranking of the six HRD systems in terms of their importance.
Give reasons.
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4.3 THE ROLE OF LINE MANAGERS IN HRD

Line managers have an important role to play in ensuring the realisation of HRD objectives. While
the top management should make available the resources required for investment on human
resources, and the HRD department should provide instruments and systems that can be used by
the organisation to develop its human resources, it is ultimately the line managers who translate
these into action. This involves first of all realisation on the part of the line managers that they
have the responsibility to develop and utilize their employees.

To understand the role to be played by the Tinemanagers in developing human resources, it is
necessary to understand the concept of development and the conditions under which development
takes place.

Development can be defined as the acquiring of new competencies. Such competencies may help
in performing the existing tasks better or faster, or in performing new tasks. These competencies
include cognitive abilities (acquisition of new information, new concepts, ideas etc.) attitudes and
orientations, values and skills. These may deal with managerial functions (co-ordination, planning,
projecting etc.) or technical areas (designing a machine, servicing a product etc.) or behavioural
aspects (leading a group, building a team, motivating someone etc.).

Development of employees would require certain conditions. These have been discussed in Ms-2
Unit 1 and are summarised below
1) The employee should perceive that his acquiring new competencies helps him in fulfilling

his psychological needs.
2) The employee should perceive opportunities for acquiring such capabilities.

3) The employees should be aware of the capabilities he needs to develop.
4) The employees should have mechanisms of assessing his own rate of growth in relation to

such capabilities.
.?) The employees should enjoy the process of growth itself.

A line manager plays an important role in creating these conditions for his employees. Quite often
managers are under the lrnpression that HRD department should ensure that these conditions are
met. HRDdepartments can only provide instruments or mechanisms for use by the linemanagers to
create these conditions, but cannot create these conditions.

. _HRDdepartment and line managers play complimentary roles. Each supplements (and supports)
what the other does in relation to development of employees. The responsibilities of linemanagement
for HRD system are summarised below.

4.4 LINE MANAGERS AND APPRAISAL SYSTEMS

The responsibilities of line rnanaqersn retstion to performance appraisal can be viewed under two
roles: as appraisers and as appraisees,



As appraisers the line managers have the following responsibilities:

1) Identify and clarify key performance areas of each employee.

2) Help the employees set challenging goals.

3) Identify support needed by employees and make the same available.

4) Help the employees experience success.

5) Help the employees recognise their strengths and weaknesses through priodical feedback.

6) Have regular appraisal and performance counselling discussions. .-

7) Understand the difficulties experienced by each employee in performing his functions and
providing necessary support. .

8) Generate a climate of mutuality, openness and trust of encourage identification and use of
competencies by the employees.

9) Conduct timely appraisals.

1C) lnvest time or performance appraisal and review discussions.

As appralsees they have the following responsibilities:

1) Set challenging goals for oneself.

2) Reflect periodically about one's own strengths, weaknesses and performance.

3) Identify problems hindering performance and communicating them to the supervisor,

4) Prepare for performance review sessions.

4.5 LINE MANAGERS AND CAREER SYSTEMS

Every employee would like to grow and build his own career in his organisation or profession. Such
growth is likely to be faster if it is purposeful and guided. More experienced and senior managers are
in a better position to guide their juniors due to the larger perspectives and better understanding they
have about the organisation as well as the outside world. Therefore one important role managers
can play is to help their employees develop right perspectives about their career opportunities, s'et
realistic career goals and work for them. More specifically the following can be done.

1)
,

Identify career opportunities in the organisation for each employee, and assess competencies
required for them.' ,

Help the employees assess their own capabilities in relation to the possible career paths
available for them.

Give feedback to them about their potential.

Encourage them to develop their potential.

Provide opportunities for them to develop new competencies.

2)

3)

4)

5)



6) Help those who have reached a saturation level in the organisation and those who do not
have any further career opportunities to become aware of their limitations and accept the
reality without any sense of inferiority, and plan the future.
Motivate the employees by helping them to recognize that their own contributions and
performance facilitate their growth.

• I

Regarding mentoring the following are the responsibilities of line managers:

1) Analyse to understand whether manager can function as a mentor or not.

2) Get acquainted with the critical attributes of a mentor.

3) Spend enough time with the employees allotted for mentorinq.,
4) Give feedback and 'suggestions on functioning of the mentorin~systemto HRD department,

so that they can review, and if necessary, redesign the mentoring system.

4.6 LINE MANAGERS AND TRAINING S.ySTEMS

Training is the most direct way of helping an employee acquire new competencies. Here the
responsibilities of the line managers include the following:

1) Analyse each role under him/her and list the detailed functions to be performed by the role
occupants, outlining the managerial, technical and behavioural competencies required to
perform the role.

2) Identify training needs of each employee working with him against these, functions and
communicate these to HRD department.

3) Encourage employees (and provide opportunities) to take responsibility and initiative, and try
new things and learn on the job.

4) Providecontinuous on-the-job coaching, and helpeach employee to developproblem-solving
skills.

5) Sponsor the employees for training with the help of the HRD department.
6) Get feedback from subordinates returning from training about the competencies developed

du~ingtraining, and have-aiscussiens .Wfth them ·abou~opportunities for trying out what they
have learnt, and provide opportunities for their-app_ion.

7) Institute mechanisms like group discussions, meetifagsetc. to help the employees learn to
work as a team.

4.7 LINE MANAGERS AND WQRK SYSTEMS

Regarding quality of work life, the main respensibility of line'JlTlanagersincludes the following:

1) InviteHRDexperts to design and introdtlce part~atory-systems like autonomouswork groups
in one's unit.



2). Provide.necessary support by critically reviewing the importance and progress of experiments
being conducted. .

3) Redesign supervisory roles to become more supportlve and facilitative.

4) Work on productivity and quality will be undertaken mainly by line managers; HRD personnel
can only provide the process help by helping line managers to design quality circles, groups
etc. and make them more effective. The main responsibility of the line managers will be to
invite HRO help both in the designing of such groups and reviewing their programmes from
time to time. The line managers should critically review and evaluate the functioning of such
groups after about a year of learning from the past experience, HRD help can be sought at
that stage also.

4.8 LINE,MANAGERS AND CULTURAL SYSTEMS

Regarding culture and climate the following responsibilities can be taken by line managers:

1) , Analyse with the help of HRO managers, implication for various practices in the department
for culture and climate.

2) Requ~stHRO department and respond to their efforts if they initiate.

3) Payaijel1tionto transitional periods in anemployee's career, e.g. induction in the organisation,
change of job, promotion, retirement or leaving the organisation, Develop appropriate rituals
for SUCh transitional occasions. .

4) Use results of surveys of culture and climate to work with employees on alternative wa~..5of
improving them,

Regardingcommunication,attention needs to begivento formal communication system (Management
Information System), written communication, communication technology (like telex, telegram, fax),
on communicationprocess in various groups. The responsibilitiesof line managers are to besensitive
and pay attention to effectiveness of communication in various g'roups like committees, task forces.
project group$ etc.

Une managersmay request HRD personnel whenever they think their help is needed for improving
the working of small groups and orgadlisationalcommunicatlon in various cases.

4.9 LINE MANAGERS AND SELF-RENEWAL SYSTEMS

Self-renewal systems are primarily concerned with Organisation Development and Organisational
Learning. 00 is planned effort, initiated by process specialist (s) to help an organisation develop its
diagnosis skills, coping capabilities, linkage strategies in the form of temporary and semipermanent

. systems, and a culture of mutuality. 00 helps in developing self-renewing capabilities in any
organisation or its subsystems. Line managers have the following responsibilities in this regard:

1} Identify subsystems that need to be strengthened through 00 efforts and bring them to the
notice of the HRO department or the top management.

"



2) Respond to orgnisational diagonsis and surveys freely and frankly.

3) . Participate actively in discussions arranged by proc..essspecialists.

4) Prepare realistic action if the same are required in some of the OD interventions and impl~ment
them. .

Regarding. organisational learning the following responsibilities can be shared by the line managers:

1) Use small groups appropriately to work on analysing problems and alternatives. .

2) Have frank and critical discussion with the employees on progress and results ofthe projects.

3) Conduct quick evaluation or appraisal of projects in progress.

4) Provide necessary support needed for proper implementation.

5) Record the experiences arid share them both in writing with the top rnanagers as well in
forums of discussion.

6) Invite. outside experts or persons from other companies or departments to discuss their
experiences in similar tasks.

,
Line managers' main responsibilities in relation to stress management are as follows:

1) Provide for the budget expenses for stress audit. Invite HRD department to survey role stress.

2) Discuss feedback of stress surveys with the employees for dealing with the relevant issues.

- 3) Institute formal programmes, wherever possible to deal with stress through physical exercises
like yoga.

4) . Request HRD help for helping stress management programmes.

Regarding HRD-related research line managers can help in the following ways:

1) Quickly respond to the questionnaires or surveys undertaken by HRD Departments.

2) Send feedback on HRD procedures and systems to the HRD Department.

3) Reviewinthe departmental group, the working and problems of HRDprogrammes.

4) Invite HRDpeople to deal the problems the line managers is experiencing on HRD aspects.

Activity B

1). Prepare a check-list of the most important roles to be performed by line managers for (i) their
. own development and (ii) the development of their subordinates.

2) Identify the roles you are able to perform well vis-a-vis your employees and yourself.
o'

3) Prepare action plans for improvement.
'. .', .
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UNITS
TASK ANALYSIS

Objectives
~

After going through the unit you should be able to:

*. understand the significance of Task analysis as a potential HRD tool

* do Task analysis of key jobs
* use Task analysis for improving performance of individual employees and terms.

Structure
5.1 What is ~ask analysis?

5.2 Contextua!Analysis

5.3 Activity Analysis

5.4 Task Delineation

5.5 Competency Analysis

5.6 Performance Analysis

5.7 DiscrepancyAnalysis

5.8 Analysis as a Supervisory Tool

'5.9 Further Readings

5.1 WHAT IS TASK ANALYSIS?

The traditional approach to task analysis-formerly known as "job analysis"-is characterizedby two
'models: the British model and the American model. The British model has emphasized analysis in
terms of specifiCactivities for which.the job holder is held responsible whereas the American model
has includedan emphasis on the competencies needed for the job. 'With both models the analysis is
usually carried out by management with the help of experts, and in other respects as well the two
models are quite similar: Both have been found to be useful in analyzing. semi-skilled and skille<i
work. '.

It is becoming obvious, however, that the traditional approach to task analysis is not suitable for the
increasingly complex reality of organisational work. In particular, this approach is inadequatewhen it
is applied to:

* Managerial jobs that are more complex than those previously subjected to analysis;

* Jobs in public systems that are characterized by complex responsibilities; and

* Groups or team tasks, which are increasingly emerging as away of organising work in industries



What is needed in order to address the more complex jobs that characterise today's organisations is
a different approach to task analysis.

Task analysis can be defined as the-process of identifying the tasks of a particular job in a particular'
organisationalcontext by analysing activities, establishingperformance criteria, determining required...
competencies, and analyzing-any discrepancies uncovered by this process.

This definition, which is based on the concept of task suggested by the Tavistock School, indicates
the following guidelines for successful task analysis:

1) Analysis should be undertaken only after developing an understanding of the particular
organisational context involved. The rationale for this is that any job exists with in a particular
organisation, which has i~sownmission, phijosophy,orientation, and goals. For the purposes
of task analysis and this article, "job"meansamodule of work assigned to a personoccupying
a particular position (or role) in an organisation. .

2) Thejob should be broken down into specificactivitiesperformed and expectedto be performed
by the job holder or lncumbent, An "activity" is an observable action often bound by time.

3) The activities should be grouped into tasks. A "task" is a set of related activities-a function
that·makes a distinct contribution to organisational goals.

4) Performance criteria and their indicators should be established.
5) The ccmpetencles required for effective performance of each.task should be identified.

,

6) The discrepancies between perceived and actual performance and between importance
attributed and importance reflected in time spent should be identified.

On the basis of the guidelines stated above, we can say that task analysis involves the following
steps:

1) Contextual analysis; .
2) Activity analysis;
3), Taskdelineation;
4) Competency analysis;
5) Performance analysis; and
~) Discrepancy analysis.

The type of Task Analysis suggested here may be useful to the organisation and the individual
employees in several ways.

1) Selection and placement. Better recruitment and selection devices can be prepared on the
, basis of a task analysis (especlslly 'competency analysis). Competency analysis can also
helpan organisation to place people injobs inwhich they can be more effective (matchingthe
role~obwith people). .
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2) Work planning, including the following:

a) Setting individualtasks for a specific period

, ,.,-b) , Helping a job i,:,cumbentto decide priorities of task
c)

d)
Minimising overlap between jobs

Identifying,neglected tasks in a work unit

5)

e) Planningdelegation

f) Job enrichment

3)' " Performance appraisal, including ,

a) Negotiated tasks and activities to be performed

'( " ,; b)' Evaluation (by self and the supervisor) of the 'qu~litY/quantity standards of task
performance (both process and outcome effectiveness)

': .: .c) , Analysis of factors helping and hindering tasks performances.
1 '

,'Potential appraisal, including preparationof a systemon the basis of the compet~ndyanalysis,
'and actual potential appraisal work. . _ ';'

Employeesdevelopment, including

a) Feedback on strengths and weaknesses

b) Performance counselling

c) Training

6) , Teambuilding, especially

a) Better understanding of each other

b) Locating areas of task conflicts and dealing with them

c) Building linkages and mutuality between jobs

5.2 CONTEXTUALANALYSIS,

It is esential to know the mission, orientation, arid goals 6f'the organisation ofwhich the Jobis a part.
An understanding of the organisatiomil context also helps:lriclarifying the general orientation of the
job. For example, the mission of a hospital may be'defined as providing effeCtivemedical care and
.rel~ted support to the patients wishing to use the hospital. The term -related supporr may be an
importantdimension of the mission of the hospital it may imply ttiat the jobs of the doctors and nurses
alsoneedto include "psychological support"as a task. If task analysisWereundertaken in this situation
withouMlfe development of this understanding, the ObserVerSmay not ·seeR 'activities involving
psychologicarsupport. ' " ,

"



Those who undertake task analysis must first develop an understanding, of the organisation's mission.
which is the direction or combination of directions in which the organisation is moving. The mission
includes su~ elements as a definition of the organisation's basic business how it markets its products
or services arid to whom; and its intentions with regard to profitability, growth, liquidity, values, treatment
of employees and customers, and its stature in Us field. Sometimes an organisation's mission exists
.in written an4'l published form. Regardless of whether a formal mission statement exists, those
responsible ft)rtask analysis ehouldsummarize the mission in a one-sentence statement and should
keep this staiement handy throughout the process of task analysis. '

The organisation's broad goals or objectives also must be identified. These goals mayor may not be
a ,part of the'mission statement. A sampling of employees may be asked to state these goals, and

- then these various statements may be compared with any goal statements that exist in fOnTiQ)
documents. this exercise is also helpful in'terms of testing whether the employees ~riow the
organisation's formally stated goals or whether the goals have changed since they were originally
stated in documents. .

3)

.,
The last phase of contextual analysis, a:noptiC?nalone, is to identify the main task of the organisation;
Again, groups of employees may' be asketr'tci identify the tasks that pertain to each. goal and to
identifythe jobs mainly responsible for these tasks: These employee statements then may be.compiled
and discUSSQd.Such an exercise is also useful in clarifying goals and tasks and in if1creasirig
employee's commitment to them. \'. .

.! .

5.3 ACTIVITYANALYSIS'

The second step is activity analysis. The successful completion of this step is dependent on a clear
understanding of the qualities of an activity. An activity has three characteristics:. , ,

1) lfis observebte, For exarnple, planning is not regarded as an activity because it cannot be
observed.

It is descriptive. The behaviour. concerned must be capable of being stated specifically in
terms that describe rather than evaluate or interpret. For example, if a behaviour on the part
of a nurse is recorded as taking a p~tienfs temperature. this behaviour qualifies as an aC!tivity;
however, if the same behaviour were recorded as doing diagnosis, this phrase would be an
interpfetation ~fwhat had occurred and would not q~alify as ~n activity. . ,. . '.

. It is objective. An activity, when observed by more than one person, should be capable of
being 'rfi!corded in WrittenformJn t~ same way by aUobservers. This is not to 'say that all
observers will record all activitie~,in the same way, but that anyone reading the written record

, of all observers' descriptions of 'an activity would interpret these descriptions to be ,of the
same activity.

2)

.r,;, .

Inaddition,adistinction should be madebetween an activity,anda subactivity. An activity is a behaviour
u~rtaken lo accomplish a task, while a subactivity Is.one of a set of behaviours undertak~n to .
complete an activity. For exampie,.whefl a bank employee makes an entry in a ledger; he orstle is.'
perfonning an activity whose subactivities might include taking the ledger from the shelf, openin",~he ,
Iedger,lifting a pen, and so forth. '
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Sources of information about activities

There are three main contributors of L'~ormationfor activity analysis: (1) the job incumbent, (2) those
who interactwith the job incumbent (called "role-set members"), and (3) outside experts. The role-set
members include the incumbent's supervisor, subordinates, colleagues, and in some cases others
who interactwith the incumbent (for example, patients and their relatives in the case of a nurseasjob
incumbent). The outside experts may be task analysts, educators, speciallsts in the field, or the
organisation's top management.

These three sets of contributors can produce a great deal of usable information based on their
observations, their reports of the activities that the job incumbent actually completes, and their
-assessmentof activities that the job incumbent is or should be expected to complete. The role-set
members or experts, for example, may be asked to observe the job incumbent and write their
observations in some systematic way (every fi'!(':! or ten minutes for example). In addition, they may
be asked to write their expectations regarding activities that the job incumbent probably performs or
shouldperform,even though they may not haveobservedany of these activities.A doctor,for instanCe,
might write that he or she expects or would expect a nurse to monitor patients and noti~or
when any patient needs immediate attention. The job incumbent can also writ~rt of activities
actually performed and any additional ones that he or she expectsto.~6rm in the job in the future.

Collecting information on activities

Severalmethodscan be used to prepare a comprehensive list of activities. The most commonlyused
methods are interviews, diaries, log books, and questionnaires.

1) Interviews: The interview is the mostwidely used and useful method of collecting information
for activity analysis. Generally the respondent is simply asked to report observations and
expectations.semenmee.nowever. it may be useful to ask specifically what the job incumbent
did on a particular day. Because respondents tend to give general answers, it is necessaryto
probe in an interview so that actual activities are revealed. For example, when interviewed
about what a nurse does, a role-set-membermight say, "Well, she takes care of patients." 1t
then becomes necessary to ask how the nurse takes care of patients-what she actually
does. For this reason interviews require patienceon the part of the interviewer.After thorough
questioning the respondent becomes "educated" about the concept of an activity, and his or
her answers become more pertinent and require less intervention from the interviewer.

2) Diaries: ,Adiary is a set of detailed notes that a job incumbent keeps about the work-related -
activities that he or she performs during the work day, Before aSSigningthe task of keeping
such a diary,_it is a gooc;iidea to meetwith the job incumbent to discuss what an activity is and
what-should be noted (nthe diary. At this meeting it may be helpful to provide a combination
of lnstructlons and-example such as that shown in Table 1. •

3) Log books: a log book is a record that someoneelse keeps while observing ajob incumbent.
Again, it may be useful to discuss the potential contents of the log with the person keeping it.
Providing a combination of instructions and example similar to that shown in Table 2 may be
helpfuL

4) Qu(.stonnaire~: A questionrtaire may be devised and administered to the job incumbent,the
role-set r,___ o, and/or outside eXf Jrts.



The Product

After one ormore of the suggestedmethods has been used for activity anatysis the productwill bea
.long list of activlies. At this point the list is comprehensive and has not been subjected to any kind of
sorting: it includes a number of essentially redundant items as well as both highly specific and less
specific.items. Table 2 is an example of such a list for the position of district health officer in a
province of Indonesia.

Table-1
Activity-analysis Diary (Instructions and Example)

The purpose of the activity-analysis diary is to help you keep notes about all of your work-related
activities. Maintain the diary for four weeks: every work day for the first week, then every other work

. clayfor the second week, and then every third work day for the last two weeks.

Write a descriptionof each work-related activityyou performduring the day, and next to the description
note the starting time. Be specific and use verbs. The following is an example. .

Figure-1: Activity-analysis Diary (Instructions and Example)
Activity Analysis

Monday,January 16

Time Activity Description

8.00 Read the mail that accumulated in my in-basket

9.00 Discussion with a subordinate who came to my office with a request to implement a
new programme

9.30 Chaired a weekly meeti~g with my staff

10.40 Reviewed computer printouts of the company's financial status

·11.00 Attended a budget meeting

1.00 Made.a formal presentation of a proposal for a new staff position (requiring a new
subordinate)

...
2.15 Studied project costs for the last six months

4.00 Projected project costs for the next six months
\
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Table-2
Activity List for the Position of District Health Officer ,

1) Elicits information on health.status, resources, and priorities from various health clinics in
the district. '

2) Discusseswith staff members individually and in groups the problems t~at they face. .

3) Studies programme recommendations received from staff members.

4) Provides department heads with information during the mOnthlymeeting of the district
administration, briefing those attending about the progress and plans of health activities
and the support needed from them.

5) Meetswith the sectlcnheade weekly and discusses with them the outcome of the district ,
meetings. . ,

6) Attends meeting convened by the district leader to develop an understanding of the district
health care needs.

7) Meets once a month with the managers of the district health clinics to review their

8)

9)

'17)

18)

19)

20)
21)

progress.

10)
11)

12)

Studies requests from the district leader and selects issues requiring attention.

Reviewswork conditions of the staff at the district and health clinic levels and improves
conditions as necessary. ' ,

Obtains relevant data from concerned sections.

Meetswith departmental heads to solicit their cooperation and help.

Visits health clinics periodically to review their work and to provide their staffs with
guidance.

Meetswith all sections and subsections once a month to develop an understanding of their
accomplishments and problems.

Sends periodic intormatlon on projects to the province:

Reports to the district leader whenever large-scale help is needed from other departments
and secures the leader's agreement to provide such help.

Consults with the district leader and the section heads about problems and prepares aption
plans for solving these problems (including s~cific activities, budget, personnel needs,
schedule, etc.).

Guides staff members 6n matters relating to their jobs, families, and personal lives.

Studies information submitted by the sectionheads.

'Writes action plans (covering budget, personnel, equipment, location, andtsne schedules)
order to identify discrepancies. '

Visits health clinics whenever there is a need and solves whatever problems exist.

Monitors the progress of action plans.

13)

14)

15)

16)



22) Counsels employees.

23) Studies reports received from health· clinics in order to assess progress and identify
proble~. ' '.

24) .. WheneVer necessary, visits field sites for evah.i~tionof programme implementation.
25) 'Contact. other departments to solicit support needed for implementation,
26) . Meeb. ~th the section heads to discus~ and finalise priorities and budget allocation.'

In collaqoration with the section heads, prepares the ~onitoring system for pr~gra'rnme
implem~tat;on. ' , .

Meets v.;th section heads to respond to their_J.leedsand to discuss and'solve the problems
,ofthe health clinics. '- . . .

27)

28)
\

29).
30), '

I . ''',.

Consu~ with health clinic managers and finalises priorities and budget allocations.
Meets ~riodically with staff members to provide information and to encourage them to :.; .
'$hareinformation. . '.'.'

, Talkswitl the section heads.abouttheir programmes and factorethat faCilitateand.hinder,·
those programmes. '. .

32) Commul!licates relevant information about implementation to the dlstrictteader.
\ , " . '.:. ~,~

33) . , When n,cessary, helps in solving problems that exislbetween or amongJh~ section I

heads. ' " . '. , ..., ..

34) Obtains detailed budget proposals from the health clinics and sections. "
35)". Rewards,the staff members for go~ work and encourages their future ,work.
36) Prepare$ a guide on monitoring projects (for personal use).

. 37) Attends meetings of the Legislature when invited.
38) . " .Organists staff training.

39) Collects data from communities and sections whenever they are needed to address issues
raised in.the Legislature.

40) Collects and reviews information on the progress'of each' project. .
41) Reviews:reCeiVedbudget plans and determines priorities.

~2) Acts on or responds to the issues raised in the ~egjslat~re regard.ln9,h~alt~~;natters.
43) Di~sstts the budget with the provincial representatives.

44)' Discusses Withsection' heads the pace 'of'programme implementation and any proDJ~ms'.
encountered.

\
45)., Discusses the budget with the district leader. ,
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3.4. TASK DELINEATION
After activity analysis has been completed, the next step is to group the activities into tasks and to
name these tasks. This process, known as task delineation, involves subjective decision making
and should be undertaken only by people who know and understand the job.

There is no set rule regarding the number of tasks to be delineated. However, there should not be
so few that one cannot r~view them and form a clear 'picture of a job. Similarly, there should not be
so many that the differences among activities is not readily apparent and that their numbers
. become cumbersome-for performance appraisal and other purposes.

The tasks should be balanced in terms of the number of activities each comprises. If one task has
too many activities, it needs to be divided into two.or.more tasks. For example, when delineating a
nurse's tasks one should not call Upatient care'; a task because too many-activities are covered by
this term. Instead, patient care should be broken down irito care requiring special skills, care
requiring few skills (such as making the patient's bed), and socio-psychological care and support.
After the tasks have been delineated, it is a good idea to rate the importanCe of each to the job
and to assess the percentage of time spent by the job incumbent on each.

Exercise 1

Go through the .!st of activities presented in Table-2, and group them into specific tasks.

1) :.., .

2) , ; ..

3) ; : ..

4) .

5r ; ~.; ;..,..; ; ..
6) : , ~ : .

7) ~ .

8) , : ; , ;;.: , ..
\.- .-

9) ..• ; ; , _. ~ .
: ; .

Now co~pare your tasks with those give in Table-3.



Table-3

Task List for.the KPosition of District Health Officer

Note: The following tasks were derived from the activities listed in : Tabie-2. The numbers in
parentheses following each task correspond to the item numbers in Table-2 and indicate the
activitie~ that the particular task comprises.

1) Health planning for the regency (1,8,27,30,35,42,44:,46)

2) Implementing and monitoring health programmes (3,10,14,19,26,28,37,41,45)

3) Responding to the requests, etc., of the district leader (2,6,8,16,22,33,38,40,43)

4) Coordinating wi.th 'other ~gencies/departments {4,11 ,15,26)

5) SupeNising sections (5,13,20,25,32,34)

6) SuperVising health'clinics (2,7,12,21 ,24,29)

7) Performinl >uman resource management and development (2,9, " ,23,31,36,39)

5.5· COMPETENCY ANALYSIS

A job incumbent needs different types and levels of competencies in order to perform job tasks
well. Competency analysis helps in identifying the competencies that are necessary for the tasks
that have been delineated.

Competencies can be divided into five main types; knowledge, skills, abilities, orientation, and
experience. Of these five types, oriematron may require some explanation. Orientation IS~ general
attitude reflecting the values of the job holder. For example, in the case of a nurse, respect for the
patient may be deemed to be an important orientation. Following is an example of an orientation
description. .

Orientation Description for the Position of District Health Officer

With the increasing government emphasis on community participation and collaborative work in
matters concerning health, the district health manager needs to see the community and its various
health agencies as resources. He or she needs to respect and bewilling to use community traditions
and customs that promote good trealth. In addition, the district health manager should be proactive in
identifyingandseeking community resourcesthat canbe harnessedfor promoting healthprogrammes.
He or she should be oriented toward innovation and experimentation .insolving problems and should
encourage the·doctors and other staff members in the, district health clinics and hospitals to be
similarly oriented. He or she needs to ,be dedicated to providing strong. creative leadership for
subordinates, including those on staff at the district health clinics and hospitals. Finally. the district
health officer should be willing to learn and experiment in this position.

Another process that may be completed is the identiflcat'on of the job incumbent's present level of
each identified competency. A five-point scale is recommended for this purpose. The same group
that establishes competencies-with the possible exclusion of the job incumbent, depending on his
or her level of insight-may make this assessment.
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5.6 .PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

- .
The main purpose of performance analysis is to evaluate the impact of a jotr-how effectively it is
t}eing done or has been done. This step consists of assessing how well the job incumbent has
performed the tasks'for w~ich he or' she is responsible.

, '

The effectiveness ofa task can be 'measured in terms of its outcome, or the end result, as well as in
terms' oflts process, or how it is performed. Hard data may be gathered. indicating both kinds of
effectiveness. For example, one can evaluate the task of taking customer orders with· regard to the
number of orders taken {outcome} aswell as with regard to the time spent on the task or the number
.9f m;$~~kesmade (process):

Fo~each task it is sdvisable to ide~t;fy only a few indicators of effectiveness: one or two for outcome
effectiveness and one or two for process effectiveness. It is important to keep in mind that indicators
'tiiusrbe'specific, concrete, and measurable. Developing them is a difficult and creative task and
should be undertaken only by people who have extensive knowledg-ff of and insight into the job. A
group-consisti'ng of the job incumbent, the role-set members, and experts may brainStorm-in order to
, i~ntify a numberof indicators and then select only the best alternatives.

5.7 DISCREPANCY ANALYSIS.------~------~--------------~------------
biscreparicy ahaiysrs is ttie identification of any discrepanCies that become obvious as a result of the
'previous five steps. For example, discrepancies may exist between activities reported by -the job
incumbent and those reported by the role-set members, between activities reported and those observed

, or expected, between the importance of a task and the time spent completing it, between needed
competencies and existing competencies, and so on. These gaps may indicate a need for certain
remedial measures, such as redefining the role, training, additional work planning, delegating,
increased monitoring, or coLinselling. -<,

It is a good idea to check periodically for discrepancies between the job definition as reflected in the
delineated tasks and actual job performance. Information about performance can be obtained by any
.one or a combination of the following methods., .

* The job incumbent may monitor the time spent on each activity;

* The role-set members may analyse the importance attributed to various tasks versus the time
spent on them; anellor .

* Trained observers may obse~e the job incumbent for a few days

, Discrepanciesbetween desired activities or tasks and actual performance may then be noted and
acted on accordingly.

5:8' TASK ANALYSIS,'AS A SUPERVISORY TOOL
',.

Task analysis as briefly described in this unit can be used as supervisory tool, to improve functioni~g
of a unit. Some uses of Task Analysis have already been suggested. A few are focused below:



1) .. Designing training: Discrepancy analysis of the required competencies and the present
level of these competencies in the employees concerned will help in identifyjng training. needs,
and then designing a training strategy, or atleast training programmes to upgrade the
competencies which seem to be at a lower level.

Information about the importance of the various tasks may also help in designing training
programmes for high priority task. Similarly, the discrepancy between the importance of a
task arld the time spent on it may given some useful information....·One reason for not spending
enough time on a task may be lack of competency required to do the task. Such information
may 'help in indicating the training needs. .

Performance monitoring: A performance monitOring system can be developed based on
.. ·the indicators of process and outcome effectiveness for the various tasks. Some of these
indicators can be used in designing a format or a system of meetings for purposes of
.p,3rforrnancemonitOring. . .

3) . Work planning: Analysis of the discrepancy between expected and reported activities, or
." import_nee of the tasks and time spent on them, may indicate the need of work planning;

Includingdelegation and redistribution of work among various jobs inwork unit..The concerned
employees may work in a group with the supervisor in redistribution of tasks, so that each
'employee can maxi'!lise his/her contribution to the organisational goals.

Activity A
.' -_ ",

After gOingthrough this unit prepare a list of activities 01 Jour job, and then group them into tasks. If
youcan. check yOuractivity analysis and task delineation with your supervisor to see how much he
agree5;with your...
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Activity B

I~entify the competency reqUirements for each of your tasks with the help of your supervisor. USing .
it as a basis identify your own developmental needs.
, . .

'..
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5.9 FURTHER READINGS
Annet etal,'s TaskAnalysis (London: Her Majesty's stationery office, 1971) is a good example ofthe
British model of task analysis, whereas f -" American model can be found in Job Analysis: Key to
Better Management published by U.S. srvice Commission in 1973. -

The present Unit has been adapted from Udai Pareek's Task Analysis for Human Resource
Development"published in the 1988Annual: Developing Human Resources (San Diego: University
Associates, 1988). .



UNIT6
MOTIVATIONAL ASPECTS OF HRD

Objectives

After going through the unit, you should be able to:
* appreciate that employee motivation is determined both by the employee's orientation and the

external factors in the organisational role and the organisational climate.

analyseyour role to identify strong andweek motivationalaspects of your role in your organisation

develop ideas of improving weak aspects of your role, and ideas for helping those you currently
supervise or may supervise in future.

analyse your own behaviour in the organisation in terms of functional and dysfunctional aspects,
and develop ideas for improvement.

*

*

*

Structure .

6.1 PEG: The Framework of Work Motivation
6.2 Motivating Roles for PEG

6.3 Approach and Avoidance Aspects of Motivation

6.4 Effective Managerial Behaviour

6.5 Promoting Work Motivation

6.6 Further Readinqs

6.1 PEG: THE FRAMEWORK OFWORK MOTIVATION

In one unit of a plant, a supervisor, while reviewing his section gave the following inputs to the
manager: He complimented the worker Joseph by saying-his motivationwas a high; he took a great
deal to interest in his work whenever any difficulty arose, he tried variousways of solving it, or he.
went to someone who could give him help; he was learning new techniques, and.seemed to have
improved his output; he was always occupied and seemed to enjoy his work. On the other hand, for
Raju, another worker he said-c-his motivation was low; he seemed to be sluggish; did not learn, he
complained more; went to the supervisor with his problems; did not seem to enjoy and neglected his
work; and was seen socialising with-other workers in the cateen.

When' the same workers worked in another unit their supervisor had different reports to make.
Accordingto him,Raju'smotivationwas quitedifferentfrom Joseph's.He had high affiliationmotivation;
he enjoyed making friends and working with friends. When hewas put in a small group inwhich most
of his friends were working, his output increased, and he seemed to enjoy his work. On·the other
hand, Joseph worked very well when he was given a challenging assignment. He did not, however,
get along very well with others, and was basically a loner.



What can be said about motivation in these two examples? The first supervisor uses "motivation" as>
a general term meaning involvement of an individual in work. The second t.upervisor uses it with a
specific sense, meaning a particular motivation. By exarnrunq these two meanings more carefully, it
can be seen that the first concept of motivation is an explanation of the general term "work motivation".
Motivation has been used with both meanings in management literature and that has created some
confusion. We shall deal with both in this unit. Let us first take the concept of work motivation in a,
general way, that of involvement and commitment.

If people are engaged in work which they find challenging/and worthwhile (being relevant to social
needs and contribute to social development) they feel proud to be associated with such work. One
function of management is to create such a sense of challenge and worthwhileness in the work.
people are engaged in. Similarly, work should be regarded as' a joy, and not drudgery. If people"
determine their own objectives, experience that what they do is seen as significant by concerned
people, and have an opportunity to work in collaboration on difficult but significant tasks, they enjoy
work. The feeling of growth comes when the work becomes increasingly more challenging and socially
relevant, and people are required to stretch themselves to cope with such positive challenges. When
people have opportunities to learn new techniques; acquire new skills, and revise their previous
understanding, they may experience growth. If work ceases to give a sense of growth and development,
the individual's commitment to work (motivation) goes down.

6.2 MOTIVATINGROLES FOR PEG

Exercise 1: Before reading further, answer the quesnonnaire given in this exercise.

Role Efficacy Scale

Your name ··..····.. Your role : ..

In each of the following sets of three statements, check the one (a, b, or c) that most accurately
describes your own experience in your organisational role. You must choose only one statement in
each set.

1) a)
, b)

2)

3)

My role is very important in this organisation; I feel central here.

I am doing useful and fairly importantwork.

c) Very little importance is given to my role in this organisation; I feel peripheral here.

a)

b)

My training and expertise are not fully,utilised in my present role.

My training and knowledge are-not used in my present role.

c) I am able to use my knowledge and traininq very well here.

a)

b)
,;)

I have little freedom in my role; I am only an errand boy.

I operate according to the directions given to me.
I can take initiative and act on my own in my role.
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4)

5)

~)

7)

8)

9)

10) a)

b)

c)

11) a)

b)

c)

12) a)

b)

c)
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a)

b)

Iam doing useful, routine work in my role.

In my role I am able to use my creativity and do something new.

c) Ihave no time for creative work in my role.

a)

b)

No one in the organisation responds to my ideas and suggestions.

I work in close collaboration with some other colleagues.

c) I am alone and have almost no one to consult in my role.

a)

b)

c)

When I need some help none is available.

Whenever letlave a problem, others help me.

I get very hostile responses when I ask for help.

a)

b)

I regret that I do not have the opportunity to contribute to society in my role.

What I am doing in my role is likely to help other organisations or society.

c) I have the opportunity to have some effect on the larger society in my role.

a)

b)

c)

I contribute to some decisions

I have no power here.

My advice is accepted by my seniors.

a)

b)

Some of what I do contributes to my learning.

I am slowly forgetting all that I learned (my professional knowledge).

c) I have tremendous opportunities for professional growth in my role.

I dislike being bothered with problems.

When a subordinate brings a problem to me, I help to find a solution.

I refer the problem to my boss or to some other person.

I feel quite central in the organisation.

I think I am doing fairly important work.
•

I feel I am periph~~abin this organisation.

I do not enjoy my role.

'1enjoy my role very much.

1enjoy some parts of my role and not others.



13) a) I have little freedom in my role.

b) I have a great deal of freedom in my role.

c) I have enough freedom in my role. •

14) a) I do a good job according to a schedule already decided.

b) I am able to be innovative in my role.

c) I have no opportunity to be innovative or do something creative.

15) a) Others in the organisation see my role as significant to their work.

b) I am a member of a task force or a committee.

c) I do not work in any committees.

16) a) Hostility rather than cooperation is evident here.

b) I experience enough mutual help here.

c) People operate more in isolation here.

17) a) I am able to contribute to the company in my role.

b) I am able to serve the larger parts of the society in my role.

c) I wish I could do some useful work in my role.

18) a) I am able to influence relevant decisions.

b) I am sometimes consulted on important matters.

c) I cannot make any independent decisions.

19) a) I learn a great deal in my role.

b) I learn a few new things in my role.

c) ~am involved in routine or unrelated activities and have learned nothing.

20) a)

b)

When people bring problems to me, I tend to ask them to work them out themselves.

I dislike being bothered with interpersonal conflict.

c) I enjoy solving problems related to my work.

Pride, joy, and a sense of growth, basic elements of work motivation, are related to the work an
employee does. It has been found that an employee may have low motivation (PEG) in one organisation
working on a job, and may develop high motlvation on the same or similar job in another organisation.
In other words, a role or a job in one organisation may be less motivating than in another organisation.
This approach of shifting motivational attention from individual employees to organisational roles has
a great advantage. The payoff may be very high because instead of attempting to motivate individuals,



an attempt is made to motivate roles, and because larger number of employees can be affected in
such a strategy.

The eventual objective of motivation is to make an employee effective. The effectiveness of an
employee depends on his own potential effectiveness as a person, his technical competence and
experience, etc., as well as on the role he occupies in the organisation is designed. It is the integration
of the two (the person and the role) that ensures the person's effectiveness in the organisation. If the
role does not allow him to use his competence, and if he constantly feels frustrated in the role, his
effectiveness !s likely to be low. The integration of the person and the role comes about when the role
is able to fulfil the needs of the individual, and when the individual is able to contribute to the evolution
of the role. The more we move from role, the more we move from role taking (responding to the .
expectations by various other persons) to role making (taking initiative in designing the role more
creatively in a way that the various expectations from others as well as of the role occupant are
integrated), the more the role is likely to be effective. Effectiveness of a person in an organisation,
therefore, may depend on his own potential effectiveness, the potential effectiveness of the role and
the organisational climate. The potential effectiveness is known as efficacy. Personal efficacy would
mean 'potential effectiveness of a person in personal and inter-personal situations. Role efficacy
would mean the potential effectiveness of an indrvidual occupying a particular role in an organisation.
Role efficacy can be seen as the psychological factor underlying role effectiveness. In short, role
efficacy is potential effectiveness of a role. Role efficacy is the key to motivating organisations roles.

Aspects of Role Efficacy

Role efficacy has several aspects. The more these aspects are present in a role, the higher the
efficacy of that role is likely to be. These aspects can be classified into three groups or dimensions.
one dimension of role efficacy is called role making contrasted with role taking. The first is an active
attitude toward the role (to define and make the role as one likes), whereas the second is a passive
attitude (mainly responding to others expectations). The aspects in the second "dimension are
concerned with increasing the power of the role, ma~ing it more important. This can be called role
centering which can be contrasted with role entering (accepting the role as given, and reconciling
oneself to its present importance or unimportance). The third dimension is called role linking
(extending the relationship of the role with other roles and groups), contrasted with role shrinking
(making the role narrow, confined to work related expectations).

Dimension 1: Role Making

1) Self-rple Integration: Everyiperson has his strength-his experience, his technical training,
the special skills he may have, some unique contribution he may be able to make. The more
the role a person occupies provides an opportunity for the use of such special strengths, the
higher the efficacy is likely to be. This is called self-role integration. The self of the person and
the role get integrated through the possibility of a person's use of his special strengths in the
role. In one organisation, a personwas promoted to a responsible position. This was seen as
a covetable reward and the personwas quite happy in getting such awell deserved promotion.
However, he soon discovered that in the new position he occupied, hewas not able to use his
special skills of training, counselling and organisational diagnosis. In spite of hisworking very
well in the new role, his efficacy was not as high as it was in the previous job. Later when the
role was redesigned to enable him to use his rare skills, his efficacy went up. All of us want
that our special strengths are used in the role so that it may be possible for us to dernonstr=t=
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how effective we can be. As such, integration contributes to high role efficacy. On the other
hand, if there is distance between the self and the role, role efficacy is likely to be low.

2) Proactivity: A person who occupies a role responds to various expectations people in the
organisation have from that role. This certainly gives him satisfaction, and it also satisfies
others in the organisation. However, if he is also to take initiative in starting some activity, hls
efficacy will be higher. The reactive behaviour (responding to the expectations of others)
helps a person to be effective to some extent, but proactivity (taking initiative rather than only
responding to the others expectations) contributes much more to efficacy. But if a person
feels that he would like to take.initiative but has no opportunity to do so in the role he occupies
in the organisation, his efficacy will be low.

3) Creativity: It is not only initiative wrich is important for efficacy. An opportunity to try new and
unconventional ways of solving problems or an opportunity to be creative is equally important.
In one State Government department people performing some clerical roles met, as a part of
reorganisation experiment, to discuss how each individual could experiment with a system of
cutting delays in processing papers. The results were amazing. ~~otonly did the satisfaction
of people in that department go up, but delays were considerably reduced and some innovative
systems emerged. Certainly these were further discussed and modified, but the opportunity
people got in being creative in trying innovative ideas increased their role efficacy and their
performance become markedly better than its previous level and better than performance of
some other departments in the same secretariat. If a person perceives that he has to perform
only routine tasks, it does not help him to have a high role efficacy. If he feels that his role
does not allow any time or opportunity to be creative, his efficacy will be low.

4) Confrontation: In general, if people in an organisation avoid problems, or shift the problems
to some other people to solve them, their role efficacy will be low. The general tendency to
confront the problems to find relevant solutions contributes to efficacy. When people facing
interpersonal problems sit down, talk about these problems, and search solutions, their efficacy
is likely to be higher compared with situations in which they either deny such problems or
refer these to their higher officers.

Dimension 2: Role Centering

5) Centrality: If a person occupying a particular role in the organisation generally feels that the
role, he/she occupies in central in the organisation, his/her role efficacy is likely to be high.
Everyone working in an organisation wants to feel that his/her role is important. If persons
occupying the various roles feel that their roles are peripheral, i.e. they are not much important,
their potential effectiveness will be low. This is true not only of persons at a higher level in the
organisation, but about people even at the lowest level. In a large hospital, class IV employees
like ward boys and attendants had very high motivation when they joined the hospital. And
coming from nearby villages, they would bring their friends and relatives to proudly show the
place. After few months, they neglected work, sat in groups gossiping and not caring about
the cleanliness, etc. They were rated as very low in their effectiveness. An investigation of
this problem showed that within a few months of their joining the hospital, their perception
changed about the perceived importance of their role; they felt that their role was not important
at all. In contrast with this, in another hospital, the gate-keeper was trained to screen the
requests of visitors who wanted to have some exceptions to the rule of coming only during the
visitors hours. He used his discretion in making or not making exceptions in such cases, and
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7)

referred a case to the nursesor doctorsonlyfor clarificationandguidancefor himself. Interviews
with class IV employees in this hospital showed that they perceived their roles as quite
important, One obvious difference in lowmotivation of the former and higher motivation of the
latter Vt18stheir perceived importance of their roles.
Influence: A related concept is that of influence or power. The more influence a person is
able to exercise in the role, the higher the role 'efficacy is likely to be. One factor which may
make roles in the public sector or civil service more efficacious is the opportunity to influence
a larget sector in the society. On the other hand, if a person feel that he has no power in the
role heroccupies in the organisation, he is likely to have low efficacy.

Perso,al Growth: One factor which contributes effectively to role efficacy is the perception
that the role provides the individual an opportunity to grow and develop. There are several
examples of people leaving one role and becomingvery effective in another primarilybecause
they feel that they have more opportunity to grow in the latter. One head of a training institute
accepted the position by taking a big financial cut in his salary mainly because he felt that he
hadnothinqmore to learn in the previousposition,and.inthe new position he hadopportunities
to grow further. Examples of executives of companies going for faculty roles in the institutes
of management indicate the importance of the factor of self-development for role efficacy. If
a person feels that he is stagnating in the role and does not get any opportunity to grow is
likely t<phave low role efficacy. In many institutes of higher learning, the roles of the staff pose
-problems of low efficacy. The main factor contributing to this is the lack of opportunity for
them to systematically grow in their roles. Instituteswhich are able to plan the growth of such
people in the roles are able to have higher efficacy and a great deal of contribution from them.

Dimension 3: Role Linking

8) Inter-role linkage of one's role with other roles in the organisation increases efficacy. If there
is a jo.,t effort in understanding problems, finding solutions, etc., the efficacy of the various
roles involved is likely to be high. Of course, the presumption is that people know howto work
effectively. Similarly, if a person is a member of a task group set up for a specific purpose, his
efficaqy,with other factors being common, is likely to be high. The feeling of isolation of a role
(that a person works without any linkage with other roles) reduces role efficacy.

!
9) Helpilg Relationship: In addition to inter-role linkage, the opportunity for people to receive

and giVehelp also increases role efficacy. If persons performing a particular role feel that they
can get help from some source in the.orqanisationwhenever they-have such a need, they are
likely ~ have higher role efficacy. On.the other hand, if there is a feeling that either no help is
given when asked for, or that the respondents are hostile, role efficacy will be low. Helping
relatlcnship is of both kinds-feeling free to ask for help and expecting that help would be
available when it is needed as well as willingness to give help and respond to the needs.of
others.

10) Superordination: A role may have linkages with systems, groups and entities beyond the
organisation. When a person performing a particular role is likely to be of value to a larger
group, his efficacy is likely to be high. The roleswhich give opportunities to role occupants to
work for superordinate goals have highest role efficacy. Superordinate goals are goals of
serving large groups, and those which can not be achievedwithout some collaborativeefforts.
One major motivation for people at the top to move to public sector undertaking is to have
opportunity to work for larger goals which are likely to help larger sections of society. Many



people have voluntarily accepted cuts in their salaries to move from the private sector to the
public sector at the top level, mainly because the new role would give them an opportunity to
serve a larger interest. Role in which people feel that what they are doing is helpful to the
organisation in which they work results in some role efficacy. But if a person feels that he
does not get an opportunity'to be of help to a larger group in his role, his role efficacy is likely

to be low.

In summary, the following are the ten aspects of role efficacy under three dimensions.

Dimension 1: Role Making (Contrasted with role taking)

t) Self-role integration (vs. role distance): Integration between self-concept and role demands.

2) Proactivity (vs. reacting): Initiating action
3) Creativity (vs. routinity): Experimenting and trying new ideas/strategies.

4) Confrontation (vs. avoidance): Facing problem to attempt their solution.

Dimension 2: Role Centering (Contrasted with role entering).

5) Centrality (vs. peripherality): Feeling important or central in a system.
6) Influence (vs. powerlessness): Feeling that one occupying a role can make some impact in

the system.
7) Growth (vs. stagnation): Feeling that one occupying a role grows and learns in the role.

Dimension 3: Role Linking (Contrasted with role shrinking)
8) Inter-role linkage (vs. isolation): Linkage of ones role with other roles.

9) Helping Relationship (vs. hostility): Giving and receiving help amongst roles.

10) Superordination (vs. deprivation): Linkage if one's role with larger entity/cause.

Exercise 1

Now using the following scoring key, score your responses on the questionnaire, and find out your
total scores (adding scores on two items) for each aspect of role efficacy. See on which you are high
or low. The range is from +4 to -2. A score of 1 or below will indicate low score, and that of 2 and
above as high score.
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1 Scoring Key of Responses
'I

Dimensioni Item a b c Item a b c
1

Centrality l 1 +2 +1 -1 11 +2 +1 -1

Integrationj 2 +1 -1 +2 12 -1 +2 .+1
i

Proactivity : 3 -1 +1 +2 13 -1 +2 +1
I

Creativity 1 4 +1 +2 -1 14 +1 +2 -1
I

-Inter-role i 5 -1 +2 +1 15 +2 +1 -1
I

Linkage H~IPing

Relations p 6 +1 +2 -1 16 -1 +2 +1

Superordination 7 -1 +2 +1 17 +1 +2 -1
i

Influence! 8 +1 -1 +2 18 +2 +1 -1

Growth
,

9 +1 -1 +2 19 +2 +1 -1

Confronta,ion 10 -1 +2 +1 20 -1 -1 +2

Increasinp Role Efficacy

One can ~Ian to increase role efficacy of one's own role, as well as those of one's employees.
Some practical suggestions, based on work in some organisations, are given for the supervisors
to increase role efficacy of their employees.

Self Rolellntegration

1) W~rk with the employees in redesigning their roles in which their strengths can be utilised.

2) R~commend replacement of a misfit in a job which can use his assets.

productitity

Mrimise supervision of employees, and encourage them to ask for your help when they
n~ed such help.

Rtward initiative of employees. >~ .'.
Liften to the employees, give respect to their views, and use these wherever po~sible.

1)

2)

3)

4)
I

A~range for visits of the employees to other organisation.

Creativity

1) Ehcourage your employees to give ideas to solve the problems.

2) C~e2t,c ~ .:climatewhich encourage people to generate ideas without fear of being criticised

3) ApC" ,'!;::te and use new ideas given by the employees.

4) i..rraqe and reward suggestions to solve problems.
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Confrontation
.'

1) Take the employees into confidence while confronting a problem.

2) Support the action taken by the employee if it is within the rules and procedures.

3) Appoint a task group for a problem making a decision.
4) Use failure of an employee as an experience and help him to learn from it.

5) Encourage employees to bring problems.

6) Anticipate problems in collaboration with your employees.

7) Encourage subordinates to solve problems and report to you.

8) Follow the "buck stops here" dictum.

Centrality
1) Communicate the importance of the roles to their incumbents (the critical contributions of

the roles.
2) Communicate the importance of the role as perceived by others.

3) Give.enough freedom to each employee to set his objectives and decide ways of achieving
them.

:.'4) . Give increasingly difficult and challenging responsibilities.

'Tnfluence

':'1) Delegate enough authority'.'.:2) Give relevant details of decisions made

3) Send good ideas of employees to higher management.,~.
"4) Give feedback to employees on their suggestions.

5) Be willing to accept mistake.

.Growth

;(21) Appreciate employee's work.
;12) Do not snub the employees for their shortcomings but cooperate to improve them.

,:~~, Delegate to them increasingly difficult and challenging tasks.

._~.Inter-roleLinkage
•
t,""',
: -1) Encourage employees to seek/render cooperation with departments .

.2) Encourage employees to solve problems byworking with their peer-level colleagues (and not
.~! refer'lhe problems to you unless it needs your intervention).
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Helping

1) Encourage the employees to respond to requests by other departments.
2) Encourage them to seek help from peers from other departments.

3) ~ek help of your employees in areas they can contribute.

4) encourage your employees to come to you for ,help, and respond to them positively.

Superorpination

1) Help employees to understand and appreciate the contribution of their role to the society.
2) Help the employees link (and see the linkage) of objectives of their roles with

Qrganisationalobjectives.

3) Encourage them to include in their roles what may be useful for a larger section.,
4) Encourage team work.

5) Communicate accessibility to the employees.

6.3 APPROACH AND AVOIDANCE ASPECTS OF MANAGEMENT,

Let us ,gain take the examples of Joseph and Raju given in the opening para of this unit. The two
basic qaestions are: Why does Joseph work harder than Raju?Why does Raju socialise more than
Joseph? The answer to the first question is partly contained in the second question. Raju does not
work as hard as Joseph perhaps because he has a higher psychological need (movitation) fOT
sociali,ation. If the job can provide the opportunity to Raju to satisfy his need for socialisation, may
be he would work harder (in fact, in the example cited, the second supervisor did report this about
Raju). ~osephmaywork hard because he has high need for competition and meeting the challenge.

In order to understand behavioural orientation of employees, it may be useful to know which motive
(need) dominates their behaviour.

Although a large number of needs (motivates) were suggested by some psychologists, three motives
(need,) were popular in management literature: achievement, affiliation and power. The importance
of achievementmotive for entrepreneurship and marketingwas amply demonstrated. Similarly,power
rnotivanon, among other things, has beenfound to becritical for effective managersand organisational
leaders.While achievement and affiliation motives were shown to be "neat" variables, power motive
was found to be a complex one; it contained both an urge to control others and urge to make impact.
These seems to be three different elements in the power motive: the need to control others
(persenalised power), the need to make an impact on ofhers, and the need to use power for doing'
something for other persons and groups, like...()!ganisations(socialised power). It seems necessary
tom¥e cleardistinction amongst these three. Management literaturegives importanceto the concept
of "control", i.e. keeping track of developments according to a pre-agreed plan. This also seems to
be one important need or motive. The so called socialised dimension of power (reflected in the use of
power for the benefit of other persons and groups) seems to be a separate need motive, that is
reflected in the concern to do something for others. This need has been seen as important for social
development, and has been called extension motive.



One more motive or need, so far neglected, but quite relevant for organisational behaviour, is that of
dependency. So far dependency was regarded as a negative force. However, recently interest has
oeen aroused in the importance of dependency in the development of managers, and this need is
reflected in the mentoring process discussed in Unit 8 in this Block.

Thus we have six main needs or motives, relevant for understanding the dynamics of behaviour of
persons working in organisations. These are briefly defined below:

1) Achievement motive is characterised by a concern for excellence, competition with standards
of excellence set by others or by self, setting challenging goals for oneself, awareness of the
hurdles in the way of achieving one's goal.

2) Affiliation or power motive is characterised by a concern for establishing and maintaining
personal close relationships, value for friendship, a tendency to express emotions.

3) Influence motive is characterised by concern for making impact on others, a desire to make
people do what one thinks is right, an urge to change matters and (develop) people.

4) Control motive is characterised by a concern for orderliness, a desire to keep informed, an
urge to monitor and take corrective action when needed.

5) Extension motive is characterized by a concern for others interest in superordinate goal,
being relevant and useful to larger groups including the society.

6) Dependency motive is characterised by a concern for self development with others' help,
checkingwitli significantothers (moreknowledgeable,higherstatus, experts, close associates)
ideas, proposed action, etc., for approval, expectations of such an "approval" relationship.

The above motives may be used in explaining the behaviour of an employee. However, one more
aspectdeservesattention. Eachof thesemotivesmay havetwo dimensions: approachand avoidance.
Approach aspects indicates that the person acts according to a need with "hope" of achieving
something. The concept of avoidance is based on "fear", and therefore the motive is to avoid that
fear. In achievement motive, "fear of failure" has been found as one of its important component
distinct from "hope of success". A lot of research has been done on fear of failure, which (as an
avoidance behaviour) has been found to be dysfunctional, although being a part of the achievement
motive. For example, hope of success vs. fear of failure (approach vs. avoidance) was found to be
the main intervening variable to explain who benefited from achievement motivation training
programmes in terms of 'increase in the enterpreneurial activity. Persons high in achievement
motivation, but with high component of fear of failure, failed to start new business, contrasted with
those who had high component of hope of success. This concept (approach vs. avoidance) can be
applied to other motives also.

Table 1briefly suggests the approach and avoidance dimensions of each motive, based respectively
on hope of or fear of something. The behavioUrof an employee can thus be analysed not only in
terms of the various motives, but also from the angle of positive aspect (approach) or negative
aspect (avoidance), reflected by hope of fear. It is assumed that in organisations all the six motives
have theirJegitimate place, and contribute to the effectiveness of an employee...

"
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Table 1
Approach and Avoidance Dimensions of Six Motives

Motives Approach (Hope of) Avoidance (Fear of)
Achievement Success Failure
Affilliation Inclusion Exclusion
Extension Relevance Irrelevance
Influence Impact Impotence
Control Order Chaos
Dependency Growth Loneliness

6.4 EFFECTIVE MANAGERIAL BEHAVIOUR

An employee's effectiveness from the point of view of motivation can be defined in two ways. We
may see to what extent he has a particular motivation. As already mentioned all the six motives are
relevant for an employee. If he is deficient in anyone, his effectiveness may be less to that extent.
Secondly,·an employee's effectiveness will also depend on the extent of avoidance behaviour of a
pamcular.motlvenon. The motive, however strong it may be, made ineffective by high avoidance
behaviouF.His high score on the motive may indicate his potential for his effectiveness, but a larger
shareof avoidanceitems in the total scoremay reducehisactualefectiveness.Scoresonan instrument<

(MAO-B)indicate this kind of effectiveness, MAO-8 can be usedfor self analysis, individualconselling,
training, and organisation development. The individuals can examine their scores and can prepare a
plan to reduce the avoidance dimension of a motive (if they feel concerned) by examining the related
ifems in the instrument, and taking steps to reduce that behaviour. It has been found useful in
counselling. MAO (8) can be filled for the counselee, and then the former can help the later in
planning'improvement of behaviour.

In a trail1,ngprogramme the participants can look at their profiles, can request feedback from other
participants, and can discuss in triads ways of increasing effectiveness through reducing avoidance
behaviour on the relevant motives.

This instruments has been used in several 00 programmes. The typical use was to work on group
profiles;to search organisational factors explainingthe profiles; to develop strategies of organisational
changes to change the profile; and to develop individualstrategies to increase operating effectiveness
for the various motives.

6.5 PROMOTING WORK MOTIVATION

There is no standard answer to the question as to how to increase work motivation of employees,
especially how to motivate those who seem to lose interest and intitiative. Each situation in an
organisation requires special treatment. However, our knowledqe and understanding of motivatiorr .
does provide some general guidelines for action programmes.
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Motivation results from interaction of the individual with the organisation thr~h his role. So all the
three elements are important for pianning the management of motivation-the organisation, the role
(the job), and the individual.

HRD systems have great relevance to employee motivation. Based on research and experience, the
following generalisations or propositions are made in relation to the six proposed HRD systems in
this Block.

Appraisal Systems ..

1) Performance directly contributes to work satisfaction, and is direct result of effort, and not
vice versa.

In order to increase work motivation, stress should be given on increasing the effort of the
employees for good performance. It is wrong to expect higher performance directly from
general satisfaction. Unless rewards are related to efforts, the resulting satisfaction will not
lead to high performance. Performance coaching can be of great help in this regard.

2) An individual's work motivation and capability to achieve increase with success experience
with gradually challenging tasks.

If an individual is helped to have success experience in achieving goals, which gradually
become more challenging, his motivation and capability for higher achievement increases. It
may useful to plan goals for an individual in a graduated series of challenges. Goal setting for
different KPAs should keep this in mind.

Career systems

3) Promotions based on merit and competence create a climate of high work motivation.

It is extremely important that the organisation pays attention to its promotion policies. If it is
perceived that promotions are done on personal considerations and not on the basis of
competence,potentialfor higher responsibility,andmerit,the general climate in the organisation
will reduce work motivation. In such a climate motivation to do good work is low, and people
try to find the bases on which promotions are made, work towards those criteria (smart
appearance, good personal relations, being good golf players, etc.).

4) Promotion motivates only when the new job to which a person is promoted provides higher
challenge.

Some compa.iies make a mistake in thinking that promotion per se may motivate people. If
after promotion, the person continues to do what hewas doing before, and does not have any
new challenge, his motivation after some time will go down. In one public sector company
several competent bright young people who had been given quick promotions felt highly
satisfied for some time, but after the initial euphoria of getting promotion wore off, they felt
dissatisfied because the new jobs were not more challenging than the previous ones. New
responsibilities and challenges should be built into the new jobs, if promotion is to be used as
a motivator.Otherwise, people feel che-sted that they have been given more salary and higher
designation without the accompanying responsibility and'challenge.
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5) An individual's motivational pattern can be changed. Like the organisation, and individual:-:_:
also has motivational patterns. Some needs are stronger in him than others. Experiments":.'
and experience have shown that it is possible to raise the level of specific needs in the), .
in~viduals, For example, if an individual has lowachievement motivation, and if this ccncernsl' '
him, and he wants to raise his level of achievement, this can be done. It may be useful to>'
prevlde opportunities to individuals to first get a picture of their motivational profile, and then, ,-.:
special programmes can be arranged to help them raise the level of a specific psychological.~
need in which they may be interested. Some agencies are organising such motivation' .
d~velopment laboratories. ; .

Work Sy,tems

6) Dpficit needs (hygienes) if not attended to, are likely to affect work motivation.

Attention needs to be paid to hygiene factors like salary, security, company policy,working
conditions and general atmosphere in the department/units. If these are unsatisfactory, the
necessary work on raising the level of motivation cannot be done. These are like diseases,
~utrition is very important for good health of a person. However, unless the bacteria affecting
~is health are eliminated from the atmosphere, he is not likely to improve. These factors need
to be analysed, and necessary improvements need to be made in them.

7) Work motivation is partly in proportion to the challenge the job provides to the individual.

~ome of the factors Herzberg has suggested as motivators are very important for work
motivation. Challenge in the job is one such factor. If a job does not provide enough challenge,"
to the individual, his motivation will be low. If a feeling of lack of challenge seems to be'
prevailing, it may be useful to examine the job content, and do something to build more
challenge in the job, may be by delegation of some important functions which the individual
.rnayperceive as valuable. Even a helper or a'gardener feels motivated if he is given a specific
iresponsibility, is given freedom to operate, and is held responsible for the results. Enough
autonomy with adequate support and a demand for responsibility combine to increase
motivation. Each job may be examined to see how such autonomy and responsibility can be
•increased.

8) i Work motivation is directly related to perception of opportunities of development and growth
in the job.

If people feel that what they do in the job helps them to learn new things, and contributes to
their development, their motivation will be high. Each job' should be analysed from this point
of view. When an individual reaches a stage where he may feel that.he is only.repeating
himself, the possibilities of job rotation to help him learn a new job may be explored. Of
course, this principle has some limitations, and every job cannot provide learning opportunity
for every one for all times.

9) The perception that a person is contributing to a larger goal increases motivation.

The importance of his job may be communicated to the employee and ne may be helped to
see how his job is useful for the section/department, for the organisation, for a larger section
of the community, the profession and the society or for the nation. An employee's perception
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of the context of his job in terms of its contribution to a larger goal contributes to his work
motivation.

Cultural Systems

10) A profile of the organisational climate can be prepared by indicating motivations that seem to
dominate the climate, and therefore are being generated in the organisation.
It may be useful to have periodicaldiagnostic studiesof the orqanisational climate.The profiles
thus prepared can be used as an important intervention for several groups to discusswhether
they are satisfied with that profile, and if not, what can be done to bring about change. This
can be used as one of the initial interventions.

11) More open communication in an organisation tends to increase work motivation.
Open communication includes communication of policies from the top to the various levels
concerned, and of difficulties and problems, and help required from below to the top. It also
includes supportive fe'edback from the boss about performance. Such open communication
is likely to increase general satisfaction of employees, contributing to their higher work
motivation.

12) Norms of recognition of competence promotes a climate of work motivation.

In the organisation competence in the job and good work should be recognised. If people
perceivesuch recognition, the level of motivation rises, various managersmay like to examine
whether contribution by the employees is recognised. Recognition should be genuine, and
. given only when an individual deserves it.

13) Generally, positive reinforcement builds approach dimensions of motivation, and negative
reinforcement promotes avoidance aspect.
The role of reward and punishment is very crucial in work motivation. Reward could include
recognition, appreciation, salary increase, non-financial rewards, promotion, etc. These are
called positive reinforcers. Punishment in a wider sense includes criticism, admonishment
etc. This is negative reinforcement. These reinforce the tendency to avoid some behaviours.
Generally, positive reinforcement (rewards) helps in promoting approach dimension, and
negative reinforcement (punishment), avoidancedimension. It is a better policy to use rewards
than punishment. In 'employee feedback, for example, appreciation of good performance
should preceae criticism of poor performance, Those who get more positive reinforcement
take more initrative and responsibility, and those who get more negative reinforcement tend
to avoid opportunities with possibilities of failure and thus tend to avoid challenging tasks.
Certainly competence should be rewarded, so that people may realise that competence does
not go unnotice.

14) Generally, the behaviour that is rewarded is reinforced. An organisation should analysewhat
behaviour gets rewarded in theorqanisation. Not only is the formal reward system important
but the informal system plays an equally significant role. For example, if in an organisation
those-who can get closer to the boss seem to get rewarded (salary increase or promotion),
dependency motivation will be reinforced iJ1lthe organisation-a tendency to expect solutions
of problems from above (senior managers). It may be useful from time to time to get people's
perceptions of such formal and informal reward system and take corrective measures.
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Self-renewat, Systems

15) Systehls in an organisation reinforce some motivations more than others.
Whil~ designing the systems, ormakingchanges in them, it may bediscussedwhat motivations
they 'fIill reinforce. This may help in designing systems for reinforcing relevant motivations for
orqanlsational effectiveness-achievement, power, extension. For example, the information
control system which provides relevant information to the person who has to take decisions
will reinforce control motivation. Or, the promotion system which objectively rewards high
performance will reinforce achievement motivation. Similarly, a system requiring people from
varidus departments or sections or levels to meet and discuss and come to a decision will
reinforce extension motivation (collaboration).

16) Role efficacy contributes to work motivation.
Rol. efficacy (discussed above in 6.2) has several aspects e.g. the individual's feeling of his
role being central in the organisation, self-role integration, possibilities for the individual to
take initiative and be creative, linkage of the rolewith other rolers in the organisation, helping
rel~ionships in the organisation, opportunity to influence and to work on larger goals beneficial
to others, opportunity of growth, etc. It may be useful to measure role efficacy of several roles
in the organisation, and take steps to raise it.

Activity A
Identify the most characteristic and least characteristic motivation of your department's or
unit's climate. What are the indicators?
...............................................................................................................................................

..." .

................................................................................................................................................
, ~........................................................................................................... / .

Activity B
Administer the role efficacy scale given in beginnin~ of this unit to your subordinates. Identify
the dimensions where they score low. Discusswith them the concept of role efficacy and the
ways of improving it in your section or department.
...............................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................

6.6 FURTHER READINGS

Two chapter on work motivation (chapters 9 and 10) in Organisational Behaviour processes (Rawat,
1988) by Udai Pareek discuss theories of work motivations, findings of Indian studies, and some

3



~propositions to develop motivations, Approach and avoidance aspects of motivation, with an instrument,
are discussed in Udai Pareek's "Motivational Analysis of Organisations-Behaviour (MAO-B)" (1986
Annual: Developing Human Resources, San Diego University Associates).

Details about development of achievement motivations, the first systematic programme anywhere in
the world done in India, are described in Motivation Economic Achievement (Free Press 1969) by'
D.C. Maclelland, D.C. Winter. The book contains good material on motivation development, D.C.
Maclelland and D.H. Burnhan have reported in importance of power motive, and have briefly narrated
the approach to develop power motive, in "Power is the great motivator" Harvard Business Review,
1976, 54(2), 100-100.

Detailed discussion of the concept, research findings and ways of developrnq role efficacy can be
found in Motivation Organisational Role by Udai Pareek (Rawat: 1987).

•'I' '..
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UNIT7
DEVELOPMENTAL SUPERVISION

Olljectives
"

After going tHrough the unit you should be able to:
* appreciate the role of the supervisor in ensuring achievement of results and improvingwork life in

their units.

* appreciate supervision as a facilitating and developmental process, to help employees improve
'their performance, and to empower them for action

* understand the process of supervising teams

understand how to help dissatisfied and frustrated employees.*

Structure

7.1 The Concept of Developmental Supervision
7.2 Supervisory Styles

7.3 Using Power and Empowering Employees

7.4 Supervisory Control

7.5 Building Effective Teams

7.6 Managing Dissatisfaction and Frustration
7.7 Further Readings

Exercise 1

Before starting on this complete the "Supervisory Styles Survey" (SSS) given below.

Supervisory Styles Survey

The.purpose of this questionnaire is to help you examine your supervisory styles.

Below are given 14 items. Each item contains three alternative statements of beliefs, orientation,
and/or behaviour. rate, the three alternatives (a, b, c) in each item, and distribute 6 points amongst
them to indicate the extent to which they come close to your own belief. or correctly describe your
orientation or behaviour. Given the maximum marks or points (say, 6, 5 or 4) to the item that best
describes your beliefs or behaviour. Given the remaining points to the rest of the two items in such a
way they again describe your belief or behaviour.Thus in any set you can give all the 6 points to one
item if that is the best description of you and the other two (they get zero each) do not characterise
you at all. Or you may give 5 points to the best describing item and 1to another itemwhich has sorns
characteristic of you. Similar other combinations can be 4, 2, 0 or 4, 1, 1 or 3, 2, 1, or 2, 2, 2 etc.
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Answer all the items. Your genuine and frank responses will help you to gain insight into your styles.

The instrument is meant for your personal use.

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

Subordinates should be treated very affectionately and they need continuous
guidance and help so, on all occasions I instruct them.

b) My employees tend to avoid work unless they are closely supervised. So, I prefer to
keep a close watch on them to ensure their minimum output of work.

c) My subordinates are capable of working on their own. So, I let them work on their own
most of the time, providing support only in difficult situations or when requested.

a)

a) I believe in giving freedom to my employees and communicating to them my faith in
their competencies.

A good leader keeps a close eye on the employees, who should know that they are
being closely observed. Otherwise they tend to avoid work.

A good leader should act with his staff as a father and should tell them what they
should do and what they should not.

b)

c)

a) I show concern for the individual needs and personal goals of my subordinates by
talking to them and giving them help whenever needed. At times, I do not mind post.
poning the organisational tasks for helping my subordintes.

b) One need not be over concerned about organisational goals and employee needs.
Everyone should take care of himself. I prefer giving at least a part of my time for
myself and for achieving my career goals.

c) I am willing to sacrifice my personal goals for organisational goals and set an example
for others.

a) I always think in terms of the long term interest and future of the organisation. I invest
considerable amount of my time in developing employees for the future.

jl'

b) I prefer to think mostly in terms of+tnmediate tasks and short term goals, even if few
employees remain dissatisfied. In the present day environment there is very little time
to think about future.

. \

c) I think mostly in terms of my people and protecting them. A good leader should gain
employee's loyalty by satisfying them, as it is the people that count in the long run.

a) I expect my employees to come to me whenever they are in difficulty. I normally help
and solve problems of those who approach me.

b) I prefer my employees to work through their difficulties and learn to solve their own
problems. However, I am ready to provide support when they need it.

c) Now-a-days people seem to Tun to their boss for every small problem. I get impatient
most often with such employees.
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6)

7),

8)

c)

9) a)

b)

c)

10) fI)

b)

c)

11) a)

b)

c)

a)

b)

I lose patience when my subordinates make mistakes. I get upset and irritated easily.

I tend to tolerate the mistakes of my subordinates. Quite often end up salvaging the
situation and protecting them as far as possible.

c) I encourage my employees to use mistakes as learning opportunities. I discuss with
them and educate them to increase their competence.

a) In a conflict situation I prefer to call the parties together and help them solve the
problems so that they understand each other better, learn to resolve their conflicts by
themselves.

b) I prefer to bring conflict to the notice of my seniors or take action to pull up the erring
side.

c) In a conflict situation my employees normally look to me for my judgement on who is
right and who is wrong. I do tell them what I think is the best.

I tend to make most decisions myself, and prefer to inform only those who need to
know.

b) I prefer my employees to make most of the work-related decisions. I consult my
- employees on critical decisions and keep them informed to give them a sense of
involvement and identification with the organisation.

a)

I prefer to make most decisions myself, as I am not sure if my employees have the
required competencies.

I prefer to assign tasks purely according to organisational norms even if some people
are hurt.

I tend to assign tasks on the basis of my assessment of the employees' competencies.
By and large they seem to like my judgement.

While assigning tasks I ensure that they match the competencies of the employees,
at the same time providing them opportunities for development.

I believe in treating my subordinates with respect. I believe that I cannot be a powerful
leader unless I make my subordinates powerful.

I am rather cautious in praising my employees. Praise gets into their heads. They
tend to put up a show to impress you. It is difficult to trust them.

I prefer trustworthy employees, with personal loyalty to me.

I prefer to share new information only with a select few, especially with those to whom
it is relevant.

I do not think there is any need to share any information about the external environment,
technological developments etc. with my employees.

Whenever I come to know about any important developments in the country in
technology or socio-political-economic changes, I share them with all of my employees.
I do this as part of building their competencies for future.
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'; 12) I normally share whatever information I get about my organisation, its policies, plans
etc. with my employees. This keeps them well prepared for the changes. '

b) I share information about any changes in company policies, future plans, etc. only
with a few, mainly dependable employees.

a)

c) I prefer not to share any information I get about the company, its policies, future plans
etc. If something is important for my employees to know they will know it through
proper channel. I

'13) My leadership style inspires my employees. I create conditions so that they enjoy the
work they do.

b) I do my job well, and I expect the same from my employees, I do not tolerate any
deviation from the tasks assigned to my employees.

a)

c) I give high weightage to people and their relationships. I would like my employees to
do things that I like, and they do try to keep me satisfied.

14) a) I permit only some of my employees to take initiative and work on their own. There is
no point giving freedom to everyone in the team; some are more capable than others.

I prefer my employees to conform to the rules and procedures and do what they are
-expected to do.

c) I encourage my employees to take initiative, without which they cannot develop.

b)

,
7.1 TH~ CONCEPT ,OF DEVELOPMENTAL SUPERVISION

Supervision is the basic managerial function. It is the process of facilitating and monitoring individual
and team efforts to achieve organisational goals, and facilitating the growth of the individuals and the
team. This function has evolved over several periods of development of the service and practice of
management.

Thetraditional concept of supervision was to ensure that the tasks were done, as planned by the
supervisor, by the employees working under him/her. The concept of developmental supervision is
radically different from the traditional one. The following four major differences define the concept of
developmental supervision, '. ..

Hierarchy and responsibility: The traditional concept and practice of supervision is based on the
belief that the sense of responsibility increases with the increase in hierarchical level. Managers at a
higher level have higher sense. of responsibility, and by implication, at the lower level of employees
(workers) the sense of responsibility is not much developed, consequently, the main role of the
supervisor is to carefully plan, guide and monitor execution of the plan by his/her employees,
supervision has to be close and detailed, and very little freedom needs to be given to the operating
employees.

Developmental supervision does not believe in this. It is based on the belief that although the level of
responsibility may, and does increase with the increase of managerial level (with the higher level
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competencies involved) the sense of responsibility is we:ll spread out amongst all the levels of
organisational hierarchy. In other words, workers are as much reliable and trustworthy as the managers.
Consequently, the role of the supervisor is to develop this sense, and utilise it for action. If the sense

' of responsibility is less developed in a group of employees, it is the failure of the supervisor.

Ta!_k and personal growth: Traditional supervision makes a distinction between organisational
tasks and development of employees and teams. The main focus of supervision is the achievement
of the organisational tasks, employee development should be the focus of HRD (or training).
Developmental supervision does not make this sharp distinction. Its focus is both task accomplishment
and emplGyee development, because they reinforce each other, and one cannot be done without
paying attention to the other.

A developmental supervisor, in fact, integrates both. Accomplishment of organisational task is achieved
by helping the concerned employees to develop needed task-related competencies, and capability to
face problems effectively.

Individual and team: Traditional supervision is primarily concerned with individual employees. Since
accountability is individual, the traditional supervisor's focus is the individual employee. Team is
treated from the point of view of the individual. A traditional supervisor believes that if individual
employees are being properly guided and monitored, the team (consisting of these employees) will
also work effectively. -Developmental supervision treats them as distinct units needing separate
attention. Good individual performance may not ensure effective team work. A team has its own
dynamics. A developmental supervisor pays attention to both in fact, more attention to the team,
because he believes that an effective team can help its members raise their levels of contribution.

Task accomplishment and boundary management: The main difference between traditional and
developmental supervision is with regard to the understanding of the main emphasis. While a traditional
supervisor emphasizes planning of work (including assigning defini~ targets) to be accomplished by
the employees, and giving needed instructions to them to achieve the fixed goals, a developmental
supervisor sees his main task as boundary management, i.e. to facilitate the work of his employees,
procure needed resources for working on the task, and removing difficulties which are likely to slow
down the pace of progress on the tasks. A developmental supervisor believes that his employees are
both motivated and competent to do their share of work, and his own role is to facilitate their work. In
some cases, even allocation of individual responsibilities, work planning (who can take leave when,
and who will substitute the employees on leave etc.) is left to the team of employees; the supervisor
reviews with them progress, and then plans what he himself can do to faCilitate (and remove obstacles
from) achievement of the planned tasks.

The responsibility of the developmental supervisor is even higher and more difficult than that of the
traditional supervisor. No supervisor can delegate the main functions of overall planning, monitoring,
reviewing progress with employees, employee development, employee counselling or coaching, team
building, managing conflicts, managing frustration, ensuring productivity and quality, and paying
individual attention to employees according to their needs, .
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7.2 SUPERVISORY STYLES

Although all supervisors are unique in some way, there are some common supervisory styles. A
manager may use more than one of these styles depending on the situation. There has been search
for common styles.

Authoritarian and Democratic Styles,

The earliest suggestions was made by Lippit andWhite, regarding two types of leaders: authoritarian
and democratic. The authoritarian leader determines all policies and strategies, decides on the
composition and tasks of the work teams, is personal in giving praise and criticism, and maintains'
some personal distance from employees. In contrast, the democratic leader ensures that policies
.and strategies are determined by the group, gives technical advice whenever the group needs it,
allows freedom to group members to choose their work teams, tries to be objective in providing
rewards and punishments, and participates in discussions. .

When these two styles of management were compared in experimental studies, It was found that
authoritarians produced: (a) a greater quantity of work, (b) a.qreater amount of aggressiveness
toward the leader, (c) less originality inwork, (d) less work motivation, (e) more dependence, (f) less
group feeling, and (g) more suppressed discontent.

Task-oriented and Employee-oriented Styles

BlakeandMoutondevelopedthe concept of task-orientedand people-orientedleadership.Differences
between these supervisory styles are summarised below.

A task oriented supervisor emphasizes the task, often believes that ends are more important than
means and thinks that employees need to be supervised closely in order to accomplish their tasks.
This type of supervisor becomes upset when tasks are not accomplished. The concern for task is so
high that the human aspect is likely to be neglected in dealings with subordinates. This type of
supervisor is likely to have difficulty in human relations and may appear to be a "tough" person. A
task-oriented supervisor may frequently question or remind subordinates about their task, warn them
about deadlines, or show a great deal of concern about details.

Employeeswho work with an excessively task-oriented supervisor often develop negative attitudes
about their work and their supervisor. They may develop shortcuts that, in the long run, affect the
organisation's performance.

In contrast, the employee-oriented supervisor believes that a concern for subordinates' needs and
welfare promotes both the quantity and quality of work. This concern may be reflected in attempts to
keepsubordinatesingood humourand in frequent inquiriesabout their problems (eventhose unrelated
to work). In the extreme, this type of supervision also leads to inefficiency.Subordinates may perceive
this type of supervisor as too lenient and may take advantage of the supervisor's concern.

The task-oriented and employee-oriented styles may not be present in pure forms, and one manager
may demonstrate combinations of the two styles. The effectiveness of the styles also maydepend on
factors such as the nature of task or the nature of the subordinate.
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Benevolent, Critical, and Developmental Styles

Another way of looking at supervisory and leadership styles has been used in various countries with
satisfactoryresults. In this concept, leadershipor supervisorystyles stem from three mutuallyexclusive
orientations: benevolent, critical, and developmental.

Benevolent Supervisor: This type protects subordinates, continually tells them what they should
and should not do, and comes to their rescue whenever needed. Such supervisors cater to
subordinates' needs for security and generally are linked by their employees. They are effective as
long as they are physically present. In their absence,workers may experience a lack of direction and
motivation. Such supervisors tend to have dependent followers, and initiative-taking behaviour may
not be reinforced. .

Critical Supervisor: This type takes a critical approach to employees and does not tolerate mistakes,
low-quality work, undisciplined behaviour, or individual peculiarities. Finding mistakes, criticizing
subordinates, and making them feel incompetent are characteristic behaviours of critical supervisors.
Subordinates may produce acceptable work out of fear, but they do not like this type of manager.

Developmental Supervisors: This type has confidence in the subordinates, helps them to set broad
goals, and allows them to work on their own. Guidance is provided only when requested by
subordinates. Competent workers who have this kind of supervision are likely to feel confident about
their work. They are free to work both independently and interdependently with their colleagues.

Institutional Supervisor

Closely related to the developmental supervisor is an institutional supervisor. because this type is
involved in developing the department or unit. Such supervisors are also called institution builders,
because they ensure the growth and development of their units and subordinates by incorporating
processesthat help people give their best and to growwith the organisation. Maclellandand Burnham
identify the following characteristics of institutional supervisors.

1) They are organisation-oriented and tend to join organisation and feel responsible for building
them.

2) They are disciplined to work and enjoy their work.

3) They arewilling to sacrifice some of their own self-interests for the welfare of the organisation.

4) They have a keen sense of justice.

5) They have a low need for affiliation, a high need to influence others for social or organisational
goals, and a disciplined or controlled way of expressing their power needs.

Such supervisors often aim at a developmental style but are flexible in their use of styles. They are
likely to create highly motivating work environments in their organisations

Exercise B

Transfer the various points from the SSQ you answered in the beginning of this units, to the following
table. lotal eaoh columnwhich will give your scores on the three supervisory styles discussed above.
The total of '-:'1 the three totals should be 84, using this as the maximum score, convert each style
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score into a percentage, and write these figures in the last row of the table. The higher the score,
stronger is that style. The highest of the three score will show your "dominant" style, and the next to
the dominant style is your "back up" style.

Items Benevolent Critical Developmental

1 a b c

2 c b a

3 a c b

4 c b a

5 a c b

6 b a c

7 c b a

8 a c b

9 b a c

10 c b a

11 a b c

12 b c a

13 c b a

14 a c b

Total .
.% Divide by 84 and
multiply by 10'0

Implications of Supervisory Styles

No single supervisory style is universally effective. The effectiveness of the style depends on the
employees, the nature of the task, and various other factors. If a new employee does not know much
about. the work, a benevolent supervisor is helpful; a critical supervisor may be frightening; and a
developmental supervisor may cause bewilderment. On the other hand, a capable employee may
feel most comfortable with the developmental style of supervision and resent a benevolent supervisor
who continually gives unwanted advice.

")

Employees with low 'self-discipline probably could be developed best by critical supervision, at least
on an' intermittent basis: Continual use of critical supervision, however, is unlikely to be effective.
Flexibility and perceptiveness about when to use each style are useful attributes for leaders of

"')ervisors.

7.3 USING POWER AND EMPOWERING EMPLOYEES

Supervisory effectiveness depends on how well they use power. It may be useful to examine some
concepts of pcwer relevant for supervisory effectiveness.
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As alreadystated the main function of a supervisor is to influence the employees both to achieve the
organisational goals and to help the employees develop and become effective. Different supervisors
use influence in differentways. Oneway to understandthe useof power by supervisorsandmanagers
is to analyse the bases of power which they employ. Managers can use one or more of the 8 bases
of power ~ggested in Table 1.

Table 1
Bases and Types of Power

Bases of Power Types of Power
1 Proximity to the source of power Reflected power J

2 RQleof status Authority
3 Purushment Coercive power
4 Relationship Emotional power
5 R~ward Reinforcing power
6 Ability to arouse emotions Charismatic power
7 Expertise Expert power
8 Competence Referrent power

Reflect,d power is the power a personderivesfrom the closenessto a powerful person. For example,
the secretary of the chairman of a company has power by being close to the chairman. Similarly,
many managers derive their power from their closeness to senior managers. Such power need not
be only because of their status giving them special privileges, but also because of the opportunities
they have of learning from the powerful persons as a result of their close association with them.

Authority is the power given in the status or rolewhich a person occupies in a'system. Every role has
relevant authority with it. In some cases such authority is defined in clear terms as in an organisation,
while in some other cases the authority may be given by the tradition, as in the case ofthe father's
position in a family. When a person uses the power of his role or status he is employing authority
power.

Coercive power is the power used because of the capability or tendency a supervisor has to punish
his employees, the employees may obey or follow the instructions of a supervisor because he may
be also to punish them. The concept of punishment also includes manipulation of information, and
depriving people of some important desired materials. Some persons in the organisation even at a. - - .,

lower level use this type of power by withholding important information, or delaying certain matters,
or manipulating information in the organisation. In ether words, they are in a position to cause or
inconvenience to people.

Emotional power is used by people over those who are very close to them and would carry out their
wishes because of such close relationship. A mother may follow the dictates of her son because of
suchemotional power the son may haveover the mother.An employeemay do certain things because
of personal considerations for the boss.
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Reinforcing power is exercised when a person (e.g. supervisor) has the capability and tendency to
reward others (e.g. the employees) for their work. Rewards may be either intrinsic rewards like
-.'cognition or extrinsic rewards like money.

Charismatic power is the influence a person has over others because of his ability to inspire them
and move them emotionally. Charismatic power produces a temporary sense of power in other people.
It has an emotional appeal, not on the basis of personal relationship but because of arousal, not on
.the basis of personal relationship but because of arousal of basic emotions and sentiments. An
inspiring supervisor may get things done because of appeal to the emotions of people to' contribute
to the goals of the organisation.

Expert power grows out of the expertise of a person in his own field. For example, we accept and
implement what the electrician tells us about electric fittings. He wields expert power and people
generally do not question him. Employees may do what the supervisor tells them to do because they
may perceive him as an expert and may therefore act according to his wishes. Expert influence in an
organisation reflects the ability of an organisation to develop such expertise and specialised skills.
Expert power can generate more maturity since all people may look to the expertise of other colleagues
for guidance in the specific fields.

Referrent power is the influence a person has because of his high competence. His competence
may not necessarily be out of his specific expertise, it may be a general sense of competence based
on his effectiveness. Mode!ling behaviour of a supervisor, for example also has an impact on people
because of the competence power of the supervisor who influences his employees behaving in a
particular way through his own example. His employees want to be like the supervisor, and hence the
term referrent power.

Three considerations are relevant in this regard. In the first place, supervisors need to be flexible in
being able to use the various bases of power suggested above according to the needs of the situation.
It may be useful to assess the situation and use the appropriate base of power.

Secondly, the eight bases may be regarded as a continuum, one end of the continuum being reflected
power and the other end referrent power. This is also the continuum of maturity; use of referrent
power showing higher maturity. Supervisors need to move towards the end represented by referrent
power. The more they use the more mature bases of power the more effective they are likely to be.
For example, instead of using authority and coercive power, they may use expert and referrent
power. The eight bases of power can be classified into two main categories-coercive power (reflected
power, authority, coercive power and emotional power) and persuasive power (reinforcing power,
charismatic power, expert power and referrent power). Effective supervisor have been found in research
studies to use more persuasive power than coercive power. They reward desirable behaviour, are
seen as experts in their own fields, inspire the employees, and set a model for example through their
behaviour (and not sermons)

fhirdly, supervisors help their employees to be more flexjble in the use of these bases of power, and
mature in the use of power, moving towards referrent power. They create conditions for others to
become more powerful. Thus one of the supervisory functions is to empower the employees (help
them to use power bases with maturity).



Enough research has been done on influencing styles. One approach classifies influence into two
categorie$-clirect influence and indirect influence. Direct influence is defined as the influence which
limits the freedom of people being influenced, whereas indirect influence increases the freedom of
people. Ordering employees to do something is classified as direct influence which limits the freedom
of people being influenced, whereas indirect influence increases the freedom of people. Ordering
employees to do something is classified as direct influence, whereas raising questions to them to
help them to take decisions is regarded as indirect influence, because the former gives no freedom
to the employees whereas the latter encourages them to give ideas and generate alternatives. Similarly,
punishment is classified as direct influence behaviour and rewarding as indirect influence behaviour,
because-the former would discourage an employee to do certain things and thereby would limit his
freedom, whereas th.e latter (rewards) encourages an employees to take initiative and take risks.
Researches have shown that use of direct influence behaviour leads to low initiative, low creativity,
dependency, low activity level, low interpersonal trust, and lower indices of effectiveness and mental
health. d>nthe other hand, indirect influence contributes to creativity and effectiveness of a person.
Direct influence produces results when the task is simple and repetitive and no creativity or complex
decision making are involved. Indirect influence is very effective in situations involving creativity and
complexity.

Supervisors may examine what are their objectives in the use of power. If they want their employees
to take htiative and responsibility, to be creative and innovative, their own style needs to be more of
lndirectintluence style. In other words, they need to use their power to empower others, to increase,
their inittatlve and autonomy and to help their employees to take initiative and personal responsibility
for results.

7.4 !SUPERVISORYCONTROL

The purpose of supervisory control is to ensure that results are achieved according to the planned
schedule (time, quantity, quality use of input etc.). the word control may miscommunicate the purpose
if it is understood and interpreted in the sense of directing and commanding the employees, in other
words, supervisory control refers to the process and result of work (using coordinated machinism to
checkthe process and outcome of work against pre-determined norms, and taking corrective action),
and not people concerned, and not over them.

Supervisory control involves three processes': establishing norms or standards before any action IS
taken (including periodically planned performance indices), monitoring the level of periodical proqress,
and t,king corrective action in case of deviation from the norms (usually shortfall).

Establishing Norms: Norms or standards of performance are established in advance, so that
monitoring may be possible. One system used in establishing norms is the performance appraisal
system. The supervisor helps each employee to identify his/her key performance areas (KPAs), and
then decide no specific objectives or targets for the coming period (usually one year).

The standards or norms are established by the supervisor by involving the concerned employees.
Thus the norms are a jomt decision, with the cornmltmot of all concerned. Usually individuai norms
are established in the context of the group commitments. A good device to develop group commitment
is Task analysis, on which a separate unit has been included in this Block.
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Performance can in most cases be quantified. The quantitative standards may refer to cost (rupee
cost, cost per unit produce, cost per unit sold) revenue (rupee sales, per capita sales) material usage
(amount of raw material per unit); resource usage (utilisation of human resource, power technology),
productivity (units produced per hour or week etc.).

Monitoring Performance: Mornitoring of performance is a very important supervisory function.
Monitoring is done through a system of periodically collecting critical information about quantitative
and qualitative performance, and comparing that information with t~ pre-determined standards.
Two important considerations must be borne in mind. First, monitoring is an enabiing tool both for the
supervisor and the concerned employees, and not a tool of checking on the employees. In the
monitoring process, the employees should also participate. Monitoring, therefore, needs to be made
participatory. For example, the concerned employees should sit with the supervisor, one day every
week and review the progress (as against set standards). They should analyze why there has been
shortfall etc. Secondly, only critical information should be collected for monitoring. Overload of
information is as dysfunctional as underload. The supervisor and the employees should sit down and
decide what minimum information should be collected, and why.

Fo~'~onitofjng,several systems are used. Management Information System is meant to provide
systematic critical information for supervisory control. Financial information through Budget Formulation
and Review system can be helpful in monitoring. Records maintained, or special reports can also be
useful. No system can substitute personal observation through visits by the supervisor, and discussion
with the. concerned employees.

Corrective Action: Corrective action is taken on the basis of monitoring of performance. Corrective
action should establish accountability. It consists of identification of the extent of deviation (say,
shortfall) from agreed standards, diagnosing causes of the deviation, planning action, reviewing,
after action has been taken (all these to be done involving the concerned employees), and finally,
accountability nf the individuals or the team. While action on deviation from agreed standards should
be participatory, accountability should not get watered down. Participatory and developmental
supervision does not mean compromising on standards and/or quality, and tolerating inefficiency.
The employees must know this. A developmental supervisor establishes a culture of participation
and non-compromising concern for performance.

The major concerns of a supervisor are inventory and quality. Effective inventory control contributes
a great deal to profitability and high morale. Supervisors must get acquainted with inventory control
systems.

Emphasis on quality is attracting attention every where. Quality improvement would require involvement
of the employees, and joint action on maintaining and improving quality. First, the employees should
have high concern for quality. Quality consciousness can be increased through Quality Circles, Zero
defect Approach etc.

The following steps are involved:

1} Widespread concern for quality through top management talks, meetings, posters etc.

2) Formation of groups of employees to plan quality improvement, and set individual and team
goals.
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3) R~cognition of quality work through special rewards, (to individuals and teams), ceremonies'
ete.

4)

5)

6)

Di~gnosis of problems and obstacles in raising quality standards.

Inviting suggestions from concerned employees.

Formation of special Task Forces to deal with specific problems, with time-bound goals.
:'~

7) Emphasizing accountability of Task Forces by reviewing their work by the top team, inviting'
the convenors, and recognizing their contribution. '

7.5 BliJlLDING EFFECTIVE TEAMS

One majorresponsibifity of a supervisor is to build effective teams of employees. Productivity, quality'.
of products and services, dealing with crisis etc. require strong team work. This supervisory function'
is particularly important in Indian organisations where by tradition team work is poor. Strong and.
cohesive work teams can influence the individual employees also. So team work can also be
economical means of developing individual employees. Supervisors can take several steps to develop :
effective work teams. Some of these are suggested below. 2-£; ~'~
Use of Teams: If supervisors use teams in a number of situations the culture of team work may be .
strengthened. For example, whenever a special problem arises, instead of solving the problern-"
individually by himself, or by a competent employee, the supervisor may set up a special team to ,
work out detailed actions plan. Such Task Forces (especially constituted teams to complete specific"
assignments) are very useful in dealing with special issues. Task Forces are given a task to bel-·
completed within a particular period. In constituting a Task Force, members are taken from the"
groups concerned with the problem. For example, if a supervisor in textile mill may discover some!
spots on the cloth, he may consult engineering department, matntenancesepartment, and weaving':;
department,' and constitute 3 member Task Force of representatives of these departments to investigate .
the problem and suggest solution. The concept of a Task Force is that an important task requires,',
urgent work, on a war footing, that the problem is multifacet and should be investigated from several'
angles, and that collaboration of the concerned people is necessary to own up the responsibility and'
find a solution. Task Forces contribute to collaborative culture in the organisation.

Improvement of quality of products and services is usually done through a team. Quality Circles are';
being used in many organisations on the Japanese model, Productivity Circles or Producitivity Team'>
can also be set up, as discussed in the last section. The more such teams, are used with success, .

• Jthe more the employees learn how to work in teams. ,.

Rewarding Teams: Importance of a phenomenon is usually reflected in and advanced by its
recognition by the top management (including rewards). In Indian organizations, team work is seldom
rewarded. In performance appraisal no recognition is given to teams or team work, Rewards are,
generally individual. Even most Indian firms reinforce the image of an individual hero facinq and'
successfully overcoming extremely difficult situation. No wonder that team work is poor in lndian,
organisation. .

Recognition should be given to team work in performance appraisal. It is high time that we developed
appraisal system not only for individual employees, but also for teams. However, in the performance
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ap-iraisal of individual employees, two items should also be included; how much team spirit the
employee showed (worked as a member of teams), and what efforts he made to develop teams of
, " J own employees.

,-

Productive teams should also be rewarded. Competition can be instituted for selectinqthe most
productive team, or the best Task Force'contributing to big savings, or autonomous work groups
producing high quality products etc. Areas of competition and criteria for selecting the teams may be
carefully planned. Some of the rewards may be both symbols of prestige, andof use to the group.
For example, the best performing branch of a Bank can be given a covetable facility (water cooler,
photo copier, telex, fax etc.).

Team Building Exercises: Team building may require special attention, most of Organisation
Development (00) programmes are concerned with team buildin~Fream bUilding is seen as the
building block of an organisation. Special interventions are made to build strong teams. In the past,
the first exercise in 00 work used to be building teams, beginning from thetop, through special
programmes of sensitivity training or T-Groups. These programmes helped ih developing strong
teams. Later,other methodswere used. Forexample, ifteams are involved in diagnosingthe problems
of poorteam teamwork, they prepare possibleactionplansto dealwith such problems, and irnplernerr
the plans, stronger teams may emerge. The basic idea of team building is toconfront the issues ir
tne open, develop norms of frank feedback to each other, and toqenerate- alternative solutions
jointly. Generally, an expert consultant is invited to help in such exercises.

Process help to teams: Teams need to know if they are workihg effectively,/antl"where they can
improve.A supervisor can provide suchhelp, or hemay like to invite an external "process consultant".
Usually a process consultant (or a supervisor) sits throughout the meeting of the team, and towards
the end gives feedback on different aspects of team working: Whomonopolised most contributions,
who were silent members, were "cliques" visible (consistent supporting behaviour amongst some
sub-groups, or fight between two or building on each others ideas etc.). Such analysis of task and
process functions helps the team to became aware of its problems, strengths etc. It also helps
individual members to understand how they functioned as team members.

A supervisor may learn such process skills, and may provide such help to teams from time to time.
Generally the.Iast half an hour or so may be kept for process analysis. Each team can adopt the
practice of keeping the last half-hour or one hour for processing, to examine how they functionedas
team. Teammembers can be'given special-tralmnq in observing vari~us processes.

7.6 MANAGING DISSATISFACTIONl1JtN~RUSlRATION

An employee has worked very nard, and expects to be rewarded for his work. He does not get any
reward, not even appreciation. He feels frustrated- Another employee has been promised a very
exciting assignment, but his work constitutes visits to a corporate customer who has promised him to
buy his product. But the customer finally refuses to buy ttle product. The salesman is frustrated. We
can cite examples after examples of frusttation ar'18 disappolntrnent. Every day we face situations
which frustrate us.
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The Dynamics of Frustration

What causes frustration? Let us take an example of Ali who felt frustrated because he worked hard
and hls boss had promised that he would be given the higher position, but he did not get the position
when the amouncements were made. How much frustrated did he feel?

Several factors contribute to frustration. All these are goal-related factors. These are shown in the
following formula (borrowed from Pareek).

F = E x V x 0 +1+ P, where

F = Frustration

E = Expectation to achieve the goal

V = Valence (attractiveness of the goal)

o = Opportunity to achieve the goal in the near future (low)

I = Investment of effort and other inputs in the achievement of the goal

P= Publicity, of the expected achievement (knowledge of others)

As may be ~een from the formula, three variables have a multiplicative function-they enhance
frustration faster, If one of them is zero, the resulting frustration will be zero. In the example given
above, if Ali had no expectation to get promoted (his goal) he would have no or very little frustration
even if he did not get promoted. Similarly, if the goal, (getting promoted) was not seen as attractive or
valuable, there would be little frustration. The more attractive the goal the more the frustration caused
by the obstacle in achieving the goal. In the same way, if Ali saw the possibility of getting promotion
very soon (say, in the next batch), the frustration caused by not getting promoted would not be much.
The more fr~quent opportunities one has for achieving the goal, the less is the frustration caused by
deprivation of the goal at one time.

The other two elements (effort invested and publicity of expected reward) have additive function.
They add to the frustration, but not-in the same proportion. The more effort one has invested in the
process of aehievinq a goal, the higher is the frustration on deprivation of the goal. For example, Ali's, .

frustration would be high because he worked very hard for the promotion. Similarly, the more others
know about the possible achievement of the goal by a person, the higher the frustration if he does not
reach the goal. For example, if more people knew that Ali was likely to get promoted, he would feel,
more frustrated compared with a situation in which no one know that he was likeJy to be rewarded.

Circularity of Frustration

When a person is frustrated or disappointed he may react in a particular way, and start offia cycle.
He may trigger a cycle of frustration, or a cycle .of hope. The frustration cycle is as follows: adaptive
deterioration ...isolation-distorted perception-defensive behaviour. The hope cycle is the opposite of it:
realistic analysis-exploration-insight-problem solving.

Disappointment may cause loss of flexibility and what may be called "adaptive deterioration". A
person may be preoccupied with disappointment, leading to neglect of work and signs of general
deterioration in the standard of performance. A disappointed employee may neglect his work, may
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cause delays, may make errors etc. The frustrated person may be annoyed with himself for such
deterioration, but he may continue in such a state. Often others may not ar prove of such behaviour.
The person then feels, and gets isolated, and tries to cope with the situation as well as he can.
However, isolation often leads to fantasies, exaggerations, and distorted perception of the situation.
A frustrated employee may see his boss in "collusion"with others in creating the disappointment. He/
she is likely to see himself/herself in a victim image, misperceiving many normal happenings as 'a
part of the frustration - producing events. In response to such distorted perception, the frustrated
person i~ likely to show behaviour which will help the person escape or defend against anxiety, and
maintain andeven enhance self esteem by absolving the self of any responsibility in the deteriorating
frustration cycle. These behaviours use what are called "defense mechanisms" (mechanisms to
defend against anxiety) and tRe behaviour can be called defensive behaviour. It does not "olve the
problem, but helps to reduce anxiety. The frustrated person may deny that he is disappointed, or he
may see a design we shall discuss defense mechanisms in SQm,~ .detail.The defensive behaviour
often justifies and reinforces adaptive deterioration, thus completing the frustration cycle.

The cycle of hope is the opposite of this. A disappointed individual, instead of being overwhelmed
with disappointment, and losing interest in his work, analyses the situation with greater objectivity,
understandingwhat has causedwhat, where thingswent wrong etc. This is likely to lead to exploration
with others, collections of information, and discovery of facts. With more and comprehensive
information, the person is likely to get a better insight into the whole situation, leading to action to
dealwith the situation.This is problem-solvingbehaviour.Problem-solvingbehaviour reinforcesrealistic
analysis, completing the cycle of hope. Both the cycles of frustration and hope, like such cycles are
self-perpetuating. As the cycle advances, it gets stronger, and is likely to repeat itself.

Coping Behaviour
.'

In our everyday life situation we face disappointment or frustration quite often. An employee does not
get his breakfast in time to be able catch a transport for work, misses his bus, does not get the
expectedreward,finds his son/daughter scoring low in examination,finds his importantpapersmissing,
and so on We can recount hundreds of such everyday frustrating experiences. The main critical
aspect IS how he deals with such situations. This we call coping behaviour.

A general manager, promoted from production position: faced with frustrating experience of fall in
productivity, may behave in a variety of ways. He may be angry in general and with his staff
(aggression); he may rush to solve the production problems, as he knows the job well (regression);
he may explain away the °problemto his' seniors(flight) or he may sit with his people,' analyses the
,data, and take "decisionsto improve the situation (exploration). These four modes of coping are not
simple. They take several forms. We shall discuss these below.

Managing Frustration

The supervisors are frequently required to deal with frustration of their employees. The following
sequential steps are suggested for effective management of employee frustration.

1) Listen to the feelings of the staff:
Thefirst step is taken by the supervisor by understanding the feelings and point of view of the
frustrated employee(s). This may be done by asking the empioyee(s) to state the problem,
their feelings, and their perception. Instead of being defensive, if the employees express
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negative impressions, the manager ITiGY do well to patiently listen to them. One test of listening,
and a desirable behaviour assuring the employees that the manager listened to them is to
restate their points of view, feelings and perceptions at the end of the session before taking
the next step.

Shareown feelings of disappointment:

If a supervisor is able to level with his employees, he may be able to reach them. In most
situations producing frustration in employees, the manager is also experiencing disappointment.
If an employee is not rewarded, the supervisors is also disappointed. It may help in building
rapport with the employees if the manager shares his own disappointment with them. This
should not be done as a gimmick, but if he has some feelings these need to be shared.

S'-re feelings of guilt (if any):

Sometimes the supervisors may partly contribute tothe disappointment of the employees. He
may build high expectations, and the employees may feel frustrated because the expectations
are not met. Or he may promise something to an employee who does not get it. In such
situations, a manager's usual tendency is to explain it in terms of reasons. Before any
explanation is given, the manager may share his feelings of guilt in arousing expectations,
etc.

4) Helpthe employees.to own up their feelings:

The supervisors modelling behaviour in sharing his feelings an owning up feelings of guilt
may help the employees own up their own feelings of disappointment, anger etc -.This may
help in taking next constructive steps.

5) Helpthe employeesto acceptand confront reality:

The first step in constructive action is to acknowledge the reality and be ready to deal with it.
Clearing the feelings may help the employee-supervisor team to move forward, and not get
fixated at feelings. The view situation as it exists may be clearly stated, understood and
accepted as a reality.

6) Helpthe employeesassessdamageby frustration:

Frustration causes some damage in terms of physical effects (sleeplessness, tension, loss of
appetite), social effects (effect on personal relationships, reduced social contacts, lack of
enjoying life together), effects on work (neglect of work, errors, fall in quality, absenteeism)
etc. It may be useful to help the employee reflect and assess the damage frustration, is doinq
to them. Even if the work in the organisation suffers the main damage is done to the frustrated
employee. The employees need to understand and realise this.

7) Developalternativesto solve the problem:

The final step is to involve the frustrated employees in generating alternatives in dealing with
the problem, and in taking constructive steps. While employees generate. the alternatives,
the supervisors may suggest some possibilities. Most often the employees, being close to
frustrating situation, may not be able to think of some creative alternatives. The manager can
raise such possibilities with them.
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7.7 FURTHER READINGS

Supervisory Styles Survey (SSS) has been adapted from the "Supervisory Leadership and Beliefs
Questionnaire" by T.V.Rao (The 1986 Annual; Developing Human Resources, Published by University
Associates of USA). It describes the instrument and gives some research findings showing stability
of the style over time. A related concept of "Task Nurturant" style has been proposed by J.B. Sinha
in Nurturant Task Leader (Concept, 1980) where he proposes, citing research findings from several
organisations, that task nurturant leadership style is the most relevant one for lndian organisations.

Discussion of the different power bases, and use of an instrument to measure use of and need for
coercive and persuasive power can be found in "Bases of Power" by Udai Pareek (Unpublished).

Team Building Second Edition by W.G. Dyer (Addison Wesley, 1987) describes a team building
programme and its applications. Dharani Sinha describes team building experience in a mining
organisation in chapter 12 of T-Group, Team Building and Organisation Development (ISABS, 1986).

More details about the dynamics of employee frustrations can be found in chapter 11of Organisational
Behaviour Processes by Udai Pareek (Rawat, 1988) from which the ideas have been borrowed for
this unit.

/ ,
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-UNIT $
COUNSELLING AND MENTORING

;'9bjectives

After going through the unit you should be able to :

*

understand the concept and processes of counselling and mentoring

differentiate between listening to and hearing the employees, and between helpful and unhelpful
questions raised to them

understand the role of the mentors, and how to develop them.

..*

. *

",Structure

8.1 The Concept, Objectives and Processes

8.2 Listening and Asking

8.3 Nurturing and Helping

8.4 The process of Counselling

8.5 The Process of Mentoring

8.6 Further Readings

8.1 THE CONCEPT, OBJECTIVES AND PROCESSES

Young persons (workers and managers included) develop by being with persons whom they admire,
and by building a trusting relationship with their supervisors who nurture, support and guide their
subordinates. There is no substitute for such a dyadic relationship for employee development. It
differs from training mainly in its intensity or relationship and its focus on establishing mutuality and
confidentiality.

When a young personjoins an organisation he/she needs some senior person (whom he/sheadmires
for various qualities) in whom (s)/he can confide and get advice and support. The person need not
be, and preferably should not be, his/her supervisor. Such relationship is called mentoring, and the
senior person is called mentor. The word has its origin in Greek mythology. Odysseus, while going
on a long 1O-yearvoyang; left his house and his son Telemachus in the care of an old man named
Mentor, who not only helped the boy to become a competent young man, but also on one occasion
saved his life. This relationship became a model and came to be known as mentoring. The concept
of mentoring relates to emotional support and guidance given by usually an older person to a younger
one who is called a protege.

The youngemployeealso need's to developtrusting andsupportive relationshipwith his/her immediate
supervisor,who can help the former to set challenging task goals, support him/her to achieve them,
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help him/her to analyse why he/she could not have higher performance, and plan to have higher.
achievement In future. This process is called counselling or coaching or performance reviewwhich.
can be defined as help provided by a Supervisor to the subordinates in analysing their performance
and other behaviourson-the-job, in order to improvetheir performance.While mentoring is concerned I

about the general development and psychological well being of a person, performance review or
counselling or coaching (we shall use the word counselling for this process) focuses on the analysis
of performance on the job, and identification of training needs for further improvement.

Objectives of Mentoring

The main purpose of mentoring is to provide opportunity to young people to share their concerns and
get both moral support and guidance for their development. It involves the following:

1) Establishing a relationship of trust

2) Modelling behavioural norms for the young person

3) Listening to the personal and job concerns of the young person.

4) Helping him to search alternative colutions for the problem

5) Sharing own relevant experiences

6) Responding to his emotional needs, without making him dependent on the mentor.

7) Develop long-lasting personal and informal relationship.

Objectives of Counselling

The main purpose of counselling is to develop the employee. It involves the following:

1) Helping him to realise his potential as a manager.

2) Helping him to understand himself-his strengths and his weaknesses.

3) Providing him an opportunity to acquire more insight into his behaviour and analyse the
dynamics of such behaviour.

4) Helping him to have better understanding of the environment.

5) Increasing his personal and inter-personal effectiveness through effective feedback.

6) Encouraging him to set goals for further improvement.

7) Encouraging him to generate alternatives for dealingwith various problems anddefinite action
plan.

8) Helping him to review in a non-threatening way his progress in achieving various objectives.

9) Providing him empathic atmosphere for his sharing and discussing his tensions, conflicts,
concerns and problems. .

Both counselling and mentoring involve help and support by a senior person (in competence,
experience,expertise,and position)to a youngerone.Three processesare involvedboth in counselling
and mentoring: communication, empowering and helping.
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Communioation involves both receiving messages (listening), giving messages (responding), and
givinQfeedback. The counsellor or the mentor does all these. The process of empowering involves
enablingtheother personto exercisemoreautonomy,providingpositive reinforcementso that desirable
behaviour is further strengthened, and creating conditions in which the person is able to learn from
the benavlourof the mentorer. The counsellor through the process of identification. Helpingbehaviour
isbased on concern and empathy of the mentor or the counsellor for the employee. It is also based
on mutuality of relationshop; counsellee responds as much to the counsellor's need as the former
does to the latter's. And finally, helping primarily involves identification of developmental needs of the
counsellee so that he may be able to develop and increase his effectiveness.

8..2 LlSTEN.INGAND ASKING

In inter-personal communication messages are received from (listening) and sent to (responding or
askingquestions)the other persons.Effectivelistening,empathic response,and supportivequestioning
are important both in mentoring and in performance counselling. Most examples here will be given
from performance counselling.

Listening'

Listening i~the first effective step in communication. Listening involves paying attention to the variOUS
messages being sent by the other person. The obvious message is the ideas being communicated
(cognitivejnessage). But more hidden may be the feelings and the concerns the other person may
not be able to put clearly in words. Listening to feelings and concerns is very important for effective
counselling.

Activity A : Listening to Feelings

Given below are statements made by different people. Identify the feelings behind them and enter in
the space provided. To aid you in this exercise, given below are a list of words describing feelings
which you may choose from.

A feeling may occur more than once in the 25 statements. Mention only the numbers of feelings
aqainst each item.

1) Hafpy ·.········································· : .

2) Depressed : .

3) Miserable : : .

4) Confused .

5) Discouraged .
6) Relieved .
/

7,) Uneasy , .

8) Pressured ~ .

9) Despair .

10) Anxious .
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11) Resentful ..... ...................................... , , .

12) Guilty .

13) Hostile , , .

1) I work like a donkey here. Any tough job comes to me. When it comes to rewards and
promotions those who butter the boss get it.

2) Every time my superior checks the work I have done, he finds something wrong in it. He
himself does useless things. Next time he finds fault with me, I am going to give him back.

3) While I accept that I have not done as well as I could have, that low rating you gave bothers
me. It may affect my promotion which is due next year.

4) I think I am the culprit, I made the mistake of transferring this young man to the other department
and now he is leaving us to join the other company.

5) I have waited all these years having continuous hopes year after year. Now 1think it is too late
for me to aspire for anymore when I did not get anything for the past year.

6) This fellow does not work at all and he is being pampered because he has political connections.

7) I do not understand what to do. I am driving myself to death now. I was told that if the quality
does not improve they may have to abandon this product.

8) I should not have given him so much freedom. He leaked out everything from the confidential
files.

9) What do I do? The situation has changed overnight, the market has changed completely.
Now I do not think we can do anything except to suffer losses. We may as well stop aspiring.

10) What is the great thing he has done? He copied and presented the model as his invention.
That is the way he fools people and bosses fail to recognise it.

Activity B: Listening to concerns

In the following items identify the concerns by completing the statement following "because" Your
response should reflect the personal concerns, as far as you can ascertain it from the employee's
statement provided.
1) I am really made. I have tried

to do my best in the past year.

You feel angry because .

... , .

4)

I have worked twice as hard as anyone else in
this office, but I never get a promotion.
I do not know why I'was transferred to this
department. I was not given any reason-they just

sent me. And I do not like it.
This is absolutely ridiculous I have only been

doing this job for a short while and my supervisor

has decided to move me out because I am not

You feel puzzled and you
resent because ..

3)

You feel angry because ....

producmo o::c- .nuch as the othe s.
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5) My superior obviously does not like me.

'10matter what I do, it is not good enough.

Iwant a change to a different department.

I do not understand my boss.

One day he tells me what a great worker

I am and the next day he says that I am good

at nothing .

You feel trapped because

6) You are puzzled because

.~sking Questions and Responding
i

Questions can facilitate or hinder the process of communication. Questions can serve several
purposes: they can help in getting more information, establishing mutuality, clarifying matters,
stimulatilllg thinking. In a counselling situation questions playa very important role. Some questions
can shut off the counsellee, or make him dependent on the counsellor. Another set of questions can

I

build autonomy of the counsellee. Obviously the latter will be helpful and not the former.

Questiolls that do not help

The folloWing types of questions are not only not helpful, they hinder the process of effective counselling.

Critical ~uestions

Question~ which are used to criticise, reprimand or doubt the counseille create a gap between him
and the counsellor. The way the question is asked (tone or sarcasm) may indicate that the question
is a critic, I one. The choice of words may also indicate the critical nature of the questions, "Why did
you fail t~ achieve your targets?" communicates criticism, whereas "why could you not attain your
targets?" ;Would normally communicate invitation to examine hindering factors. "How did you again
fall short of your target?" is a reprimanding question. "How can you achieve this target you failed last
time" indicates doubt in the ability of the counsellee. All such critical questions either shut off the
counsellee, or make him diffident.

Testing Questions '" t···_.- . (

Question~ which are asked to find out whether a person is right or wrong or how much he knows are
evaluating or testing questions. Such questions may tend to make the other person defensive. ln a
testing question the person who is asking the question takes a superior attitude, and the other person
is put in • kind of witness box. Such questions may also take the form of cross-examination. A
reporting pfficer who proposes to find out why his employee was not able to meet his target can
easily slip into a cross-examination, testing or evaluating posture. Again the tone of the interviewer
may determine whether the question is asked as a testing question. Such questions are sometimes
similar to critical questions.

Resenting Questions

A person may ask questions to indicate his resentment for the behaviour of the other person. When
an employee in a counselling situation asks: "How should I attain a higher target?' may indicate his
resentment de-pending on the tone in which such a question is asked.
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LeadingQuestions
Quite often unknowingly we ask questions which indicate what kind of answers we want and we may
get such answers in return. Such a question may be asked after making a statement. For example,
a reporting officer may say to his employee: You could not attain the target because Maintenance
Department did not cooperate. "Is that true?", or it may be put in the question form: "Were you not
able to attain the target because the Maintenance Department did not cooperate?" Both are leading
questions. A leading question almost seduces the other person to go along the line of thinking of one
who puts the question. This tends to stop further exploration and is not helpful.

Questions that are helpful
The following types of questions may be helpful in developing more healthy relationship and in
increasing the effectiveness of the other person.

TrustingQuestions
Questions which are asked to indicate that the questioner is seeking help or suggestions may indicate
the trust he has in the other person. The question "How do you think I can deal with the problem I am
facing" is seeking help from the other person. Such questions may be asked both by the employee
and the supervisor.

Clarifying Questions
Questions may be asked to collect information, more facts and figures. Such questions are very
helpful If a counsellor asks his employee sev.eral questions to help him to get more information
about various aspects he would help him in having relevant information to understand his problems.
After listening to a person for sometime the counsellor may paraphrase the counsellee's statement
(also called mirroring), then may ask a question to confirm whether his understanding is correct. For
example, the question "You are worried about your lack of knowledge of the new system". Is that so?

EmpathicQuestions
When questions are asked about the feelings of a person, his concern, his problems not so much for
finding solutions as to indicate and express concern of the questioner, these may be classified as
empathic questions. When a manager asks an employee: "How is your son feeling now"?" he is not
so much seeking information, as he is indicating his personal concern about the health of the
employee's son and thereby he is showing his sympathy with the employee. Such questions help to
generate more trust, and the necessary rapport with the employee. Empathic questions create a
climate of mutual trust and human understanding.

~oen Questions
1 he most useful questions are those which stimulate reflection and thinking on the part of the
counsellee. "Why do you think we have not achieved the targets this year while the other company
has done so?" is an open question in'/itihg the otherperson to explore the various possible dimensions,
and to share these with the person WMO is asking such a question. Open questions encourage
creativity, a-tendency to explore several directions which might have been neglected so far. Such
questions are'very useful.
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Responding to Questions

Counsellorssometime use responses some of which are useful and some other dysfunctional. Some
counsellors may be using more often certain types of responses than others. It is necessary to be
aware of these. Responses that alienate the employee, criticise him or order him are more likely to
bedysfunctional.Empathetic, supportive, and exploring responsesare more functional.Variousverbal
behaviours in counselling situation that characterise these responses are shown in Exhibit 1.

Exhibit 1
Counsellor Responses

Unhelpful Effective and helpful
Alienating

Continuous stress on conformity

Not encouraging creative acts

Passive listening

lack of verbal response

Critical

Criticising.

Repeated mention of weakness
Belittling

Reprimanding

Empathic

levelling

Rapport building

Identifying feelings

Supportive

Recognising

Communicating availability
Trusting

Exploring

Questions

Reflecting

Sharing

Probing

Closing

Summarising

Directive

Prescribing

Ordering

Threatening

Giving no options

Pointing out only one
acceptable way

Quoting rules and regulations

. , I~

concluding

Contracting for follow up and help.

Feedback

Interpersonal feedback is an important input for increasing self-awareness. It helps in reducing the
blind area 'of a person, helping him to become more aware about his strengths and weaknesses. If
properlyused, it results in highermutualitybetweentwo persons.The processof interpersonalfeedback
and conditions which make it effective have been discussed in details elsewhere ( Pareek. 1976).'
.:rhefollowing hints are reproduced from that source.
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Feedback will be effective if the person who gives the feedback (counsellor) makes sure that it:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)

11)

12)

13)

14)

is descriptive and not evaluative,
is focused on the behaviour of the person and not on the person himself,

is data based and specific and not impressinistic,

reinforces positive new behaviour,

is suggestive and not prescriptive,

is continuous,
is mostly personal, giving data from one's own experience

IS need-based and solicited,

is intended to help;
is focused on modifiable behaviour,
satisfies needs of both the feedback giver and one who receives feedback,

is checked and verified,

is well timed, and
contributes to mutuality and building up relationship.

From the point of view of one who receives feedback it is necessary that the reaction to feedback is
more interms of exploring ways of improving behaviour rather than in terms of defensive behaviour.
The following defensive might not help in using feedback properly, and the behaviour which are
opposite of these may be helpful.
1) Denying feedback as opposed to owning up responsibility for behaviour.
2) Rationalisation (explaining away feedback by giving reasons) as opposed to self analysis to

find why such behaviour was shown.
3) Projection (contributing negative feelings to the other person) as opposed to empathy (trying

to understand the point of view of the other person).
4) Displacement (exeressing negative feelings to one who may not fight back) as opposed to

exploration (taking'help of the other person in knowing more about the feedback which has
been given).

5) Quick acceptance without exploration as opposed to collecting more information and data to
understand the behaviour.

6) Aggression towards' the person giving feedback as opposed to ~oncern for improvement.

7) Humour and wit as opposed to concern for improvement.
8) Counter dependence (rejecting the authority) as opposed to listening carefully to the person

giving feedback
9) Cynicism (generally strong scepticism that things cannot improve) as opposed to positive

critical attitude to accept some feedback and to question some other.
,0) Generalisation (explaining things in a general way) as opposed to experimenting.
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Empowe~jng

In performance counselling and mentoring one objective is to increase the employee's potential to
make impactthrouqh effectiveness. One important mechanism in the empowering process, especially
in rnentorinq relationship, is modelling. When the mentor, or the supervisor, is seen as a model, the
employee.develops identification with the mentor or the supervisor, feels powerful.

Levinson has stressed the importance of the process of identification of the employee with his manager.
One major influence which empowers an employee is the opportunity for him to identify with individuals
having more experience, skill and influence. This according to MeCleliand is the first stage in the
development of psychosocial maturity or power motivation. This legitimate need should be fulfilled.
Levinson states several barriers which may come in the way of such legitimate process of identification:
lack of time, intolerance for mistakes, complete rejection of dependency needs, repression of rivalry,
and unexamined relationship. Levinson suggest that to help the development of the process of
identificatipn it is necessary that the manager also examines his own process, and needs of interacting
with the subordinates.

The way the supervisor exercises his/her influence over the employee may either empower the
ernployee'or reduce his capacity to make impact. Distinction has been made between two modes of
influence,' one called direct mode of influence (which restricts the freedom of the other person).
Flanders has developed some categories to indicate the two modes. He classifies criticism and
punishment in the second category of influence. The reason is obvious, when a person is criticised or
punished,' some actons for which he is criticised or punished are inhibited and the person avoids
doing those in future. This restricts his freedom. On the other hand, if a person is praised or reorganised,
~d feels encouraged to take more initiative in exploring new directions. This results in an increase in
the field ofhis autonomy. Training strategies can be remodelled to empower the participants. In
counselling much more use is made of indirect mode of influence, by recognising feelings, expressing
feelings, acknowledging and praising good ideas given by the counsellee, and raising questions
which promote thinking and exploration.

8.3 NU~TURING AND HELPING

Counselling is essentially helping. Helping involves several processes.

Without manager's concern for his employee, effective heiping cannot be{provided in the counselling
sessions. Such concern his shown when the counsellor is able to feel for his subordinate and is able
to empathise with him. These would be reflected in the kinds of questions asked and the tone in
which conversation takes place. Managers may constantly ask themselves how much concern and

. genuine empathy they have for the employees whom they are counselling. Without such genume
concern, counselling may only degenerate into a ritual and cannot acbieve its goals.

Counselling should not be regarded as merely giving help. It is also receiving help on various aspects.
Unless such a relationship is established - i.e. both persons involved in the relationship feel free to
ask for and provide help to each other counselling cannot be effective. Mutuality is based on trust
and genuine perception that each person has enough to contribute. Although the counsellor is in
superior position, he continues to learn and to receive help from the counsellee.
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Mutuality can be developed by employing some approaches. Morrisey(1972) has suggested a few
techniques like a you-we technique, second hand compliment, advice request and summary. In the
you-we technique, one uses you to compliment and we to criticise ("you are doing a great job, we
have a problem"). The second hand compliment is communicating to the subordinate a compliment
.for him received from a third party. (Mr. Raman says that you have done an excellent job for him).
The advice-request is asking the employee for suggestions and advice. Summarising at the end
helpsclarifyingthe decisions taken and fixing the responsibilitiesand integrating thewhole discussion.

8.4 THE PROCESS OF COUNSELLING

Counselling is helping the employee to grow and develop in the organisation. Every manager is
.counsellinqhis employee knowingly or unknowingly in hisday-to-daywork life.An effective counsellor
manager IS onewho helps his employees to become more aware of their strengths andweaknesses
and helps them grow to improve further on the strong points and overcome weaknesses. By the
process of mutuality and support he helps the employee to develop, providing the proper emotional
climate. Mutuality involves working together with the employee and developing future plans of action
for employees growth and contribution to the organisation. Support involves acceptance of the
employee as a total person with his strength and weakness and encouraging him with warmth.

Counsellingrequirescertain interpersonal skillswhich can be acquiredeasily if a manager is genuinely
interested in developing his subordinates. Counselling skills are important for a manager particularly
at the time of performance review.

Good managers counsel their employees regularly in their jobs whenever a necessity arises. Annual
performance reviews provide formal opportunities for formal counselling process passes through
certainstageswhich are important for the managers to note.The counselling process hasthe following
three phases: rapport building, exploration, and action planning.

In the rapport buildinq phase a good counsellor attempts to establish a climate of acceptance,warmth,
support, openness and mutuality. he does this by empathing with employees and his orientations, by
listening to his problems and feelings, by communicating his understanding to the employees, by
expressing empathy and genuineness of interest in him.

In the exploration phase the counsellor attempts to help the employee to understand himself and his
problem better. He may do this by raising questions to help the employee explore his problems, and
helping him to diagnose the problem properly.

In the action planning phase, the counsellor and the employee jointly work out or plan specific action
steps for the development of the employee. The manager makes commitment to provide specific
support he could offer to contribute to employee development.

Exhibit 2 gives the three phases (and the sub-phases) of the counselling process. Against each sub
phase are mentioned counsellor behaviour which are helpful in the counselling process and those

r: which are likely to hinder the process.
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Rapport Building

Rapport building is essential for any effective counselling outcome. Rapport building phase involves
g~nerating confidence in the employee to open up and frankly share his perceptions, problems,
concems, feelings etc. the counsellor manager should level himself wit~his employee and tune
himself to his orientations. This can be don adopting the employee's frame of reference. .

Attending
.

Opening phase of counselling is very important in rapport building. General opening rituals may
communicate messages of attending to the counsellee and give inportance to the ceusellinq
transacton. Inviting rituals like offer the chair, closing thedoor to indicate privacy,asking the secretary
not to disturb or not to pass on the telephonic calls during the conversation may indicate that the
counsellpr is attending to the cbunsellee. However, all such rituals should come out of the genuine
concern and attempt for full attention to the employee during the counselling session.

Listeni"g

It has already been discussed that listing is important for effective counselling. As already stated it (s
important to listen to what the employee says, as well as to his feeling, and concerns. Physical
posture (e.g. leaning forward)and keeping eye contact with the employee are Indicators of listening.

Acceptance

Establishing a climate of acceptance is a necessary part of establishing rapport. The employeemust
feel that he iswanted and his cousellor is interested in understanding him as a person rather than as
a role or a position in an organisation. The cousellor communicates this to the employee by listening1 _ ,

to all the problems of the employee and communicating back to the employee that he is listening.
The counsellor can communicate back to the employee by paraphrasing, mirroring or reflectingwhat
the employee says. For example, when an employee says, "I am really mad, I have worked twice as
hardas anyoneelse in the office. But I neverget promotion, "he is expressing his anger.The counsellor
may reflect back and say, "you feel that your superiors have not shown proper recognition for.,YO\Jr
hard work ". Such a reflection or mirroring would help the employee feel that he is being understood
and that his counsellor is interested in him. This builds in a climate of acceptance and facilitates the
process.

Exploration

Besides~cceptingthe employee, listeningto him,andestablishinga climateof opennessthe counsellor
should attempt to understand as well help the employee understand his own situation, strengths,
weakness, problems and needs. Nobody would like to be directly told his weaknesses. Counselling
skill lies in making the employee discover his ownweaknesses, and identify his problem.At the most
the counsellor may use open and exploring questions.
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Exhibit 2
Sequential Process of Performance Counselling

Phase Helpful Behaviour Hindering Behaviour
Rapport Building
Attending Rituals

Conversation on personal
matters
Smile

Listening (to) Physical attention (Posture)

feelings Eye contact

Concerns Response (verbal & non-verbal)

Problems Keeping out telephones,
noise, disturbance etc.

Acceptance
(empathy)

Communication of feelings
and concerns

Parapharasing feelings
sharing own experience.

Discussten of behaviour
from the start

Distraction

.·(attention to

other things,

telephones)

Lack of
response
Passive listening
for a long period

Exploration
Exploring Mirroring or paraphrasing

Open questions.
Encouragement to explore

Criticising
Avoiding or hedging.

Problems
identification

Questions to explore
possible problems
Encouraqeeient to..generate

, information
Identification of a probable
problem

Suggestion of
a problem

Diagnosis Exploratory questions
Generating several possible
causes

Suggesting the
cause

Action Planntng
Searching Questions on possible solutions

Generating alternative
solutions

Advising
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Decisiori-making
i

Questions on feasibility,
priority, pros and cons
Discussion of one solution
Discussion of an action plan
Contingency plan

Directing

Supportinq Identification of needed help
Monitoring
Contract on help

Promise of
general help

Exploril19

Explorin~ helps an employee to search various dimensions of the problem, or discover unidentified
problem: and bring to surface unnoticed issues. Exploring can be done by using questions and
suggest.", g to the employee to talk more on a problem he mentions. A variety of question may be
used as already discussed. .

I

Proble", Identification

After geperal exploring questions may be asked to help the employee focus on the problem. It is
necessatY for the counsellor to use questions both to generate information on some concerns and
problems, and to narrow down focus to identify a more probable problem. For example, if an employee
feels th~ his problem is that others do not cooperate with him, the-counsellor may ask questions to
narrow down the problem to the employee's relationship, with a few colleagues; and then questions
may be ~sked to help the employee see what he does that prevents possible cooperation. Eventually
the problem may turn out as to how the employee may deal with competitive relationship, and yet
collaborate. Identification of a problem is the necessary step in planning for improvement.·

Dia9no~is

Diagnosis of the problem is the next step in exploration. Explorations should lead to the diagnosis.
Without !diagnosis there is little scope for solving any problem. Open questions like "Why do you
think people are put off when you talk with them?" "Can you recall occasions when you got full
cooperation?", "What do you attribute it to ?", "What personal limitations mainly bother you?" may
help the employee more towards a better diaqnosis. The main attempt should be to generate several
alternative causes of a problem.

Action ~lannin9

Managers are expected to guide their employees and contribute to their development. Counselling
interviews should end with specific plans of action for the development of the employee. Identifying
a trainin~ need, job rotation, sponsoring for further training, increased responsibility, role clarity etc,.
are somr of the likely outcomes in such action plans. Three sub-phases can be identified in action
planninq.

Searchir-9

The main contribution of the counsellor to action planning is the help he provides to the employee in
thinking 'of alternative ways of dealing with a problem. In addition to encouraging the employee in
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. brain storming such alternatives, the counsellor at a later stage can also add ,0 this list of alternatives
for further exploration. This should, however, be done only after sometime. The employee should
primarily take the responsibility of generating alternatives.

Decision-making

After the alternatives have been generated, the counsellor may help the employee assess advantages
and disadvantages of each alternative, raise questions on the feasibility of the various alternatives
and help finalise a plan to be implemented. This may, however, be regarded as a contingency plan,
to be altered in the light of further experience. '

Supporting
.;

The final and the crucial stage of counselling is to communicate support and plan for such support in
implementing the agreed action plan. Psychological contract of providing help in further increasing
autonomy of the employee, and not his dependence on the counsellor. Design and monitoring the
action plan, and needed follow up may also be prepared. This then closes the counselling interaction.

8.5 THE PROCESSOF MENTORING

Levinson et at (1978) have contributed the most to the understanding of the mentoring process.
Levinson's concept of mentor includes being a teacher, sponsor, counsellor, developer of skills and
intellect, host, guide, exemplar, and most importantly supporter an facilitator in the realization of the
Vision the young person has about the kind of life he wants as arradult. Mentcring integrates
characteristics of the parent-child relationship and peer support without being either. According to
Levinson not having a mentor in formative years of a young person could be a great handicap to
one's psychological and career development.

Although young person during their professional journey, unknowingly research and discover
appropriate mentors, organisations are increasingly paying attention to this phenomenon. Generally,
more promising young managers are given mentoring experience. A young manager assigned to a
mentor, who is senior in position and age sometimes several levels senior to the protege; not necessarily
from the protege's department. Mentors are selected on the basis of their interest, availability, and
"mentoring competence" (image of competence, empathy, and ability to provide emotional support).
One mentor may have not more than five protege. Tata iron successfully used this arrangement.

There are two main phases in mentoring process, dependence and inter-dependence, although
counter-dependence may in some cases be an intermediary phase between the two. During
dependence phase admiration for the mentor is followed by identification with him, followed by approval
(getting guidance and checking alternative action ideas). The inter-dependence phase is characterised
by trust-building and mutuality when the mentor and the protege may begin to collaborate and provide
emotional support to each other. If thementor is experienced as. overwhelming and overpowering,
counter-dependence may develop before irrer-dependence. The protege may reject the mentor and
may develop his own independence. Search of one's own- identity may later flead to appreciation of
the mentor's role and relationship, leading to lnter-dependence. Several well-known persons in the
west having famous mentors passed though the counter-dependence phase, and some could not
makemuch progress to inter-dependence.. .
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Mentorilllg process is quite similar to the counselling process. The dynamics of the phases discussed
with counselling are also applicable to mentoring . The ultimate goal of both counselling and mentoring
is to help an employee attain psychological maturity and effectiveness.

8.6 FURTHER READINGS

D.Levin~on et at. have provided the most extensive material on mentoring in The Seasons of a Man's
Life (K~opf, f97(8). Levinson's concept of mentor is a combination of teacher model counsellor,
supporter, guide, sponsor and host; the relationship is intense, lasting for 2 to 10 years. According to
him the most successful men had mentors as uoung adults. The importance of mentorinq has been
supported by G. Valliant is a longitudinal study of 95 Harvard graduates in Adaptauon to Life (Little,
Brown, 1977). G. Roche surveyed 4000 executives and reported in an article, "Mucli add about
mentors" (HBR, 1979, Volume 20) that two thirds had relationship with a mentor, and one-third with
two or more. He further reported that those who had mentors earned more money at a younger age,
followed a career path, were happier with their career and sponsored more proteges.,

There i$ a large literature on counselling. A comprehensive book on performance counselling is by
G.L. Matrisey, Appraisal and Development through Objectives and Results (Addison - ~esely, 1972),
in whic~ Simple suggestions are given for effective counselling. L. Sperry and L.R. Hess in Contact
Counsf1lling (Addison- Wesley, 1974) have advocated contact counselling, based on transitional
analysi$ approach. The main techniques employed in contact counselling are keying (reading people),
respondinq and guiding. A comprehensive model of performance )ppraisal has been suggested by
U. Pareek and T.v. Rao, included in their Designing and Managing Human Resource System (Oxford
and IBH, 1982) and to be published by the University Associates 1990 Annual. This model has been
used in this unit. Training material (Self tests, role plays and analysis of counselling scripts etc.) on
this model are contained in T.v. Rao and U. Pareek's Performance Appraisal and Review: Operating
Manuaf'and Trainers Manual (Learning Systems, 1978). '

Activity- Answers

The cojrect responses for these activities are as follows. Please check your responses on tliese
tests with the following.

Activity A
1) Resentment 6) Resentment
2) Hostility 7) Anxiety
3) Anxiety 8) Guilt
4) Guilt 9) Despair
5) Despair 10) Hostility

Activity B

1) You feel angry because your hard work is not being recognized.

2) You feel puzzled and you resent because you were transferred without being given any explanation.
3) You feel angry because you were not given an adequate chance to prove your worth.
4) You' feel trapped because YOW don't feel capable of pleasing him.

5) You are puzzled because your boss is not consistent in what he says about you.



BLOCK 3 COMPARATIVE WRD EXPERIENCES

This block comprises five units. The first unit (Unit 9) gives an overview of the status and the context
of HRD systems in government and public systems, suggesting HRD interventions required for
improving work culture and efficiency. Unit 10 presents the application of HRD concepts to social
and family welfare programmes. Unit 11 deals with the HRD processes and interventions in four
strategic sectors viz., defence, police, panchayatt raj institutions and voluntary organisations,
responsible for strategic functions. Unit 12 examines the relevance and application of HRD in the
service sector. This unit deals with Lie,pulbic sector banks, health and family welfare and education
sector. The last unit discusses HRD policies and practices in different parts of the world, highlighting

the major commonalities and differences.
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UNIT9
HRD OVERVIEW IN GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC SYSTEMS

Objectives

After going through this unit, you must be able to understand:

* the place of HRD in government and public systems

* the specific context in which HRD operates in the government sector

* the nature of existing and desired HRD interventions in government.

Structure

9.1 R· 'RD in Government
9.2 .at Factors

9.3 Basic Objectives of HRD in Government Systems

9.4 Role Set of Gvoernment Administration System

9.S HRD Developments in Government Systems

9.6 Current Systems of HRD in Government

9.7 A New Approach to an Integrated HRD System in Government Administration
9.8 Summary

1
9.9 References

9.1 ROLE OF HRD IN GOVERNMENT " .:',

The government has a critical role to play in the development o~he country. It acts as a planner,
regulator, catalyst, controller and investor. Its policies and practices directly determine the nature and
direction of HRD activites in institutions and organisations under the direct control of government
such as the administrative machinery and public sector organisations, Indirectly, the government's
policies and practices set the tone and create an environment which may discourage or encourage
the HRD activities of other organisations in the non-governmental sectors as well. Thus, HRD in
government has a strategic role. That is, its own policies and practices have a ripple effect with wide
ranging impact on other sectors of society. This is especially so in a partially controlled economy like
India's where the government regulates the activities of even private sector organisations.

Broadly, HRD in government can be given two interpretations. The first can be that it refers to the
HRD activities in the various ministries, departments and government agencies. The second
interpretation is that it refers to role of government at the macro environmental level, policies and
conditions which affect HRD in various other organisations. 1 For instance, the policies and directives
of the government with respect to the employment and employment conditions of special sections of
society, such as the bakward classes, significantly impact HRD policies and practices at the micro
organisational level. This chapter will examine government's role in HRD mainly from the former
angle.



9.2 CONTEXTUAL FACTORS

The environmentaland situational conditionsunderwhich the government operates havean important
bearing on its HRD practices. By and large, the government is seen to be conservative and slow in
managing and implementing HRD and its HRD activities are often constrained by red-tapism and
bureaucraticdelays. The governmenthasbeenslowto introduceevenfairly conventionalHRDsystems
such as regular training and development of its personnel. There are a number of reasons which
may explain these characteristics of HRD in government.

Government institutions are very large and complex systems. To cope with the myriad tasks of
administration, government organisations and institutions tend to be very diverse in nature and are
scatteredacrossthe lengthand breadthof the country. The sheersize, spread,diversityandcomplexity
of the administrative machinery make the HRD function in government a highly complex one. A
second factor is the' historical context of government institutions. Although in a democratic system
there maybe frequent changes in the legislativebranchesof the government. The executivebraches
consisting of the administrative departments and related organisations, remain more or less stable.
Consequently,there tends to be a historic-' ....ontinuity in the structure, culture, practicesand behaviour
of these departments or organisations.

Thus, for instance, although India has been independent of the British now for over forty years, verY
many of our administrative policies and practices continue to be the same or similar to what they
were during the time of British rule. The sheer magnitude and complexity of bringing about change
has prevented changes being implemented. Furthermore, changes in the administrative practices of
the governmentmayeven cause considerabledisruptionand organisational turbulence not onlywithin
the government systems but also outside. This is why the introduction of even minor new HRD
systems is a slow, difficult and often hazardous process in governmental systems. On the other
hand, the social, economic and political environment in which governmental institutions function is
often highly turbulent, especially in a democratic societywhich is open to influences both from within
and and outside. Thus, public administrators frequently find that they have to cope with changing
circumstances,newproblemsand newtasks,while the humanand organisationalresourcessavailable
to them remain relatively unchanged. This gives rise to complaints of bureaucratic delay, red-tapism,
apathy, lack of motivation etc. Such diffloultles are the most common cause of frustration and
demotivation among government functionaries.

A final contextual factor of considerable importance to HRD in Government has been the sharply
increased level of complexity of government administration in modern times. Such a complexity is
related to the sweeping tide of revolutionary changes in different facets of society.We are witnessing
an era ofknowledqe explosion, social and technological revolutions, andwidespread changeseven in
political systems. In most parts of the world the increasing tendency toward democratisation has
made governing systems of all kinds more visible and accountable to the common people.
Consequently there are increased expectations and turbulences of various kinds.

As Mathur points out: "The massiveness of the social, economic and political changes implies the
needfor careful all-roundplanningand control of resourcesat all levels. An enlightenedadministration,
dealing constantly with new situations, with economic, social and technological developments, with a
constantly changing society increasing in complexity all the time, needs an equally committed,
-notlvated, dynamic and inventive administrative service personnel to handle various levels of
rdrrunlstratlon ..... The administration has to assume manv diffp.n:mtrnlQ~""...,.1 ..,.,"nf'\n~ihilitip~fnr
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effective management of various functions. The importance of manpower planning and HRD in the ;
above context becomes quite clear. HRD in administration implies a series of organised activities of '
the government conducted within a specified time with a design to produce behavioural changes in '
various levels of administrators. HRD programmes are concerned with training, education and
development of all those people who are engaged in various capacities, in performance of various,
administr:ativejobs."2

9.3 BASIC OBJECTIVES OF HRD IN GOVERNMENT SYSTEMS 3

According to K.M. Mathur, the basic objectives of HRD in government administration systems are:

1. To.equip the civil servant with precision and clarity in transaction of business;

2. Toattune the civil servant to new tasks which he will be called upon to perform in a changing.
world;

3. To.developresistance to the danger of becomingmechanised byvisualisingwhat he is doing in
a wider setting and by persevering with his own educational development;

4. Todevelop his capacity for higher work and greater responsibility;

5. Todevelop and maintain staff morale particularly because large number of people have to deal
with tasks of a routine nature;

6. To inculcateright attitudes towards the public,neverforgetting that the civil servant is the servant
and not the master of the community; and

7. To sustain the human touch not only in direct personal contacts with the public but also in
handling correspondence which demands a proper sense of urgency and due consideration of
the "man at the other end".

The aim of HRD has to be to develop the administrators not just for the needs of tomorrow but even
for those of the days after. The HRD programmes can reduce the consciousness gap between the
leaders of society and the masses of people by training development administrators. The success of .
any development programmes lies in a number of variables of which training/is an important factor.
Training, education and development of HRD in administration are expected to provide the needed
stimulus to initiate impulses of change in the administrative apparatus.and will lead to improved
efficiency, productivity and administrative performance. In fact, of late there has been significant
enlargement of the training infrastructure even proliferation, enhancement of financial outlays and
consequential increase in the number of training opportunities for administrators.

HRD in administration is an important part of macro-level human resource planning. An organisation
that does not plan for its human resources will often find that it is not meeting either its personnel
requirements or its overall goals effectively. There are fourbasic steps in human resource planning:
1. Planning for future needs,
2. Planning for future balance,
3. Planning for recruiting and selecting, and
4. Planningfor development. __
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Planning for development aims at increasing the ability of the individuals and groups to contribute to
organisational effectiveness. Development programmes are designed to educate employees beyond
the requirements of their present position so that they will be prepared for promotion and be able to
take a broader view of their role in the organisation. How should the training and movement of individuals
within the organization be managed so that the organisation will be assured of a continuing supply of
experienced and capable personnel? The central elements in human resource planning are forecasting
and the human resource audit. Forecasting attempts to assess the future personnel needs of the
organisation. The human resource audit assesses the organization's current human resources. In
the human resource audit, the skills and the performance of each individual in the organisation are
appraised. Induction and orientation are designed to provide a new employee with the information he
(or she) needs in order to function effectively and comfortably in a given setting. Induction and orienta ion
is generally followed by training programmes aimed to improve skills, techniques, knowledge and
attitude of the employees. Continuous monitoring of the actual job performed will reveal changes that
call for new training. Training for advancement is needed to enable the employee to climb the

promotional ladders.

9.4 ROLE SET OF GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION SYSTEM

With the introduction of the Five Year Plans after independence, the Government of India took upon
itself a developmenta'l role in addition to the conventional regulatory role. The assumption underlying
the new role was that along with looking after law and order, the Government needed to pay attention
to resource mobilization and utilization. A number of departments and agencies were created on the
lines of conventional bl!lreaucratic structures. The Government also gave a lead role to the public
sector in order to provide the major thrust for development.

Over the years, the expectations from the role of the governments' central administration system
have grown to a very great extent. The role set of the Government in HRD can be seen in the

illustration by Athreya."

Ministers

people __ ---------1 Central Administration 1--_ Industry Agriculture Services

State Ad ministrations

Such a role-set suggests the possibility of conflicting expectations and priorities which have to be

fulfilled. These according to Athreya, are:

-1. To forecast, analyse and advise Ministers on strategies for achieving policy objectives.

2. To help in optimising goals.

3. Approved programmes to be implemented in time.
4. Progress to be monitored and to give suggestions to the ministers for corrective action.

5. Performance comparison with other countries.

6. To develop innovations in procedures and practices.
7. To oeve'op subordinates and themselves for the institutionalization of Government.
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9.5 HRD DEVELOPMENTS IN GOVERNMENT SYSTEMS

Industry has use J HRD in an integrated form only recently. In Government, it is more so. Some
important HRD developments in Government are given below."

1. Initial attempts were made to improve organistional effectiveness in Government. Paul Appleby
from tile US PubliC'Administration came and studied the Indian administration set up. One of
his recommendations was the need to transform administration from a 'colonial' to a
development-oriented one. However, not much was done to implement the recommendations.

2. The Administrative Reforms Commission of 1967, emphasised the importance of better systems
and training and development. This led to the setting up of an Administrative Reforms Cell,
within the Home Ministry first. Theis later become a Personnel Department. Three activities
were strengthened among others, nomination of more officers for training within and outside
the country, computerization of manpower data and more systematic postings for specialised
assignments.

3. The Indian institutes of management, Calcutta and Ahmedabad started in 1962. By the early
.seventies, Indian Administrative Service recruits were given management training and
management concepts were also brought into the training institutions of other public systems
such as Income tax, Postal and police.

4. Failures in implementation of plans, projects and programmes led to an awareness of HRD. In
1985, a formal Ministry for HRD was set up.

5. With this new emphasis on HRD, ministers and secretaries of government departments were
deputed to attend a variety of training and devefopment programmes on management and
HRD at reputed management institutes like the ASCI, the 11M's,XLRI, Tata. Management Training
Centre, etc.

9.6 CURRENT SYSTEMS OF HRD IN GOVERNMENT
1. Training

The nature, size and variety of the plans and programmes of social and economic advance that the
country has undertaken determine the training of Government and public systems. Ten years ago,
there were only a few Central and State training institutions for imparting induction training to their
officers. In-service training was not seen as important for the development of officers. Today, most
States have their own training institutions and if they do not have, they send them to other reputed
institutes."

2. Job Rotation

The move away from purely generalist training on history, constitution, procedures etc. towards
specialised training, has also made possible more purposive rotation and transfer. The earlier concept
of the jack-of-all-tra(i<=;~ qenerahst, who can handle any assignment, is giving way to better fitment of
role and peroson. "tftcers who have utilised the opportunities to get Masters and even doctoral



degrees in specialised subjects like Economics, Energy, Population Studies, Trade etc. are being
rotated into relevant assignments.

3. Data Bank

The awareness of HRD has coincided with a sudden acceptance of computers in not only industry,
where the debate has been raging for thirty years, but also in government. This has enabled the
computerisation of human resource data. The data bank and its use for drawing lists for training,
rotation and promotion are becoming the norm in government. There may be a lack of system
discipline, and attempts at manipulations, but the system is now available.

4. Selection

Even before independence, selection in government was "objective" in the sense of being based on
competitive examinations. But this has a concomitant problem of rigidity. There is a very limited
acceptance of mid-career entry."

5. Manpower Forecasting 8

This goes mostly by annual manpower bud~ng and ad hoc proposals during the year. But the five
year plans have provided an opportunity for at least once in five years for each Ministry to make its
manpower forecasts. In the past such forecats were mechanistic extrapolations. What is more
remarkable recently are the pressures for efficiency and manpower reduction, in the following ways:

a) Voluntary Retirement Schemes have been introduced, giving attractive benefits at the end of
twenty years' service.

b) Additional workload is sought to be taken without increasing manpower.

c) Information technology is helping to merge and sometimes eliminate routine jobs.

d) More autonomous, "attached" organisations are being formed, to take work out of the
bureaucracy into more flexible entities.

e) The thrust towards delicensing, deregulation and decontrol, the move from 'physical' to fiscal
control etc. are expected to lesson the administrative work load further.

6. Performance Appraisal /;'-
~- ,~' _- ---__...,- - - - - _/Perfomance App!"aisaT as a HRD tool has ~t been realised in Government systems. The
" edominantmethod-ofpe..rfeff!lSlRre.. ' apPralsi..al in~ernment has been the confidential ratingsystem,
,_jed lar~elyfor-evaluation rather than dev~loprtfent.

'--,. - --~--~__.,,- .~.
,

;).~' A NEW APPROACH TO AN INTEGRATED HRD SYSTEM IN
(,OVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION9

Dew"" ''I1t may be defined as the process of acquisition of competencies. Human Resource
1""'\':"'10,: , ,,','C".t i~ the orocess of facilitating and ensuring the acquisition of competencies required by



people (employees, their supervisors and leaders or people in general) to perform certain activities or
tasks intended to achieve some desired outcomes. These outcomes are defined by that organization
in an orparilzatlonal setting or some public agency, or agent or leader in public settings.

Objectives.of a programme or an organization can be achieved only Whenpeople do certain things to
achieve them. The people who should do these things are the employees. What they do or are
expectedt~ do maybe called "activities"or "task'. These activitiesor tasks 'are grouped intocategories
and are sometimes called "functions". If the task or activities have to be peroformed well, certain
conditionshave to bemet. The following are some of the important conditions that need to be fulfilled:

* Thegoals or objectives should be clearly stated and preferably in observable and measurable
terms.

I

* Theactivities or tasks required to be performed for achieving the goals should be exhaustively
ide1ified and listed.

Each person or employee should have a complete list of the activities he is expected to perform
andlshould be motivated or committed to perform these activities.

Eacr person or employee should have the capabilities or competencies required to perform
these activities. If he does not have them, he should be helped to acquire these competencies.

PeriOdicallythe list of activities, their appropriatenessto achieve the goals, divisionor allocation
of these activities to different members, competencies needed and the competencies existing
in the employees should be reviewed and competency gaps should be identified.

*

*

*

* Competencies should be developed in employees or people on a continuous basis to perform
these activities, tasks and functions.

HR!p is nothing but a planned way of ensuring that the above conditions are met. In order to
ensure this a number of instruments or mechanisms can be used. These instruments include
activity analysis or task analysis or role analysis exercises, critical attribute identification
exercises, performance analysis, feedback and review discussions, potential development
exercises, training 00, etc. Some of these mechanisms are briefly described below:

1. Activ;ty Analysis I Task Analysis I Role Analysis

These activities aim at examining and organizing the varous tasks to be accomplished in order to
achieveorganizational objectives. In activity analysis all the activities required to accomplishthe final
or intermediategoals of the organization are identified.Taskanalysis is concerned with identifyingthe
functions .or categories of tasks. Role analysis is concerned with the role and role clarity of job
incumbents.

The abovementionedactivitiesare necessaryfor individualsto be able to performwell inorganizations.
Unfortunately,they are often neglectedespeciallyin publicserviceorganizationsresultinginvagueness
about roles and tasks and overlappinq functions.
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The following steps are followed in carrying out activity / task / role analysis:

, I

* A workshop is held in which the entire department or unit, 6r a group of a maximum of fifteen to
twenty people, get together under the leadership of an external expert.

The workshop begins with anidentification of\the mlssion of the department or organization.
\\ -

The mission statement is translated into meaSureable objectives to serve as indicators of
mission achievement.

*

*

* The group then identifies the specific objectives of their unit or departement which can contribute
to the overall mission.

* Every individual in the group examines how his or her job can contribute to the objectives of the
department and specifies goals and activities which he or she had to fulfil.

Each individual then presents his or her job objectives to the entire group and makes necessary
modifications after discussions.

*

* Following this, each individual prepares an exhaustive list of activities which he or she has to
perform, estimates the importance of and time required for these activities, identifies the
competencies that are needed to carry them out and finally, arrives at the cornpdtencies which
he or she needs to develop.

The individual discusses the list with his or her supervisors, and a final activity list is arrived at
with the approval of the supervisor.

*

2. Identification of Critical Attributes

Critical attributes are the imortant qualities the job holder is required to possess in order to perform
the functions associated with his job well. in the activity/ task! role analysis stated above, competency
requirements are identified for each job holder by himself in consultation with his supervisors. The
critical competencies required to perform the job are critical attributes. In case an activity / task / role
analysis is not being done by the unit, it could undertake the identification of critical attributes with the
hel of specialists (behavioural scientists). Such an exercise should result in the identification and
listing of critical competencies required for a job to perform it well and the indicators of these
competencies. When specialists undertake such work they normally start with some form of job
analysis (somewhat similar to role analysis, the major difference being a relatively more focus on the
job and its components and less on the job holder and his expectations and experiences) to derive
critical attributes or competencies.

The same could be done by the department itself ina similarway as role analysis. The only additional
step is to identify critical competencies from the list of competertcies.identified. For each competency,
indicatprs of tile competency (e.g. a degree, diploma, evidence of handling the function well in the
past, behaviours on his job, performance appraisal reports, test data etc.) should also be stated.

I ._. I .
• -.~ - '1

3. \re~orrnanceAppraisal . \ -

pe;:~ance Appraisal systems as instruments of HRD have not yet been realised in government
syst~m¢. A performance appriasal system can be a powerful tool of HRD when it is used to help an

- 1/ . .
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employee understand his tasks and the means of achieving them, identify-lhe-strengths and
weaknesses he has relevant to his job, and acquire new competencies for self development in the
job.

It is possible 10design appraisal systems to achieve these objectives. Irrespective of, or in addition to
the performance appraisal (or confidential reporting) following by the Government, it is possible and
even desiraqte for every administrative head to design and follow a performance review process in
his unit or d~artment. The following components could be used for such a process:

* periodically, about once every six months or a year, every appraiser meets with his appraisee
for a.fermal discussion regatding the appraisee's work and performance.

* The appraiser and appraisee join~ly review the latter's past performance and decide on specific
objec.ves to be achieved in the next year.

* An analysis is also carried out of the factors which inhabited or contributed to past performance
and those which are expected to inhabit or contribute to future peformance.

based on the above analysis, the appraiser identifies the developmental needs of the individual
as w~1I as those of the organization. These needs serve as the basis for planning the
organization's training and development and organization de\;.:lopment activities for the coming
year.

The performance appraisal system described above serves the purpose not only of individual evaluation
but also of providing important input data for an organization's training programmes, counselling
plans, organization development activities, etc.

4. Pontential Development

Every individual has some competency or the other. An organization interested in HRD needs to
provide opportunities for identifying and developing such competencies so as to enable the future
growth of people. The objective of potential appraisal system is to identify the potential of an empluj,~,
to occupy higher positions in the organizational hierarchy and undertake higher responsibilities. Based
on the assessment of potential, an organization can design appropriate training, career development,
counselling and organization development programmes.

A good potential apparisal system would include the following:

* Preparation of proper role descriptions for various job positions.

Identification of the critical attributes or requirements for effective role performance in the future
roles.

Assessment mechanisms by which individuals can be evaluated with respect to the critical
attributes. psychological test, simulation games and exercises, performance analyses, are
some such mechanisms which can be used.

Feedback mechanisms by which individuals are kept informed about their potential and the
steps they need to taka in order to improve. 10 \;

*

*

*
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5. Training

Most of the training in government today is institution dependent. If training has to serve a useful
purpose, the individual should feel a need fortraining, he or she should be sponsored for training at a
suitable time, and he or she should be provided the opportunites or facilities to use his learnings from
the training. It is useful for every department or organization to set apart an appropriate training
budget. Training need not be viewed as classromm training alone. It is possible to have monthly
meeting of all staff of a department inwhich information is shared by the department head, or training
inputs are imparted by an internal or external expert. Training can also be imparted by sponsoring
field visits to study the functioning of other effective departments or orqanizations."

6. Organization Development

One of the most important, but also most neglected, aspects fo HRO in government systems is
organization development (00). Given the traditional rigid and bureaucraticstructures and cultures
whichtend to prevail in large organizations likegovernmentsystems,manyHROactivitiesandsystems
cannot be successful unless planned changes are made in existing organizational structure and
cultures. 00 is a method of planned change by which an organization's health and effectiveness is
diagnosed and relevant interventions made to improve it.

One approach to 00 in a government system has been used and described byVitta!.12This involves
the administration of a questionnaire to assess the attitudes of people and the climate prevailing in a
department. The questions include such as :

.. What is the work we are doing, but which we should not do?

.. What is the work we must be doing, but are not doing?

* What are your individual problems and what solutions do you suggest?

* What are the major problems facing the department and what are your ideas to overcome
them?

* What are your objectives? Are we taking action to achieve them? How successful are we in
this?

* What are we doing to reach our goals?

If the data from such a questionnaire survey are sharedwith members of the department and used as
a basis for planning and implementing change, it would act much like the survey research method in
00.

Another intervention is the suggestion scheme system." In this scheme, suggestions are periodically
collected from department members about modifications or improvements which can be made in the
department. The best suggestions accepted for implementation are displayed in a roll of honour and
the winners are given cash awards.
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An 00 interventionwhich may be especially useful in government syster115 in management by
objectives (MBO).14 In this method, people at all levels are involved in identifying organizational goals
and specific ~ndividual strategies for achieving these goals through their respective tasks.

Pestonjee has pointed out the need for 00 interventions to reduce the role stresses which people ·in
government'departments are prone to face. Such stresses arise from ~conflicting tasks and
responsibilities, a sense of erosion of one's role, psychological non-acceptance of one's role, etc.
Role based interventions can help reduce these stresses by clarifying, redefininq and enriching formal
9rganizatioryal roles." .

9.8 SU¥MARY
j

HRD has a strateqic role to play in government. The contextual and historical conditions affecting
governmendsystems give the HRD function in government a difficult and complex role to play. HRD
has to provide for the development of administrators and personnel who in turn have to look after key
developmental activities in the country. Hitherto, HRD in government has been confirmed to limited
training activities, job rotation, selection, manpower forecasting, and maintaining of a personnel data
bank. A ne", approach towards developing an integrated HRD system in government, administration
is called for;

The main components of such a system are suggested to be activity, task or role analysis, identification
of critifcal jOb attributes, performance appraisal, potential development, training, and organization
development.
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UNIT 10
HRD FOR HEALTH AND FAMILY WELFARE

Objectives

After going through this unit you will be able to :

* idenitify the importance of developing the competencies of field workers in social and family
welfare programmes "

* stale the unique context in which human resource need to be developed for an effective
implementation of population programmes

* list the various components of human resource management that need to be simultaneously
attended to for facilitating the social and family welfare programmes.

* list.a series of questions to be answered in relation to each of the Human Resource functions

* identity the gaps in HRD for Health and Family Planning workers.

Structute
.. '

10.1 lntroduction

10.2 A Contextual Understanding of Human Resoruce Management for Population Programmes in
India

10.3 What does Development and Management of Human Resoruces mean?

10.4 Silmmary

10.1 INTRODUCTION

The ultimate objective of any health and 'family welfare programme is increasing life period, decreasing
mortality rate, incidence of diseases etc., and making people healthy and economically sound through
reduction of birth rate, adoption of small size family norm and such other strategies. Health and
family ~Ifare organizations attempt to achieve these goals through the use of man, material, money
and services. A variety of human resoruces are being utilised to work for theseobjectives. They
include the Auxiliary Nurse Midwives (ANMs), Male and Female multipurpose Workers, Lady Health
Workers, Family Planning Health Asslstnts (FPHAs), Extension Educators, Medioal Officers; District
Level Officers, State Level Officers and so on .. These categories of employees are directly governed
by the health and family planning organizations at the state ieve!. Besides the peole employed formally
by the tlealth and family planning department, help of personnel form various other departments is
also taken- by the bealth department Unless these categories of employees are managed well, the
services are likelyfc)'~be-i~ffective. By managing the human resources we mean, developing the'
necessary capabilities in these people to perform their tasks and then creating necessary conditions
that ensure continuous and effeCtIVeuse-of tb.~se resources. This chapter focuses on the management
of human resources employed by the health ~elfare departments. _.
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It is all the more so in goverl'1ent organizations in India. While a great amount of attention is paid to
creating infrastructural facilities at health centres, supply of medicines, cuntraceptives, generating
incentive set =nes for acceptors and such other issues very little attention 's paid to strengthen the
personnel in health and family welfare departments who are in turn supposed to manage the facilities
and facilitate achievement of targets.

There are many dynamics that operate in terms of human processes in organizing and developing
family planning and health services to people. In order to understand the adequacy or inadequacyof
human resources management one needs to understand the total context in whcih these resources
need to be managed. The followinq is an attempt to provide such a context.

10.2 A CONTEXTUAL UNDERSTANDING OF HUMAN RESOURCE
~/

MANAGEMENT FOR POPULATION PROGRAMMES IN/INDIA
Acceptance of a small size family norm is essentially an individual deciSfowoGt the most a joint
decision of two people (husband and wife). Research evidence availablEHmj§Sues of this kind in
India indicates that people follow some processes or certain sequences irTto;:;,ingto a final decision
or before adopting a new norm or a new practice. For example, researches on adoption of new
agricultural practices suggest that the following sequential stages are involved; experienclnq a need,
becoming aware that these are alternative or newways of satisfying the need, becoming interested
inoneormoreof these possibilities,deliberating,trial,evaluation,final adoptionand integration. Recent
researches indicate that the adoption sequence for family planning practices can be viewed under
five stages, 1) Awareness and formation of attitudes to a small size family, 2) Developinqa no desire
for morechildren, 3) Gathering knowledgeabout family planningmethods, 4) Formationof intentions
to act and 5) Adoption through choice of one or more methods. People at different stages need
different kinds of help or interventions to move towards the final stage of adoption. For example
people in stage 3 could be helped through literature and mass -communication strategies using
radios and television (if they are accessible) whereas people in stage 1may needmore interpersonal
dialogues and discussions. Thus diagnosis of the adoption stage of a person becomes important for
a familyplanningworker so that he can planhis interventionproperly. As about 80 percentof population
in.lndia is rural. Influencing them to move towards adoption becomes very complicated due to lack of
communicationfacilitiesand limitednumberof employeesavailableto contactthem. Themain agencies
of the governement at the operating level are the primary health centres (PHCs) and subcentres at
the village levels and urban health centres in urban settings. The people at operating level includethe
ANMs, EEs.

Multi-purposeworkers, other health workers,and above all the medical Officers meanning the PIjCs.
Preparationof people, educatig them andmotivating through interpersonal communication and such
other strategies, delivery of services etc. are all the responsibilites of operating unit - the PHC. As a
first level supervisor, the medical officer becomes an important officer in the administrative hierarchy
because he ahs to manage the human resources given to him effectively in order to achieve the
objectives of the programme. Besides, he is also an important point of contact with people as be- is
also a main instrument in the delivery of services. The technical capabilities required for delivering
health and family planning services are developed in him through medical education in the medical
college, experience and other training programmes. The technical capabilities and interpersonal
communication skills required by his operCitingfurlGftonariesat the rural level are developed through
the treaining they receive before they t~Lifrthei()b. For some categories likeANMs such training is
more systematic and of longer duration and for som-eit is only short-term and sometimes inadequate.

----
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In order to supervise the operating units ~nmgthese ~nits, to provide them necessary
assistance so that they will be able to perform their functions well and to provide continuous guidance
"and counselling the district level functionaries exi~[rhey need to have substantial managerial and
.supervisory capabilities in order to do their job weu'--The regional and state fevel functionaries take
care of larger issues like policy formulation, planning, generation of new ideas and schemes, managing
information, monitoring, continuous evaluation, modification of overall programme inputs etc. functions.

10.3 WHAT DOES DEVELOPMENTAND MANAGEMENTOF HUMAN
RSOURCES MEAN?

This background makes it clear that functionaries at different levels require different kinds of knowledge,
attitudes, and skills to be able to contribute to the achievement of programme objectives. The magnitude
of the problem becomes clear when one look at the position of the staff in the rural health family
welfare centres alone in India. There are about 20,000 doctors, 5,000 extension educators, 1,07,000
lady health workers, 85,000 male health workers, 40,000 family welfare health assistants, 10,000
nurse -,midwives, 4,000 statistical assistants (computers) 5,000 store-keepers and 3,000 drivers,
thus adding to a total of 2,70,000 staff members manning the rural family welfare centres alone by late
Eighties. In addition there are thousands of staff manning the urban family welfare centres, post
partum centres run by the state governments (faculty in paediatrics, health education, demography,
anaesthesia, extension educators, ANMs, LHVs, FWWs, etc.), health and family Welfare and MCH
officer, Actministrative Officer, Mass Education and Information Officer, District Extension Educator,
Medical Officer, field evaluation workers, statistical investigators and other support staff), state family
welfare bureaus and the state secretariat cells.

An effective delivery of family welfare services requires effective functioning of the various personnel
involeved in this programmes. Management of human resources in this context would mean getting
right people for the right jobs, developing their capabilities to do their jobs effectively, monitoring their
performance through appraisals, evaluations and incentives, developing their capabilities continuously
so that they will be able to adapt themselves to the changing requirements of thefield, ensuring their
motivation continously through appropriate reward sytems and promotions and helping them at every
step through guidance, counselling etc., and getting the best out of their capabilities. The following
functions may be involved in ensuring effective management of human resources for achieving family
welfare programme objectives.

1. Manpower planning :This function deals with prediction of manpower needs for the family
planning organization considering the tasks to be handled and the changing needs of the society over
time.

2. Selection, recruitment and other forms of job assignments: This function deals with
identifying right persons-for the different jobs to be handled and placing people in right places so that
they can give theri best.

3. Induction programme: This function deals with the management of mechanisms to socialise
people in the organization.

4. Training : This function deals with ensuring the continuous development of capabilities in people
so that they are able to perform their tasks well and meet challenges from the changing environment.
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5. Performance appraisal, job evaluation and analysis: These functions ensure the

accountabilityof people.
6. Rewards and punishment: This function helpsmaintain the motivation of capable people and
heiping poor performance to take corrective action.

7. Transfers : This function ensure employeewelfare and provides opportunities to meet changing
needs of.the field by making people available at needed places.

8. Employee counselling and feedback: This'function ensures that guidance is available for
employees from their supervisors and helps creating a supportive climate.

9. Employee-employer relationships: This function ensures that people are not exploited,
their qrievances are heard and good relationships are maintained.

10. Career planning and development: This function ensures that people do not stagnate in
their jobs and there is change in responsibilities periodically.

11. Organizational design and institutional building effort: This function ensures creation
of proper environment so that people give their best and quality of work life in continuously well

maintained.
In the following section each of the above functions are taken up and the major issues that come up
while dealingwith that function are raised.

Man Power Planning:
When onethinks of the manpower planning the following fl':lestions need to be answeredfor ensuring

effective handling of this function.

2)

If acceptance of family planning is basically anJndividual decision and if there is a sequence
that people go through before they make their final decisions, are there any studies available
that determine the optimal number of contacts and the nature of contacts required to get one
peroson move from the first stage (awareness) to the last stage (adoption)?

What kind of capabilities are required on the part of the field level worker in order to help a
person accept the small size norm? (Capabilities in terms of his technical knowledge, his
awarencess of the economic situtation, links between family size, population growth and
economic development, interpersonal communication, persuasive abilities and helping

capabilities, etc.)
What will be the optima. size of field staff required to cover a population of about 80,000 and

over what period?
What kind of roles orjobs are neededat the-gra§§:root levels that perform mutually exclusive
functions? (For example maleworkers can take care of male population and female workers
should take care of female population etc.,) .

1)

3)

4)

5)
What are the roles envisaged for the field staff once the field is.saturated in terms of developing
positive attitudes in people to adopt a small familv norm? ..,



6) What are the manpower requirements estimated ove.[1__earsto take care of the family welfare
services ? What roles would they be performing overyears as the field is changing due to their
interventions? .

7) What should be the ratio of field staff to medical and other technical staff? How should this
ratio be changing over time?

8) What are the supervisory levels required? How many district level officials are required to
supervise and provide support to MOs? Should this be in proportion to the number of PHCs or
the nature of the area? What should be the criteria used for determining optimal number of
positions required at the district level?

9) What are the manpower requirements at state levels? Who should man what positions?

Manpower planning for manning the family welfare programmes should be based on a clear
understanding of the field requirements, capabilities required to fulfil these requirements, change in
the field requirements with interventions by the staff, changes required in the capabilities of the staff
with chanqinq requirements fo the field. Unless some research is done in selected areas and some

. norms are developed on these directions the objectives may not be achieved. Questions raised
above need to be answered.

In an assessment of the manpower requirements in family pinning, the Institute for Applied Manpower
Research observed the following as early as in 1968 : .

1) Family planning programme is likely to be handicapped by the non-availability of women doctors,
particularly in rural areas. Medical college admission increases will not serve the purpose,
because doctors need some incentives to work in rural areas.

\

2) The utilisation of qualified nurses after giving them necessary orientation training may reduce
t~ manpower requirement problems in the family planning programme.

3) Itmay be desirable to involve more and more private practitioners in the programme either by
hours or by cases in their own clinics or with the mobile teams.

4) ANMs may fall short of the requirements in almost all the states. Some will be case of LHVs.

In an experimental effort made in Athoor Block, an attempt was made to try a modified staffing pattern
for ANMs and LHVs and to evolve a methodology of work for the workers integrating the two activities.

For this experiment, each ANM was allotted about 5,000 population instead of 10,000 population
distributed within a distance of two to three kilometers. Work plan was developed within the framework
of this modified staffing pattern. Substantial improvement in the quantum and quality of MCH services
was observed in this area compared to non-experimental areas. The registration of ante-natal cases

I .

in Athopr became almost complete, compared to 50-75 percent in other areas, the frequency of post-
natal visits were comparatively much higher, a considerable improvement was observed in the post
natal care given to women in this area. There was steady and rapid increase in the number of female
sterilizations, knowledge about various family limitation methods was comparatively higher in this
block. The improvement in the record-keeping system and the reporting of vital events was another
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achievement of the programme. All these findings support the conclusion that the staff pattern of one
ANM per 5,000 population and the methodology of work developed within that framework is effective
and served as a model for development of the family planning programme in the community.

An important issue related to manpower planning for family welfare services is the involvement of
people not employed by the programme. Particularly at field levels involvement of others like teachers,
panchayat leaders etc. is likely to bring down the pressure on the department for employing people
exclusively for this programme.

V.K. Gupta and P.M. Shingi of Indian institute of management in a 1976 study of VLWs, panchayat
servretaries, village pradhans, patwaris and. co-operative supervisors assessed the following:

(a) their existing attitudes, knowledge and skills to participate in family planning activities; (b) their
training needs and (c) reward systems required to motivate them. Their study was conducted in two
districts of Uttar Pradesh. On the basis of their study they suggest that workers can be ranked in the
following order in relation to their suitability for involvement in family planning activlfles :

---------

1) School teachers

2) Village level workers

3) panchayatsevaks

4) patwaris

5) Co-operative supervisors and

6) Village pradhans.

They suggest that legitimising the participation of these categories would facilitate their involvement.

Selection, Recruitment and other forms of Job Assignments

Once a blue print of manpower requirement is prepared, the next step is identifying suitable people to
handle various jobs. In order to facilitate selection processes, blue print of manpower requirements
should specify various functions involved in each job, and the nature of changes that are likely to
occur in these functions over time (that is projected nature of functions in future). Technical and other
capabilities required to perform these functions should be specified. This becomes important as the
criteria of evaluating an applicant for a given position or the mechanisms of generating right kind of
people to man various jobs becomes very much dependent on the job specifications. The objectives
of selection should be (a) to find persons who will be able to perform the given functions well through
possessing technical, managerial, and behavioural capabilities required to perform the given job, and
(b) to select persons who would show the capablities of attaching importance and performing future
functions either in the organizational hierarchy or with the new dimensions of th -_. role:.1lllilh
change of time. The following questions arise when one thinks of selection and recruitrnen processes
in the national family welfare programmes: ! /
1. Are there researches available that aim at giving clear cut outlines offunctions to be performed

by each. role incumben? What do these researches point out in relation to the technical,
managerial and behavioural capabilities required?
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2> The family planning organization nati~!t'Wide does not include more than 60 ditferentjobs as of
today. If that is so, task analysis of t~is not a very difficult matter. One might raise a -
question like is there anytmng unique~~ily planning staff that require different qualities
than tpe staff of other organizations? ~ --. ..~

~, "

3. . Whatlare the minimum qualifications that are required for perfOiining each role?

4.. Whatishould be the relative weightage to be given for qualifications and experience in each of
-, the rqles ?

,

5.
-----._----~-"., ---___

Are there effective methods of selecting the people to man various jobs? What are the
experiences of using various methods like written tests, interviews, group discussions etc.?

6. Wrntshould be the pople involved in selecting the persons at various levels?
1

What are the strengths and weaknesses of existing systems of selection in the family planning
prog1amme?

What are the new methods that could be used to improve the existing practices?

7.

8.

9. Are there some psychological tests and other mechanisms that have been experimented and
foun~ successful?

~
A review of the research indicates thatvery little isJi"{ailable in this area. There are a few manuals
published ~y the government whenever_some newschemes are evolved. These manuals at the most
give job d~scriptions for a few jobs envisaged. Even1flese job descriptions highlight what some
senior offi~rs in the ministries think and expect rather than being based on some systematic studies.

]

For example, the national institute of Family Planning brought out a guide for extension work.

A report by/the Family Planning Communication Action Research Project indicates that sucess of the
entire family planning programme depends upon the positive role perception Of supervisors and field
workers. The role perception of a functionary is very much linked with the-rote expectations and his
performance in the field. Thus the gap in role expectation, perception and performance is considered
as a handicap in programme development. Supervisors narrated some of the problems as :

. /

1. 'Pla'1S prepared by higherups are not suitable to the-field conditions. //"

2. There is a rapid change in the policy of programme implementation Withoutgiving suffi~ienr-
opportunity to the trial of a particular system. .

3. Fauny procedures of recruitment and training of staff.

4. Lack of inter and intra-departmental coordination.

5. Lack of feedback and field problems from the field to the state level.

6. District level supervisory machinery is not adequately trained.

7. Supervisory stni~ture is same irrespective of the size of the districts.

8. Seryice units are not adequately manned and equipped.
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9. Lack of post-training guidance tothe=~orkers."-_ - _-::_---._,- ~-.. -----_.-_

10. Vacant positions are ne~.fil1~.aRd frequent transfeF-Offieldworkers create problems.

11. Lack of efforts to counter act prevalent rumours and misconceptions of people abourfamily
planning. - -

Chatterjee,SinghandMehrotraof the IndianStatisticalInstitute,Calcuttastudiedthe methodof selecting
field level family planning workers. They tried to evolve a battery of objective tests which could be

sued for the selection.
The tests used by them include: socio-economic status scale, general information test, personality
test, non-verbal inteHigencetest, verbal interest test, aptitude scale, attitude scale, and value scale.
These tests were administered to 55 female and 181 male family planning workers in two different

sessions.
For the female workers, the short attitude scale and the two personality sub-scales of emotional
instability and hypomanic temperament were the best predictors. Likewise, for the maleworkers, the
general informationtestwas the best predictorfollowedbythe socio-economicstatus scale,intelligence

test and the religious values test.

Perhaps this is the only systematic study available in personnel selection for family welfare workers.

There is a great need for more work in selection techniques. Related to this is the need to answer
even basic question like (a) what should be the minimum qualifications required for grassroot level
functionaries? Is it necessary to have post-graduates as extension workers or can one use less
qualifiedpeoplewho arewillingtowork in ruralareasandwhocanestablishtheir credibility.Experiments
on involving different agents in family welfare activities may throw some light on these aspects.

Induction Programme
Induction deals with the procedures of training people once they are taken up for a particular role to
familiarisewitht the organization, functions,-etc. Mostorganizations use specialised inductiontraining
programmes. Inductiontraining programmesare availablefor workers of the PHCsandare conducted
by various agencies including regional family welfare training centres. Once on job, the doctors as
well as para-medical staff are exposed to the induction programmes. However there may not be
muchof uniformity in practice in the country. Inductionprogrammesplaya significant role in socialising
the new incumbent to perform different functions in the organization. Quite often the way the person
is inducted into the organization determines his effectiveness later. If a person is taken into the
organizationand left completely free without anyguidance and instruction he may get lost. This often
may affect his later performance. The following questions could be raised when one looks at the
existing mechanisms of induction:

1. What are the mechanisms by which different categories of employees are inducted into the
work organizations? How do they vary from role to role or from state to state and with what

impact?

2. What is the optimal set of capabilities that should be developed in an employee before he is
actually placed on the job?
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At prese$1tthere are no planned strategies ofinduction. This~x,QIains partly the poor performance of
workersl They get socialised by their seni~rs only and iniillf>"pletely unc~ntroll~d manner. Thus
apathy .nd incompetence spreads. There ISa need to d~n ,.nd conduct Induction programmes.

, . Ii,.

Trainirig
Trainind is the most important function that directly contributes to the development of human resources.
This also happens to be quite a neglected function in most of the ~anizations. Recent surveys on
the investments made by the Indian organizations on trairjRg indicate that a large number of
organi~tions do not even spend 0.1 percent of their bud "on training. Many organizations do not

. even h~ve a training department. If human resources ve to be developed, the organization should
create ~onditions in which people acquire new k edge and skills and develop healthy patterns of
behavieur and styles. This is possible throyg personal guidance as well as institutional training.
Fortunately, training appears to have been fairly well attended to in government sector. Family welfare
workers have good opportunities for training.

W:"y i$ training necessary ?

Traini~ is necessary because technology is developing continuously at a very fast rate. The systems
and practlces that were in operation a few months ago are no more considered effective due to new
discov,ries in technology. These discoveries in new technology deal with conceptual aspects, technical
aspecjs managerial aspects, as well as human aspects. When such discoveries are being made if
organ*ations do not have mechanisms to cope up with and use growing technology they will become
stale. Jrraining is also necessary because any planned development of a person can contribute to the
effectiveness of the organization. However, such development cannot take place in every direction. It
has tol monitored and it has to be purposeful. Without proper monitoring development is likely to
increase the frustrations of an employee by developing him in directions that rise his expectations
with np opportunities for application. A good training system would help greatly in monitoring the
directipns in which employee should grow and develop in the best interests of the organization. A
good 'raining system also ensures that employees develop in directions congruent with their career
plans.

A su,gested system of training

A go~ system of traning with the identification of training needs. Such an identification of the training
needs may be based on the following:

IPerf~rmanceappraisal reports: Performance appraisal reports help identifying directions in which
the i~' ividual should be trained and developed. On the basis of the annual appraisal reports various
dime. sions oftraning could beidentif~d. Training needs identified on the basis ssperformance appraisal
woul primarily become inputs for organsing on-the-Job training programmes or working out on-the
job trf:iining strategies for a selected group of employees to improve their present performance.

Potential appraisal: Training needs identified on the basis of potential appraisal would become
input~ for designing training programmes or work out training strategies for develop.nq the potential of
a selected group of candidates who are identified for performing future roles in the organization. The
cppcrtunities for such a thing are few in family welfare departments due to lack of job opportunities



Job rotation: Performing some roles several years might have the'denlotivating effects on the.
individual. Therefore some orqanizations plan job rotation as a mechanism of ma1ntainingthe
motivation of people. When such job rotation programmes are planned training before the actual
rotation is helpful. There are not manyjobs intowhich family planningstaff could be-rotated. However,
planned anddevelopment based transfers could serve this purpose.

Continuous education: Besides those most of the training programmes that are organized today
aim at equipping the population managers with newtechnology. These training programmes attempt
to help the managers raise their present level of effectiveness.

~-

Organizing trainTng programmes: After identifyingthe training needs the next step is to design and
organize training programmes. In larger organizations it is possible for the training department to
organize several training programmes.

--:~~::~-
In designing the training programme on the basis of the training needs the following points may be
kept inview:

1. Whereverther~_aresizeable number of people having the same training need, it is advisableto
organize an internal programme. The organization can save a lot of costs. Besides, by having
the group of people from the same work place mutuality can be indicated in the trainees. The
possibility of the trainees applying whatever they-have learnt is high as they have learnt it in a
group and there is likely to be group support.

• .c->: ---- - ~

2. Whenever new systems have to be introduced and training is needed1Qra sizeable group of
employees it is advisable to organise the traningwitbin the organization. Tnargasons for these
are similar to those mentioned above. --~- ~

- .
3. It is better to aim at incompany programmes for technical skills wherever possible and outside

programmes for managerial and behavioural development.

4. people occupyinq responsible posts in the organization should. be encouraged to -go out
periodically for training workshops where they would have more opportunities to interact with
executives of other organizations and get ideas as well as stimulate their own thinking.

5. The training department should playa dynamic role inmonitoring the training activities. Training
department should continuously assess the impact of training andhelp the trainees in
implementingwhatever he has learnt.

6. Whenever an individual is sponsored for training programme he should be totg sufficiently in
advance the reasons for sponsoring him and the expectations of the organiza!iQ!:lfrom him
after he returns from the programme. Most companies do not inform the individU91why they
have sponsored him and consequently the learning value is minimised as the individual is
continuously struggling to discover why the organization thought of him rather thari.learninq
anything from the training programme. .

It is not always possible to- et best category of employees for any organization. The possibility of
getting highly capable emplo becomes still low in a sector like farnily welfare where job security
is low,ffuture is uncertaln. sorne soc I stigmas are attached, and bureaucracy is rampant. Given
these situations, the importance of tr ining as a mechanism of developing employee capabilities
becomes important. Training inputs for hese training programmes should flow from the job analysis
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and manpower requireme.nts. If people with adequate background and having adequate capabilites i.
are found training can be used as an instrument-to fill the gaps.

Sawhney and Chauhan of the Population Centre. l.ucknow studied the training programme for ANMs
for a period of two years. They examined the curriculum and methodology adopted during the course. ~
The study was conducted in eight ANM training centres.

j

The cur~iculum was qeing grouped under four sessi~ns with the duration of six months each. On an :_:
everagej 60 to 70 hours being devoted on family planning during the entire six months period. The ,
ANMs wrarenot clear about the details under each topic they were taught. The centres were equipped
to impatt this training. The curriculum did not meet their requirements. The trainers as well as.'
medicahofficers were not fully involved in the field of training.

A revised curriculum has been prepared. In this special attempt was made to match the contents with
the prescribed job functions. The field work was also designed to be conducted in small groups. The',
trainees wre supplied background material in the form of a book.

The revjsed programme was evaluated. The responses of 225 trainers out of 250 were obtained.
The revised training was assessed as more effective and suitable to their job. The liking for outside
speaker was expressed by a majority as the clarity of the subject by the outside speakers were better
than th~ centres' tutors. 86 percent could give the report offield work. 63 percent reported organization
of grou~ meeting during field training. Family planning methods were found known to all the trainers.
They w~re of the opinion that the book on 'Motivation Methodology' should be supplied to all. Some ,
recomnjendations have been.discussed for the improvement of the training programme like organizing -,
refresher courses, supply of literature on family planning, Deputy CMO to look into their administrative
and technical problems, meetings to be arranged in the field training and efforts to be made to include
more tqpics on family planning in the curriculum etc.

A review of the literature on training health and family planning workers indicates that the following
gaps nfted to be filled. ' .

1. ~ore systematic identification of training needs. In fact, no survey is available in this area.
Such surveys, if conducted even on a sample basis are likely to suggest significant inputs for
training. The training institutions should participate more in this effort and involve also programme :~
admlnlstrators. "

2. While too much of experimentation with training methods may not be needed, some efforts "
should be made to try out new strategies and methods of training like those triedi out by Sawhney .
~nd Chauhan (1977). i

3. A training policy for various categories of health and population/needs to be worked out. A lot of
training goes on but in absence of a systematic training policy and plans it becomes a waste.

4. Periodic evaluation of training programmes would help enriching the quality of itraining. Such
evaluation should be undertaken by the training institutions themselves. \

/
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Performance Apprisal

Performance appraisal has traditionally been used as a mechanism of controlling employees through
salary administration, reward administration, promotions and disciplinary action. Many organizations
use performance appraisal, confidential reports or employee service records in a confidential form.
Each employee is rated confidentially by one or more senior officers annually for his performance on
some dimensions and the confidential ratings are handled by the personnel department or establishment
officers. In most cases the employee does not know how his performance has been rated by his
supervisors. A few organizations (particularly in the industrial sector) have the practice of informing
employees if their ratings are below a certain level and some organizations do not do even this. Such
practices have been found to result in the employees not getting to know their strengths and
weaknesses in relation to their capabilities to perform their roles throughout their life in an organization.

Inthe organizations where only poor performance below a level is feedback, the employees do not get
to know their strength and only get to know what is seen as their weaknesses. Feedback has a
.tremendous motivational value (both positive and nagative). Researches by psychologists have
established that behaviour change occurs more by positive reinforcement, i.e. rewarding strengths
(then by neqative reinforcement or harping on the weak points) and help to the employee in analysing
his strenths, weaknesses, success and failures. Even when such negative feedback is given to the
employees in these organizations, they often perceive the feedback as condemning them, as they
are only told that their performance is poor. The entire responsibility for such poor performance is
placed on them and very little is done to help them understand why their performance is considered
poor and what opportunities are available to them for improving over their weaknesses. Thus employees
often get lost and demoralised with such negative feedback. Better performing employees also feel
frustrated that their performance is not recognised. Many do not even know how well they are doing.

As a result of such one-sided and narrow appraisal, managerial resources in organizations do not
grow, and start stagnating instead of multiplying. Human resources should grow and multiply as
people have tremendous capabilities for development, acquiring new skills to perform new roles.
Such development and multiplication of human resources is not only good for the organization and
the employees but also for the society as a whole. This is a process ofcontinuing education.

/

Performance appraisal is an efective instrument for helping people grow and develop in organizational
setting. It could be used as an effective mechanism of continuing education and learning from one
another. Through anwell organised appraisal system every employee can create learning spaces for
himself in an organization. Recent researches and experiences have shown that development oriented
performance appraisal and review system when systematically practiced, contributes substantially
to the organization's health and facilitates multiplication of managerial resources.

Objectiv~ of Performacnce Appraisal

A good performance appraisal system should have the following objectives:

1. Help the employee to overcome his weaknesses and improve over his strengths and thus
enable him to improve his performance and that of the department.

2. Generate adequate feedback and guidance from the reporting officers or supervisors to the
employee.



3. Contribute to the growth and development of the employee through helping hir1in realisticgoal
setting.

j

r 4. provide inputs to i) system of rewards comprising salary increments, appreciation, additional
responsibilities, promotions, etc. and ii) salary administration.

5. Help in creating a desirable culture and traditions in the organization.

6. H~lp in identifying employees for the purpose ofmotivating, training and developing them.

7. Generation of significant, relevant, free and valid information about employees.

Thus a ~ood appraisal sytem should primarily focus on employee development at the same time
helping tfle organization in the management of people through rewards etc.

The existingsystems of performance appraisal in populationprogrammesdo not contributeto anything
beyond punishment administration. The employees do not get to know anything about how they are
beingappraised. There are instanceswhereevenafter achievinghigher levelof targets, familyplanning
workers~ot warning letters due to the decision of higher authorities to send warning letters to all in a
particularyearwhenthe overallperformancewas low. Thus avery potential instrumentlikeperformance
appraisa' is being misused in government systems.

!

Given the existing situation of lack of flexibility in rewards and salary administration, there are serious
llmitations for having an effective performance appraisal system.

I

Thus it may not be feasible to have a performance appraisal system that achieves all the objectives
mentioned above, but it is possible to have a system that can take care of most of these.

Such an appraisal system could be based on :

1. Clarity of roles and responsibilities for each role..

2. Periodic goal setting for each role incumbent.

3. Annual or periodic assessment of performance in terms of achievement of such goals. .

4. Analysis of-theachievement of these goals and identifying, facilitating and inhabiting factors, it:'
relationto the achievement of goals,and development of action plans for overcoming inhibiting
and strengthening facilitating factors. .

5. Periodic review of behaviour which contributes to employee effectiveness and working out
action plans for-developinq such behaviour.

6. Identification of developmental needs and preparing plans for employee development through
training and related activites: ..

7. Implementation and review.

Management literature is full with articles and researches (_I appraisal systems. A reviewot literature_.
in the area of population management indicates that this is an area left untouched. No attempt has
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-been made to look at performance appraisal systems. fhismay be partly because the performance
.appraisal systems in health and family planning departments are the same as those in all government
departments and programme managers hae not perveived so far the potential of a good performance
:appraisal system. .

Rewards and Punishments

Rewards and punishments as mechanisms of human rsources management deal with issues like
salary administration, advanced increments or stopping incremenFs;'fncentives for workers, awards
.and other forms of recognition etc. 'While there is not much of activity happening in rewards and
~punishments there were periods when different strategies have been tried out by the programme
administrators. For example, the institution of 'warning letters' used in certain states is one such
.:important activity. Similarly instituting incentive schemes is another. Questions like the following
..need to be answered.

1. How does one motivate the family planning workers?

2. Since there are practically no promotional opportunities for family planning workers, can there
be any other incentives introduced to keep the morale of the staff high?

';3. What should be the salary structure for the staff that provides scope for rewarding effective

employees?
"
. 4. In what ways should effective workers be treated differently so that they do not loose motivation?

etc.

;:'Transfers

Transfers of the staff is a severe problem of human resource management in many states. Transfers
take place because staff have their own interests and attractions for certain areas. At every possible
opportunity empoyees try to get nearer to their preferred places. Thus there are severe pressures put
on the programme administrators for transfers. The transfers go on round the year and take a
significant proportion of the time of programme managers at district level and above. Besides taking
away the time of the important functionaries, transfers also create serious disturbances in the field.
Due to frequent transfers of staff the following problems are likely to occur.

1. The employee does not get enough time to understand his community, establish rapport, plan
and implement his interventions. By the time he is understanding the community he is transferred
to a new place. Thus he has to spend a considerable amount of his time understanding and
thereafter his interest gets lost.

2. A good deal of time of the medical officer is taken away in continuously inducting staff and
socializing them. In this process the medical officers also get transferred adding to the induction
problems.

Jl

3. A great deal of financial resources ;(t spent on transfers.

4. They also create disturbances in the field in terms of people having to build new contacts and
new relationships with new workers- '-~ ~~ ..
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Such an important area like this has not been touched by researchers. There are no researches
availa,le on' :~issue. At the Indian Institut~ of Managem~nt, a~empt to d~v~lop a computer mo~el
for mcflaging transfers was developed. This model requires first streamlining the transfer policy,
identifying variables that playa role in transfer, assigning weightages, collection of information on all
staff and then operating transfer decisions. If computers are used a lot of unnecessary work and field
disturbances could be minimised.

Other Functions

A<:.mentioned in the beginning there are four other functions on human resource management.
Unfortunately none of these functions exist even in a preliminary way in government systems. For
example, there i~ '0 attempt made to help people through feedback, through counselling, through
career planning _:,ddevelopment and through organizationaldevelopment efforts to create a positive
climate. Therefore, these areas are not presented in detail. An interested reader may consult the
book on Designing Human Resource Sys\Qmby Pareek and Rao. .

10.4 SUMMARY'

This review of the work in human resource management indicates that this aspect has been highly
neglected by researchers in the past. No systematic thinking and planning has gone behind the
desig!1of personnel policies in the health and population programme. There is an urgent need to
develop innovative processes and procedures for the management of human resources. In a sector
like thiswhereemployeesare basicallydealingwith humanbeings, if they themselvesare notmanaged
with understanding, their effectiveness may be extremely low. Management contributions byway of
manpower planning, job analysis, systematic recruitment and selection strategies, performance
appraisal mechanisms, etc. have not yet found their way into the population programmes in India.
There is an urgent need to tap this area as it may help solving several problems.
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UNIT 11
HRD IN OTHER SECTORS (DEFENCE, POLICE, VOLUNTARY
ORGANISATIONS AND PANCHAYATIRAJ INSTITUTIONS)

Objectives

After going through this unit, you must be able to understand:

* the contexts in which some major public sytems operate

* what kinds of HRD a~ti~ities~andinterventionswould be relevant in such systems.

structure
11.1 Introduction
11,2 Contextual background
11,3 HRD in the Defence Services
11.4 HRD in Police Administration
11,5 HRD in Panchayati Raj Institutions and Rural i:)evelopment

11,6 HRD inVoluntary Organisations'

11,7 Summary
11.8 .Case Study: HRD Experiments in Anekal

11,9 References

11.1 INTRODUCTION
In Unit 9, we took an overview of HRD in government and public systems, highlighting the special
contextual factors which operate in these systems.. In this unit, we narrowoown our focusto some
special public sytem.sto examine what HRD practices and policies are in vogue and the priorities
whichface HRDas a function in these systems in future.:While there aremany andvaried g.Jvernment
and public systemswhich can be discussed, we take.up for discussion the specific 'cases of the
defence sector, police administration, panchayat raj institutions and local civil administrations,.and
organizations in the voluntary sector.

11.2 CONTEXTUAL BACKGROUND
HRD in the systems discussed in this section needs to be viewed in the context of the rolewhich the

, systems play in India. Tile comprehensive-ptahrfilira~oaeh to national development-adoptedafter .
Independenc~, relies much on this role. Unlike in,m~~\Nester.Qlaissez faire societies, government
and public systems in Indiahave a prime role to p~y inpiloting socio-economic development-This is
because eur socio-economic1political and historiGal context necessitates a proactive, positive role of
the State in order that llJilcITa.c*,:,catch upwith ~~ Pfo~~~~~which the developed nations haveattained.
Accelerated development IS rie<tesaryfor us tolach!eve In a few decades what the West has taken

l ..
centuries,{o-,achieve,.. '



A serious defect of the development strategies of many developing countries has been .the insuffici,ent
attention paid to administratton and management of human resources. Consequently, while
~e~t increases the importance of human competence, the low level of administrative and
managerial capability due to neglect of HRD creates serious disequilibrium in planned development
because the magnitude and complexity of developrne.it tasks continuously outpace administrative
and management capability.2

. .
Public systems such as the police and local adminis!!"-:~!~!lhave been espeCiallyeffected by the ~igh
degr~ of sccial changes which have swept fhe cot::1!ryc!Jr!nathe last decade. l:1dOstrialgroWth,
population increases, higher standards of living combined with increasing social and political strife,
have impcrtant implications for public administration systems, They need to be flexible and respond
quickly and effectievely to changing environment, develop personnel and organizational capabilities,
devisemethods !~anticipate and copewith change. 1:1effect, public sycterns are called upon to pJay
a mere proactive and risk-taking role. 3 •

11.3 HRD IN THE DEFENCE SERVICES 4--------------------------------. .
:'~ J ::~n:.fpt cfHRDemphasises the necOJ(':~:-~:ltes p~c!!:'.'eand ~~::!~hyclimate in an c;~c~i~atio!"l.
~: enable!tei~ployees to increase theirW'=~~~!:\':ti=·:1,·initia!iveand co; ;~mitmen!to thc crganizat:c:'!.
If aims to 'create among employees a sense of pride iri their work and de.ive achievement from g:a!
fulfilment. Such.a concept of HRD is es~ecially relevant in the defence services.

C~~anizatic!'1ally,the. cetance sector represents one of the larsest, most differentiated ::!1d
Q30graphicallydispersed systems of the country. Efficient coordination of defence activities f!"r +'1e
commonpurpose of maintaining the secu'rityand integrityoHhe country can, therefore, onlybeblvL,yht
3bc'.t.'whtmappropriate skills, attitudes and behaviours are inculcated among people. Since there is
,a !ligh degree of unpredictabitity in the events Whichmay caUfor action on the 'part of the defence
E:r'J!~es,people have to be kept physicallYr:rrfentallyand morally prepared at all times. Preparing
people in.olves developing strategies andtacnce, training,officers and men in the latestte:hr~:tue~ of
v.':J~a!"ec:r.1 devising more and better methods of moti'latb.:-:them to e~!.:~lretheir commit!"'!3!"!t to ~h~
r: ; ~:./-:...! ....1+heO·"'I':!...... ization Another·fact't"Ir •• .... ·Ichi,.. .. -ea"'es the i.........o·....an"e Of h' .......an·..~s·I')'"r ...~-- ...- ...,,~~. '-.-:", ';:1_"' '" I. , '. .....W!·I •••• J. i:) -•.. ,J.'r- .L •.., • _"ii • ..., ,..;;...."'~
c!e'.'3!o;xne~taC~1'/itie51sth43absence of late::alinduction of personnei::t any level of the hie!"::-~y of
.t~~-d€fc~tescr.~~90.Unlike·other organizations,thedefences~rviceso:lr.notfi!1v:lcancies byinduct~~
~,:!"::,:,nGfr~:;'! outside. So there is need for continual. assef;smentand t:!anning of manpowe'r
r~J 'lreM~!1~~and for grooming people fr,?r "the lowe!"I~\'elef,....posit!'?I'~s.at h~gherleveis.

, The i:1:!itute of Defence management (10M), which 'l/a~ started ,inSee'.m-:ferabadin Decerr:ber1970
~::~a~:::~er.ted,t~~p:-ccessof development of the officers of the defeRceservices. It'smai:12i~ is ~::'
~~€!'::>a!"~the ('ffi~rc to meet emerging personn~l and ta::hnological needs of the defence ~o:y~es
and tr.9!"el;>yenhar.';9 the operational preparednessof the Services.lOM!san !:1ter-ser\'!ccorG::!:1:z~~~~~
~~fI'3~~s.eniorcr.:r~rs (~t.Cols. and above) of the Army, Navy and AirFcrc~, and also ci'!i!:=m~'-=~
equ:'.':!e:1tra:1"'.$,come for management train:::lS.The r:'1S~;tutehas a department of HRD as a part of
~~ef:Jc!..!!ty cf C~g=,niz2tionalBehaviour. During the last-fA years, this d~!"~rt."",:~nthas developed~oCl
gre:t ext$r.~~t!"uc!u:-aHyad well as functicn::l!y. .
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It's terminal objectives are:

..1:..: Create self-awareness in partiC.ipantsthrough introspection Iretrospectl?n and self-study·
. . . - ~ "~ Y

2, : Improve their knowledge Qfindividu·aldiffenmces relating to the affective side of persona,litylike
values, attitudes and motives, .as well as cognitive side of. personality like reasoning ability,
judgement, conceptualisation, and problem soMng. ., _" . -,

3. Improve their understanding of the process ofcornmunication especially its transactional nature
involv~ in pers~nal and organiiational communication. .

.~.\" Irt;lprov~t~eir decision rrlakllig ability by developing emotional maturity, tolerance for ambiguity I

an~ e·mp~thy. J », I

5. Imptove their skill of making better use of human resource for increasing organizational
effeCtiveness. .~

In addition to covering a wide range of topics pertaining to HRD, tile department uses almost all "the,
mQdemmethods Qfimparting training inch,Jdingrole playing exercises, case ~tudies, films. diagnostic

. instium~nt$, syndicate and panel.discussions, brain storming, visits to service, and industrial
, Qrganizations,and conduct projects,.etc. It lays special emphasis on experientialleaming'which has

pr6ved very effective with the service officers .:

The departme-ntof·HRD has conducted certain very important and useful' project~ in the services.
The recommendations of some of 'Ulese have already been accepted and implemented by the
respective service organizations. For example, progressive leadel1?hip.Training in the Army is hOW
an, integral part of the training cUrriculum of Army Cadet Corps, Officers Training School. Indian
military AcadernY,'Young SchQOI~Young Of:fipe~' Course, Junior Commanders' Course, and so on.
S,imilarty,the HRD depertmenthas cOntribllted substan~ally in revising the appraisal system of the
offi~rs .inthe Navy as wen as in.theArmy. It has also helped the army and the Air Force in looking into
certain aspects of motivation of their offi~rs a.ndmen. .

.Witha viewtopopularising the discipline of management sciences,lDM has brought outten handbooks
ondifferent topics of managemen.t
.' 'A ,fewyears back the I~dian Military Academy' had introduced an Honour Code for thebeneflt of its

cadets. IDM was called upon to have are-Iook.,at it for facilitating its implementation. That job was
dO,neby the t-iRD~Pilrtmentofthe·IDM.

ID.M .is.th..e.pr~!l1.,iar.instit.ute..0..f ..M.ana~em.ent. in t.h.e defe.nee s.e.rv.ic.es.. It.has ~pread the.'message 01\.management sciences .in g$neral and human resource development in particular in all.the three
~eivices, ~hatis Army, Navy and Air For~. As a result; all the three services have made HRD a part .
of their existing training programmes, in one manner or another, . . . .

The activities of the HRD department of"tOM is probably a good example of a training institution
eXtending its role beyond training to HRD. ." .



11.4 .:HRD IN POLICE ADMINISTRATION

L.ikethedefenceservices, pOliceservicesare of strategicimportanceto the country.Theyare necessary
to protect the country from internal threats and to maintain the, condition of law and order without
which no other organizationn or individuals would 'be abJeto function. Unlike the defence services
however, the police system lnthe country has suffered considerable neglect, and this is especially
with regard to human resource development. "

. The indian police system was conceived as early as in 1861. It was remodelled in 1902. Overthe
years, social commissions were instituted to examine the problems effecting the police services. A
study of police administration recently revealed that while there were some strengths like loyaltY,'
.dedicaHon,jobsecurity and espiritde corps in 'the police service, it also suffered from severe
weaknesses due to excessive political interference, corruption and lack of open interaction among
members." Among the recommendations made for improving poli~ administration were the
restructuring of salaries and benefits, proper recruitment and training procedures', lrnproved
performance appraisal system, better control and communication within the administration, and
measures to improve police community relations.6

The absence of proper and integrated human resource systems, particularly training ~n,d.persOl1nel
admini$tration are seen to be ;major impediments in the way of the proper functioning of ,thepOlice
services. Although training Centres for many of the state police forces do exist, tbe~e:are often
treated as "dumping grounds for unwanted statr. 7 A working paper at a national seminar iii 1986at
the Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel National Police Academy in Hyderabad pointed out to many problems
with respect to recruitment,training,placement,promotionand other human resources relatedfuilctiOns.
The'paper suggested the need for'developing a systems approach to these problems to ·~~SU~the
planned growth, development and better utilisati~n of police personnel. 8 . . .

Toimplementthese suggestions; thepaper recommendedthe settingup of a Department of pe,.$onnel
for Police Forces of the Central and State Governments. In order to ensure "maximum utilisatiQnof
human resources to help attain organizational objectives,IIan int~grated sytem was recommendedto
provjgeand develop:

*
)

objective recruitment method based on manpower planning and forecasts
, ,: I . .

induction and training systems to better orient policemen to the demands and changing 'needs
of society and technology

career management

a uniform promotion policy based ()nmore objective appraisal.systems

policies and sytems for individual and coliectivElgrievancehandling, and

comprehensive welfare policies.9

*

*
,*

*

For many years ttie police administration was neglected and taken for granted., It is clear now th2t
given the current circumstances operating in the country much greater attention requires to 'bepaid to

. ' - " Ithis vital sector of the country's administration. '
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11.5 HRD IN PANCHAYATI. RAJ INSTITUTIQ~S AND RURAL
DEVELOPMENT

Indiais a predominantly rural and village basedsociety. Despite rapid urbanisation, about three-fourth
of our populationcontinue to live in the villages. This iswhy the concept ohural development andthe
strengthening of rural based administrative institutions has continued to enjoy a high priority in the
developmentpolicies and strategies of the country.As some scholars maintain, the relevanceofwhat
happens in national development is measured by what it does or fails to do for or with the rural
people." .

Therural situtation in the country is still plaguedwith social and economic problems. Severalyearsof
developmen.tefforts have not succeeded in eliminating -age-old·problems.' Large sections of our
small population still suffer from non-satisfaction of minimum needs in terms of health, nutrition,
education and other subsistence facilities.-They are vulnerable both to natural calamities like floods
and droughts' as well as to the exploitation of vested interests and money-lenders. Their level of
economic productivity is low and they lack adequate delivery systems for employement and
industrialisation.11 .

Veryearlyin the stage of India'sdevelopmentas an independentcountry, itwas recognisedbyvisionary
leaders likeMahatmaGandhi and JawaharJalNehru,tbaUhe development of the rural areasneedsto
be vested largely in the hands of the people by the setting up of appropriate socia-political institutional
mechanisms.'The main such institution is thevillag~ panchayat. According to theDirective principles
of the Constitution, "The state shall take steps to organize village panchayats and endow themwith
suchpowersandauth()rityasmay be necessaryto enablethem to function as unitsof self government."
The BalvantaraiMehta Committee of 19S8hadattempted to translate these principles into action by
recommending the introduction of the panchayati raj systems which was expected to establish a
linkage beteen local leadership enjoying the ~nfidence of local people and the government. and'
translate the policies of the government into action. The structure of panchayati raj was envisioned
In three tiers from the bottom of rural society upwards: directly selected village panchayats at the
village level, indirectly elected panchayat samitis at the block level. and 'zila parishads composed of
ex-offIces's members at the district level. Unfortunately, a.lthoughboldly conceived, panchayati ral
went into stagnation and decline. 12 ;

The rolewhich panchayat raj was expected to fulfill was :, .

1. Toecourageparticipativedecision-makingat themicrosocialjevelby involvingpeopleindecision-
making relating to various activities affecting them. -

2. Look after day-to-day administration of local areas by mobilising resources and administering
day-to-dayfacilities.

3. Formulating micro-level plans on the basis of the constraints of development.

4. Taking care of local physical infrastructure.

S. Working for the awakening of the people and making them aware of their.plight and rights.13



The by-ancHargefailure ofthe panchayatl raj system is due to a number of socialand political fators at
the 10(:81 implementing as well as the state and national policy levels. However, tnere are atleast
someaHlcal reasons which are attributable to the absence of adequate attention to human resource
development.

1. For a long time, the leadership of the local panchayati raj.institutions was in the hands of the
vested interests in the rural areas - the upper castes and landowning classes. Their continued
domination over the panchayati raj insti~utionseffectively blocked the benefits of development
from reaching those for whom,they-~re meant. Recent indications, however, are that while
the upper castes and privileged groups continue to hold power in the panchayati raj institutions,
the mldo.o-ciass group of educated farniers and local businessmen are beginning to emerge i~
positions of power, and the lower castes are.beginninQto contest. 14 '

2. A second reason has been the absence oftrained competent people to carry out the tasks of
administration in the panchayatj'r~ bodies. Such tasks require not only functional skills such
as financial management and technlcat skills for basic management and organization, but also
appropriate attitudes and values.15

~. The absence.of proper and adequate organizational structures and institutional mechanisms
- to lend stability and continuity to the panchayati raj institutions, is another reason for the poor
performance of these bodies.. '
, , I·

, I • "

The proposed Sixtyfourth Constitution Amendment Bill introduced in the Parliament in 1989was an
attempt to resolve some of the macro-level prOblems facing panchayati raj institutions. However,
apart from macro-level policy changes.,changes in the structures and functioning of local bodies and
in tf;1eirmanagerial and hurnen resource capabilities are also required. From the HRD point of view•
.the major priorities for the success of panchayati raj and rural development instifutions are16.. . - , -

• r 3.

6. '

7.

, 8:

, I •

1. Clarifying purposes and ensuring that these are reflected in pertinent strategies, policies and
programmes. _

2: 'Developing people as chat'lge agents and as culture.builders to, bring about necessary
transformation in dysfunctional cultures existing in the rural areas. '

4.

Training and Giev,elopmentin order to enable people develop their capacities and potential for
productive employmerit~ ,

strengthening panchayati raj and other organizations.erigsged in development.

, increasing admjn!strative accountability through task clarity and appropriate monitOringand
appraisal mechanisms. '

Developing role clarity and task or results orientation on the part,of functionaries.

.Moti\'ation of functionaries through attitude change and motivation development programmes.
.' . . '. . .

"
Developing and implementing appropriate rewar.cfsystem~ for those involved iri 'the routine
administration and implementation of tasks." '.

. ",
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11.6 ·HRD.IN·VOLUNTARY'ORGANIZATIONS

One well reCognized reality. in India has been that' the efforts of the government and government
sponsored organizations and agencies alon& are inadequate to achi~ve the enormous task of soclo
ecoriorriictransformation of the country. Qver the'years the' (ole of non-profit voluntary organizations
has increased to a very great extent in 'a variety of fields such as rural development, community.
development,', health and rehab.ilitatiori, vocational training, consumer organization, etc.
AcknoWledgementof the need for voluntary 'organisation is reflected in the Seventh Five-YearPlao
document which stated that, ~The Seventh Plan can be implemented successfully only 'with the
involvement of the people, The Plan proposes to do this by increasing the involvement of voluntary
agenci~'sin the implementation of plan programmes .........n 17 '

Volul1tary'organizations m India range in sIZe from small groups of five or six individuals to large
organizations employing hundreds 9f people and engaged lndlverse operations spread across the
counuy.,;:,-rhe'numberof voluntary organizations in india is believed to bemore than 8000.18 Voluntary

. organizations enjoy a number of advantages which make them potentially effective change agents.
Being usually small in size, they are flexible and, therefore,organizationally more adaptive. They tend
to have a strong ideological commitment to social justice and economic opportunity for all, and an
empathy"for the't.inderprivilegedsections of society. Since they are by and large autonomous in
functioning, iride'pendeilt and dynamic; 'they are able to take on risks and undertake controversial
acthlitieswhich government and corporate bodies would find difficult. 1~

, .,

TWO'i!lustratioriS'OfvOIUritaryorganization ~ctivitiesw~uld serve tohighliQht the special nature of their
actiVitiesand HRD _require~ents. 20 . . , /:_ ~

One i~lustrationis that of theMaliwa~~ruraldevelopm~ntprojectinMaharashtra.This p~oJe~was
carriedout byagroup of young'menworking for the Instituteof Cultural'Affairs, a non-profit international
group involved in, res~arch, training and demcnstratlon relating to the human factor in world
development. MaliwadaWa$taken up as a'demonstration village. Unusual methods and approaches
were used in achieving the r~markable results, for which the project is fast becoming known. These
yourid men settled down iiithe,vnlage, lilJedandworked with the rural fQlk,and in 10to 12months they
helpedthe villagersto remove many of the long,;,standihgobstacles in social and economic development
of the village, and gave them ameasure of self-confidence the quiet rural con:tmunityhad not known.

A second illustration is of the well known Thilonia experiment in Rajasthan. A group of youngsters got
together under the dynamic leadership of an exceptionally talented ·and committed young man and
formed a vo!untary organization named Social Work and·Research Centre (SWRC). The group
consisted ()f about 40 specialists -.geologists, socialworkers. teachers and others - who have shunned
lucrative city jobs to work for modest salaries and to serve the thousands of village artisans, labourers
and marginal farmers. The emphasis on the SWRC was to work with the villagers and not for them.
The SWRC established its centre right in the village and started its work from the level in which the
rural poorwere,'reCognisingthe skills and resources that were available in the viUages. Togetherwith
the villagers, they worked on health schemes, water-supply projects, improvement of agriculture,
fJexi-schoolsystem, village industries"and other activities.' In six years time, this dedicated band of
youngsters had changed Thilohia SlocK of 80;000 people into a prosperoue and' happy community.
SWRC is'now spreading its activitie~'tonear-by States. " .



<Centre for Distonce Falcafion) 0)!, ~~il(CAcharya Nagarjunal!niversity).

Given .. nature of their activities and their orga,l'ljzational'cha~ristiCs, sor:ne.generali$ationscan
be raaderagarding the kin'g~f HRD intervention. which ·maybe.useful' involuntary ~r9anizations.21

-.'. -~ - -: .' -,

Studies of voluntary organizations have indicated that they aremore likely to be effective .wt1E~n
they are'characterised by a flexible ~nd participativemanagement culture. WhilemanY,voluntary

, organiZations begin with:such culture',.as they grow in age and size, they tend to become less.
: flexible and allow less scope for participation. Diagnostic HRO aCtivities; climate surveys,and
culture-building or culture chang'ing interventions and team development, may therefore 'u~\le
particular relevance to voluntary organizations. .,' '

2. _An aspect widely 'neglected in voluntary organizations, is ,tlje design and deveiopin,elJf~f
appropriate HRO systems and pro~dures. While many voluntary organization~ are engaged
in educational training and ~nsciousness generation activities with various client groups" th.ey,
often suffer from the neglect of these aspects within themselves. Especially in large VOluntary,
organizations, there is need for systematic,l!1ec~~nismsof pertormance and Poten~a''apprai~~I,·
end tr~ining,~lJddevelopmel_l~., ' , ' :~', ' '.' . ..

3. Voluntary ~r~anizatio~S:are~fs~ found to be mO~'$ffectiv~ Whentheir organizatio~~i clim~~s.,
are characterised by a high degree of achievement orientation, warm interpersoilal relatiQrls"
andmutuality. HRD practitioners, therefore.need to ,addressthemselves to what kind of systems
and intefVentions are required to .build and foster such climates. ' '

1.

4. P~ple inmost voluntarYorgan~tJons function u~der conditions which are u~uallyJe~_attraptive
and materially rewarding than those under which people in blisirie$s and 'gove,mple,,~'
organizations function. Often, working conditionsand facRitiesaredifficult ahd mat8.l;ia}reW8rds
,are poor. Motivation. of members under ~uc,hconditions is sustaine~ largely ,byintrinsiC.w~-
-,~!iIled rewards and the satisfaction of being able to contribute to.superordinate goals. H~O
actMties such as target-based performance appraisalsystems~'activity analysis,alid task design,

, ,a~dorganization development a~ivities would be useful io'these,cjrcufrtstances. '" ,','
.~ c ~. •• ". ,,~' ....

'5.. FinaUy.perhaps themost imPortant conb:ibuti()~wi)ich H~D can rnake_tovoluntary Org~~tiO~
istQ develop human resources who are Il'lotivated and capable of working 'Ihthe.m. >Itis cl~:ar
that votuntary organizations require Peoplewith skinsand competences v/t:!ichmay be common '
'tO'those of 'people in other organizations, but their'attitudes, va\ues and motivations need to.~~
,distinctly different:· ,HRO may need 'to .reoliientmany of its conventionaftools to fr,1e speCific

, human resource ,needs of voluntary organizaijons.· , " ' \ ' '9.-..t c

SUMMARY,

Amajor contributing factor to national development is the development of human resources in sectorS
responsjble for strategiC functions. This unit examined th6 contexts In ,which some ~f the strategiC
seotorB,funclion and the ,kind of,HRO processes,and interventions which are reievant. HRO in four
sectors was examined: defence, police, panchayati raj institutions, and thevolu'ntary sedor. In all
these sectors, the emphasis of HRO needs to be on developing com,mitment, motivation an~'morafe
among peOple to enable them functioh un~r difficult ,cifC\,lmstances,developing appropriate WOrk
cultures and providing for the augmentation of necessary attitudes and oompetences through training.
The training and other HRO mechanisms applicable may differ in extent. and type depending on the
SpecifIC characteristics of each sector.
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11~8 CASE STUDY: HRD EXPERIMENTS IN ANEKAL 22

Introduction
The present society is characterised by high social complexity,increased dependence on technology
and 'skill' specialisation. Organizations, institutions and groups working with or concerned about
people are increasingly orienting their energies and actions in the direction of human resource
developmentto help achieve their objectives.

This case makes an attempt to describe the process of application of HRD in human service
organizationsand its resultant effect on work, personnel and the organizations involved. Based on
the experienceof two voluntary developmentagencies,certaintheoretical models of HRDapplications
to rural development are outlined for consideration in similar appropriate social contexts elsewhere,

Background

All work associated with rural development implies working with the poor, the oppressed and other
community imbalances. The Indian social milicu in rural settings happens to contain dalits, tribals,
landless labourers and related social and economic classes. The process of development work,
therefore, means organizing the so called marginalised society through a conscious programme
process to assume control over ..their own socio-economic conditions to enable further their
developmenteconomically,SOCiallyand politically.TworeligiOUSorganizations which undertooksocial
work in these rural setting near bangalore discovered during their struggle the part played by HRO .
systems in development.

Anekal and Thirty Villages

Anekal is a revenue block and a principal town south-eastof BangaloreCity and part of the Bangalore
district. Anekal townis 3Skm. from the city and bordersonTamilNadu in the south. There is ahigher
than average concentration of scheduled caste people here and in spite of its proximity to the state
capital industry,health care services',education and publicfacilities are only now receiving attention.

The mainoccupationof people here is agriculture. It is dryland cultivation of'ragi' (amaizevariety). A
legacy of the Maharaja's rule in Mysore villages, tanks abound and are maintained in fairly good
condition, ensuring water supply for the fields perennially.

The HRD process

The HRD process initiated and tried out, and the development experiences 'of the HRD facilitators,
can be seen as a two-stage process involving:

1: Structural changes (intervention) to meet communitydevelopment requirements necessitated
. by the social context.

2. Resource initiation to achieve task relevant maturity in human processes.



The~

The grouppfexacutives belonging to two voluntary organizationswith religious affiliation (henceforth
'~ paper as p..rocess desi.gners (PO's),.in their caual visits to the '/illages, discovered
PUIIP!!'. . • .~careand primary education were a crying need. i

-~ -.."" . . .'.

II.fl/ tt1eV opted to run two clinicswhile simultaneouslyholding camps in every village on aspectsof
pri¥entivef and promotive health care, nutrition and sanitary habits. These camps were mainly for
wOmen. I

Primaryeducatlon is/was a State subject. TheVIllagersopted for a pre-school education programme.
called the lBalwadi programme. Very soon, adult education came up as a need felt by the people.
TheJanat~ government was also administering its National Adult Education programme (NAEP)
through it~machinery. \he programme envisaged 30 to.40 villages which is the ideal unit a voluntary
agency c~ld ~andle. The PO's opted for one such unit of adult education. From then on about 36
villages b~came the territory of activity for the Process Oesigners.

Someof t~e laterschemes introduced in thesevillageswere small savings, propogationof fuel efficient
smokeless choolha - stove developed by the Indian Institute of SCience,Bangalore.

Process Of HRD Implementation

1. Str,cturallnteriention: The classical model of hierarchical control adopted initially to carry
out development work in Anekal, did not facilitate sensitivity to the community.. Working with
op~essea village communities called for greater undertaking and slower reaction time to
em,rging issues attitudes and cultural mores. It was found that a hierar.chicalmodel created
more conflicts among functionaries (the PO's) resulting in slower decision-making, lack of role

. clanty, lack of functional direction; and improper deployment of skill/expertise.

Th~ugh dialogue and consultative processes between members of the ~o voluntary
org~niiations (PO's) the hierarchical model gave way to a 'team' model. The team assumed
all responsibilities for the behaviour of the community happenings and for progress and failures
in these 36 villages.

2. Re,ource Initiation: Social scientistshavegenerallypreferredto use "innerresouceapproach"
for humanresourcedevelopment. Innerresourcebasicallyrefersto providingsocia-psychological
clirtJatefor the individualmembersof the socialgroups to grow to their fullest potential. Providing
a working climate included conscientisation, educational process, confidence building,
.pellSpectiveplanning for the community and a realistic understanding of the rural phenomenon..
Wqrkingwith people carries no formal authorityand onedoes not have a mandateto accomplish
re$ljlts. Both the voluntary agency and the peoplewere free to and of each other-eitherto work,
or to participate in the benefits or to just remain the way they are. This lack of commitment to
definite develoornc-rat objectives however disturbed the PO's.

. .
Through a concultative process the PO's obtained the endorsement of tne community to work
wi~h~"'em. then became the primary task. Very soon, task relevant relationships and the
maturity to fork assumed greater significance. Twenty Balwadi teachers became the key
fuict« ; in the village. A psychologically supportive atmosphere was created for their
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.." .
functioning for the start. 'The ,village community in a gathering endorsed a.particular woman
.having their trust and support, as 'being suitable to be a teacher.

One of the'PO's accompanied this nf)wly chosen 'candidate to a neighbouring village to learn
. . from an .existing .BalWcidithe functioning of the 'programme.' After one week of such leaming

from a senior teacher the new teaeh~r began functioning on her own. But one of the PO's
continued with her for one more week till she also performed alone. At the end of each week,
meeting-cum-training sessions, were organiZed for all balwadi te.ac;hersto meet and share
experiences. Over time, this baJwaditeachers assumed more and newer responsibilities. In
many cases, she also became the 'villageh~althworker. 'In addition to ~ispensing first-aid and
simple remedies for ailments she also educated the people against lepr05.Yand TB, detected

'. cases of mental disease at its onset.. She often conducted adult education classes in the
.evenings. In isolated cases, the villagers deposited small savings in her Custody. .

,
~Severafctlanges were observed',in the·rural community due to the interventions!.

* every child that attended 'a balwadi continued in the primary school without droPPlIlgout,
and most of the village children attended balwadis. .'

women who started small savings became less and less d~pendent on moneylenders and
more credit-worthy in the eyes of the local banks. .

*

* peole became aware of investment opportunities like the Indira Vikas Patra~"

every child in the 36 villages was completely lmmunlsed against certain 'dise~s~es.
".' ' _, ,

*

* overall literacy increased every year to the tune of 300 more literates added;

housewives began:using a new; fuel-efficient, smokeless, quick cooking stove.',they also
formed cooperatives for employment. '

*

Lessons

Fouryearsof fieldexPeriencesa~d~~ng o~experienceswith th~IndianSociety for appliedilehavioural
Science and the National H~O .~~twork, convinced the PO's that unless proper HRO efforts are
understoodand directed witha professional ethos,sol';io-culturarproble~s of communitywiJl continue
to inhabit community development precesses, The roles,of. rural change agents became clearer
once a hOlistic,approach to HRO'.vas adopted. HROwas seen as a means.: ' '

* to help them 'acquire 's social perspective relevantto>;communitY develo-pmerit and an
awareness to committhemselves to the process.

* to help members of the rullil qommunity to'build trust i~ themselves and others; enCourage
consultation and listening; arid develop confidence in its own resources, .,.,

... toohelp the dalits and opressed women organise themselves into autonomous bodies and fOI
a federation to.establish their rights having linkages with affiliated institutions in'the 'State~,



* , to help rural animators take a role of a facilitating ag,entfor change, unlike the catalytic stance
taken up by change agents in the corporate sector.

* to help rural people develop an ideolOgy.ofiinnersear,9h'emphasising the,n~d to share ~nd
exc~a~ge resources .and strengths and' involve th~mselvt;!s as ~he.architects Qf~heirown
development. '

. . '"
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UNIT 12
HRD IN SERVICE INDUSTRY.

Objecti.ves

After going through this unit; you must be able to understand:

* the context and characteristics of the service sector relevant for HRD

* the special role of HRD.in the service sector
*' the types of HRD interventions relevanUo service organizations.
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12.4 Role of HRD in the Service Sector
12.5 HRD in Public Snctor Banks
12.6 HR[}in the lie
12.7 HRD in Education
12.8 HRD in the Health Sect9r
12.9 Summary
12.10Reference
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12.1 INTRODUCTION

Economic theory traditiomilly looks ~t society as conSistingof three main sectors :

the primary or agricultura1 sector comprising occupations and activities such as agriculture,
forestry, fJishing,miningand quarrying;

the secondary or industrial sector compriSingmanufacturing and construction; and

the tertiarysector or service sector compriSingactivitiesand occupations like banking, insurance,
transportation, communication and education.

The service sector, therefore, comprises activitiesand oCcupationswhich provideawide variety
of services to individuals, business and government establishment and other organi2:ations.

This unit exa~ines the relevance.and app.lication ()f ~D in the service s~ct.·or. The nature, ro.'eandI
·.importanceof the service sector are examined. The unit also e~amines general aspects of HRD as
well as those aspects which are contextually specific to the service sector. To illustrate the HRD
needs, issues, experiences and problems of implementation in the service sector, the cases of four

*

*

*

( ...-',
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sectors $re examined: public sector banks. the Life insurance Corporation of India. the healtlJand
famitywelfare sector. and toe 'education sector. '

" . "..
,12~2'' .NATIJR'EANP ROtE 'OF THE;S,ERVICE SECTOR

, ,.
The service sector has a ~ruCialeconomic role to play in society. ServiCescreate value by providing
a bridge betWeen'the producers of gQods,and the beneficiaries, or between the production and
consumption segments of society. This is why the growth ofthe service sector inmodem societYis
linkedwith the increased productivity of the 'manufacturingsector,' The v~luewhich the servicesector

, providesconsumers may I;le priv~tebenefits which are paid for, or they may be public benefitswhich
,.arefree or subsidised. like health, education. information. etc. ' , ,

. A majbr characteristic of modem soclo-economic development has been the !ncreasinglydominant
role of.the service sector. As ali economy develops. the relative contribution of the primary and
seCondarysectors to 'the-total economy decreases. whereas that of the service sector increases.
For instance. data show that from 1950-'51upto 1979-80. the share of the primary sector in India's
"net domestic product (NDP) decreased from 56% to 35%. whereas that of the service sector during
th~ 'sa~e ~riod increased from about 27% to 39%. While the contribution of the industrial or
rytanufacturi;lg,sector did increase in absolute terms from 17% to 26~~ during the same period. its
relative c9rltribtition vls-a~visthe service sector decreased.t -

,The range of,s~rvice~ in "ndia have increased in both breadth and depth: In financial services,we
havegOl:1e.farbeyond deposit bankln~nd life assurance. We now have,hire purchase and leasing.
.BankSare en~eringinto project lending, merchant banking, foreign exchange etc.Various personal
" andbusihess risks can be insured. In the tourism industry.there has been an increase in a variety of
;,serViCes."Health,services' include government hospitals. community health centres, private clinics,
,etc. .Oneof the fastest growing service sectors imndla has been the education sector.

12.3 IMPORTANCE OF ,HRD, ,IN 'THE SERVICF SECTOR;
<

:,unlik~',goodsmanufactured in the agricultural and industrial sectors, a service is intangible anc'
perishable in the sense that a consumer cannot store a service. This implies that the service.
organizationsare responsible not only for producing products but also for immediately transmitting
these to the consumer. In other words. in the service sector the production and delivery of goods are
carried out simultaneously. The consumer therefore is an intergral part of the whole service delivery
sytem.3 The services of a doctor or teacher involvethe consumer, The characteristic ofthe serVice
industryhas important implications for the kind of human resourcesand human competencesrequired
for the service sector. The emergence of the service sector has brought about a fundamental
transformation in the social and economic structures of modem society. When compared with the
sec6ndaryor industrial sector, the service sector may be less labour intensive but probably requires
'more human related skills and cornpetences. While technology,has advanced considerably, the
technical andoperational skills which characterisedearlier agrarian or industrial societies,'havegiven
way to an emphasis on human and managerial competences at the macro economic level aswell as

. the organizationallevel. '

,the service sector organizations also playa very'important social role. By extending benefits to
people ofJIll,social and economic segments, provicteopportunities for development and for reduction



. Centre/or. tJistance' education -..

, of SOCio-econmicdisparities:' They ~ablEf the weaker section~ h~e access to the ~nefjts of
modemsation; By providing'common'service to an,·se.aor ·they reduce social and;psychological
. distances: For instance, gOvemment servIces such as;administra~n .€tOO judicial.s~rv!ce$are available
to:aUwithQutdiscrimi'nation. The'professionalisatio" of:the serviCe industry has made services, such
ashospital, legal aid, rehabilitation ete., available to alfthoSe'who canpay-the presCribedfee regardless
of social background. Thus, as M.B. Athreya pointsout.the services themselves have an HRDeffect
-.first.·bYdeveloping-individuals and deprived groups. and' secondly by graduaUy'changing societal
culture towards-a more egalitarian, democratic direCtion. 4 ;'" ;. " .. _ .' - ' . : -

,', ~ ,.., ' .

.. ':>,

fifRO has aspects which are universal to all 6rganizations as ;WeU'as someWhichare specific to the
~ature ()fthe,service industry. ' '.. . '.. i .. ' .

. '" .

UriiVer1sa~Aspects .

tiRO is relevant to all sectors .. It is at the base of all development. Ottier resources, lik~PhY~~I,~"d
financial resources, can only be'activated-thrO!lghlhe:agency:of hqm~n resources: 'HRD is such,~n
all pervasiv$ concept that there are bound to be 'commonaspe:cts relevant to' many sectofS.,.•.

HRO alms at developing the individUal; matching him t,.. ·'Oles;both by ;d~veloping 'him and the i '.!e,
and,catalYsirig individual and organi~ational·self';ten-(~~';'.'::.,AgeneraJised::mbder:of HRDwiil :iritlude
the follbWing.su~systems :role analysis, selectidn and placement; transfer and rotatibn. rEiward.~nd
.puiiiSh'ment,pertonnance arid potentiai appraisEiI,feedback and counselling, training anddeve16pment,
cateer'plaru1in'g,suceeselen pfanning, participati~e devices, and HRO oata J1ank.Of'these systems.
some are essential to all organizations in any sector: seleCtion'and placement, transfer, rotation,'and
reward and punishment. Aneast these sub-systems need to~be'designed welf.. Ifone wants to go
beyond a status-quo bureaucracy, ,atwhich stage many seryite:'lnstitutions get stu.ckup,performance
'appraisal, potential appraisal and training and development are particularly relevant. If high levels of
performance iJa goal,then the relevant additionar sub-sytems are feedback and counselUng,and of
'particjJ)ativedevices.·finally, 'if'one fs concerned abOutthe longler-mvitality of any institution induding
'a serVice institution, the· remaining- sub.-sytems become' esse'ntial, namely role analysis. career
ptahniillg, sucCession planning, ahd:devetopment oran -HRD data base. .

. ".' ;', ; .,:.

Unique Aspects '

Service' industry has some special features,' which :ca!. for particular emphasis in the deSign and
implementation of HRO systems .. These ~re ~ ' .

-,Intangibility of product : Service is the·provision.of value to a 'customer;Withouta physical product.
This could create lack of clarity about the tasks-and'er'o~ionof self-confldehce, So HRO hasto create
appreCiationof client needs, and pride in the potency ofthe serVice to -meet those needs,

~ Y, .• ;~. • •

. .. .~"". .\. .

- High public exposure: The service institution i'3 much more'exposed to its clientele, Even if the
institution does not proactively promote Its service; :th~clients may take -the initiative and beat at Its
delors.The staff ,!eed relationship.'skills anct toleran~ ofcustome,' reactions. Inthe caseof subsidi~
·on.free.serviCes, some·customers maybe arrogant in·theiJ:de.tn'andsand misuse ,the service; while
some others may be less literate,'gullible and-timid., .... -. :1.'



* ~ize constraints: To be effective; the service institution should be perceived as a huge, slow,
monolith, in the face of which the customer is anonymous and insignificant. Conceptualisation of
roles is especially important. The roles at th~ environment I customer interference need to be so
designedas to enhance service. Examples are the bank teller and the 'single window' concept used
recently by state industrial development corporations.

* Back-room technology : At the customer end, a service has to be simple to understand. For
example,air travel should be made easy,but behind it maybe complex aeronautics and computerised,
real-timereservation sytems. HRD has to ensure that those at the delivery end of a service institution
understandthe power and limitationsof this back-uptechnology,while at the same time the technicians
understandcustomer needs, abilities and limitations.User-friendlycomputer peripherals, for example,
enhance the utilisation of an information service.

* Specialised knowledge: The level of general and specialised education tends to be relatively.
high.in a service institution. Infact, a service'institution like a consultancy, has to be intellectuallyaiew
steps ahead of its clients to be of real value to them. So, a research and learning orientation is
needed. The service institute tends to have a preponderance of white collar workers and executive
manpower. Their motivation is more complex. Besides monetary rewards, they look more for ego
satisfaction and quality of work life.

*.Propensity for disintegration: Service :"stitutions seem to have a higher tendency to disintegrate.
Dependingupon personal ambitions, br- . 1905, inequity, etc., rebel groups break away from the
mother organization and form new ones. ..J may be partly due to low capital cost, low barrier to
entry and the preference of the customer for specific resource persons. Therefore, HRD needs to
provide for more participation in planning and control of the projects; as well as sharing of rewards,
whether psychic satisfaction, fame, visibility; profits or upward mobility. .

12.5 HRDINPUBLIC SECTOR BANKS6

As early as in 1968, the Government of India introduced 'social control' over the banks, underwt)ich
commercialbankswere directed to provide a larger volume of credit to hitherto neglected sectors like
agriculture, small industries, village artisans etc., so that bank credit may prove a more effective
instrument of economic development. However, this was found inadequate. Therefore 14 major
Indian scheduled commercial banks were nationalised in 1969. This was further followed by
nationalisationof 6 more banksin Apr~ 1980. .

The .commercial banks have performed spectacular growth after nationalisation. Advances to the
priority sector increased from 14.6% to 43.6%. The total number o.fbank branches had increased
from 8262 in 1969 to 53,563 in March 1987. The credit deposit ratio in the.rural branches hasgone up
from 37.24% in june 1969 to 65.3% by December ,1986.
I

In India,banking has become a key sectorof national economy contributing to its growth through rural
banking, credit deployment to the massesjnternational banking and other services. The task of
economic upliftment of the rural masses has been'takerf up.ernestly by banks by rapid spread of
branches network in rural areas and·concerted implementation of Integrated Rural Development

, Programmeamong others. The bankstontinued to participate actively in exending credit facilities'to
eligible persons under IRDP as a measure for all.eviationof poverty and generation of additional
employment in the rural areas so as to enable the rural poorto cross the.poverty line. The banks also



assist the weakest sections of the poverty and generation of additional employment in the rural areas
so as to enable the rural poor to cross the poverty line. The banks also assist the weakest sections of
the community under the Differential Rate of Interest{DIR). The banks also extend financial asistance
to house construction activity to individuals belonging to scheduled caste/scheduled tribes and.
economically weaker sections besides State Housing Boards, Urban Improvement Trusts etc., which
undertook construction of houses fOL",(eaker sections. The banks has also given indirect finance for
the purpose in the form of investmenflh debentures. ..
PlanningandHumanResou~cesDevelopmentassumesgreat significance in a labour intensiveindustry
like banking. Public sector banks in our country have shown a good deal of interest in deSigningand
usingHRDsystems and mechanisms for improving effectiveness of their employees. In public sector
banks, the focus of Human Resources Development (HRD) effort is to develop versatility and ensure
flowering of potential of the individuals through innovations. In realisation of these objectives, these
banks introduced Quality Circles for team building and work life imporvement, Circle Management
and branchManagement Boards as a training ground for developing analytical and decision-making
skills forIall levels of personnel, involvment, of cross section of people in decision-making skills for all
levels of personnel, involvement of cross section of people in decision-making process for wider
partiCipationin policy formulation, meditation Roomfor creative thinking and organizational renewal. .

Public sector banks have given continued emphasls to capability development through study circles,
brainstorming sessions purposeful staff meetings at their branches, effective job rotation by'formal
one year advance planning, encouragement to self-development through incentives and bringingout
knowledge booklets like Counselling Techniques, HRD compendium, etc. The institution of welfare
office adopted branches for allround development. The welfare officee set up by these banks at
various centres attended to aspects relating to employee grievances and also assisted in fo, ,...•ng
faster attention to customer services. . .

Communicationwas given added focus through interface by executives atallieveis of management,
formal collection of feedback to gauge the effectiveness of policies and systems, publication of
educativebrochuresto highlight various leadershipaspectsand special communicationon productivity
improvement.

In mostpubhc sector banks, an ongoing objective performance appraisal system based has been
introduced for officers. The major focus of the appraisal system is development of indiyiduals and
improving the quality of worklife, to ultimately result in achieving organizational effectiveness. The
open appraisal system introduced by the Canara Bank has 'been well acclaimed by the Indian Bank
Association (IBA), as a sophisticated system with several positive features.

Public sector banks has also given special attention to the establishment of Human Resources
Developmentdlvlstons. The division is entrusted with the task of preparing lon-term schemesforthe
development of employees./The tasks cornpletedbythe Human Resources Development Divisionin
most of the public sector banks include formulation of motivation surplus staff, schemes for sending
birthdaygreeting cards to all employees, schemes.oncareer planning and rotations of staff, schemes
for'granting incentives for further study. .



With a view to bring in more objectivity some public sector bank have desicned a new performance
Ap,praisal System for officers. In this .syt~m the practice-of self-evaluation has been incorprated
accordingto ~ich appraisee and appraiser identify the key performance areas alongwiththe specific
function. Evafuation is done on the basis of employees' contribution or efforts with' respect to these
areas. Therefore, the modified Performance appraisal system is intended to lead to allround
development of employees. Effective steps have also been taken in some banks to reassess staff
requirementso as to ensure optimum utilisation of available manpower andalso to eliminate surplus
pockets~erever possible. There has also been a strategiCchange in staff development,by relating
it to'\YorkloaCl,with a view to increasing $taff productivity,at branches and administration offices.

In order to raise the level of motivation of employees and urge for individual development the banks
undertOokseveralmeasures and also continued efforts through' a series of educative literature and
providingappropriateforums.for skill·identification.-Classroomaswell as-on-the-job training continued
to be strongly emphasised in human resource development strategy of almost all the banks in public
~ctor. . . .

By.and large, banks have come to recognise that HRD is more than training programmes. Trainingof
emploYees is only one component of HRD. Therefore, other aspects of the HRD system like
peroformance appraisal system, job rotation, career plan and organization development etc.. have
also, come into practice. .t

12. 6 HRD IN THE uc-~__';;;.---.;..;;..;;;..;._;.;__;_---~'__--------------_;"-----__""--------'-"'-'"
lhe Life InsuranCeCorporation bf Indi~f(LlC) was set up in 1956 by the Government of India, on the
.nationalisationofiife insurance bu·siness.lttook over the entire life insurance business which had
been'iransactedin Indiaby privatecompaniestill then. The funds (assetsand liabilities)andemployees
pertainingto·this business were ·automaticallytransferred to the LlC. Since 1956, LlC alone has the
.authority to: transact life insurance -business in India, subject to special authorisations for some
government schemes, which are allowed to operate outside the purview of the Lie.

Ap~rt.fromthe CentralOffice, the LlC has five ZonelOffices, sixty four DivisionalOffices andBranches
inovereight hundred cemres. In the thirty-one year spanof time from 1957 untill1988, lie's business
expanded from about 6 million to 32 millon policieswith an assured sum of Rs. 5,90,680 million. Its
e~pl~ee strength grew from about 31,000 to about 73,000 in the same time span.

In 1980 the LlC launched on a major exercise of organizational restructuring which led to major
decentralisation of responsibilities to the branches. Each was recognised as a profit and growth
centre. The numberof positions in the branchesaswell as the level of responsibility in these positions
were.considerablyenhanced. Microprocessorswere made available to branches. The newstructure
providedfor.conslJltationprocesses and jOintdecision-making in planning and other operations.The
new·systems included data being generated about the socio-economic conditions of the areasunder
,the Branch jurisdiction for planning purposes; developing strategies for operations on the basis of
suChdata.Consequentto the restructureof work, therewas needto enhance the skillsof the personnel/
to operate the new 'systems. It was recognised tliat the organization to successfully adapt to the'
seriouschallenge$from the cOmplexturbul~nt environmelit, needed long-term strategieswith regClrd
to the socialsystems. Aware that bureaucraticprocedures,narrowlydefined jobs and tight supervi~on
can wreak havoc on human motivation and that excellent performance comes when individua!~are
committed to using full.capacities to solve problems, the need was felt to develop strateo.es/tbat
wouldmeet the needs for learning, development, belongingness, variety and creativity. I

oc' •
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Defined Goals of HRD in L1C

The HRd goals of Lie in the revised sfructure are:

* To ensure that adequate number of persons with sound insurance bankground and experien~,
both as generalists and specialists are available at different levels, to facilitate enhanced
standards of service to customers and fast growth.' . .

To provide human resource policies that are not only fair and just but also perceived as fair and
just.

To Provide employees :equitable opportunities to move up in the organization on the basiS of
thelr performance and ability.

To ensure that responsibility for results is provided right from the It>werlevels so that employees'
can develop a sense of independence and self-confidence. .

*

*

*

. .
To.provide employees opportunities for learning new and varied skills thus making the work
more satisfying and me~ningful.

To provide opportunities for training and development of employees with special pOtential:. . .

Several strategies to achieve the stated objectives and goals were developed. Consistent with',
the policy of consulation, the new strategies were circulated among and discussed with gro~ps
of employees. It was however clear that the organization'needed a comprehensiVe J-fRD
approach. . . . . '.

HRD Philosophy of L1C

*

*

*

*

",.

In 1987 the organization stated its beliefs about HRD as under:

That human potential inherent in every employee is vast, .it can be further enhanced by various
interventions like training, job rotation, counselling, organizational action etc. .

. That people are major assets and that an organization can foster full realisation ofindMdual
potential by providing a developmental environment and opportunities, by encouraging ,and
rewarding innovafiveness etc. .. . '. r

That such people who are not ableto contnbute to the organization fully due to reasons beyOnd
their control can also give the best if they are taken care of proper environment and conditions
are provided. .

That competencies can be developed in people at any point of time; as a model employer it is
desirable that we encourage competency enhancement.

That HRD provides for a higher quality of work-life through opportunities for a meaningful ~r.
job satisfaction and professional development
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•

.That HRDJ5hilosophy emphasises human well-being and organizatioriargrowth that HRD policies
are relationship centred and the extent of relationships under HRD ambit is life long and not
merely for 8 hours. .

That, as a model-employe( the. Corporanonmust pr9vide for employee growth; if an emloyee
perceives a nurturing environment, there would be a positive 'response to matching individual
aspirations with organizational needs. .

Thatin order to be effective, HRDprocesses have to be planned and continuous.

*

*

*

HRD Intervention

Itwas decided to begin the intervention ~ith \~workplan and review (WPR) approach at the level o.f
Assistant Divisional Manager whic~ is the position of the head of a d.epartment in a mVision~ Office.
In the restructuring exercise an attempt was made to clarify the various roles in the Br ch and
Divisional Offices. WPR required every incumbent of each position to specify the natu e of the

• contribution he expected to make as distinct from the results which his department as a group will
achieve. This statement of contribution was to be discussed and agreecj upon'between him and his
superior. The work plan which would indicate the specific outputs or improvements orresults that the
manager proposed to make in the next year, would also indicate what he would achieve i{l the next
three months and the following months and again six months the manager would review the work first
along and then together with his superiors. .

The intervention was begun in early 1988 on an experimental basis in all the divisions of the Northern
Zone of the G,grporation. Seminars wereconducted in which the consultant, explained to all the
concerned officers-ofthe zone, the philosophy and the rationale of the proposed intervention and the
.details of how to go about it. Subsequently, the Zonal Manager and the Regional Manager (Personnel)
\ went to each Division and had detailed discussions to help the officers concerned understand more
t~~ug~y the significance and th.e mechanics of writing out the work plan. After a period o_fthree
'months the officers had clarification sermmars with the. consultant. .After clarification seminars the .,
"Yorkplans were finalised.;

As information went round about what was happening in the Northern Zone, there were demands ....
from other Divisions that they be involved in the new experiment.Consequently, 10 further Divisions
were brought into the scheme: The Corporation intends to lntroduee.the scheme throughouUhe
Corporation only after observing the results of the experiments in these Divisions.

During the seminars in which they are being .introduced to the concepts of the. intended practices, the
officers concerned expressed several doubts and sought clarifications. Some of these are discussed
below.

Managers Were aware of the beneficial effects of human relations and atleast cognitively want to be
good to their people. The HRD philosophy however states that being good to the people is necessary
'for its own sakeand not merely as an instrument for the achievement of the managers' results. The
tatter is a bargaining situation which may be resented by the subordinates. The former is a negotiation
situation which may be accepted by the'subordinates (when they see that it may lead to their oWn'

, growth in terms of knowledge, experience and skills), may lead to development of persons and integr~te
in a different mannerwith the desired results of the organization.



The expected growht of LlC would fead to serious problems in handling work and it was essential that
decision411akingprocesses must remain at the Branch Offices. Unless the personnel at the operational
level viz. the Branches, were developed adequately to shoulder the responsibility of not merely carrying
on the operations, the entire restructuring exercise may be reversed with regard to the role of the
Branch. It was to enable the perosonnel to perform adequately for these new tasks that the proposed
HRD strategy becomes lmportant.:

Some managers mentioned that certain posltions were more attractive in terms of reniuneration as a
result of which there was a reluctance for people to move away from these positions even if higher
responsibility positions were offered. This question came up in connection with the proposed career
path which expected that personnel would in the initial years, work in the branches to develop skills of
interaction with customers/ learn the essential aspects of operations, develop confidence to handle
differentiated functions and become aware of integrated activity moving later into the higher offices for
specialisation in functional areas. The fear was that if individual officers were to be given a choice as
to the career or the specialisation in which they would like to develop, there would be a heavier
concetration in positions which are attractive in terms of remuneration and perquisites compared to
the other positionswhich do not have such perquisites. It was difficult for many to visualise that other
specialist functions could aslo be found attractive and could be chosen by individuals for reasons of
professional stature or temperamental adiustments. The rotation 'in the earlier stages ofthe career
was meant to provide an opportunity to experience the different functions so that informed choice
could be made.

An interesting observation was the relationship Qetween the development of an individual in the
organization and his role outside the organization in society. Alienation at work serviously affected
one's attitude and behaviour towards family and chilCfren, Development of people takes-place wh~en
given autonomy. Too much of regulation and control stunts development andincreases dependency.
The practices within the organizati,ondecide the manner in which a person functions in th~ SOCiety
outside. organizational practices have to be looked at in terms of not merely the organization's needs
but also in terms ofthe SOCietywhich the organization would like to develop.

A persistent doubtwas the distinction between the work plan of the individual officers and the task
plan of the department. A manager does not function alone but works with a group of people. How
"can the manager's individual work plan be separated from the task of the group which he,manages.?
Also if such a disinction is. made does it not imply that an individual manager is sacrifiCingthe
interests of his group? Would it not work against the requirement of building-up of a team. It needed
considerableexplanation to distinguish betweenthe individualcontribution and the results of the group.
Clarifying individual contribution was necessary to avoid conflict and diffusion of responsibility. When
managers identify their distinguishing contribution in the context of th~work of the group which they
manage, there is better focus ,on linkages and the perspective becomes wholesome. '

•Another set of questions related to the boss. Howdoes one develop and own his ownwork plan if the
boss's priority is different and hetries to impose the proirity on the manager concerned? Itwould be
' difficOlttO'ignore the-priority of the boss but that may not necessarily be how the'manager sees the
position in:relationto the performance of his grollp~While recognising this as a real problem, it was
emplalned that the new systems to be introduced and practised are meant to develop a culture of
discussion, consultation, participation and jOint decision-making, where diffemt viewpoints will be
examined and reconciled.Where a culture of this kind is created, itwould be possible forthe manager
to convey to the boss his viewpoir' . -l , ., to persuar' ~I- ' . ~ not to propose a priority which .



inappropriate, ' But if such a culture of mutual discussion does not exist, there can be aberrations.
The structure of quarterlymeetings for review was intended to reconcile different viewpoints and
handle'pressures being exerted. '

It was important that the work plan be not imposed but be that of the manager himself. Only then
would he have the ownership of planning for results. Without such ownership the WPR approach
becomesmeaningless. Organizational roles aremulti-role relationships needing differently affiliative
andwork-oriented behaviours. The initiative to improve is of the selfJ The organization has to provide
'facilltatmg conditions; The job of the manager is to develop practices that help individuals to accept
ownership and the plans of action.

. '
The most common doubt was about how the WPR would affect the appraisals and the future of the
managers. The suspicionwas that failure to achieveone'swork plans'would invite an adverseappraisal
eyen though the failure may well be due to environmental factors or senior management behaviour
outside the Controlof the manager concerned. Also lenient or less demanding superiors may help
,managers by consenting to rE)fativelyeasy work plans. These fears were sought to be assuaged by
the assurance that the WPR would nct :"'e~linkedto the appraisal and reward system during the
experimental stages and that even later such linkageswould preceded by adequate consultationwith
t~ managers.. ' , ; .

• Existing practices are the realitywhich managers are familiar with. New systems which attempt to
developan entirely different and unknown reality are looked upon with suspicion. Tomake managers
;accept the new reality as practicable, is a difficult task. Therefore, new systems need to be very
gradually introduced, carefully monitored to ensure that all the steps are followed, vague fears are
·parientlydoused, that the advantages are perceived and appreciated and that there is no regression
to p~st practices: Thi~ is the challenge of the HRD facilitator. '

'12.7 'HRD IN EDUCATION 8

'Educationitself aims at development bf human resources. Thereforewhen we talk of HRD ineducation
we.a~talking about the developmentof those human resources involved in education. These include
: t~rs~ headmasters,principals, support staff working in educauonat institutions, headsof university
departments,viarchancellors, eduCational,administratorsat the local, district, state and central levels,
plannersand policy-makers. Developing all these categories of people becomes extremely important
'asthe effectiyp[less 9f education depends upon howwell they perofrm their roles. people at different
'levelsahc:l.performingdifferent roles require different competencies to be effective in their roles.These
competencies are also changing from time to time as the environment is changing, knowledge base

,.'is cOntinuouslyimproving and the needs are chan9ing~'·Sucha dynamic and changing environment
requiresan equally or even faster developing human resources to cope with it. Hence there is a need
to develop continuolJslythe-capabilities of the people involved in education.

,The ~mpetencies required ~orteachers are normally considered as subject matter competencies
and pedagogic skiUs.As we go up the education stream the competency requirements become
much cornplex; For example the headmasters of.schools require more sophisticated competencies
than-whata t~acher requires. BesJdesknowledge of the subject and pedagogic skills, he is required
to be a leader, initiatiVetaker, innovator, institution;.builder,"manager,etc. As we go still higher upto the
:evelofDistrictEducation qtficer the competency requirementsget still more complex as he is required



to dealwith a large number of institutions and guide them. Hels required to be familiar with the regi~
and its educational problems, should hav_ethe competency to guide the Headmasters ota "arge
number of schools, should be able to establish management systems to keep informa~ion,'monitor

. school performance, suggest innovative schemes to the schools, involve the community for improving.
educational facilities jn the region etc. Thus the complexity of the capability requirements chang8$for
different roles. As all these roles are equally important for the efftctiveness of the educa~ system~
it becomes essential to ensure the continuous development of human resources occupying these
roles. .

Training has been used most often as the' only mecbenlsm for developing human resoruees in
education sector and other mechanisms of human resource development have been neQlected.The
limitations of training in developing complex capabilities has not been .adequately recongnised in the
past. It is easier to develop subject matter competencies in teachers through classroom instruction.
But teaching skills cannot be developed through classoom instruction only. It has to be supplemented
by actual practice. Higher level competencies required by the headmasters; Principals, OEO's etc.
cannot bedeveloped in the classrooms alone.Alternatemechanismsneed to be identified. Experience
from other sectors indicates that HRD can be effected through performance appraisal systems that
are desiqned to promote employee development in their present roles: 'potentialdevelopment systems
can also be planned to prepare for future roles likely to be performed by the employees~00exercises
could be undertaken to create self-renewal capabilities in educational institutions ....
Career opportunities and rewards' are very important factors in' providing a development climate' in
educational institutions and agencies. ifthere is no devel9pment climate and no pressure or incentives
for development people are not likely to develop. '.

HRO Needs in Education

The HRD needs in education should be interpreted in the context ofthe overall developmentafneeds
of the country and should take into consideration the deVelopmental plans in other sectcrs. 'AnyHRO'
program for those in the field of education should enable those in education systems to initiate, ~ign,
develop, and implement education systems that facilitate the accomplishment of developmental:plans
in other sectors at the local, region~1and national·levels. This becoms all the more important'in a
developing country like ours which cannot offord to waste its resources by having an education system
that is a luxury .

In identifying the HRD needs of education peoplewe need to take this perspective into considera~n.
The nextfive yearplan.islikely to·addressitselfto thisquestionof the linkingof educationwithproductivity
and employment both of which depend on the developmental activitie.s in other sectors. Tomeet the
developmentaineeds of other sectors botheducational planners_and-administratorsneed to undersand
and design or re-orient education accordingly. A basic requirementfor this purpo~ is openness, rsk:'
taking and innovativeness on the part of various functionaries involved in education. To create such
kind of people in the education sector is the first and foremostHRO need ..

The greatest HRD need in the education sector today Is to change attitude~ and systematic rigiciitH!s.
ThiS change should begin from the top. This change cannot come merely ~hroughtraining P~rams.
The perfomance of the higher level officers should be assessed and feedback should pe given' to
them on their innovativeness, initiative, activities geared to develop local level talent in the education
systems .



There are some innovations. going on in the country at various levels in the education systems. These
are taking place silently. There is a need to make these known to others and enhance their initiative
thinking. This is itself a HRD need.

'12.8 HRD IN THE HEALTH SECTOR 9

All efforts in human resource development (HRD) have to culminate in ensuring the health of the
individual,the familyandthe society. Health,familyandsocialwelfarearesystematicallyinterdependent,
for, growth anddevelopment of an individual is dependent not only on his health, but the healthof his
family.andthe society. Similarly,'societiesand familiesdo notdevelopwithout the healthydevelopment
of their individualmembers. .

HRD programmes ensuring health and family welfare should result in social welfare. They must
provide not only social services to ensure physical health of the citizens but also to ensure their
psychologicaldevelopment where~y they learn to appreciate their relationship with the society.

Philoso'phy for HRD Programmes

HRD action programmes in the health sector assume that:

* A humanbeing is more than just a bundleof physicaland psychological needs. He is a spiritual
force.

* As a resource, a human being is not an end in himself.

Since there is a limit to physical needs, growth of the human being lies mainly in his psycho
spiritual development towards self actualisation

*

* Development in terms of needs means unfolding. It therefore refers to growth from within.

Development means self direction,becoming aware of one's different resources,and utilising
these resources.

*

* Growth and development should generally result in the needs to share.

Strategy Paramenters for HRD Programmes

The acceptance of the concept of social welfar~, dicussed earlier presumes that the functions of
social welfare have been well defined. In order to ensure the success of the programmes to be
carriedOut,itwill, in addition, be necesary to: (1) locatethe responsibility for specifying the goals tobe
achieved,(2) identifythe authoritieswhowill be responsiblefor deveisingand harmonisingthe optimum
use of resources for achieving these goals, (3) identify agencies who will assess the feasibility of
proposedprogrammeswithin the context of nationaldevelopment,and (4)whowill evaluatethe results
in terms of the objectives. .,



Action ApPrQach in HRD Programmes

* Involve."ent of the Target Group:

HRD Pfogrammes involve the target group in formulating programmes within an overall
framewbrk for:

identifiqation of kev health and family problems ofthe community

d;scus~ion·of the remedies

assessment of both human and material resources available with the tarQetgroup.

resources, both human and material, required from outside

asses~ng training needs to develop local human resources

drawing up local action plans with local consensus

discus~ingmethods to monitor programmes and to take corrective action.

* Asse.sment of Local Systems Functioning

In oid.,r to ensure success of HRD programmes, it is necessary to assess local channels of .
comm..,nication,locate the influence leaders.,.identifyvalue orientations and traditionalmethods
of dealing with health and family problems. . ,

* Impartit1g Health Educ~tion -.,/

HRD I)rogrammes should aim at giving the external health agent (social worker/doctor) proper
welfare orientation. The carer needs of the health agent will also need to be resolved. So far
this problem has been attempted through provision of incentives, or some kind Ofcompulsion
at the.education stages. Increased individualism and career conciousness however have
rnadethls problem intractable.

* Use OfMass Media

r
I
r.

Prog$mmes of mass media should aim at encouraging people to discover what knowledge
and resources are available with them and help them understand their applications.

Action Prqgrammes in Health

Itwill be agreed that the standards of health care provided by a society through health programmes .
have to be in consonance with the society's health requirements and health resources. Action
programme- in he .volve :
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* Assessment and Utilisation of indigenous HealthTechnologies

Every social group inherits knowledge of indigenous medicines and methods which are cost
effective and locally available. It is therefore necessary to make surveys, compile directories of
technologies, and make them available to people through various media including the soc.at
.worker;

* Action Programmes for Psychological Health

.Mosthealthdisorders havetheir origin inpsychologicaldisturbances.Social andfamily conditions
in childhood contribute to a person's psychological make up. This results in emotional ill health
ultimately manifesting in physical disorders, It is necessary to evolve programmes of self
. awareness and personal growth toenable a person to see throygh his defenses and free his
. real creative self. Self awareness prog~ammesare educational in'nature. A person learnsfrom
friends, family and school. Self awareness programmes have therefore to be taken to families,
to neighbourhoods, and to schools at.all levels. The formal or the modern self awareness
programmes have come to be established as Sensitivity Training programmes. They are
conducted by management institutions and management consultants for mostly management
personnel.

HRDprogrammes for Family

Most peoplewill agr~e t~atfamYIYis a very important institution for both social and individual health. It
is in t~e family and home where a person is normaliy most comfortable and is his real self. Family is
a very important buffer against a lot of onslaughts of the environment on the Individual. Especially in
our kindofsocio-economic environment, family tends to absorba lot of social and economic problems.
Henceuntilwe develop alternative equivalent institutions,our HRD programmes have to, ineveryway
encourage the existence and survival of family. .'Such programmeswould cover:

.,. FamilyCounselling Sel"!.ices
, .

1 • \,

. Family is the first environment shaping the value and behaviour patterns of the individual. It is
therefore of utmost importance to provide family counselling services which can besupportive
to individual growth. The rigidity in family functioning must change to enable women achieve
their personal growth.

* -. .Paren.' Training
, ,- ,'" ;~' ' ".. .

Faml~·structuralahd riultoralrigidities effect the emotionalgrowth of children very often resulting
into irresporisible and unaccountablebeh.aviour. Progammes of parental training concerning
the emotional growth of childr~n'are amust in terms of HRD for family.

.Tee,flno Io'gIcal Training :to Womerl~
,

Shifts in labour force, mechanisation ofmany domestic chores and women taking over Jobs
that were done by men earfier is resulting in non-availability of technical help for repairs. It is
.therefore essential to design programmes of technical training in electrical and mecnanical



•

gadgetry which is part of a normal household towomen, This training should bemade available·
to regular schools, special training schocls, and neighbourhood training. camps... .

Supportive Family Servi,ces

In majority of the families,both husband and wife work. Integrated growth of the child takes
place when the attention of both parent is available to hlm, ltis therefore necessary to design
programmes ~oenable both parents to look after children. .. .,,' . '. ....

Conclusion

*

HRD programmes for helath, family and social welfare must always be conceived and designed in'
systems perspective. Human resource development is often equated with 'individual development.
Individual development is .certainly a worthwhile goal in itself. But man is also a social ahimal. We
need therefore to once again bring back the concept of duty and accountablilty to onself, to family, to
society and to nature.

12.9 SUNIMARY
This section began with a discussion of the nature and role of the service sector. The service sector'
is an important link between the production and beneficiary segments of society . 'It 'growth indiCatesa change in social structures. The service industry being more directly in touch with the consumer,
HRD in service 9rganizations is essential to their proper functioning. The experiences and issues
relating to HRD in four major service sector segments have been discussed. Substantial progress
has been made with respect to HRD in public sector banks and in the Life Insurance Corporatlon. 'In:
the areas of education and health, the introduction and implementation of systernatle HRD has still a'
long way to go in meeting the challenge of providing more effi,cient and human .-oriented services to
society.
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UNIT 13
COMPARATIVE HRD : INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCES.\ .

Objectives

After going through this unit, you should beable to :

* understand what factors acc.q_untfor differences in HRD across different countries

identify the dominant HRD practices in differentparts of the world.*

Structure
13.1 Introduction
13.2 NationalVersus International HRD
13.3 internation~1Commonalities and Differences in HRD
13.4 HRD in North America
13.5 HRD in South America
13:6 HRD in West~rn'Europe
13.7 HRD in Africa
13.8 HRD in.Asia
13.9 Summary
13.10 References'

13.1 INTRODUCTION
Managers in organizations hold particular views, assumptions, values and preferences about how to
manage and develop people in order to attain organizational as well as individual goals. Such views,
.assumptions, values 'and preferences are translated into formal policies, practices and systems of
managingand developing human resources. Across the world, managemenfthinking and values are
likely to be different, reflecting differences in cultures,'social, political and p.conomicrealities.lfthis is '
so, then there are likely to be some differences in the HRDsystems and practices in different countries.
Th~r~ are also likely to be yommonalities because the fundamental-laws governing human behaviour
are much the same across the world.· For instance, people every where have basic psychological
needs for belongingness. emotional attachment. reward etc.• Differences between people across
different countries or cultures ae usually a matter of degree rather than of content.

This unit discusses HRD policies and practices in different parts of the world. The objective is to
highlight the major comonalities and differences. Such a compartive discussion is useful becauseIt
helps us understand what factors beyond the immediate organizational and environmental contexts
influence thinking and action with respect to human res' ree development. It helps us appreciatethe
diversity of practices but also to appreciate the commor. core which binds people, organizations and
entire countries together by common concerns about people. It helps put m~ny of our own HRD

., systems and policies in a broader perspective. The import~nce of a comparative look at HRD is
particultlny relevant in current times.because o~the oramatlc changes taking place around the world.



Human Resource Developmeflt~~~( )~~~ Comparative HRD:International Experiences------
Everywhere,social,politicaland economic realitieshavebeenchangingand there has beena loosening
of boundaries and a keeness to,examine what other countries are doing. Increasing collaborative
ventures between Indian and foreign corporations, the import and export of technology and other
resources, and an anxiety for effective partnerships heighten concerns about human resources
managementand development in ~~r co~ntries.

13.2 NATIONAL VERSUS INTERN4TIONAL HRD

A very frequent concern expressed by people in-organizationsin which new HRD systems are being
introduced is: "Towhat extent are these systems applicable to Indian organizations? Are these HRD
systems not based on foreign experiences?" Such questions reflect a long-standing controversy
a'mongpractising managers as well as academicians and researches about the contextual relativity
of management (especially HRD) practices. '

One school of thought has held that "management is management wherever practised, a universal
profession whose principles can be applied in every form of organized activity,n Such a view has
found support in some well known research findings. A classic study is that of Harbison and Myers
who studied management practices in 23 countries and concluded that management did not differ
fundamentally from country to country.2

Onthe other hand, another schoot of thought which hasgained much prominence in recent time, has
challenged the notion of the universality of management. Winston Oberg argued that the ground
rules underwhich managers operate are different across countries and that, therefore, it is fruitless to
search for a common set of management strategies.3 William newman identified a set of beliefs and
values underflying management practices which differ with culture and social context.' A number of
Indianscholars have for long argued in favour of the need for us to take a more culturally relevantview
of our management and HRD practices. One of the best known is dBP Sinha who suggested that
IrlcJians,becauseof our social and cultural background,have a strong need for a tough but nurturnant
styleofmanagement which is authoritarian but also benevolent.5 Translated into HRD practices, this
would suggestthat we require fairly well structured systems and procedures of HRD with strong
linkages with reward and punishment systems. . "

13.3' INTERNATIONAL COMMONALITIES AND DIFFERENCES IN HRD

However high the'degree of automation, every organization requires human resources in orderto
attain its' goals. human resource management includes various basic functicns". Firstly, it has to
procure people for the organization: .Then it has to retain people by adequately rewarding them
through a"compensation system. Thirdly, the orqanizatlonhasto satisfy-the psychological and social
needs of people by providrngfacifities and systemswhich'maintain good quality of work life. Fourthly,

' tile organization has to'ensure that its human resources, like its financial resources, gain in value
over time, Therefore, it has to provide for continual training and development as well as create
organizationalconditions which ensure the utilisation and promotion of potential. -

These basic function of human resource management are common to all or most organizations
regardle$sof their location; size, type and natureof business. However, different organizations may
emphasize one'or the other function differently. Such differences in emphases largely contribute to
differ~nces in HRD policies and practices.
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The major factors which account for differences in HRO practices are:
. .'<'

Cultural Factors

In a weI! known recent study, Greert Hofstede identified:four basic cultural dimensions whichmay
account for differences in management and HROpractices across cultures." These are:

.' ....' the extent to which a society emphasizer collective rather than individual activity,

the extent of power-distanceor tolerance for social inequality;...
.. the extent of acceptance of uncertainty,and • <

.:

.. the extent to which a society emphasizes "masculine" values and behaviours such as.
assertiveness, ambitiousness, domination etc,

Hofstede's extensive research across40 countriesenabled hlm i<;fentifythedominant cu~ural
characteristicsof different countries. India, for instance,was identified as a country inwhichthere is
a moderate extent of collectivism, a nigh tolerance of social i.nequality,a gener~~acceptance of
uncertainty;and 3moderately masculine orientation, Such cUHuraldifferences'would be.refleCtedin
the kinds Qf HRD systems adopted," For example,.in·cultures like ours where there is.moderate
coKectivismand a tolerance of uncertainty. Organization Development (00) and teams buildh.iJ
activities "'ay more be acceptable and effective. Cont f~tingly, In a culture with a high degree of.
individualismand an intolerance for uncertaintylike the USA, systems suchas performanceap·praisalj·.
feedback and counselling may be more acceptable an~ effective,

Economic Factors.

The HRD policies of a company reflect the corporate policies and strategies of its IT!anagement
These, in turn, are influenced or determined bythe sfructureand nature oUhe economy. For instance•.
in a mixedsociarlsteconomy like ours corporate policiesand strategies are influenced bygoverment
regulations,socialpoliciesof the governmentregardingemploymentand developmentof disadvantaged
social groups, competition from other public and private sector organization etc.. Thes~;f~ctors are
reflected ip the HRD policies and practices.too. On the other hand, ,.1(18f.re~enterpn~'system, the
success ~ a company may depend much on its efficiency in competition with.other companies. So
it may place greatere~phasis on systems that increase performanCeeffiCiencyand.accountablity: .
The level·of industria.tts~tiona.lready achieved in an economy. alsp influence HRQ practices of
organizationsinfhe,economy..Ottter things beingequal, it appears that higher.level0' ind4strialisation
result in a more educated, organiz~d work-force whose HRO. needs are different from. the less
educated, and less organized work force in non-indusntallsed societie·s.9

Socia-political Factors

The socio-political ideologies of governments Indifferent countries have a powerful impact on other
aspects such as industrial relanons, employment poli¢ies. rnanl;l~ent a~itudes towars:Jsualons

. and other internal or external interest groups. These'in tlun affeCt,HRD philos_ophies.and strategies.,
. In India for instance the sensitive industrial relationsclimatedue to political affiliations offrade,unions.
have m'ademany m~nagements cautious about appliylng to wOrJ<e~ the same HROpOlities which



.,;1eyapply to the non-unionised m:~agers .uperviS~rs ...In sOciali~t<countries, the 'state's control
~ver the organization str~ngly c~nditi~ns H-RD.The o~poSit~is~hec~ie .in the.e~mocrati~countries
where a lot more ernperimentaticn WithHRDmechamsmsand Interventions nas been gOingon.

Technological Factors

Intoday'sworld technology plays an important role in dete"i-rniningdifferences between organizations.
Technologicalknow-howandsophisticationisunevenlydistributedacross thewondwith somecounties
enjoying.muchmore technological resources and know-how than others. The level of technological
sophisticationin an organization will affect a number of HRD related matters - training, transferability
and job rotation, inflow and outflow of human resources into and out of the organizaion, and eventhe
ty~ of climate and interpersonal relationships prevailing in the organization. Thus, countrieswhich
haveverysophisticatedandfast changingtechnologieswouldtend to be characterisedby organizations
which emphasise skill and technical training. Countries which have sophisticated sldWchanging
technologieswould have organizations that give more importance to human relations technoloqiea
would have organizations that give more importance to human relations or attitude development
interventions.tomaintain personal groW!_hand development. '

In the follQwingsections, a bird's-eye view of HRD'related practices in different parts of the-world is
provided. As will be 'seen.from the descriJ:>tions,onestrinking difference between HRD in different
countries is, in ·the first place, about wl"...t HRDmeans and what activities it should encompass.
Although ·manyof the HRD concepts" ''Stems used in Indian organizations today may have
originated from the USA aAd other V'v.. . ',1 countries, it will be evident that an integrated HRD
system·of the kind familiar to 'many indian organizations,is uncommon in most other countries. In
many countires, HRD is simply another term of Personnel Management orAdministration, and the
major HRD intervention appears to be training. The following discussion is organized accordlnq to
regionswhich,industriallyand culturally,havecertaincommonfeatures: NorthAmerica,SouthAmerica,
WesternEurope,Africa andASia. Informatfonfrom literatureon HRD in Eastern Europeunfortunately,
is too scanty to be of use here.

13~4HRD,INNORTH AMERICA
The understandingof HRD in the USA isbest reflectedin the definition by LeonardNadlerbJatHROis,
"prganized learning experiences in a definite time period to increase the possibility of improvingjob
performancegrowth".10 By this is meant that HRD is an intentional, formal learning experience for
whichthe organizationprovides time periods andstructured opportunities. But, as clarified byNadler,
HRD cannot and should not prornise that as a result of the learning experience, performance.will
change. This implies that non~lrainingorganizational conditions are beyond the purview of the HRD
manager. HRD is also seen largely as being directly concerned with job performance - either the
present or the future: Thus, HRD nas a narrow focus, primarily concerned with training, education
anddevelopment.

The surprisingly narrow focus of the meaning of HRD may indicate-not so much neglect for other
areasof humandevelopment,but the degreeof specialisationwhich exists in NorthAmericancountries
in functionsconnectedwith the management of people. While the HRDmanager is largelyconcerned
with training, other areas of development are looked after by other managers. As Anant Negandhi
points out, in the l,)S, human resource planning and practices cover employment policy, training,
wage andsalarypolicy,staff relationspolicy andwelfare and benefits policy.11 Internationalstudiesby
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. Negandhi and his colleagues showed the following major features in US organizations:

* most organizations had specialised departments for different human resource functions like
training and development, employee benefits, industrial relations, etc.

very few organizations carried out job analysis'aCtivities ..*

*.
most Us organizations have formal and systemtic selection processes.

* most uS organizations had systematic bases for wage and salary administration.

While most US organizations made strong use of monetary incentives to motivate workers,
they tended to make greater use of non-monetary incentives with supervisory and management
perosonneL The most frequently used non-monetary incentives were good working conditions,
employee counselling programmes, participative decision-making and recreanon and sports
programmes.

*

13.5 HRD IN SOUTH AMERICA12

South American countries range from the very small (eg. Costa Rica) to the very large (eg. Brazil).
The entire region is characterised as 'developing' or 'third world'. It is however largely for agriculture
and animal husbandry Industrialisation has come only recently to this continent. South America is

- plagued by two long-standing problems: overpopulation and lack of adequate education. The end
r~sult is that there is a large workforce without the skills required for industrialisation.

As industrialisation called for the accelerated development of human resources most of the countries
have some kind of government sponsored National HRD activity. These are funded both from
government revenues and from levies on the private sector based on their annual wage bill.. .

Brazil set the trend in 1941 by forming the National·Servi~.Qf Industrial Apprenticeship (SENAI) to
promote HRD both in the public and private sectors and in government agencies ..Argentina followed
the lead in 1944 by establishing the Nationaf Commission of professional Learning and Orientation
(NCAOP). As in Brazil, it was financed by 1% tax on payrolls, Later, in 1959, the Argentinian government
sought to extend HRD to the regular school system through the National Bureau of Technical Educatior(ONET).

The government in Chile is also actively involved in HRD. In 1966" th~ National Institute of professional
Training was formed. It provides training to those preparing to enter the workforce as well as to those
who are already employed, with a major emphasis on techniCians. More recently, in 1975, the ~
government enacted a law providing financial incentives for private companies that had acceptable
HRD programmes.

13. 6 HRD INWESTERN EUROPE 13

As in North America, in Western Europe too, the main forcus of HRD appears to be on training and
educational activities. However, there has also been an emphasis on the provision of "support systems"
- that is, those activities performed by those within tho organization to ensure that learnings from HRD
activities are sUJ?Portedon the job. In Spain and Holland key managers in organizations are identified



·totake on theroles offacilitators'to provide encouragement to people on-the-lob.In Sweden, in some
organizations ,there is a practice of using internal, non-HRp practitioners as on-the-job facilitation.
eaCh individuel is given a "train the trainer" course and then returned to his or her workplace.

HRD in Western Europe gives much emphasis to the building of specific skills. Generally adverse
economic conditions have prompted organizations in Holland, Denmark and England to-relyon short
training programmes:

~Oneof the main HRD retatedconcems in Western European organizations is the impact on people of
. the introductionof new technology, particularly computerisation. The role of the HRD practitioners is
seen most,frequently as being that oftJelping people deal with thE!problems of change,

:13~7..HRD .INAFRICA 14

Afrita is the least developed of all the world's continents, though it is believed to be best endowedwith
minerals, energy, land, water, and other natural resources. Its economy is marked by low productivity
in both agriculture and industry,high illiteracy, low fife expectancy and a generally low quality.of life.
African governments have generally concentrated on capital and physica'i resources to the negiect of
human resources. '

A Head~ofState summit in Lagos in 1980 is a landmark for HRD in Africa. The Lagos Plan ofAction
~hatem~rQedolJt,afthe summit emphasized, among other things, the training of lab~,urto meet the
,"etHnical and managerial needs oldevelopment. Accordingly, it recommended the estabhshmentot
national and regional training centres and skills development programmes. 'I

...'in'most African countries, HRD has 'been institutionalised. Zimbabwe and Tanzariici: for instance,
haveformed HRDministries; others have departments hi other ministries specifically for this purpose.
·Thereis hardly,any country that does not have a government institution set up for HRD. :

InGhana, adirectorate responsible for HRDwas createdwithin the civil service in 1976. It impl~ents
liRe in the government and manages several National HRD institutions such as Ghana lnsti ute of
~anagement andPublicAdministration, ManagementDevelopmentand Productivity institute,,I stitute
'for TechnicalSupervision, and Civil Service Training Centre.

In Nigeria, HRD has not been as orderly as in Ghana. Zambia has achieved modest results In HRD.
Atthe National level! HRD is coordinated by the National Commission for Development Planj,ing and
'thij'ministry of General Education and Culture. '

," ,'"

13.8 HRD IN ASIA 15

Of all the regions of the world, Asia probably presents the greatest contrasts. It contains one of the
'most d$veloped countries, namely Japan, and also some of the least developed. In an' advanced
economy like Japan. there is a long tradition of HRD. Japanese organizations are known for their
uniquedevelopment schemes, Quality circles, participation methods, life-long employment,.etc.

fn Sri lanka, a Natiol1slManagement Institute was set up to conduct management and supervisory
developmenttraining programmes on the linesof themodular programmes of the intemational Labour
Organizatiol). Similarly, Thailand, .Indonesia,Malaysia and Pakistan'all have formal organizations for



manpower training and development. In the philippines, the productivity andDevelopment Centre is
working on awareness programmes retated to increasing productivity. :Nepal Which is yet poorly
industrialised has set up an Industrial Services Centre to conduct studies for HRD need identification
and prepare HRD programmes.

13.9 SUMMARY
There are both commonalities and differences in the ways in which human resources are.viewed,
utilized analdeveloped in different parts of the world. SUChdifferences in HRD reflect the diversity of
cultural, social, political, economic and technological conditions relevant to organiZations·il"ldifferent
countries. This unit has carried out a comparative review·of HRD in the international sphere. We
began by discussing the importance of comparative analysis. Then we reviewed the national ~nd
international perspectives of HRD and examined broadly some sets of factors influenCing.HRD
diversity. A quick review was carried out of the dominant HRD trends in North America, South
America, Western Europe, Africa and Asia.
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BLOCK 4

MAIN ISSUES IN HRD

This block cOmprisesfive units. The first unit (Unit 14) presents a detailed conceptual background of
the HRD climate and discusses an instrument to measure HRD climate. Unit 15 deals with rationale,
objectives, mechanism and operational aspects of HRP for workers and the role of unions therein.
Unit 16examines the relationships between HRD, 00 an9 IR. How developmental intervention may
help inculcatingand improving basic climate of trust for problem solving resulting into better industrial
relations. Unit 17 describes various ways in which HRD is orgalJised in different organisations snd
competencies required by the HRD staff. This unitalso discusses the trends·and issues relating to
structuring of HR:J in Indian organisations. The last unit discusses in broader context the needand
priorities of HRD in organisations., building on earlier units, to present the trends in perspectives and
issues. It also discusses howthe role of different agents in the organisation is important in effective
implementation of HRD.

\



UNIT 14 -.~. ,', .

HRD CULTURE AND ell'MATE

Obj~tives
After 99.in9 through this unit, you should be able to understand:

." :' . ,'. '

• concept ofHRO cHmate. ' ,
I "

• ' relationship between HRO'Climate'and organisatonal climate
• measurement of HRD climate.,

Structure

14.1 Introduction
'14.2 -:)Jefining Climate \.
14 a :HRD Climate and Organisatioha! ~:;ll1ate
14.4 Elements of HRD Climate
14.5 Measurement of HRD Climate

14.6 ,~urvey of HRD Climate itllndian Organisati(;ms
14.1 What Contributes to HRD Climate?

" .
14.8 References

Appendices

41.~,' INTRODUCTlON

The HRO climate otan organisation plays a very important role in ensuring the competency, motivation
and development of its employees. The HRD climate can be created using appropriate HRD systems
and leadership styiE!softopm-anagement. The HRO-climate is both a means to an end as well as an
e~ in itself. In the recent pastsimple instruments have been developed to measure the HRD climate
in organisatons. These instruments are being widely used to assess periodically the climate, maintain
profiles, and design interventions to further improve it. This unit presents a detailed conceptual
background of the HRD climate; various' research studies available on HRD climate and discusses
an msnument to-measure HRD cUmate that is being ~sed'by different organisations. By the end of
the unit the reader should be able to use the HRD climate survey questionnaire to measure the HRD
climate of his own organisation. 'Reader also will' get an overview qf the HRD climate existing. in
different organisations.

14.2 DEFINING dLIMATE
Preception about an organisation's goals and about decisions that a manager should take to achieve
these goals come not only from formal control systems but also through informal organization. Both
the formal and informal structure combine to create what is called organisational climate.
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The term :climate' is used to designate the quality of the internal environment which conditions in fum- '
the quality of cooperation, tbe ,dev~lopment,Qfthe individual, ~: extent of member's dedication or
commitment toorganisatioriai purpose, and the efficiency Withwhich that purpose becomes translated
Into results. Climate ISthe atmosphere in which individuals help, judge, reward, constrain, and -find
out about each other It influences morale and the attitudes of the individual toward his work and hi~

- ..
environment.

Organisational climate has been a popular concept in theory and research for sometime and has
received a great deal of attention in the past 25 years: Guion (1973) has stated that "The construct '
Implied by the term 'organisational climate' may be ene of the most important to enter the thinking of
industrial psychologists in many years". ' '

Twelve reviews of climate literature have appeared since the ri1id-1960s. Though these reviews had
been critical of the conceptualisation and measurement of the climate construct, they have,resultect,
in a .significant understanding of the concept.

Hellriegel and Slocum (1974) define organisational climate as a 'set of attributes which can be percei~
about a particular organisation and/or its sub-systems, and that may be induced iI, the 'way that
organisation and/or its sub-systems deal with their members and environment". This definition implied'
that in the measurement of organisational climate:

c)

Perceptual responses sought are primarily descriptive rather than evaluative;

The level of inclusiveness of the items, scales and constructs are macro rather than micro;' -

The units of analysis tend to be attributes of the organisation or specific suo-systems rather
than the individual; - 'I ' ..

d) The perceptions have potential behavioural consequences.

Schneider (1975) has prepared a working definition of climate: r. :._~ ... '.

UCIir:nat~perceptions are psychologically meani~gful molar descriptions that people can agree';:
characterize a .system's practices and procedures. By its practices and pr.ocedures a system may.
create many climates. People perceive climates because the molar perceptions function-as frames
of reference for the attainment of some congruity between behaviour ancJ.the system's practices ~nd ~
procedures. However, if the climate is one which rewards and supports individual differences, people' ,
in the same system will not behave similarly. Further, because satisfaction is a personal evall,lation of
a system's practices and procedures, people in the system tend to agree less on their satistaction
than on their description of the system's chmate."

By its very nature, 'climate' cannot be described concretely. Some alternative characteristics are as
follows: . ,

Focus on results versus focus on following work

Individual accomplishment versus being a member of the team

Initiative and risk-taking versus not rocking the boat ". '~..:

Individual gains versus enhancement of organisation objectives,



Tough mindedness versus dealing with people vs avoidance of unpleasant actions. .

The relative importance of participating management versus authoritarian management

Schneider and Reiohers (1983) outline a four-fold progress made in climate research. The climate
approach to understanding how work context affect behaviour and attitudes is grounded in perception.
It provides a much needed alternative to motivation theories as explanations for just about everything
that happens to people at work. What motivationists, whether of the content (need) or process
(instrumentality) persuasion fail to recognize is the key role that perceptions play in operationalizing
these 'approaches.

A second advance in climate research has its focus on multiple level of analysis. While motivationists
tend to concentrate on the explanations of phenomena from an individual's perspective, climate
research tends to focus on aggregated or group level data to discover relationships between clusters
of perceptions and organisationally relevant ou.comes.

A third advance has been the clarification of the distinction between psychological. climates and
organisational.climates. This dlstincnon, first proposed by James and Jones (1974), and further
clarified by Jones and James' (1979), has gained general acceptance. Briefly, psychological climates
are the summated, averaged meanings that people attach to a particular feature of the setting.

The fourth advance follows from the idea that people attach meaning to, or make sense of clusters of
psychologically related events. People in organisations encounter thousands of events, .practices
and procedures and they perceive these events in related sets.

14.3 HRDCLIMATE AND ORGANISATIONAL CLIMATE

HRD climate is an integral part of organisational climate. It can be defined as perceptions the employee
can ,have on the developmental environment of an organisation. This developmental climate will
have the following characteristics (Rao arid Abraham, 1986):

A tendency at all levels starting from top management to the lowest level to treat the people
as the most important resource .

A perception that developing the competencies in the employees, is the job of every managerl
supervisor

Faith in the capability of employees to change and acquire new competencies at any stage of
~ .

A tendency to be open in communications and discussions rather than being secretive (fairly
free expression of feelings)

Encouraging risk-taking and experimentation

Making efforts to help employees recognize their strengths and weaknesses through feedback

A general climate of trust ~

A tendency on the part of employees to be generally helpful to each other and collaborate
with each other
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Team spirit

Tendency to discourage stereotypes and favouritism

Supportive personnel policies

Supportive HRO practices including performance appraisal, training, reward management,
potential development, job-rotation, career planning, etc.

Qrga!'lisations differ in the extent to which they have these tendencies. Some organisations may
have some of these tenoencies some others may have only a few of these and few may have most
of these. It is possible to work out the profile of an organisation on the basis of these tendencies.

HRO climate contributes to the organisations' overall health and self-renewing capabilities which in
turn, increase the enabling capabilities of individual, dyads, team and the entire organisation .

.14.4 ELEMENTS OF HRD CLIMATE

The elements of HRO climate can be grouped into three broad categories-general climate, OCTAPAC
culture and HRO mechanisms.

The general climate items deal with the importance given to human resources development in general
by the top m.nagement and line managers. The OCTAPAC items deal with the extent to which
Openness, Confrontation, Trust, Autonomy, Proactivity, Authenticity and Collaboration are valued
and promoted in the organisation. The items dealing with HRO mechanisms measure the extent to
which tiRO mechanisms are implemented seriously. These three groups were taken with the following
assumptions:

a) A gen~ral supportive climate is important for HRO if it has to be implemented effectively. Such
supportrve climate consists of not only top management, line management's commitment but
good personnel policie.s and positive attitudes towards development.

b) Successful implementation of HRO involves an integrated look at HRO and efforts to use as
manYit=lRO mechanisms as pOssible. These mechanisms include: Performance appraisal,
Potential appraisal, career planning, performance rewards, feec.:back and counselling, training,
emplqyee welfare for quality work life, job-rotation, etc.

c) OCTAPAC culture is essential for facilitating HRO, Openness is the.e when employees feel
free to discuss their ideas, activities and feelings with each other. ~o:1frontation is.bringing
out problems and issues into the open with a view to solving them rather than hiding them for
fear of hurting or getting hurt. Trust is taking peopte at their face value and believing what
they say. Autonomy is giving freedom to let people work independently with responsibility.
Proactivi~y is encouraging employees to take initiative and risks. Authenticity is the tendency
on the part or peop.s to do what they say. Collaboration is to accept interdependencies, to be
helpful to each other and work as teams.

The conver .: -nal c •..• ation with which the term 'climate' has been used in literature is 'Organisational
Climate'. The con' optof climate with specific references to HRO context, i.e. HRD climate, has b~~n
recently introa ...h by Rao and Abraham (1986). Perhaps it could be due to this reason that there is
hardly any re~ '1 work available in published literature. I •.



14.5 MEASURE~.ENT OF.HRD C,Ll,MATE . ~. "

Since the HRD climate is som~what similar to the conventional organisational climate, an 'item-wise
comparison ofthis questionnaire with four, other questionnaires that measure organisational climate
'is presented in Appendix 1 in·orderto establish the content validity ofthis questionnaire. Thus, 16out
of 38 items of the HRD climate questionnaire,. (Appendix 2) are exclusive to HRD clim@te;.the rest.
being' common with the items included in organisational climate questionnaire. These exclusive items
are related to OCTAPAC cuiture which is speciflc to HRD climate. Thus, this questionnaire can be
expected to measure HRD climate.

"f .'

To establlsh the factorial validity of the 38-items instrument developed to 'measure HRD climate,
factor analysis was conducted. Emergence of a single/few factors with large eigen value from among
the 38 items is an indication of the factorial validity ofthe 'questionnaire. The resultsof the prlncipal
components method of factor analysis are presented in Table 1. (See Annexure 1)

The first factor accounts for 44.7% of variance of climate and:nine factors explain 84lrJ% of variance
'of climate. Thus, with a reasonable degree of confidence, it can be concluded that this ,38 items
Instrument is measuring climate well enough.

To understand various independent dimensions of climate these factors were 'rotated;using \ianmax
method and the results are presented in Table 2" (See Annexure 1) , .

The V~rima~ method yi~lded three major dimensions or factors of climate which are list~d in Table 3.
(See Annexure 1) .: " . ',', ; f' ,

Thus these three dimensions seem to be related to counselling, autonomy and' proa2t'ivity, training
and philosophy. Thus, on the whole the climate is hypothesized to consist of major componeritS, viz, ;
general climate, OCTAPAC culture and HRD mechanisms (Rao and Abraharn, 1986). This study
points' oufthat the climate has the HRD 'mech~nismslinstruments as the major dimensions ..

, '

To establish the reliability of -thiS HRD, clim~te questionnaire, the internal consistency (that is,
homOg'em~ityof items) is tested uSJngCronbach Alpha. An alpha value of at leastO.80 indicates high
consistency or internal agreement between an item and the entire, set of all the items, in the
questionnaire (Guy et. al 1987}. The Cronbach Alphas related to each item of.the questionneire is
presented in Table 4, Since each' alpha is iarge (greater than 0.80), itcan t>e concluded that the
internal consistency of this questionnaire is acceptable and that all the items proposed to be included
in the questionnaire are. necessary .and dropping anyone of them does not irnpro"e the' internal
consistency of the questionnaire.' . . . " '

To measure the HRD cJjm~te prevalent in any organisation; this questionnaire was administered to
several managers in the, organisation at various hierarchical levels. Each manager is required to
score each of the 38 items on a 1-5 point scale. The average of the responses of all the managers is
taken as item score forthe organisation. Average of all the scores of all the items is taken as the HRD
climate, . -
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14.6' SURVEY OF HRD CLIMATE IN:'I'NDIAN Q-RGANISATI6NS.'. t.·

Severallndia-o. organisations were surveyed for 'their HRD climate and data was. ~o"~cted fro~ 2673 .
respondents from 52 org~nisations'and the ies,ults of vvhicf:1are pre'sented here.

. " ,'." '.

It is interesting to note that the average extent of climate prEnfa~eritj~ aUth~ 52 organ.isations is abput
54% which is rather low. To see which components are favourable and which are not, an item-wise
analysis is conducted and results are discussed below. " .

The following are the items with respect to which the HRD clim.ate is not favourable, Le. the average
item-wise scores are below 50%. .' . .' , :'.,

.;

a) The management goes out ~f its way to make sure that ~mplo.yees enjoy their work (Item No.
1) ~-.

b \ There are mechanisms in the organisations to reward any good work done or any contribution
made by·the employees (Item No .!5). .

c) :IEinploye~s are Emcouraged to experiment with newmethods and try.out creatiVe ideas (lte~
. No. 19).' . .

.
d) . I,,'\Ihen b~haviour feedback is given t.o employees th~y take it seriously and use .it for

development (Item No. 22)

e) Employees in this' organisation take pains to find out their strengths and .weaknesst;!s from
: : the sUp$FVising officers or colleagues (Item No. 23); " .

f) Employees retumingfrom training programmes are given opportunities to try out what they"
have rearnt (ltern No. ?5),

g) EmplOyees are encour~ged to take initiative and do things on their own without having to wait! ."
for instrl,Jctions from .t;upervjs6rs (Item No. 30r

h) Career QPPortunitie~ are pointed outtQ juniors by senior offiCers in the organisation {Item No. ,
35).

i) This organisation ensures employee weifare to such an extent' that the e'mployees can save .
a lot of their mental energy for work purposes (Item No. 37). .' ,

The following are the items with respectto which the HRD climate ,is favoural;>le, Le., the average -:
item-wise scores are above 60%.

a) The tQp'management believes that human resources are an extremely important resource
and 'that they have to be treated more humanly (Item No.2).

b)

c)
People in this organisation are helpful to each other (Item No.9).

Promotion decisions are based on the SUItability ofthe promotee rathEir thanonf~vouritism
(Item No. 14). . . '. . ,...

Performance appraisal reports in oUfQrganisation are based ~!1objective assessment and ' ~'
adequate information and not on favouritism (Item No. 17).

When employees are sponsored for training, they take it seriously and try to learn from the
programme they attend (Item No. 24)-

Employees are not afraid to express or discuss their feelings with their superiors (Item No.
28).

~:..

d)

e)

f)
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Thus it appears that there is a gap between belief and practice, at the top management level, namely,
though the top management believe that human resources are their most important asset, and yet
they do not seem to do much in developing their human resources. Except for promotion decisions,
'~lerewardmechanismsare not seen to be favourablyimplemented.Though most of the organisations
spend huge amounts of money on training and the employees also take their training seriously the
organisation do not seem to be making any effort to make effective use of the investments made in
training the employees by not assigning them the tasks related to the areas in which they are trained.

It is rather strange to note that HRD climate is open enough for the employees to discuss their
feelings with their superiors, yet the employees are reluctant to accept the feedback given by their
superiorsarid use it for their development. This indicatesthat the organisations are creating a climate
for openness insofar as expression of feelings is concerned, but not for receiving the feedback. It is
unfortunate to note that the organisations do not seemto be fostering any creativity and encouraging
any initiative on the part of the employees to perform their own tasks.

It is surprising that, in general, the top management is not seen as going out of its way to make sure
that employees enjoy their work (Item No.1 of the questionnaire). Several of the items for which the
average is less than 50% (for example, Item Nos. 19, 25, 30, 35 and 37) ~ogetherwith the items for
whichthe averageismore than 60% (for example, ItemNos.9, 24 and 28) indicate that the employees,
in general.seemto be 'I am OK, you are notOK' type.A high'scorefor ItemNo.2 (thetop management
believesthat humanresources are an extremely important resources and that they have to be treated

. '.more humanly) idicates that the organisations seem to convey to the employees of their 'good
intentions'. However,the fact that 41 out of 52 organisations have their climate scores less than 60%
indicates that the top management are yet to convince their employees of their 'good intentions' in
deed. The only positive trend appears to be that the'employees perceive pertormanse appraisal for
promotion decisions as objectives. .

Table 3 points out the proactivity and autonomy are 'among the major significant contributor to the
climate. However, a perusal of Table 5 (Annexure 3) suggests that the related items (for example
Item Nos. 25, 30,19,15,22) score very low averages (less than 50%) in practice. The itemsrelated
to other significant contributors like philosophy and counselling score averages in the range of 50 to
60%. Thus, there is a need of changing employees' perception. Also, there is scope for further
improvement of climate in the organisations. In fact, the overall organisational climate is about 54%
only.

Item-wisedistribution of the organisation is presented in Table6 (Annexure 4). It is interesting to note
that none of these distributions, when plotted, areflat. This means that there are no contradictions in
the climateprevalentin the organisations. Itmaybepossiblethat the HRD practice in these respondent
orqnisationsis still in primitive stages and hence, the climate is in the process of being built up and
therefore, perhaps overtime these distributions shift to the right. Howe~.-:an explicit investigationto
establish the cause for prevalent position should becarried out and action, if necessary, be taken to
ensure a favourable shift to the climate. . <,

14.7 WHAT CONTRIBUTES TO HRD CLIMATE?

The following factors may be considered as contributing to HRD climate:
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1) Top Management Style and Philosophy: A developmental style, a belief in the capabilityof
people a partiCipativeapproach,opennessandreceptivityto suggestions from the subordinates
are some of the dimensions that contribute the creation of a positive HRD climate.'

2) Persdhnet Policies: Personnelpoliciesthat showhigh concernfor employees, that emphasise
equity and objectivity in appraisals, policies that emphasise sufficient resource allocation for
welfare and developmental activities, policies that emphasise a collaborative attitude and
trust among the people go a long way in creating the HRD climate.

3) HRDInstruments and Systems: A numberof HRD instruments have been found to generate
a goOidHRD climate. Particularly open systems of appraisal with emphasis of counselling,
career development systems, informal training mechanisms, potential development systems
etc. contribute to HRD climate.

4) Self-renewal Mechanisms: Organisations that have built in self-renewal mechanisms are
likely to generate a positive HRD climate.

5) . Attitudes of Personnel and HRDStaff: A helpful and supportiv ~'titude on the part of HRD
and persc.» .el people plays a very cr;tical role.in generating the HRD climate. If the persona1
behaviour of any of these agents 'is not supportive, the HRD climate is likely to be vitiated.

6) Commitment otLine Managers: The.commitment of line managers to the development of
their subordinates is a very important determiner of HRD climate. If line managers are willing
to spend a pa.~of their time for their subordinates, itis likely to have a positive impact.
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APPENDIX - II
: ' .

HARD CLIMATE SURVEY

Organisation .

Designation . Date

Any organisation that would like to be dynamic and growth oriented has to pay attention to the
developmentof its human resources. People must be continuously helped to acquire capabilities for
.effective performance of new roleafunctlonsrtasks that may arise in the process of organisational
growth arid change in the environment. Thus HRO becomes crucial for organisational dynamismand
growth. In the recent past. mechanisms' like performance. appraisal. counselling. 00. potential
appraisal. job 'enrichment, have been introduced in various organisations. A minimal positive
.developmental climate is essential for the success of these programmes. This survey is to find out
"the extent to which 's'uchdevelopmental climate exists in your organisation. .

We propose to''combine ·the responses received from several employees of your orqanisanon and
prepareprofiles of developmental climate for your orqanisation,A~ these profiles may form the basis
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of your organisation t~king further steps with'regard to itsHRD pradic~s: we would appreciate your
frank responses. '

A number of statements are given below describing the HRD climate of an organisation, Pleasegive
yourassessmentofthe HRD climate in your organisationby ra~ngyour organisationoneachstatement
using the 5-point scale. A rating 015 indicates that the statement is almost always true with your
organisation; a rating of 4 indicates thatthe statements is mostly true: a rating of 3 indicates that the
statement is $9.metimes true; a rating of 2 indicates that the statement is' rarely true and 'rating of 1
indicates that the statement is not at all true about your organisation. Give your assessment by
encircling the appropriate.number.

1)

2)

4)'

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)

11).

12)

13)

5=Almqst always true

3=Sametimes true
.4=Most true

2=Rarely true
1=NQtat all true

• ' 1:'..,' ,; : ".

The top management of this organisation goes 'Outof its wayto-make sure that employees
enjoy theirwork. .... " , 1 2;; 4 5

,. ,

Thetop management beli,evesthat humanresources are an extremely impqrtant resource
. .' ~ '.. -~ ... ':" ~":'-"'.~ . ;_, .. '-.' ~ - .:~. " "and that they have to be treated more humanly,' , .' ">. .," " . 1? ~45

Development of the subordinates is seen as.an important part.of ~heirjob by the rnanaqors/
'officers here, , -. _, '" ,1 2345
The personnel policies i~this org~!'lisationfacllitat~ employee development.'

12345, .

The top 'IYJanageme'ntis willing to invest a considerablepart of their time and other resources
to easure the development of employees. ' 12 3 4 5
Senior officers/exeeutives in this organisation take active interest in their juniors and help
the'!JfeCirn their job. 1 2 3 4 5

People lacking competence in doing their jobs are helped to acquire competence rather than
being left unattended. 1 2,3 4 5

Managers in this organisation believe that employee behaviour can be changed and people
can be developed at any.stage ofthetr life, 1 2345
Pedple in this organisation are helpful to each other. 1 2 3 4 5

Employees if'!this organisation are very (nformalarid do not hesitate to discuss their personal
pro~lemswith their supervisors: ' 1 2 3 4 5

Th~ psychologjcal climate in this o(ganisation i~very ~ond~dve' for any employee interested
in ctevelopinghims~Jf:byacquiring new knoWJed9~anti skills. ".. " 1 2345 .
Se~iors guide their junior~ and prepar~ them for .f~ture iesP(msjbi'lities/role~they are likely to
take up. I ' 1 2 3 4..5_

The top management of this organisation makes efforts to ii;ietitify and utilise the potential of
the employees. .,' ";~'. ' " " .~",'.;','. " 12'345

Promotion decisions are based on the suitability of the promotee rather than on favouritism.
12345



27)

28)

29)

30)

31)

32)

33)

34)

16)

There are mechanisms in:this organisation to reward any gOod work done or any contribution
made by employees. 1 2 3 4 5

When an employee does good work his supervising officers take special care to appreciate it.
12345

Performance appraisal reports in our organisati9n are based on objecti\{~ assessment and
adequate information and not on favouritism. . 1 2 3 4 5

People in this organisation do not have any fixed mental impressions about each other

12345
Employees are encouraged to experiment with new methods and try out creative ideas.

12345
When any employee makes a mistake his supervisors treat it with understanding and help
him to learn from such mistakes rather than punishing him or discouraging hirn.

12345
Weaknesses of employees are communicated to them in a non-threatening way. 1 2 3 4 5. .

17)

18)

19)

20)

21)
22) When behaviour· feedback is given to employees they take it seriously and use if for

development. 1 2 3 4 5

Employees in this organisation t . '<:epains to find out their strengths and weaknesses from
their superviSing officers or co" ~s. 1 2 3 4 5

When employees are sponsorea .or training; they take it seriously and try to learn from the
programmes they attended. 1 2345

Employees returning from training programmes are given opportunities to try out what they
are learnt. 1 2 3 4 5

Employees are sponsored for training programmes on the basis of genuine training needs.

12345

23)

24)

25)

26)

. People trust each other in this organisation. - 12345
Employees are not afraid to express or discuss their feelings with their superiors

12345
Employees are not afraid to express or discuss their feelings with their subordinates.

12345
Employees -are encouraged to take initiative and do things on their own without having to
wait for instructions from supervisors. 1 2 3 4 5

Detegation of-esthonty to encourage juniors to develop handling t)igher responsibilities is
quite common in this organisation. 1 2345

When seniors delegate authority to juniors, the juniors use it as an opportunity for
development. 1 2 3 4 5

Team spfl,t is of high order in this organisation. 1 2 3 4 5

When problems arise people discuss these problems openly and try to solve them rather
than keep accusing each other behind the back. - 1 2 3 4 5
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35) Career opportunities are pointed out to juniors by senior officers in the organisation.
12345

36) The Qrganisation'sfuture plans are made known to the managerial staff to help them
develop their Juniorsand prepare them for future. 1 2 34 5

37) This organisation ensures employee welfare to such an extent that the employees can
savea lot of their mental energy for work purposes. 1 2 3 4 5

38) Job rotation in this organisation facilitates employee development. 1 2 3 4 5

Annexure 1

Factor Eigen value Per cent of variance Cumulative variance

1 16.99 44.7 44.7

2 365 9.6 54.3

3 2.67 7.0 61.3
4 2 11 5.6 66.8

5 1.74 4.6 71.5
6 1.52 4.0 75.5
7 1.19 3.1 78.6
8 1 06 28 814
9 1.02 2.7 84.1

Table 1 : Results of PCM of Factor Analysis of Climate

Factor Eigen value Per cent of variance Cumulative variance

1 237 148 148
2 2.42 15.4 30.2
3 1 87 92 39.4

4 1.61 6.8 46.2

5 2.46 15.9 62.1

6 1.49 5.8 67.9
7 1 52 6.0 73.9
8 1.51 6.0 79.9
9 1.25 4.1 84.0

20.
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Table 2: Results of Varimax Method Factor Analysis of Climate

Factor Associated Item
1 4,5,13,36,37 . : ,.
2 15,19,22,24,25,26,30

3 6,7,20,21,35

Annexure 2

Excluded Item Alpha Excluded-Item Alpha Excluded Item Alpha _._--
1 .9496 14 .9490 27 .9491
..., .9490 15 .9494 28 .9492<_

3 .9488 16 .948'7 29 .9497

4 .9488 17 .9488 30 .9495

5 .9489 18 .9504 31 9481

6 .9487 19 .9491 32 .9493

7 9490 20 .9492 33 9487

8 .9495 21 .9492 34 9488

9 9495 22 .9495 35 .9491

10 .9410 23 .9495 36 .9491

11 9488 24 .9497 37 .9492

12 9484 25 9490 38 .9502

13 .9486 26 .9490

Table 4: Sensitivity of Cronbach Alpha to Exclusion of an Item

Annexure 3

Item No. Average Item No. Average Item No. Average

1 2.61 14 3.44 27 3.41

2 3.35 15 2.89 28 • 3.43

3 3.45 '16 3.29' 29 3.29

4 3.10 17 3.47' 30 2.98

J 308 18 302 31 3 17
o'

6 315 19 2.93 32 3.41

7 3.00 2iC) 3.40 33 3.25

8 3 11 21 336 34 3.16

9 3.60 22 2.95, 35 2.94

10 3:,82 23 2.66 36 3.07

11 3.129 24 3.42' 37 2.95

12 3.20 25 2.82 38 3.04

13 3.16 26 3.14
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Table 5: Item-wise Averages for climate
(On 1-5 point scale)

Annexure 4

Item Very Bad Bad Poor Average Good Very
0-29% 30-39% 40-49% 50-59% 60-69% 70+%

=1.... 8 20 21 7 4 0
2 0 1 5 16 18 12
3_. 0 1 9 15 20 7
4 1 3 18 16 11 3
5 ·0 5 20 13 8 6
6 , 0 4 14 23 7 4
7 0 5 20 19 6 2
8 0 6 12 22 9 3
9 0 1 2 8 25 16
10 0 2 3 22 20 5
11 0 0 5 28 12 7
12 2 14 20 10 5
13 1 3 13 20 10 5
14 . 0 3 5 17 13 14
15 . 4 12 16 10 6 4
16 0 2 7 25 12 6
17 0 0 9 16 13 14
18 1 3 18 23 7 0
19 4 8 15 12 11 2
20 1 1 3 20 19 8
21 1 0 5 26 10 10
22 1 7 17 19 7 1
23 2 24 15 8 1 2
24 0 3 3' 15 21 10 .!j.

25 4 15 14 13 2 4
26 0 7 11 18 9 7
27 0 2 3 20 19 8
28' 0 0 6 17 20 9
29 0 1 7 25 14 5
30 1 5 19 21 6 0
31 0 4 13 19 13 3
32 0 0 4 21 20 7
33 1 1 12 21 11 6
34 0 0 16 22 1G 4
35 0 12 18 15 4 3
36 1 6 H~ 14 7 6
37 0 12 15 15 7 3
38 5 9 14 12 3 9



Table 6: Item-wise Frequency Distribution of Climate Data fo 52 Organisations
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UNIT 15
HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT FOR WORKERS

Objectives
After reading this unit you should be able to:

• understand rationale of HRD for workers

• understand objectives of HRD for workers

• appreciate the role of unions in HRD for workers

• understand the mechanisms of HRD for workers; and

• understand the principles in operationalising HRD for workers.

Structure
15.1 Introduction

15.2 Rationale of HRD for Workers

15.3 HRD for Workers

15.4 HRD Mechanisms for Workers

15.5 Role of Trade Unions

15.6 Operationalising' HRD for Workers

15.7 Summary

15.8 Self-assessment Questions

15.9 Further Readings

15.1 INTRODUCTION-----------------------------------------------------
The scholarly and managerial interest in the field of HRD seems to have occurred only for over a
decade now. A number of initiatives have been taken both by scholars and managers to propagate
the values of HRD and initiate HRD systems in many companies both public sector and private
sector Most of the published iNork on HRD in public and private sector focuses on use of HRD
mstr uments like Performance Appraisal, Potential Appraisal, Training Role Analysis etc. for developing
managerial resources HRD for workers has been attempted only in a limited way and that too only
recently. In recent years, the need for HRD for workers has been echoed both by professionals as
well as academicians. While the need for HRD for workers is voiced at different levels, there is very
little that has been done in this area. There can be several reasons for such a trend:

a) An assumption that development of managerial resources itself should result in workers'
development through management techniques and style.

b) Workers' constituency is a stormy area and any effort for HRD for workers will bring unions
into focus
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c) Lack of integration between existing HRD and IR in many organisations
d) K¢eping HRD as a non-bargainable issue.

e) Prevailing IR climate in the organisation.

Despitethis, it is now increasingly realisedthatworkers constitutea major resource in anyorganisation
and therefore any neglect to develop and nurture this resource is likely to produce counter-productive
results. It is also felt that for long, workers have been treated as property of trade unions and in the
process they are alienated from management. Research has revealed that workers feel equally
auenatee from trade unionswhich over the years, have developed into an oligarchic and bureaucratic
institutions. Such alienation both from management and unions have in general concentrated on
their rOI~as a protest organisation ana have done pretty little in the area of development for workers.
Many managements feel overwhelmed by exist.nq labour laws and contend themselves by fulfilling
their obUgationsunder labour laws and are not willing to examine the possibilities of going beyond
statutory requirements and allocate resources for growth arid development of workers. In this
background it is necessary to both for employees and trade unions to change their orientation and
increasingly focus on developmental issues.

HRD for workers is quite different in content and processes than perhaps HRD for managerial staff.
For example, some basic education and training has to be taken for granted in any HRD effort for
managers but the same may not be the case when attempting to do HRD for workers. Similarly,
workers do not constitute a static group in the sense of their knowledge and skills. Within workers
group there are different' categories of workers like skilled workers, semi-skilled workers and un
skilled workers and each of these categories may require a different HRD input.

Similarly different HRD programmes may have to be designed for covering workers of different
sectors. They are likely to be different in their meaningand content. For example, agricultureworkers,
consnuction labour etc. will require a different kind of HRDeffort to give them basic sustenance level
unlike their counter-parts in prosperous industrial sector who are much beyond sustenance level and
for them the meaning and content of HRDwould be much different.

15.2! RATIONALE OF HRD FOR WORKERS

Any developmental effort directed on particular groups of employees would be inadequate and their
impact in the organisational growth and development will be marginal unless the developmental
efforts are directed to cover all sections df employees. Even the most developed managers would
find it difficult to achieve corporate objectives in the company of stagnant. alienated and dernotivated
work force If competent and qualified managers could alone run the organisation. workers w;':uidnot
have been needed.

In any organisation, workers constitute 70-80% of the work force. If the organisational efforts are
directed to develop this resource to unleash the latent potential in them, the organisation will bloom
with anergy. In many organisations, specially service organisations like banking, 80% of first level

• /1.

officers come from the ranks. In several other organisations, 40-50% of their first line executives
come from IIvr)rkr'lP-ncategory. Thus, development of workers assume cnncal siqnificance both for
the present M well as the future.
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Several developments having long term consequences are taking place which require increasing
attention to develop the workers. Some such developments are:

Emerging Public Sector

In a developing country likeours. public sector has come into being as a major instrument of economic
~-1iandsocial transformation. Public sector seeks to achieve the commanding heights of our national
,economy A major challenge to HRD in public sector is the heterogenous composition of work ferce
in so far as their education exposure and work attitudes are concerned. The 'population mix' of
workers category comprise workmen from socially disadvantaged groups, women and other category
like physically handicapped and representations from religious minority groups. This makes use of
HRD much more imperative as each group has its own assumption about the other and biases and
prejudices based on consideration of caste, sex, language and religion calls for much more integrated
effort to create cohesion in the work force,

Changing Profile of Working Class

The modern worker is no more a dumb entity, Today he is more articulate, demanding and
knowledgeable, If the potential of modern worker is allowed to be developed, he is capable of graduating
to new positions requiring better application of his knowledge and skills. Conversely if he is neglected
and alienated, he can prove to be a big social liability,

"Modern industrial worker is today much better compensated than perhaps, fris 'brethren in other
sectors. But nis needs are now changing. Together with this, the new worker has cesire to have a say
In organisational matters, The continued political pressure for workers' participation in management
is an additional factor which should make an organisation to focus on developing airound capabiltties

". in workers which enables them to participate meaningfully in the matters concerrur.q them,

Technological Change

;';'The'technologlcal changes are fO{"ing orpantsations to 'adopt new structures and to adapt to new
-envlronrnent. Obsolescence of certain jobs due to technoloqical.qpgraduation will make it imperative
for' organisations to prepare workers with new skills and attitudes to cope with cnanqes. Recent spurt

.> in computerisation calls for training, retraining and job shifting for workers They also need confidenee
··to a'Cljustto technoloqical revolution in view of'confused talks about workers future in a new technological
;'·context. . .,

Apart from this. organisations must find ways to involve the whole person in the job so that work and
life are related more meaningfully. In this context, it should be recognised that money alooo· is-an
, ufficient motivator and work must be viewed with a sense of satisfaction. Therefore, the rationale
and need for HRD for workers hardly need more emphasis

15.3 HRD FORWORKERS

Definition

HRD for workers is a process by which the workers are helped in-a-continUQus and planned way to:
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a) develop occupational capabilities,

b) develop intellectual, psychological, social and cultural aspects,

c) develop higher level of achievement, motivation and self-management skills, and
d) develop confidence initiative and entrepreneurship.

One result of development should be to realise the potential of people and help them to realise the
various resources they have at their command-resources of personnel and individual strength as
well as resources in the environment.

Objectives

The goals of HRD for workers are following:

a) Men at the centre of development.

b) Delineation of man so that he becomes the object of development.
c) . Development of collective personality of workers.
0) Participation.

e) Self-reliance as the expression of workers own faith in their ability.

HRD for 'IF::rkersshould increase the power of those who have traditionally been deprived of such
power.This power 111 the context of creating confidence in workers to Influence the course of actron.

15.4 HRD MECHANISMS FORWORKERS
----------------------------------

;\s mentioned earlier the focus direcuo» cor .ent and mechanisms for HRD have to be different for
workers than for managerial staff. This is because c. he job requirement, existing level of knowledge
cl<; j competence number of target groups to be coveredetc. Therefore, in the traditional mechanism
or HRDfor managerial staff like PerformanceAppraisal, PotentialAppraisal. RoleAnalysis etc. cannot
be repncated for workers who at a particular stage of their development may have limited utility for
these mechanisms. It would be difficult to propose that workers as a group vl/i!i have common needs
tor development because in different sectors, the focus and directio~ of HRD for workers may be
different. Following mechanisms have bean tried by Indian organisations for workers' development
with considerable success. These mechanisms are merely illustrative and not exhaustive as there
may be manymore ways to develop workers. All these mechanisms are linked with overall personnel
policy in any organisation:
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Training

Training is an Important mechanism for workers development. For overall development and growth
of workers, the direction of training effort need to be focused not only on job skills, but inter-personal
Skills, collaboratve skills and team building skills. Besides this, skills in problem solving and self
management are also required: Routine training programmes for upgrading only technical competence
of workers have limited value for overall growth and personality development of the worker. Government
of India in 1957 formulated a scheme of workers' education with the objective of developing strong
and more effective trade-unions through better trained officials and more enlightened members.

The National Commission on Labour had proposed to improve the scheme in view of several gaps in
the existing scheme. One of the main lacunae of this scheme has been that its entire focus has been
to develop trade union leadership rather than development of workers as an individual in all aspects.

The effort in training has to be basically an institutional effort, depending upon the actual training
needs of workers in the technological context of a particular industry. More often it is presumed that
techn.cal training by itself will create alround competence amongst workers but that would be taking
a narrow view. Behavioural training is equally important to develop inter-personal skills and also skills
to help them in improving quality of their life in general Some Indian companies have done excellent
,UI k in this area, particularly Petrofils, (Baroda) where efforts are commendable in this regard:



Behavioural training as tool for development for non-supervisory employees:
Petrofils experience :

Petrofils Co-op Ltd is a joint venture of Government of India and Weavers' Cooperatives. It has
been functioning in a highly competitive field and has been producing at more than 100% of its
licenced papacity from the initial stages. Amongst many other experiments being made by the HRD
section in the areas of Performance Appraisal, Organisational Structure .. Personnel Information
System, Training & Employee Welfare, it was decided to experiment with behavioural training for
non-supervisory employees.

The Training Programme:

A trainil1Qprogramme encompassing six full days was evolved by Baroda productivity Council and
wasJointlymodified by Baroda productivityCouncil and petrofils. This programme had three modules.

Module. I : Increased Shop-floor effectiveness-the TA module.

Module II : Creativity In the Industrial set-up.

ModulEt III: Productivity techniques and team building.

Objectives :

• To expose participants to latest productivity techniques.

• To acquaint participants with the basic approach underlying creative thinking.

• To ihelp participants develop keen in-sight into their own behavioural patterns and explain
awareness of their potential.

• Tooffer a rationale framework which explains human behaviour in the industrial set-up,
• To:unleash the latent. creative power of the work force

• To Instil insight and expand awareness of the untapped potential and to channel them into
preductivs and creative activities.

.. To help In creating proper climate for IR based on mutual understanding by increased positive
inter-personal relationship and problem solving. ,

• To develop positive superior-subordinate relationship by focusing on the individual.

Improvements achieved:

(a) At place of work

• Improved behaviour with colleagues and boss.

• Feeling of (this is our work rather than not my work)

• Reduced tendency of hiding own mistakes and highlighting others' mistakes..

• Avoid deliberate confrontation, increased intere< in suggestion scheme etc. .
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(b) Athome

• More Interest In family affairs.

• Increased awareness of needs of wife and children etc.

Industrial Relations:

Training had a positive effect on shop floor IR, as well as overall company-wide industrial relations
climate. The feedback response in respect of place of work seems to support the same. Shop-floor
discipline increase due to decrease in misconduct.

Counselling

Counselling is an important mechanism to provide timely guidance to workers ?nd help the' '-i '3am
from their own mistakes. The counselling effort needs to be well meaning ana serious 8'ld it is
preferable if it is initiated by trained counsellors. Timely counselling can help avoid many "'lnf!ict
situations and eventually help workers both in their personal and job life. Many Indian cornranies
have trained counsellors, who work full time extend counselling services to workers. Larsen and
Toubro, and Voltas are two companies in private sector who have taken significant Initiative In this
direction.

Ccunsellinq service- 'Ti3Y be extended to the personal and family life Jf workers Counselling to help
,; I;"c::<er to plan the ,-~ersof his own children can have high motivational value
r'- ._--... ...... .--:------= -:-:---:---:::-----:--------------------,
I '-';)ndling Alcohoh ~~mployees-TheVoltas Experience

Voltas is one of the largest corporations, in the private sector in India. Established in 1954. its activities
range from manufacturing and marketing large scale engineering products both in India and abroad.
Over the years it has enjoyed the enviable status of a market leader in many industrial products. The
Voltas management believes that alcoholism amongst employees is to be viewed in a broader
perspective and any management should be concerned about it. The Voltas believed that alcoholism
:amongst the employees is a management problem.

The Company conducted an experiment in one of the manufacturing plant situated in the industrial
belt in Thane to tackle the problems of alcoholism amongst employees.

A. survey undertaken In the year 1980-81 on 160 chronic absentees throws light on the various
reasons adduced for absenteeism:

1)

1

2)
. 1\

Absence due to drinking problems

Sickness of self or other household members

Various other reasons such as'
a) Forgetting to punch the card
b) To visit family in village
c) To attend law suits
d) Dissatisfaction with job
e)/ l'.f'\Ionpromotions
If): Having business or part time job,

94

17

)
)
)
)
)
)

49

160
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Improved In

Sobriety-Showed

good attendance-

then deterioratec
--------r'.,--~--------- ...,

34 9 51 94---__._----- --+- ~ _'__ .i..

.
"

,-

With the increasing realisation that alcoholism is an illness and not a moral problem-that alconolism
can be treated and as such is worth treating, together with the revealing figures that approximately
60% of absentees are alcoholics, it was felt essential to look at alcoholic employees in the light of
new knowledge Accordingly a recovery and rehabilitation programme in Thane plant was introduced. '

;

In-company Programme for Rehabilitation: The programme introduced by Company has three _
important aspects

1)

2)

3)

An individual approach or counselling t. ' tf 1eindividual alcoholic.

A group approach or a meeting of thE: alcoholic employees held once' a week.
1

Educating the rest of the working population regarding the alcoholism.

Besides; active involvement of alcoholic family was sought. Help was taken from voluntary..
organisations like Alcoholrc-Anonymous (AA) .r

Recove'Y Programme: The programme conducted has been effective. Its acceptance, the response.
given and the positive resutts in next few years ~.:>t_ given an Indication of its success and source of
encouragement. The following figures show response to counselling and the recovery programme
by the 94 detected employees with drinking :Aoblei us :

Improved In

Sobnetyand

attendance

Not Improved Total

;.-..
The company feels that this approach of rehabilitation of alcoholism on the job itself is an elelnent . .
of wisdem and has served a number of purposes.

Participation

. ~
Workers' participation in management is a very potent mechanism for a" round growth of workers .. :
and also all round growth of companies. Pltiably, however-not much has either been initiated or
achieved in this direction. Partly the problem is that the scheme of workers' participation in management
is always pushed by statutory mechanisms and to that extent it is-considered as coercion from the.
government The overall industrial relations environment and the inter-union rivalry adds to the problem. ;
In this-.atmospbere, the employers have mostly played safe. Failure of the institutions of Works" ,
Comrruttee and 'Joint Management Councils are examples of inadequacy of governmental
interventions. Research findings reveals that worker director scheme even in white collar industry
like b~s·have.h.a:rdLY created any positive climate in industrial relations.One of the important reasons
for the cynicism amongst employers about any participation mechanism seems to be lack of
experimentation in this area. A handful of companies have however experimented though in a limited
manner, the participation of workers in the affairs of management. Some recent experiments are
encouraging. The success experience is largely attributable.to the philosophy of the, Chief Executive
and the owners Steel Tubes of India a small scale company, had made a significant head way in
initiating an experimenfin democracy at the work place and the results are encouraging.
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Democracy at the Work place-Steel Tubes of India's Experience

~~p.tl Tubes of India Ltd Set up in 1959 as a small scale company was taken by an entrepreneur in
'j967when Itwas a sick unit. He shifted operations to industrially backward area of Dewas and set up
a modernPrecisionSteel Tubes Manufacturing Plant in 1975,which is today the largest manufacturer
of such tubes in India Steel Tubes India group's turnover is close to Rs. 100 crores.

FOf an Indian entrepreneur the steps taken by the Chairman and Managing Director of Steel Tubes
of IndiaLtd. (STI) are radical and path finding. They reflect an attitude of genuine concern and regard
for the views; criticism ar.d good faith of the employeeswho have given their best to the fast growing
company.The Joint Committee and Janasabha are two participative institutionswhich have facilitated
Ia free flow of information and engendered a great degree of involvement. The HRDDepartment itself
1 (1cFtakes all the democratic processes The Manager (Human Resources) at STI is chosen by the
elected representatives of the workers (the Joint Committee) from among managers with'more than
3 years service in the company.Such a nominationfrom the Joint commillee is binding on the
management and the person gets a three years' term as Manager (Human-Resources).

The Joint Commitlee : A senior manager comparesthe Joint Committee-a cabinet in a democratic
system It has h representatives of management and6workers' representativesfrom different grades.
The later are elected not by members of separate grades, but by the entire work force. The Joint
Committee meets on the 28th of every month. Labour demands, problem of technology, innovations,
In fact. every aspect of work is discussed. The Joint Committee chatred by a-manager oHhe level of

\

General Manager and the Vice-Chairman is from workers' side.

Janasabha : The.instltutionof Janasabha is more broad-based and is like a house of representatives.
Its membership embraces of the elected members of the Joint Committee, nominated members of
\ the 4 joint departmental councils and the companyworkers who have been declared best workers of
the yeador the last 7 years, people who have 20 years of service in the company, senior managers,
departmental heads and directors of the company.

I Janasabhameets twice a year.The Chairmangives an assessmentof the company's internalsituation
andexternalenvironmentandthe Janasabhamemljers put acrosstheir viewsandthrash out problems.
Janasabha's decisions are binding on both workers arrdmanagement Even an ordinary worker can
take on the Chairman and his criticism is taken in good faith

The Issues related to welfare are very much germane to the ove-ralldevelopment of workers, hoth
their physical being and psychological being.' Employee welfare programmes create a sense of
belongingandadequacythat benefits the organi5'ationin the long-run. In a highly inflationaryeconorr.y
like ours, the wages are barely adequate for day-to~daysustena,ce of *orkers. Unless adequate
welfare programmes exist in the form of educatiorml subsidies, health and medical benefits etc.
workers are likely to languish at the present IEf(leland quality of their life IS likely to suffer. What is
lequ1red Inwelfare;.prog~ammesIS the concern'and the pro-activity forworker welfare. Voluntariness
is the han-markof pro-activity inwelfare prograrhmes.Mostwelfare programmes for industrialworkers"-
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are in the form of statutory labour laws. It is indeeda sad commentary that many employers especially
in small sector have been flouting even the statutory requirements and many other employers are
not willing tb look into the aspects of labour welfare beyond the statutory requirements. The
developmerlt of workers can be actuated by pro-activity on the part of employers in initiatingwelfare

I

proqrarnrnes that are in consonance with the emerging needs of workers. Tata Iron and Steel Co.
(TISCO) is the finest example of pro-active initiative on the part of house of Tatas. In the field of
labourwelf~re, they have introduced almost all the welfare schemes like eight-hour working day,free
medical aid, schooling facilities for children, leave with pay, provident fund scheme, workmen
compensation scheme, medical benefit, profit sharing benefit, retirement gratuity etc. much before
the statutes came into force. In recent years TELCO, Pune has initiated many innovations in welfare
programmes.

TELCO, Pune : An Innovation in Welfare

Over the years TELCO, Pune has developed many innovative programmes in welfare of the
employees. It hasmade pioneering effort in promoting IndustrialCo-operative Societies.The highlight
of welfare programmes include providing full-time employment to the male dependents of company
employees. This is done through the form of Industrial Co-operative Societies. There are 7 such
societies employing more than 700 persons and involved in various activities like recycling of wood,
bicycle stands, chappatti making, shoe making, printing press, conservancy and other services,
fitting and'plumbing.

Besides, trere are 25 Community Centres, Hobby Training Centres for school going children of the
employees, Education Trust, Cultural Forum and Housing Co-operatives.

\

Some Highlights of TISCO's Welfare Programmes. (During 1984-85)

TISCO iswell-known for its remarkable initiative in startingwelfare programmes for workers. Through
varietyofmechanisms, the employeesand their families are coveredthrough communitydevelopment
programmes.TISCO'swelfareactivitiesgo far beyondthe stutory requirementsand includeeducational
activities; medical and health services, social harmony programmes, socio-economic programmes
(sewingclasses, embroidery classes, terry making, charka and tape, mason training, motor mecharte
training, typing and shorthand training etc. etc.), games and sports, cultural activities, co-operatives
and other sponsored societies etc. etc.

For details please see 'Achieving Harmonius Industrial Relations' by (Abha Chaturvedi, The Time of
India Research Foundation, 1987).

Quality of Work Life

For overall development of workers, only good wages and service conditions are not adequate.
Equallytmportant IS the environment Inwhich they work This mostly relates to.physical environment
such as heating and air-conditioners, lighting and safety and general aesthetic atmosphere in the
organisation. Quality of work life is focused generally on these aspects and also on other motivational
factors such as flexibility Inworking hours, autonomy and discretion in the performance of jobs and
the very nature of the work etc Very little systematic work has been done in the area of quality of
work life. One good initiative was taken by a public sector undertakinqBharat Heavy Electricals Ltd.
I(BHEL)some years ago which undertook initiative in improving quality of work life.
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BHEL IS the largest engineering enterprise In India and IS ranked a 12tt' largest manufacturer of
powerplantenquipment in theworld. Itsmainactivitiescoverengineering,development,manufacturing;
errection and commissioning of electronical machinery and electronic equipment in the generation,
transmission, distribution and utilization of electrical energy from Thermal/Hydro and nuclear power
plants. In one of its units (Hardwar) "Job Redesign"was taken up as an 00 intervention in 1975.This
experiment was pursued for about 4 years and very encouraging results yvereobtained, important
ones are mentioned as under:
a) Very satisfying job due to increased variety and relief from boredom and monotony
b) Personal Growth for all by learning additional skills of other fronts and acquiring leadership

qualities.
c) Redemption in health/safety hazards.

d) An atmosphere with less education and healously.
e) An improved team spirit and morale resulting in improved communication and human

relationship.
f) Increased self-esteem and pride amongst workers.

Quality of Work Life-BHEL way

Quality Circles

Quality Circle is a small group activity where in a small group of employees onvoluntarybasis meet
periodically to discuss work related problems. Experiencewith Quality Circle in Japan and elsewhere
is very encouraging in terms of involvement of workers in the work related matters and psychological
satisfaction. In last few years, many companies, both in private secfor and public sector have
experimented with Quality Circle and the results are very encouraging. In fact, Quality Circle is an
importantHRDmechanismfor the involvementofworkers at the grass root levels.This also unleashes

• • 'J

the latent potentials of workers in the use of organi,sation.Many Indian companies like JK Jute,
Bharat Electronics, BHEL, HMT etc. and some service organisations like banks have experimented
with Quality Circles in recent years and interesting results are reported.

. Over the years, the Quality Circle Movement has helped the company to perform at its peak. As of
December, 1986, it had 358 Circles covering 2864 employees. Some of the reported achievements

')!

Quality Circles in Bharat Electronics Limited
Bharat Electronics Ltd. Was established in 1954 and since then it has made rapid strides in the
professronal electronic field. Most otthe equipments in manufacture in the areas of radio
communication,broadcasting and radar. In addition to in-house research anddevelopment, sustained
efforts are being made to upgrade technology and develop new projects. Quality and reliability have
been and continue to be the prime concerns ofthe management. The present work force is 19,000
and turnover during 1985-86 was Rs. 2,198 millions,

'\ .~•I ,I , (; .

The InitiationO.fQU~li~yCirc;~M~'vement' in B~~ was in the background.of a long-run strike and lock
out in 1981. The BEL manage ent introduced Quality Circle Movement at its Bangalore unit or
enhancing the.morale of the e ployees by giving them an opportunity to participate' in decision
making in those areas which -affe t them and in which they have expertise.



after introduction of Quality Circles are as under:

\1)'· The rejection rate of BEL 7008 magnetron was reduced from 43 to 12 percent
I .,

'2)

7)

8)

9)

10)

Modification of formats resulted in considerable saving in stationery
"-

Mounting design of a relay assembly was simplified resulting in a total saving of 50 percent in
labour and material.
The rejection rate of silicon-polished wafers was reduced from 15 to 4 percent

Production rate of gear segments was increased by 50 percent

Fixing of lincleum/rigid PVC sheets on work tables and the fixing of table lamps to the work
tables considerably enriched the work environment in inspection areas.

Ctnangeof procedure for payment of annual increment would result in considerable saving of
productive man hours . "

31.5 percent rejection of a finished casting was totally eliminated.

Design and usage of test jigs saved 88,45 percent of inspection time.

Design and usage of a trolley resulted in easy transportation of heavy moulding tools.

For details please see o.c. at BEL by Mr. S. Prabhala in Quality Cricles by B.L Maheshwari.

Grievance Mechanism
.!

In large organisation, there is a tendency to ignore the grievances of workers and many a times,
individuals are not encouraged to put-forth their grievances and the only mechanism to deal with
workers; grievance is through trade unions. Absence of timely disposal of grievances creating a
sense of frustration' and eventual conflict in the organisation. Many developmental efforts become
counter productiveon the aggrieved groups of workers and therefore, a quick system of grievance
redressal is a developmental mechanism. This requires conceptual understanding about grievances
of workers. their sources etc and corporate initiative in installing a workable redressal machinery. It
also requires initiative in developing skills irxfirstline supervisors and others in handling day-to-day
grievances. Some companies like TISCO have an elaborate grievance redressal machinery which
has the record of successful functioning. ..

!.

. .
The Three Tier Grievance Procedure for permanent Employees

TISCO
! jo:'

Issues of policy and interpretation of policy arediscussed only at the top rnanaqement l~veL'The
Union, however, has the right to take up such matters at the Central Works Committee. Those cases
which are pending with the Works Committee are not discussed at any otherlevel unless the case is
withdrawn from the Works Committee.

Acting charge, Amenities/facilities, continuity of service, compensation, discharge/dismissal, fines,
increment, leave,medical benefits misconduct, nature of job, promotion, safety, suspension, transfer,
vickrruzat.on warning letter. '

Scope , ,, I;



If the employee is not satisfied with the decisions at Stage II, he can appeal to the Chairman of the
Zonal Works Committee on an ordinary paper or on the Grievance Form III within a week of the reply
at Stage II Appeals against discharge, dismissal have to be addressed only to the Chairman of the
Zonal Works(Committee within six weeks of the receipt of the orders of discharge or dismissal.
Based on~e Committee's unanimous recommendations to which no objection is raised by
Manageme t or the Union the Management will decide the case within ten days of the receipt of such
a recomm ndation. The unanimous recommendation of the Zonal Works Committee, though not an
executive rder, shall be the final decision on the matter. Where their recommendation is not unanimous
the Zonal Committee will refer the matter of Central or Special Works Committee.

Stage I

The employee should discuss it with his shift-in-charge or an equivalent In cases of appeal against
punishment, the employee should meet his general foreman or an equivalent. If necessary, he should
fill up the grievance form Iand submit it to the general foreman who should immediately give the
acknowledgement receipt, should make the necessary enquiries and return the form with his remarks
or those of the departmental head within two days. If the case requires reference to higher authorities,
the time limit may be relaxed

Stage II

If the employee is still dissatisfied with the decision, he can appeal to the head of the department
directly on the Grievance From II within three days of receiving the reply from the general foreman.
Cases of suspension may be submitted within a week of the receipt of suspension order of the
decision at stage I,

The departmental head will pass an order within three working days.

Stage III

The mechanisms described above are not the only mechanisms for development of workers. Many
more mechanisms may be either conceptualised ordeveloped to initiate involvement and development
of workers. One of the important pre-requisite for development of workers is effective communication
within the organisation Bharat Heavy Electricals, Bhopal has pioneered a system of Management
Employee Communication (MEACOM), It over the years has helped a great deal in bridging the
communication gap between Management and workers.

15.5 ROLE OF TRADE UNIONS

Traditionally unions in India have played a role as a protest organisations on behalf of workers.
Uhions i~ India have mainly confined their activities to monetary issues like wages and service
conditions and have generally ignored the issues relating to development of workers, According to a
seasoned trade union leader. Indian Trade Unions are 'grievance-oriented' rather than development
oriented.

The recent initiative taken by' many employers/corporate executive. HRD for workers are received
with cautious suspicion by the trade unions, response of unions to HRD is generally sceptical. The
fears and anxiety of trade unions seems to be on account of the following:
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Sincere and genuine HRD efforts for workers is likely to create a contended, satisfied, self
dependent and assertive worker, perhaps capable of looking after his interests. Unions which
have generally thrived on dissatisfaction, dependence and weaknesses of the workers are
likely to be out of business of unionism. In this context the observations of Mr. Ramanujam,
President, INTUC are pertinent; "Trade Unions are in a lucrative business without unionism".
Onpe management is able to directly communicate with the workers it is further likely that the
tra~e unions impact will be diluted.

W<)rkers development may lead to his need to assert and participate in the union affairs. This
its$lf may not be in the interest of the union leadership who want to hang-on to positions of
power and authority. This explains the present manpower crisis in many trade unions which
arf headed by ageing and retired Lhon activists.

lnvolvement in HRD programme may require their becoming an active collaborator with the
rnanaqernent in problem solving on such themes like work ethic, productivity improvement,
introduction of new technology and its implications, training and development etc. Too much
identification with the management itself may invite criticism from the rank and file. It may
also reduce their bargaining power with the management while discussing "Bread and Butter"
issues.

Epcperiences from USA where many companies use progressive personnel policies and HRD
to keep unions out from the companies, itself contribute to the anxiety and fears of the union
~out possible shift of workers loyalty from unions to management.

In any HRD effort for workers, it is very necessary to deal with the above fears. anxieties and dilemmas
of the trade unions. Continuous interaction with trade unions at the HRD planning stage itself is
required. In the present climate of industrial relations in India, it is desirable that HRD efforts for
workers are discussed with unions and their involvement is sought. One may legitimately ask a
question-As to why trade unions who should be interested in the development of workers should at
all resist the HRD overtures of the companies? To answer this question we need to look at the.
mistrust that exist in many organisations between trade unions and employers. It is therefore necessary
that some basic minimum trust should exist between trade unions and employers before trade unions
accept HRD and willingly participate in any HRD programme and policies for workers. They need to
be given confidence that HRD initiatives for workers do not aim at destabilising union movement.

Today trade union movement in the country is undergoing a metamorphical changes. An important
but less visible challenge to trade unions lie in the need to respond to the diverse sets of expectations
and aspirations of workers. They are trapped between the factors calling for change and forces
opposIng the change Unions can play important roles in setting the stage, designing and participating
In HRO programmes Thereby attempting to integrate them into their representational role in the
organisation. Over a period these effort are likely to build higher involvement of the employees,
create more satisfaction and give expression to workers aspirations. Some of the developmental
roles that unions can play are mentioned below:

Initiation of HRD

Unions should focus attention to the workers development. In fact unions should be HRD Departments
for the workers and the unions leader HRD Manager. Where developmental climate is prevailing in a
company, unions could play an effective role by becoming a partner in such an endeavour. Where
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developmental climate does not exist or management is apathetic to workers development, unions.
should take-up HRD issues relating to workers with the management. It is not necessary that initiative .
should always come from management.

Communication

Unions have an Important HRD rolein communicating with workers almost on continuous basis
about the industry in which they work. Sometimes unions do not consider it worthwhile to share
important information about the industry even if they (unions) know about it.'Perhaps, they too under-'
estimate the capacity of the worker to understand the developments regarding the industry in which.
heworks. Unions have traditionally confined their role to communicate only service conditions related
issues.Workers too want to know about the goals, missions,diversification plans, marketing aspects
only perhaps in a layman's language. They also want to know more about their own union. Improved
communication between union and workers can strengthen trade-unions role as a change-agent.

Counselling

Unions can playa very positive role in prcvidinq counselling services to workers. Cases of excessive
drinking,drug addiction,excessivesmoking, excessivedebtsare nc. infrequent.Mostlydueto absence
of any counselling/guidance, the workers continue to indulge in these evils. In the process, they
loose even their jobs. Defending a workman during a departmental.enquiry for these misconduct is
not enough. Unions can playa pro-active role in preventing such instances to occur by appropriate
counselling Unionscandevelopcounsellorsfrom amongsttheir activecadreswith suitableprofessional
help or even arrange for professional counselling service for workers.

Educational and Training

Once aspect of development of worker is to help them acquire new skills bothwork skills and process
or human skills. The latter would include skills of collaboration, collective action, positive assertion,
empathy, helping and the capacity of organising groups. The work skills would include skills to do
newjobs, new projects. This would call for intensive education and development effort on the part of
unions.

Welfare

As pointed by National Commission on Labour, the concept of welfare is necessarily a dynamic one.
Real HRD for workers would mean continuous improvement of their standard of living, providing
social security and of course a dignified place in the organization. Unions should help developing
innovative welfare schemes where possible with the help of management and focus on long term
benefittoworker rather than short term pecuniarygains. Unionsat least the bigger oneswith adequate
resourcesshold initiatewelfare programmes for the overall development of the worker. TextileLabour
Association (TLA), Ahmedabad is an exceUentexample amongst Indian trade unions to start many
innovative schemes like workers co-operatives, workers bank, nursery schools for the children,of
workers, vocational skills to the children of workers etc. which help overall development of workers.



Role in Family and Vocational guidance

Once of the important HRD role of unions is to extend their help in creating a better family environment
and also extend guidance to workers in relation to education and career of their children. Today a
worker may get good amount of money, he may want to provide good schooling to his children but he
may not know what to do and how to do it? Unions should help providing such service to workers.
Unions can also provide conciliation service in family quarrels. Union can also help creating jobs for
the wives of workers by starting cooperatives.

Research

In' order to keep itself updated and create database on various dimensions of workers needs,
aspirations, development needs etc. the unions should sponsor (where they can afford it) appropriate
-research projects. They can also seek involvement of academic institutions by participating and
collaborating in research problems relevant to trade unions interest and goals.

In order to play the above roles effectively, trade unions must professionalise. This will mean HRD
within the unions. For long trade unions have ignored developing union leadership. This has strongly
served the cause of vested interests a who want to stick to leadership positions. This also seems to
have created intra-union frictions. This also deprives the union of new thinking, new approach etc.
New' role for the unions will have focus on improving the psychological well-being of the workers.
Traditionally unions have been focussing on the economic well-being of the workers and have built
certain roles to achieve that. The new developmental role will require several new skills in the. union
leadership to enable them to play these roles. These roles are depicted as under:

Traditional Role

Focus: Economic Well-being

Developmental Role

Focus: Psychological & Social Well-being

Bargainer

Negotiator

Fire fighter

Agitator

Grievance Handler

Game-player

Black-mailer

Crisis dealer

Explorer

Trainer

Educator

Counsellor
\'·,'·l

., Collaborator

Motivator

Facilitator

Communicator

Table provides details of developmental role played by Textile Labour Association (TLA), Ahmedabad.
The TLA s case In one of professtonalisation of trade union and developing internal competences to
deal with workers developmental problems.
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About the role of trade unions in HRD, Mr. Barot says, Trade unions in India are grievance-oriented
rather than development-oriented.

HRD Role by a Union- TLA's Experience

The Textile LabourAssociation (TLA), Ahmedabad, was founded by Mahatma Gandhi in 1920. It has
been nurtured by eminent freedom fighters and trade-unionsits like Khandubhai Desai, Gulzari La!
Nanda and S. R. Vasavada. The overall objectives of TLA is to cultivate internal strength among
workers by improving quality of life by getting adequate wages while serving the industry to the best
of one 5 capacity.

In a recentinterviewwith the author' Mr NaveenChandBarot,President,TLS explainedthe philosophy
of TLA and various activities undertaken by TLA for "Workers overall development" or as he puts it
"Developing Man in the Worker" According to him:

rLA 15 not merely a trade-union but a SOCialOrganisation. We believe in peace and harmony at any
cost. TLA undertaken A to Z activities aimed at workers educational, vocational, social and
psychological development. TLA's 200 full time employees and equal number of part time workers
help In conducting number of activities for workers. Some of the TLA's activities are:

1) Education and Training

TLA runs 35 Nursery classes in labour areas and also maintains 60 Libraries and 40 Reading rooms.
It has its own printing press. The Vasavada Labour Institute conducts number of training programmes
for Trade Union leaders and Activists. A need to educate Women and Children was felt as early as in
1920s.

Female teachers are trained to set-up nursery schools in their areas. Apart from this, TLA runs
classes in knitting, sewing, TV/Radio repair. Interestingly, a Workers son teaches TV repairing. So
far,

2) Health and Welfare of Women

TLA runs a maternity home. About 150 patients are attended everyday. In the area of family welfare,
recentlyTLA initiated a project funded by UNFPAthrough International LabourOrganisation on family
welfare,statusofwomen. healthof childrenetc. SeminarsandWorkshops on problemsof mensuration,
children care, fertility, manapause etc. are arranged to educate women.

In TLA there are 3000 shop-stewards but only 74 women shop-steward representing 3000 women
members. Considering the need of these women members, TLA has set-up a special section to
settle grievances of women workers. Mrs. Ela Bhatt organised self-employed women and formed
self-employedwomen's association known as SEWA,Womans cooperative Bank called SEWABank
and Mahila Seva Trust.

Apart from the above, the TLA runs a co-operative Bank with a paid up capital of 15 lakhs.



15.6 ~PERATIONALISINGHRD FORWORKERS

On the basis of the foregoing discussions, it is proposed that following initiatives need to be taken by
rnanapernent for initiating .HRDfor workers.
1) ¢reating a developmental climate.,
2) !l>evelopingdevelopmental style of leadership amongst all the managers.

3) ~egitimising the role of unions in traditionally 'non bargainable' issues.

4) Continuous interaction and dialogue with unions in identifying and prioritising areas of HRD
for workers.

5) Developing consensus on HRD goals.

6) !Widely communicating HRD action areas and seeking involvement of larger group of people.
/) :instrtunonahsmq HRD intention by creating appropriate machinery.

15.7' SUMMARY

In a cpuntry like India, there is a vast reservoir of latent talent in workers which if nurtured and
crnsseteo carefully can increase organisational synergy. Creation of necessary 'climate' for
develeprnent is, nowever, a pre-requisite. Both management and trade unions have to shed their
tradittonal role towards workers and show progressive attitutde.

15.8 SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS

i) Discuss how HRD for workers is different than HRD for managers.

ii) Discuss the rationale and objectives of HRD for workers in India.

iii) Discuss the present status of HRD for workers in India

iv) , Discussthe possibilitiesof newHRDmechanismsfor workers in industrial and servicessector.

v) DISCUSShow the seven HRD mechanisms suggested in this contribute to competency
development and motivation development of workers and also in developing a healthy
organisational climate.
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UNIT 16
HRD/OD APPROACH TO IR

Objectives
After reaping this unit you should be able to :

• understand the inter-connection between Human Resource Development and Industrial Relations;

• develop understanding about potential of Human Resource

Developrnent/Orqantsation Development interventions to manage Industrial Relations.

16.1 Introduction

16.2 befining Industrial Relations

16.3 Defining HRD/OD,
16.4 !HRD-OD-IR Linkage

16.5 Pressure for Change: Need for Integration of HRD and IR

16.6 Development Approach to Industrial Relations

16.7 Pre-requisite for a Successful HRD/OD Approach to IR

16.8 Developmental Mechanism for Improving IR

16.9 Summary

16.10 Self-assessment Test

16.11 Further Readings

Annexure

16.1 INTRODUCTION

Traditionally Industrial Relations (IR) in India are equated with collective bargaining, interpretation of
rules, labour laws, court cases, problem of indiscipline etc. Teams like Conflict, Power, Litigation and
Legislation are often used in describing IR.

This has been characterised by many practitioners as fire fighting, imposition of short term solutions
of critical business situations. The reasons for this are not difficult to identify. Typing industrial dispute
arise as an unanticipate consequence of business decisions often far removed geographically and
temporally from them. In short IR are often seen as environmental constraints which limits the ability
of organization rather than an opportunity to develop collaborative problem solving relationship. There
is so much mistique about IR that it is often relegated to a specialist as his sole preserve. The IR
functions suffers from lack of planning, absence of policies and strategies and short of any long term



perspective. Little wonder that IR is more or less seen as a business nuisance. The fact of the matter
however, is that the continuous neglect of IR function by corporate top management and planners
f)•.ive only created more problems for them. Problems of indiscipline, deteriorating work culture,
ernergence of restrictive practices, flouting of authority, coercion and blackmailing by unions is now
the very stuff of IR in India.

For too long employees have been considered as property of unions and this, perhaps, has prevented
employers to build sound-communication policy and strategies, encouraging individuals in attaining
their goals, unleashing potential of individuals and in general building employee oriented personnel
policies. This has only provided raw material to IR system in terms of unresolved grievances, employee
apathy etc. .

While on one side the IR scenario has been deteriorating, the academic upsurge about human
resources development prescribed solution of human problems in industries through Applied
Behavioural Science Interventions. These interventions are generally focused on individual as well
as groups advocating better utilization of latent talent and developing systems to objectively apprise
the performance of individuals. For about more than one decade the HRD movement covered mainly
the managerial employees and its applicability to non-managerial employees is now increasingly
realised.

The newly emerging function of Human Resources Development (HRD) and Organization
Development (00), pre-addresses itself to the problem of individual motivation, development of
terms, conflict resolution strategies and developmental aspects of organisational relationship.
Unfortunately, both HRD and IR have been considered as different functions and there has been little
attempt both by academicians and practitioners to see the relevance of HRD to manage IR function
In a pro-active manner.

The exclusion of role of collective bargaining and unions from the main stream of research on Human
Resources Management is in part due to academic territoriality (Gallargher)'. Those who consider
themselves IR scholars have tended to emphasise the study of relationship between labour and
management through the collective bargaining process (Strauss 1977, 1978 : Strauss and Feville
1978)". Also Industrial Relations research focusing on collective bargaining and unions has been
dominated by legal, sociological, institutional and neo-classical economic perspective (Kochan 1980).
In contrast HRD appears dominated by researchers in the area of industrial psychology and
organisational behaviour who focus on individuals; groups and organisations as principal unit of
analysis. This difference in orientation between Industrial Relations and Human Resources
Management scholars results in dearth of studies integrating the impact of collective bargaining and
union with multiple function of Human Resources Management.

The table 1 below brings-out the difference in IR and 00 in terms of underlying assumptions. The
I

newly emerging, field of HRM:represents synthesis of traditionallR and HRD/OD:



Table 1

Urderlying assumptions of Industrial Relations and Organisation Development

lndustrial Relations HRD/OD

:It has its orientation from Economy, Sociology
and law,

It has its roots in psychology. OB etc.

Fire Fig~ting orientation

Short term approach.

Collaborative problem solving orientation.

Long term approach.

Views relationshtp mainly as Economic Views relationship as both Economic and
Psychological.

Change constrained by legal and other
external factors.

Main focus on internal factors for managing
change.

Comptance main objective. Commitment main focus.

Conflict at the core of IR and is
considered unhealthy.

Conflict need not be counter productive and
can be managed.

Pturassnc frame of reference. Unitary-frame of reference.

*See~s power advantage for bargaining and
computation.

Seek~ power equalisation for Trust and
collaborations.

-Make most of available human resources. Develop potential of human resources.

*Em~hasis on extrinsic rewards to satisfy
and motivate commitment. .

j

Emphasis in internal motivations and intrinsic
rewards and developing commitment.

Explicit statement of values.*Val~e defined bypractice

"These terms are taken from Human Resources Management: The Integration of Industrial Relations
and organisation Development. Michael Beer and Best A Spector. In Research in Personnel and
HRM. Vol. II pages 261-298 Jai press Inc.

In order to understand the synthesis between HRD/OD and IR In this unit, we shall define Industrial
Relations, Human Resources Development as well as Organisation Development We shall also
too]; at the rationale and potentia: of HRD/OD methodology in changing IR from reactive mode to
pro-active mode.

'Taken from the paper 'HRM' The inteqration of IR and 00 Michael Beer and Spector'. In Research
In personnel and HRM. Vol. 2. Pages 261-298. Jai Press Inc.
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16.2 DEFINING INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

Dunlop's (1958) formulation of Industrial Relations system has been taken as a basis for analysis oy
·many authors and commentators. An IR system, according to Dunlop "at anyone time in its
development is regarded as comprised certain actors, certain contexts, an ideology which binds the
IR system together and a body of rules created to govern the actors at'the place of work and work
community. The creation of rules is seem ..to be the central aim of the IR system."

Other theorists like Flanders have defined IR as a study of institution of job regulations. Both Dunlop
and Flanders formulation of IR system omits such behavioural variables as Human motivation,
perception and attitude. Bain and Clegg (1974) have argued that behavioural variables cannot be
dismissed while studying IR '

Another set of theorists belonging to marxist school consider conflict as the focal point of I.R.They
see a situation of irreconciable conflict between social class, the division being between those who
own the means of production and those who do not. IR can thus be seen as microcosm of the wider
society

Later theorists like Allan Fox (1964) and Margarison (1969) propounded that it is essertial for IR tv
take cognizance of factors that produce conflict as well as that resolve it.

The most acceptable understanding of IR is what Barbash (1964) has described as a conflict agreement
continuum. In addition to their obvious conflict of interest, the parties in IR have many interests,
standards and values in common which they either bring to IR from the wider society or develop once
they are involved in IR To.emphasies on facet is to deny that stability and instability, conflict and
cooperationhave equal claim to investigation.

16.3 DEFINING tlRD/OD

HRO IS mainly concerned with developing competencies (technical, managerial and behavioural)
amongst organisational process. According to Rao (1981), HRD is a process by which employees of
an organisation are helped in a continuous and planned way to acquire or sustain/sharpen capabilities,
develop their general capabilities as individual and exploit their inner potential, develop an
organisational culture which fosters team work and collaboration. The typical mechanism for facilitating
HRD in orqanisationare Performance Appraisal, Trai'1ipg, Feed back, Performance Counselling,
Organisation Development, Employees Welfare dnd qUality of work life etc. '

Organisation Development
i i-~r:

Organisation Development is in fact a mechanisrrr-ofHRD. It is defined as 'Long Range Effort' to
improve organisations problem solving and renewal process, particularly through a more effective
and collaboratlve management of organisation cultL~re-with special emphasis on the culture of formal
work teams with the assistance of a change-agent or catalyst and the use of theory and technology
of applied behavroural scrence Including action research (French and 8ell).
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00 is a practice.field which is based on the discipline of organisational behaviour, psychology and
administrative science. It developed as new behavioural science finding about employee motivation
andorganisationswere appliedbymanagersto solveorganisationalproblems likepoor communication,
inadequate integration, low commitment and inadequate employee development. Because it is a
field based on new knowledge, applied to solve old problems, 00 has tended to be pro-active and
prescriptive in nature. lt.has been driven by a more-or-Iess explicit set of assumptions about people
and organisation, assumptions on what was possible, if people and organisation were rnanaqed
differently rather than onwhat actually existed in organisation. This 00 tends to be normativemaking
optimistic assumption about people and organisation.

16.4 .HRD-OD-IR LINKAGE

After defining IR and HRO/OO let us now see the linkages between the three.

HRO approach focuses on developing human resources-their competencies, motivation and
organisational culture that facilitate both these. 00, if considered as a part of HRO focuses on
systematic and planned interventions to build human process competencies for the growth,
development and vitality of an organisation. 00 if treated independently covers a larger canvas Of
attempting to help the organisation develop in various ways using a variety of interventions including
structural changes, technological changes, strategic shifts, human process changes etc. Industrial
Relations is a specialised function that evolved to protect the interests of the organisation as well as
that of the working class. There are several approaches to IR-regulatory, descriptive, conflict,
collaborative etc, A development approach or a HRO approach to IR has been adopted by a few
organisations that had their employees in the forefront in all their thoughts and plans.

The primary focus of HRO is on people, the primary focus of 00 is on organisational capabilities and
the primary focus of IR is on protection of the interests of the labour and management in a balanced
way All of them involve dealing with people-the focal persons and groups are different. For HRD
the focus is every individual for 00 the focus is teams and the organisation as a whole For IR the
focus is union-management or labour-management relations. Although the focal points differ gue to
philosophy and purpose of each of these functions, the dynamics of human processes are similar
There is a lot that HRO/OO can contribute in the area of Industrial Relations: This is explained If"
detall,n the section below.

16.5 PRESSURE FOR CHANGE; N·fED F.OR INTEGRATION,OF HRDAND
IR

Managers are becoming i'ncreasinglydissatisfied with the traditional IR policies which are norma
static and are based on safety of law, caution, and fear for unions. It is also;increasingly realised that
despite conflict of interests between unions and management, IR climate needs to be changed' 0
rtlake progress In business. Futility of perpetual fire fighting and conflict with unions are nov
visible.

Pressures for changes are leading to an integration of two fields that in past have been separate and
sometimes even opposite. Several changes in the environment and technology are forcing both
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rr.anaqernent an~,unions to re-evaluate their traditional adversory relationship and march towards
collaborative problem solving mechanisms. Some of the changes that are relevant both for
r .anaqernent and unions are.

1) Emergence of new technology and march towards computerisation is creating new pressures
on management as well as unions. These pressures relate to management anxiety for
productivity and proper manning through new technology and unions anxiety relate to issues
like retrenchment, unemployment. .

2) The new worker is causing anxiety to both management and unions. To the management
because he is driven by self-interest; js defiant, impatient and bothers little about traditional
authority.Unionsare concernedbecausetheworker is equallydefiant to the traditionalauthority
of union leadership. He questions the traditional methods of protests, he is willing to adopt
new technology and he questions the ills like bureaucratic and oligarchic orientation in the
unions. Workers apathy towards trade unions is nowwell documented.

3) Futility of litigatory mechanisms are nowwell appreciated both by management and unions in
terms of delays in problem solving, mistrust and the cost of the litigatory process.

4) Innovative personnel practising and quality of work life programmes practised by many
organisations and their impact on improved business performance.

5) Pressure from government for workers' participation in management.

While by no meansabandoning entirely the adversarialmode inherent in collectivebargaining, labour
relations is seeking to move towards a.strategy that will "temper traditional confrontation with newco
operative approaches" and seek to modify an "adversarial rule making relationship by exploring and
recognising mutual needs (Mills 1983)."

Rationale of Development Approach to IR

Research has revealed that 'Trust" between the parties (Union and Managemept) is the single most
important feature in creating good industrial relations (Pureell 1981). This trust building has several
dimensions. Where management anc' unions share the Common ideology; the level of trust is high.
Similarly personal equation between the key actors in IR systems or the charismatic leadership in
Management and Union also contribute to building trust. The high trust behaviour is reflectet by the
legitimacy granted to the role of the other party against low trust response which attempts to limit by
means of prescriptive rules, the discretion of the other party on matters deemed important.

The HRO/OOmethodology can help identifying the key factors both in Management and Unions
contributing to spiral of Mistrust or Suspicion. The 00 methodology provides that problem diagnosis
in terms of motivations, feelings, actions, reactions is a pre-requisite in problem-solving process. Its
methodolOgyinvolves both structured and unstructured interventions in resolution of problems.

The success experiences in some companies both in India and abroad for using 00 approach to IR
is indicative of the fact that lasting bond between IR and HRO/OO is possible. What is perhaps,
required is increasing'amount of eXperimentationand moves for planned change.



16.6 DEVELOPMENT APPROACH TO INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

There are two dimensions of development approach to IR viz;

1) Competencies building in the major actors in industrial relations like Management (at different
hierrarchicallevel) and unions (at different hierarchical levels) and the key government officials
concerned with these aspects.

2) Development of process, fostering OCTAPAC values. OCTAPAC stands for:

O-Openness

Ce--Confrontation

T-- Trust

A""""'Authenticity

P-Pro-action

A-Autonomy

C-Collaboration

Comptencies Building

Development of Top Management

The development of top management, and the chief executive in particular, is vital, because the
atmosphere, values, style and tempo of the organisation are set by the top man and is senior
colleagues On a day-to-day level, he does this by his actions, prominence, edicts and queries. Any
chief executive exerts substantial influence simply by virtue of his personal predisposition. If his
dispositien towards the union is negative and his belief system about people in general is hostile, it
gets reflected in management policies. The obvious sufferer is the organisation. This aspect is often
overtooked in the traditionallR system.

Not mu~ work has been done to analyse the impact of chief executive styles on IR. There are some
examples here and there where succession at the topwas created IR problem. Similarly there are
several examples where the top man has given increasing attention to people's activities, and the
consequent impact on the organisation's growth has been noticeable.

For instance, A.W. Clausen, former chairman of the Bank of America, prided himself on saying, "I do
not feel.l can delegate the responsibility of the personnel function. Somebody has got to be spending
40 hours a day and 10 days a week thinking aboutthe needs of the people who work here". His belief
system and philosophy about people is wetlreflected in his assertion. "In big organisations with
massive, complex geographies, there is tendency to think in terms of labels. Those people over there
are tellers, those are managers, those are officers, these are grade 15s, these are grade 20s, these
are grade 30s, and so on, The names are forgotten, along with the sensitivities, anxieties, frustrations,
De humanisation--that is why are need people advocacy."

In the Indian context, development of top management would aim at becoming aware of bias or
pejudices and learning to treat IR as important managerial business.

Development of Middle Management

i) Competencies building at management would mean:

a) Knowledge about rules of the work place;
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Skills In diagnosis of problems and tools for diagnosis;

Skills in resolution of grievances;

c) Skills In negotiations;

d) Inter-personal skills.

iii) Attitudes

a) Orientation to positive problem solving;

b) Positive belief system about the unions and their existence;

c) Faith In participative mechanism.

b)

c)

d)

e)

ii) Skills

a)

b)

Understanding about customs and practices in relation to dealing with employees and
unions;

Knowledge about the legal framework of IR.

Knowledge about history and background of union and union leadership in the
organisation;

Knowledge about the emerging environmental scenario; practices in other industries
etc

At Union Level

Development of Top Union Leadership

Developmer.t of leadership at different hierarchical level of the union is equally vital. This IS possible
by understanding the nature of political economy; industrial environment and new technology and
their impact on the union-management interactions and quality of life. The development at this level.
should also involve developing vision towards macro issues of unemployment, poverty as well as
micro issues like workers apathy; democratisation within trade unions; manpower crisis within unions;
nature o(.grievances; researching precedents, reviewing. contracts and making skillful advocacy of
workers problems. .

Development of middle level and grass-root leadership,. - ,

i) Competencies

a) Knowledge about rules of work place;

b) Knowledge about commitments made in various settlements and awards:

C) Understanding of legal frame work;

d) Knowledge about workers sociology'and problems of workers.

ii) Skills

a) Inter-personal skills in dealing with fellow workers as well as supervisory personnel;

b) Skills in constructive confrontation;

c) Leadership skills.
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iii) Attitudes
/

a) Flexibility and resilience;

b) Problem solving.

Development of process

At managerial level there should be a clear understanding that processes are more important than
contents for trust building in the union management relationship. Process means the 'How' aspect.
For example, the question such as how decisions are arrived at, whether through consultation or
orders from the bosses or whether alternatives are discussed, becomes important in the process.
Similarly,the process aspect of problem solving and negotiations i.e. how negotiations are conducted,
how Information ISshared with the union, how confrontations are resolved, how goals are set in the
orqanisation etc. The goal is to understand each other to be more honest in expressing their feelings
and more care for the feelings of others which increases the trust and reduces stereotype thinking.

The HRD/OD approach uses Applied Behavioural Science interventions: its methodology consists
of diagnosis, intervention design and follow-up.

Diagnosis is of vital importance because the correct solution to a wrong problem does not yield
result.There needsto be proper understandingespecially in the management about tools of diagnosis
that can yield dependable results and developing skills in key managerial personnel concerned with
IR about the use of diagnostic frame for solving IR.

After diaf::jnosisof the problem suitable interventions are designed which may be structured as well
as unstructured. For example, if initial diagnosis reveals existence of multiple authorities for decision
making,and consequentialdelays, the need is clearlyfor structural re-organisation.But if the diagnosis
reveal that there is low morale amongst any group and there are role ambiguities amongst various
functionaries. it will be necessary to design role based interventions and motivation seminars for
Managers. A list of possible intervention In tackling specific IR problem is given in the Table 2.

An example as to how process interventions was used by an Indian company in managing their IR
problem is given in Annexure. .

Table 2 : HRD/OD Intervention in 'Industrial Relations

IR Problem Possible Intervention

Alienation of employees Training
Personal Growth Lab.
Work Redesign.
Job Enrichment.
Role Efficacy Lab.



Lack of collaboration between

Management-Union

Sense of powerlessness in Management.

Mistrust between Management -Union

Policy of Appeasement/Expediency

Failure of Formal Mechanism of Worker

Director, JMCs, WCs.

Problem of Discipline

Lack of knowledge about rules,

regulations

Delay in Personnel Decision Making.

Reactive attitude of Union and Management

functionaries.

Team Building Seminar.

Role Negotiation Exercise.

Leadership Training.

Role Efficacy Lab.

Assertiveness training.

Power motivation laboratories.
\

Union-Management Interface, Information

Sharing on Central Office Business Plan.

Survey Research and Union and Management

Interface.

Conflict Management.

Union-Management Interface.

ReviewWorkshops.

Renewal Exercises/Laboratories.

Counselling, Review of Disciplinary Action

Machinery, Policy Statement on Discipline.

Training.

Training

Communication Systems Designing.

Research for identifying causes of delay in

decision making, 'structured intervention like

. reorganisation of personnel function;

development of personnel men.

Self-renewal exercises-Survey feedback.

Feed back, Personal Growth Laboratory.
7

16.7 PRE-REQUISITE FOR A SUCCESSFUL HRD/OD APPROACH TO IR
1) Management must make clear the Policy, Philosophy and Values underlying in its actions..
2) Management must establish its credibility by ensuring implementation of agreed policies;

non-medalling in the internal dynamics of the union etc.
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3) Top management style especially the Chief Executives' style needs to be pro-active and
geared to problem solving. His actions and decisions must bear the testimony of professional
approach to Human Resource Management.

4) The structure of Human Resource function must be such that fosters delegation of powers at
different hierarchical level in the matters of personnel management and reduces bottlenecks
in the decision making.

5) Managers at all level must acquire the inter-personal skills.

6) Accountability for better Human Resource Management must be established like any other
business function

7) Norms of full day's work and facilities to unions and their representatives must be clear and
no ambiguities should prevail in this regard.

8) Open-mindedness and problem solving attitudes in the trade union leadership is vital.

9) Recognition on the part of both management and the unions that planned organisational
change involves joint problem solving and negotiated decision making.

10) Workers and unions should be prepared to give up restrictive practices and adopt more
flexible roles and recognise that such planned change is not likely to weaken their power.

16.8 DEVELOPMENT MECHANISM FOR IMPROVING IR

Bio-partite Meetings
(between Union and Management)

a) To arrive at settlements concerning employees
wages and service conditions through the
process of bi-partite negotiations.

b) To review the working of existing settlements and
examine their impact on work place discipline;
work ethics; customer service etc.

Information Sharing To share information about the business; profitability,
performance of the company; competition; marketing;
diversification plans; critical problems of the
organisation including human performance problem.

Management and Union to undertake joint surveys on
the state of morale; motivation and grievances of
employees; plan ways of dealing with these problems.

Joint Surveys

Collaborative projects

To undertake study of problems like 'Absenteeism';
'Discipline'; and suggest ways and means to tackle
the problem.

To undertake project on Employee Welfare/education
both on job as well as off the job.
(TELCO, Pune in collaboration with employees has
launched co-operatives with the aim of providing part
time employment to female dependents of TELCO
employees)

Task forces
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Training To develop specific job skills. -,

To help employees develop multiple skills.
To develop problem solving and behavioural skills.
To develop perspective and values for work discipline
and quality. .
To develop inter-personal skills in supervisors.
To help trade union representatives 'to develop leader
ship.

Grievance Mechanism To establish grievance redressal machinery that is
workable.
To train supervisors and managers in resolving
grievances and in counseJling.
(TISCO has a three-tier grievance procedure for
permanent employees. Over the years, the system
has paved its credibility).

Participative Forums To ensure adequate communication on important
issues relating to industry between management and
union.
To provide such forum at different hierarchical levels.
To encourage introduction of Quality Circles for better
involvement of workers in their work related problems.

Counselling To provide for the services of Trained Counsellors
either from within the industry or from outside to help
workers to learn from their mistakes and trigger the
process of change in an individual.

Research To create database for personnel decision making.
To periodically gather data onimportant critical
aspects of Man-Management for init~atingnecessary
sharing and initiating change programme. '

16.9 SUMMARY

The field of IR and HRD/OD is inseparable. The developmental intervention in the field of IR can help
a great deal in creating a basic climate of trust and problemsolving and bring out IR from the traditions
of chaos; violence; conflict and litigation.

A developing country like India can ill afford continued conflict ridden; rigid and litigation oriented IR.
There is a great potential in the methodology of OD to systematically plan change and move from
reactive mode to pro-active mode in managing IR.
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16.10! SELF-ASSESSMENT TEST
i) What is the main difference between the underlying assumption of IR & Of)? Is it possible to

use developmental information in IR?

II) OISCUSSthe major areas of integration between HRD & IR development.

iii) What key irterventions are possible in Union-Management relationship?

iv) What can be the core programmes for developing top management, middle management
~nd union for IR management?

v) What is the pre-requisite for initiating HRD in IR?
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Annexure

00 Approach to IR-An Experience of an Indian Company

Nizanand Industries located on the west coast of India had a turn-over of Rs. 65 crores employing
around 3000 employees with a multi-product/activity range with multi-unions. The Industrial Relations
scenario was ripe with emergence of highly powerful trade union leader in Bombay with the image of
creating and spreading turbulance not only in his industry but the neighbouring industries in the
region This gave rise to a young union leader on the west coast of south India who penetrated in
vanous industries and initiated raising of sky high demands resulting into strikes, violence andllock
outs in most of the business houses in the region. He was knocking at the doors of Nizanand industry
for an entry with demands raised to fantastic level, using various threats to paralyse the industry. This
generated a scare. The normal anti-union reactive action choices were expressed like breaking the
union, splitting it, buying over etc.

00 Approach

The top management committee decided to work out an action plan based on the in-depth mterviews.
In this meeting the Personnel Manager shared his beliefs and concern using them mainly as analytical
data of what was happening in the adjoining industries as well as with in the company.

Diagnosis of in-depth interview

The In-depth Interviews conducted within six months revealed the fact that while managers/Executives
and Officers overtly expressed their loyalty to rn.maqement, emotionally they identified themselves
with the workers and workers' union. A number of reasons were diagnosed for this response.

Detailed report of in-depth interview with the main features was submitted to the Chairman and
discussed in the top management executive committee. As an outcome of the discussions, policy
announcement was made. Following policy frame work with its behavioural systems implications
was announced as a part of company's endeavour to act and implement it in its true spirit. A sample
of policy statement and its bahavioural implications is given below: .

Policy statements Behavioural/systems Implications

1) We believe that it is desirable to have
one union for the unit of business
activity and to have collective
bargaining relationship with one union

2) It is the right of workers to decide the
Union and the Union Leader they want
Management is not interested nor it will
be Involved in encouraging or discourc.ging
workers to opt for a specific trade
union or a specific trade union leader.

1) Accept trade union as a reality not to walk
into the trap of breaking or making
unions. We are not in the business of
encouraging or discouraging ideologies
or groups. That is a politicians business.

2) i) Need for retaining objectivity to let workers
decide the union they want

ii) Awareness not to get hooked to the pres
sures of encouraging or discouraging
any specific union.



3) jWe are convinced regarding the
lphilosophy of collaborative relationship
1between Union and Management. It will

. i be our endeavour to encourage process
I of collective bargaining based on mutual

'I' ! trust through negotiations with the support
•. . i of government machinery with regard to

I

1settlement, conciliation etc. as and when
:required.

4) Management accept to share the social
responsibility to help the employees fulfil
their responsibilities towards their families.

S) Not to nurture to myth that the third party
agencies like government conciliation,
Ipolice, ministry of labour etc. will resolve
.management's problems of workers or, .
.unions.

FOIIO~-UP

iii) Deal with the union that the workers have
opted for.

iv) Deal with Union Leader in "Here and now"
situation with our data based home-work
instead of the past and/or hear-say images.

3) i) Management Negotiation Committees to
be formalised ensuring availability of
expertise and resources required in the
process of negotiation : structure and
processes to be monitored.

ii) Management demands.
iii) Not depending on conciliation

machinery to settle our disputes
iv) Build up comparative data of other units.

4) Evolve/initiate/organise:
i) Cooperative societies:
ii) Festival celebrations.
iii) Workers' education and family planning.
iv) Recreation centres/sports.
v) Family budgeting.

5) Accept the reality the government machinery
at the best can facilitate negotiations. In the
ultimate analysis it is the management and
union who have to sort out their issues
jointly .

Follo"+,ing knowledge, systems and process interventions were also made

12 General Management Education Programme for Managers.

2) Team building and trust building instrumented laboratory for all functional managers.

3) Inter-personal relations lab for young professionals.

Achi,vements
1) The entire series of interventions took three years time. The Human Resources system got

stabilised with regard to following dimensions.

a) The multi union situation in Nizanand Industries became a single union situation with
a powerful union leader.

This ~penence ISnarrated by MrKK. Mehta In his paper.
'Empqwering the Powerless through Behavioural Science - Intervention - An experiment in the field of Industrial
Retatiens.' Paper presented at the Annual Convention of National HRD Network, Feb 1988. New Delhi.



b) There was not a single manday lost in Nizanand Industries.

c) There were five significant union management settlements which five divisions signed
during this period.

d) Possibilities for diversification was explored without the fear of obstacle or sabotage
from the union. Two diversification projects were taken up for implementation with
feasibility report.

..



UNIT 17
ORGANISING FOR HRD

Objectives

After going through this unit you should be able to :

• understandand identify various alternative forms of structuring and organising the HRDfunctions.
• state the roles to be played by the HRD staff

• identify the competency requirements of HRD staff

• state the various mechanisms of developing HRD facilitation competencies in HRD staff, and
• describe the HRD structure existing in Indian organisations.

Structure

17.1 Various Forms of HRD Organisation

17.2 HRD Department and their Tasks

17 3 Competencies Required for HRD Staff

17.4 Developing HRD Facilitation Competencies

17.5 Trends and Issues Relating to the Structuring of the HRD Function in Indian Organisations
17.6 Suggested Readings

17.1 VARIOUS FORMS OF HRD ORGANISATION

HRD roles can be structured in various ways. The form of structuring depends upon the size of the
organisation, history of the organisation, nature of I(S activities, the structure of the organisation and
the like. The following are some of the forms.

HRD Function through a Separate Department

A group of persons may be assigned HRD roles and created as a separate unit or department. This
department could be a part of the Personnel Departmentor an independent entity with some linkages
with the personneldepartment.The sizeof the HRDdepartmentdependson the sizeof the organisation
as well as its spread of activities including the geographic spread. While there are no rigid rules or
principles it may be useful to haveone full-timeHRDpersonto look after about 500 to 1000employees
(including workers, supervisors, and managerial staff). Alternately for every 100-200 managerial
staff it is useful to have a HRD staff member. Hemay be called a HRD manager or HRDExecutiveor
HRD Officer etc. The designation may be in tune with the organisational culture and acceptable
designation.



VVhether the department should be a part of the personnel department or not depends on the credibility
and status of the personnel department. HRD staff are change agents. A lot of their work involves

, inspiration and pursuasion. If the personnel department is perceived as a "maintenance" department
· or as an administrative department, that ensures discipline, salary administration, perks, welfare etc.
keeping HRD department as a part of personnel may create credibility problems for HRD. However,
if personnel department has a high degree of credibility and is seen also as a development-oriented
department. the HRD could be made a part of it. This decision of placing the HRD department needs
to be taken after careful consideration of these factors.

Irrespective of whether it is a part of personnel or a separate department, it should have strong
linkages with the personnel and should have scope of influence personnel decisions as well as get

· an opportunity to understand employee development needs through the personnel management
issues. Such linkages may be provided through various committees and other mechanisms. For
example there could be a committee on Performance Appraisals to monitor the effective implementation
of performance appraisals with representation from HRD, personnel and other line managers. Similarly
in reward administration and personnel policy formulation HRD staff may be involved.

· HRD departments should also have linkages with corporate planning, management services,
organisation and planning, industrial engineering etc. departments/units/groups. HRD staff will have
a lot to learn from these departments and also contribute to their effective functioning.

CommitteelTasks Force form of Organisation

Anothereffectiveway of promotingHRD is through committee/taskforce andwork-groups, in relatively
small orqanisationsor even inmedium sizedorganisations.Even lC:l.(georganisationscouldexperiment
with committee/task force form of organising HRD.

· In this form a group of persons from different departmentsand/or areas/regionsllocations is constituted
by the top management to form an HRD. Task Force or HRD~ommittee. The members of this task
force are given HRD facilitation responsibilities in addition to treir line or other responsibilities. They
are not only to promote HRD in their own unit/department but also should formulate policies for the
enure company, Identify appropnate HRD systems, plan strategies of implementing, participate in
the implementation process and monitor and review HRD implementation.

Different titles could be used for this group It could be a "HRDGroup" or "HR) Committee" or "HRD
TaskForce"or "HRD lmplernentationwork group" or "WorkingGroup on HRD"etc. The maindifference
from this and the HRD department is that HRD is not the main job of the members of this group while
It IS the main Job of the members or staff of the HRD department. The members, however, are
expected to do-this task a" through the year and additional facilities may be given to them to facilitate
their HRDwork. The task force or the group may have a chairman or Headwho may be given a HRD
Officer or a Staff member to assist him or assist the group. The Personnel Manager or the Chief of
r raining (If there is such provision) or one of the members of the corporate planning cell may be
given the task of the member-secretary of this task force or group.

The group may keep meeting ,:>eriodicallyto perform various HRD functions a HRD department
would have performed. The group may however assign a large part of the administrative work to the
.Iepartrnent or person who works as a Secretary or Chairman of the task force or the group.
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The composition of group and the credibility of group members is very important for the effectiveness
of the team. The team should be line managers, who are considered effective in their ownjobs.They
should have positive attitude to the HRD function and should be trained or oriented sufficiently in
HRD. facilitation skills.

The form of organisation for HRO is likely to.be effective, if there is committee culture in the organisation
and these committees take their work seriously. This also implies that the group members are able to
set aside a good part of their time for HRD work. ~

HRD Organisation Around the CEO

Another way of organising for HRD is to have the Chief Executive Officer as the HRD facilitator. This
may become Inevitable in small scale organisations, voluntary agencies, educational institutions and
other small size organisation. For example schools and colleges, smaller hospitals, voluntary agencies,
government offices like that of the BOOs office or the Collector's officer or the Police Station or the
Post-Office etc. cannot have separate formal HRD departments or staff. In such organisations the
Chief Executive of the unit should become the HRD facilitator. It should be an integral part of his role.
He may, if necessary, appoint from time to time temporary teams or working groups to look at specific
tasks or activities. .

In cases where CEO himself has to perform this function the function faces a very high risk ..The risk
involved in the non-HRD priorities that keep coming to the CEO as challenge, problems and crisis
situations leaving him very little time to de any HRD work. In order to avoid this danger the CEO can
also appoint one of his senior staff as a-second manto look after the HRO activities. The CEO may
also 'develop a check-list of HRD activities and keep reviewing once in a year how effectively he has
been performing this function.

,
Org,nising HRD through other Departments/Units

tn acomon to the above three forms of organising HRD could be organised through some of the
. existing departments or units. Some of the appropriate departments or units that could be used for
undertaking HRD responsibilities are : Corporate Planning or StrategiC Planning Cell (if there is
some such unit), the training department or training centre the personnel department the management
service department, the administrative department and the like.

This may be considered as the least preferred or least effective form of organising for HRD, This is
because these departments have established their own identity which may interfere with effective
implernentation of HRD. They may not have the same commitment to HRD as the other three groups
are likely to have. However, in some organisations where these groups/departments are already
doing good work this may work as the simplest, and cost-effective form of organising HRD,

If personnel and training departments are given HRD responsibilities extra care needs to be taken to
ensure that they do not reduce HRD to training and performance appraisals

If there is an OD (Organisation Development) cell it wi!' be ideal to assign them HRD tasks, if the
organisation decides to use this form of organisation, OD and HRD have very similar concerns and
00 facilitators are normally well equipped to handle HRD activities.



Activity A

How are HRD activities organised in the organisation you are marking in or familiar with?

...........................................................................................................................................................

............... .

.........................................................................................................................................................

.. .

... .

........... .

. .

...........................................................................................................................................................

... . .

...........................................................................................................................................................

17.2 HRODEPARTMENTS AND THEIR TASKS

The main objective of the HRD department is to create learning environment and a development
climate in the organisation. By learning, it is meant, a culture where employees continuously learn
from their own experience and from the various learning opportunities the organisation provides.The
HRDdepartment also should be sensitive to the motivational pattern of employees and try to develop
motivation. The HRD department should create an "enabling" culture where the employees are able
to make things happen and in the process discover and utilise their potential. The most important
objective of the HRD function IS to create learning environment in the organisation so that each
memberof the organisationcontinuously learnsandacquiresnewcompetencies (knowledge,attitudes
and skills.) ,

In order to achieve HRD objectives, the HRD department should:

a) developa human resources philosophvfor the entire organisationandget the top management
committed to it openly and,consistently;

b} keep inspiring the line managers to have a constant desire to learn and develop;

c\ constantly-plan and design new methods and systems of developing and strengthening the
HRD climate;

d) be aware of the business/social/other goals of the organisation and direct all their HRDeffort
to achieve these goals;

e) monitor effectively the implementation of various HRD sub-systems/mechanisms;
f) work with unions and associations and inspire them;

g) conduct human process research, organisational health surveys and renewal exercises
periodically;
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h) Influencepersonnel policies by providing, necessary inputs to the Personnel Department/Top
Management

In order to perform these functions and tasks well, the HRD departments need to be manned by
peoplewith certain types of spirit and competencies.The personnel function also should be structured
appropriately.

17.3 COMPETENCIES REQUIRED FOR HRD STAFF

ESSEtntial Qualities

The following qualities are essential for a HRD Manager to be successful:

1) Person of positive thinking with positive attitudes to people;

2) A high desire to learn;

3) Interested in people;

4) Helpful attitude,

5) Initiative taking or proactivity;

6) Practice and perseverance;

7) Communication skills;

8) Objectivity in approach;

9) Personal example and sense of decline:

Every staff member of the HRD department should be considered as HRD manager. The HRD
Man,ger is a man on mission. Therefore, he should have the qualities of a missionary. His mission is'.
to createa learningenvironment/developmentclimate in the organisation. Inthe modernorganisations,
employees tend to get too much concerned about their personal power needs, status, rewards,'
promotions, subjectivity in appraisals, routinization of work, dependence on rules and requlations..,
immediate goals, doing things without reflection and iderning, creating crisis situations and getting'
busv.withsolvingthem. fire fighting operations.exercisingauthority,controlling subordinates,changing
the boss or top management rather than changing themselves and so on. Introspection or self
examination and an orientation is learn from one's own experiences is lacking. All these factors affect:
the quality of life in organisations. While the organisational growth, its future, personnel policies, etc.
have,a good degree of impact on the employee satisfaction and work motivation, the employee
himself, his thoughts, obsessions, biases, aspirations,emotionalmaturity,reflectivenature etc.matters
a lot in determining his satisfaction. A healthy environment in the orqanisation.Icharacterised by:.
openness, trust, mutual support and helpfulness, collaborative attitudes, willingness to sacrifice
personal and small group goals for larger interests, autonomy, positive attitude to each other etc.)
combined with a development desire on the part of individuals can go a long way'in building people'
and organisation. The mission of the HRD manager is to build such a climate in the organisation and
simultaneously to bring change in the thinking of individuals.
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17 4 DEVELOPING HRD FACILITATIONCOMPETENCIES

,.,""the above discussion makes it clear, some special skills are required for facilitating HRO. The
professional knowledge and skills in HRO can be acquired in the following ways:

1)

2)

3)

Short-term Training Programmes of HRDand HRD Facilitation SkUls : Many institutions,
professional bodies and consulting agencies -are offering short-term courses on HRO. The
Indian Institutes of Management the Centre for HROof XLRI, Jamshedpur a~ a few schools
of Management offer short duration (one week to one month) programmes on HRO. These
programmes are of different categories. The basic programmes are meant for the begis)ners
in HRO.Even line managers could be sponsored for these programmes. There are adv_"ced
andexperienced sharing programmes for HROstaff and HROtask force committee members.
These programmes are not very regular ones and one has to keepA,QQkingfQ.fi these. Among
the professional bodies the National HRO Network and the Indian So~ty for Applied
Behavioural Science are the only two bodies that offer exclusive HRO and OD fecilitators
laboratories. These programmes are offered normally in summer months. The diploma and
certificate courses offered by NIPM and ISTO provide a wider knowledge base required by
HRD specialists The various reference books and study material provided in this course of
IGNOU itself is a good introduction to the basics of HRO.

Process Competencies : Besides professional knowledge, every HRO'staff member or
facilitator should have some process skills. By process skills is meant an understandinq of
human processes in organisations. These processes include inter-personal·dynamics,
personality and dynamics of individuals, organisational behaviour processes; organisational
health and the like. Such human process competencies can be acquired through specialised
skill training. Such training is offered at present in our country only by two protessionalbedies:
the IndianSocietyfor Applied BehaviouralScience (ISABS)and the IndianSocietyfor Individual
and Social Development (ISISO). These are offered in the form of Personal Growth
Laboratories, Human Growth Laboratories, Explorations in Role and Identity, Basic Human
ProcessGrowth Laboratories, Explorationsin InstitutionBuildingworkshops etc. Thesebodies
also develop process skills through their professional development programmes. Th9'NTL
Institute of Applied Behavioural Science in USAand the Tavistak Institute in Londonalsooffer
similar programmes. Besides, some of the voluntary agencies keep conducting such labs for
developing process competencies.

Other Forms of Skill Development: While attending tr~ining programmes is a good way to
lay foundations for development, the bestway to developene's own self is by experimentation
on the job and continuous review and reflection. HROfacilitators can develop themselves by
trying out new ideas, networking with fellow professionals and getting to know their work,
vlsitlns other organisations and learning from their experiences, consulting being in touch
with line managers and learning from them and so on. There is a good degree of literature
available for an interested HRO facilitator (Rao, 1g90) and these may be used for the
development of one's professional preparation.
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,,7.5 TRENDS AND ISSUES RELATING TO THE STRUCTURING OF THE
" HRD FUNCTION IN INDIAN ORGANISATIONS·

..A large .,art of the trends and issues mentioned here are derived from an earlier study report prepared
, by Kaith D'Souza (1987). .

In the minds of most managers and laymen, the term 'Organisational Structure' often cenjures up
images! of formality and bureaucratic rigidity which are generally considered abberrations of

; orqanisational functioning. HRD. on the other hand conveys to innocent mind, an approach or strategy
wtucn reues on soft human relations.

Neitherot these two impression is right. Structure is a necessary condition for the efficient and
continued functioning of a system and it defines the conditions under which things are done and the
way they are done. HRD, on the other hand is a rational and human approach to the management of
people in organisations, intended to ensure their utilisation in ways which enhance not just organisaional

, effectiveness but also the effectiveness of human resources too. Hence, the structuring of the HRD
. function is an important consideration in taking stock of developments in HRD in the country.

I Since the early 1970s when the concept of HRD first began to be recognised by some organisations
i in India, a large number of organisations in the country have begun to display an interest in HRD.
, While many organisations appear to have simply relabelled their personnel departments as HRD
departments of HRM departments to keep up with the fashions of the times, there are some which
seem to have done considerable work in setting up HRD systems.

The Centre for HRD, XLRI, and the National HRD Network undertask a study of the structure of the
HRO function in Indian business organisations in 1987.

I Data were collected by means of observation, interviews and the study of organisation records, on
29 business organisations in and around the metropolitan cities of Bombay, Madras and Delhi.

, Sample Characteristics and Method of Analysis

The 29 Companies which were studied represented a diverse mix of organisations. There were 10
each from in and around Bombay and Madras respectively and 9 from in and around Delhi. Five of
the organisations were from the public sector and 24 from the private sector. In terms of their nature
of business too, the organisations were varied mile. Seven of them were from the chemicals and
allied products business, five from heavy engineering, six from other business such as finance,

I building consumer goo'ds manufacture, trading etc. Also, of the 29 organisations, there were young
: organisations established during the last 10 years but the majority, 26 were organisations which have
. been in business for more than 10 years. In terms of number of employees, 14 of the 29 had an
employee strength of more than 3000 employees each. Fifteen of the 29 companies had a sales
turnover of more than 100 crores.

A consideration of the contextual characteristics of the sample is important because current theory
, on organisational structure and design strongly holds that the structural characteristics of orqanisations
! are strongly related with their historical and contextual characteristics. . !..

13
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HRDas a Separate Function

Of the 29 organisations,studied, 12 (constituting about 35%) had separate departments to look after, '
HRD functions as distinct from the traditional personnel administration and industrial relation function. '
Several others had named or renamed their departments dealing with conventional personnel
administration, as HRD orHuman Resource Management Departments. '

One of the Immediate questions which arises from this initial finding is what factors induce
organisations to set up separate HRD functions. Are some organisations more inclined Ulan others
to give Importance to HRD? In order to examine this 'question, simple frequency analyses were
carried out to see if the existence of an HRD function was related with factors such as an organisation's
ownership (whether public sector or private sector), nature of business, age, size in terms of number
of employees and size In terms of sales turnover. The data regarding these are shown in Tables 1 to
5, .

Table 1: Ownership and HRD

Ownership Separate HRD No Separate HRD Total

Public Sector

Pnvate Sector

1

11

12

4

13

17

5

24

29

Table 2 : Nature of Business and HRD

Nature of Business Separate HRD No Separate HRD Total

Banking & finance 0 1 1

Building & construction, 1 0 1

ChernicalsS allied 3 4 7

Consumer goods 0 1 1

Heavy engineering 1 4 5

Light engineering 1 2 3

Services 1 1 2

Trading 0 1 1
0

Diversified 5 ~..., 1 6

Electronics & Cornp, 0 2 2
--

12 '1 17 29
,":".



Table 3: Age and HRD

Yfar of establishment Separate HRD No Separate HRD Total

1S77 to 1987 (less than 10 years) 1 2 3

Before 1977 (more than 10 years) 11 15 26
--

12 17 29

Table 4 : Size and HRD

Np. of employees Separate HRD No Separate HRD Total \
\

c-

L~ss than 1000 2 6 8

1~OO-2000 1 1 2

2pOO-3000 2 3

~4 I~ore than 3000 7 7

12 17 ~i

Table 5 : Sales Turnover and HRD

;Ies Turnover. Separate HRD No Separate HRD Total

Less than Rs. 50 crores 2 7

1

8

17

9

4

15

29

\

Rs. 50-Rs. 100 crores 3

Rs. 100 crores and above 7

12
----:It"

S1ince the study did not make use of rigorous sampling techniques, accurate inferences and
g~neralisations are not possible based on the available data. However, some trends can be inferred.
ltlwould appear that the HRD function is not significantly related with whether an organisation is in the
public or private sector (Table 1), whether it is ayoung or an old organisation (Table 3), whether it is
aismall or a large organisation in terms of number of employees and sales turnover (Tables 4 and 5)
l1he only case where some relationship may exist is with respect to the nature of an organisation's
bUsiness. We see from Table 2 that of the six organisations which had a diversified product range
ahd differentiated multi-divisional structures, as many as five have separate HRD functions. One is
tempted to suggest from this that as an organisation ventures into new business and gets diversified,
t~e exiqencies of maintaining its viability and sustaining the employee commitment and drive necessary

. for running its operations, induces the management to pay greater attention to and invest more
organisational and financial resources in the development of its human resources.
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l\nother important inference which can be drawn, based on this analys's as well as other ancedetal
evidence, is that it is the philosophy of the top management of an organisation which is the main
factor behindthe setting up of a separate HRDfunction, The examples of companies like L& T, ECC,
BEML and 881, all suggest that it is primarily the top management's faith and commitment to HRD
which prompts the organisation to invest so heavily in setting up of HRD departments,

Structural Linkages

Aswe have suggested in the earlier paragraph, HRDhas much to dowith top management style and
philosophy.This leads us to another aspect of the structure of the HRD function: how closely linked
it iswith "thetop management policy making structure in the organisation. Of the 12 organisations in
our sample which have separate HRD functions, 10 of them have direct formal linkages with top
management.That is, in each of these 10, the head of the HRD function either reports directly to the
Chief Executive or reports to the second line of the top management.

There is a second significant feature of the HRDstructure. Inall the 12 organisations having separate
HRD departments, HRD remains a centralised, corporate level function. Even in the organisations
which have different divisions or manufacturing units, HRD remains at the corporate level and HRD
activities in the units are largely carried out by the corporate HRD department. Also in all the cases,
with the exception oftraining, most other HRD activities such as counselling, performance appraisal,
etc., are applicably only to the managerial and supervisory cadres.

The finding that the HRD function trends to be linked quite closely with the senior or top levels of
management is an encouraging sign, If, as suggested earlier, top management commitment is critical
to the effectiveness of HRD departments, being linked with the upper echelons of management
would facilitate the translation of such commitment into concrete action. Also, it ensures that even
when top managements change, the mechanisms for ensuring the continuation of HRD remain.
Even a casual glance at some of the organisational innovations in India indicate that they are often
shortlived simply because they depend almost entirely on the passing fancies of whichever Chief
Executivehappens to be in power.The presence of some structural linkage with top management in
the form of top level HRD rules would lend some performance to HRD.

There is, however, a negative side to this picture, which is that the structural linkage appears to be
entirely based towards the top side of the organisational hierarchy. In 10 of the 12 organisations
which have separate HRD functions, the responsibility for HRD is entirely a corporate level function.
There appears to be practically no decentralisation of HRD to the unit levels even in the case of multi
divisional organisations with geographically dispersed units. Consequently, with the exception of
trainingand someother traditionalfunctions,most otheractivitiesconnectedwith HRD remainconfined
to the managerial, or at best the s.upervisorylevels, of the organisations. One is inclined to ask, from
this, whether the HRQdestined to be the privilege of a favoured few? It is not surprising, therefore,
that insomeof the organisationswhich have introducedHRD,the function is viewedwith considerable
scepticismby the lower levels of the organisations. A critical drawback has been the failure to involve
employeeunions inHRD relatedactivities,Given the often uneasy relationship between management
and iabourin. India, it is ofcourse understandable that managements are often apprehensive about
extending such HRD mechanisms as open appraisal or counselling to unionised employees.
,~evertheless, if HRD is to make a significant impact in Indian organisations, it; is inevitable that
Jour and unions should be involved.
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HRD Mechanisms

A final issue to be raised here is the kind of mechanisms which are made of as part of the HRD
function. While training was found to be an activity undertaken by all the HRD departments, not all
organisationshaveventured into other activitiessuchas employeecounselling,performanceappraisal,
and career planning and development. Toooften, it seems, HRDmeans management training.While
training is necessary and useful in bringing about desired changes in the knowledge, skills and
attitudesof people, it is common knowledgethat unless backedby other changes in the organisation's
culture and structure the impact of training will be weak and temporary. .

One of the main reasons why HRD remains mainly a training functions in many organisations is that
HRD personnel often lack the knowledge, skills and management support necessary to undertake
activities with organisation-wide implications. This, in turn, is because in some organisations, the
HRD department is used as a dumping ground for executives who fall out of favour with the top
management. Apart from being unfair to the HRD departments, such measures sooner or later have
a negative effect on other parts of the organisations. This is because HRD managers are usually in
touch with most other personnel through training programmes and the like, and in the course of such
programmes they tend consciously or unconsciously, to communicate their frustration and negative
feelings about the organisation or management to others.

17.6 'SUGGESTED READINGS

Rao, TV The HRD Missionary. The role and functions of HRD managers and HRD departments,
New Deihl. Oxford & ISH, 1990.

D'Souza, K.C. Some issues relating to the structuring of the HRD function in Indian Organisations in
T.v. Rao, K.K. Verma, Anil K. Khandelwal and E. Abraham (Editor) Alternative Approaches and
Strategies of Human Resource Development. Jaipur; Rawat Publications, 1988, pages 399-905.



UNIT 18
EMERGING TRENDS AND PERSPECTIVES

Objectives

This is the concluding unit of the course on Human Resource Development. This unit aims at Integrating"
some of the critical learnings from the earlier units. The integration ISnot intended to be a summary
but is Intended to build on the precious units ad lead the leader Into future. As previous units have
presented sufficient information on the trend of HRD practices, this unit intends to present only the
trends in perspectives and issues. The reader will get some insights into the complexities involved in
effectively Implementing the HRD function, the roles needed to be played by difterent agents in HRD
and some lessons from the past for the future.

Structure

18.1 Introduction

18.2 HRD for large Industrial Organisations

18.3 HRD Priorities for Large Organisations: Lessons from the past

184 HRD for Small Scale Sector

18.5 HRD for Service Sectors

18.6 Organisational Outcomes of HRD Systems

18 7 References and Suggested Readings

._-_...__._-_._--_._------------------
18.1 INTRODUCTION' ._------------_ ..._----_._ ------.

HRU has become a movement In country Ten years age hardly any organisation had HRD departments
or talked about It Today It ISdifficult to find organisations that employ large number of people that do
not talk about HRD. Several of them even have HRD departments or HRD managers A few years
ago HRD meant a new name for training. Today most organisations talk In terms of HRD chmate
Performance Appraisals, Potential Deveroprnent, Performance Counselling, Career Development
Organisation Development and the like. Thus HRD has come to stay and has become an important
dimension of modern management language as well as technology. In spite of this popularisation of
HRD in the last few years, success experience of HRD is limited to a few organisations and many
others are yet to translate their goodwill into action, Organisations in the small scale sector have not
even thought about it and those in the service section continue to neglect It.

18.2 HRD FOR LARGE INDUSTRIAL ORGANISATIONS

Concern for developing employees and their competencies existed in several organisations and their
top management much before the HRD departments got started and the term HRD got popularised.
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If organisations did not invest in their people, they would not have grown and expanded. However top
manaqement of each organisation found their own ways of developing employee competencies.
Most organisations in the past focused on developing and maintaining the motivation of employee
through welfare schemes, salary and perks, promotions and punishments. In the feudal atmosphere,
a few of the employees always had the opportunity to be spotted and developed faster than the rest.
Now-a-days organisations and their top management have recognised that HRD cannot be limited to
a few employees in coverage. It is also recognised that HRD IS too Important be left for informal
processes to take care of and that it should be a well planned activity In a survey conducted by Rao
and Abraham in 1985 it was founded that only about 32% of organisations did not have separate
HRD Departments or functionaries and only 11% did not emphasize HRD in their personnel policies.
The situation may be even better now. The earlier units have given details of experiences of some
public and private sector organisations in introducing HRD The following trends seem to emerge
from a survey of HRD practices:

1),

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

Many organisations recognise today that training is only instrument that initiates development
and the real development in terms of acquiring new managerial and human competencies
takes place on the job.

Mechanisms like performance appraisals, interpersonal feedback potential development,
job-rotation, OD exercises facilitate development and their utility IS nemq recognised. Many
organisations are using these mechanisms.

Creating a HRD culture in which employees feed free to express their views and opinions to
.their seniors, where employees mean what they say and are trusted, where employees are
.helpful to each other, where employees take initiative and mistakes are used as learning
opportunities, and where problems are faced without fear and [olntly is being considered
more important than mechanical use of HRD instruments or systems.

In large organisations employing thousands of staff developing a HRD culture is being
experienced as a difficult and challenging task. There are more failure than success because
attitude change, value development and cultural change cannot be a brought about in short
periods of time. However, organisations are relentlessly pursuing.

Public sector undertakings have given a remarkable lead in introducing HRD systems but
they have difficulties due to changes of leadership, large size and social responsibility.

Chief Executives, Top Management and Une Managers are becornings more aware of their
role in HRD and are increasingly playing tacintatmq role.

New mechanisms and processes of HRD are being explored for workers and unionised
categories as their HRD needs are different than these of the Executives.

Sharing of experiences is bring valued increasingly as Indicated by the fact that several dozens
of organisations are very willingly sharing their HRD experiences in the National HRD Network
·Conference and other forums like the Confederation of Engineering Industry, ISTD and NIPM.

In spite of all these developments employee competencies are not getting developed at the same
rate at which they could develop. This is because:

'1" Some executives/union leaders/office bearers look at anything that is initiated by the top
, ma.iaoement with suspicion.



2) There is already enough cynicism in some organisation that all changes met with failure.

3) Competent and well trained HRD staff are few and the field inset has not developed to such
an extent that perceivable changes can be seen as a result of HRD work.

4) Some organisations implement HRD merely to initiate others than with a genuine concern to

.develop employees.
5) Some top managers pay only lip sympathy to HRD, are unwilling to allocate separate budget

for HRD activities and blame HRD for every failure that takes pave in the organisationss.

18.3 HRDPRIORITIES FOR LARGE ORGANISATIONS: LESSONS FROM
THE PAST

Some of the characteristics of large organisations that effect the introduction and strengthening of
the HRO functions include the following :

\

Size

The mere size of the organisation (e.g. in the banks, the number of officers to be. covered is in
several thousands and highest being the S81with about 40,000 officers, other public sector units like
SAIL has also in thousands) makes the introduction and monitoring of any sub-system difficult as
any new sub system introduced requires orienting all the employees through orientation programmes
Circulars are ineffective and employees do not have a culture of finding time to read booklets and
manuals prepared by the organisation. Even twc-day/three-day orientation workshops seem to
influence only the 'faithful' Others either pay lip sympathy during the workshop and forget it later or
oppose the sub-system due to their own personal frustrations and past negative experience and
spread their "managerial atheism" to others in the organisation, or want all problems to be solved
either by the sub-system or before the system is introduced.

Geographical Spread

Most of these organisation are spread out geographically all over the country making monitoring of
implementation a very difficult task by a central department.

Distortion in Messages

The scope for rumours and distortion in communications is very high in large organisations One bad
experi~nce somewhere in the organisation between an appraiser and appraisee during review
discussions is enough to provide data for rumour-mongers to exaggerate and send wrong messages
alround. There is limited scope to clarify such wrong eomrnurucations. Larger the organisation more
the scope for negative experiences to be thrown up and in OUI culture negatives are shared quicker.

faster and intensely.

Change of Chief Executives

Most of the large organisations are from the public sector.' In public sector every time the Chief
Executive changes there is a threat of organisational priorities changing Quits often HRD staff wait
to understand the HRD philosophy and pnonties of the new Chief Executive. A lot of time and
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en~~~in the transition period as nonnaUyHRD is not the priorttvof most Chief Executive8
an ~heir~~~~~ce. I~ some c~ses the role of th~ HRDManaliJef ipeIf may undergo chao~.tq
SUitU.~ ~~ Chief Executives. ' . ":,'''.,. . ,...

. 1··.. . ,,;.. . .... ..'
The' above iiiend(;riidJactors cannot for the sake of HRD. Therefore, it is useful to cOncentrate on
other ways that cah be useful in strengthening HRD I am giving bEfIow some of the priority· foc;aJ,
pointS,fqf'streng&heriing HRD. '. . ., Ii' " .

MonitDling Is very Important

A large part of HRDstaff's work should es that of monitoring the implementation of HRD sub-system
,Qr mechanisms. This monitoring is not merely statistical monitoring but more of "spiritual monitoring"
tlllaf r8ctuires dynamism on the part of HRDstaff. For example, if a development-oriented performan~
appraisal \,yatem is being introduced, the HRD staff should be spending a large part of their time
cOntaCting-jin.,managers, interviewing them to find out the way they are implementing, understanding
. their 'probl8n1S, giving them guidance, helping them to do a good job and ensuring support !Or
,~en~~~~ the implementation.. ..
• >., ~,.......1;;; ." ' • .

·.'J"~t..~.'.'.··~.~~es are required.,~+\" ~~~.'iJl··f~'.',.,...."',i" '~ l.,.,... ~ ..~ •
",".IarI(~ons a small number of HRD staff only will not be able to monitor implementation.
Gbod:~ involves availability of a friend, philosopher and guide in closer proximity to the
~~O(. For an effective Implementation of a performance appraisal system, every 50 f!'mployees
aliU;rjo~Orie to help them and someone who can keep reminding them of their responsibilities.
HeriCil'·~f~ to <1lvelop HRD facilitators in large number in the organisations. Line managers
co~.;~~1oP8d .into HRD facilitators with some minimum training. Each linemanager chosen ..
1.!.H,.~~·.;f.8Ci,ID,tor.·snoUId be abl,e ~ospend at I~ast 10% to 15% of his time in H~D facilitation and it.,
~:Sfl~~ made-ilS ,. part of his job (one of hiS key performance areas) and hiS own performance
__ , ihourd _give due weightage to the facilitation done by him. In addition Other structural
~:~ P~~k forces and periodic.revieww~rkshops are require.' There coultl be departn1ent-
:~S~it-~~ forces constantly review HRD Implementation, .

. '.
HRO Climate should be the focus rather than the HRO Mechanisms

A new Performan~ appraisal system, a skills inventory, a training policy, a career development plan,
a' poterjiaJ develOpment system, a job-rotation plan, a new communication method etc. are .all
mechariisms orgimisations use to help employees develop and utilise their competencies. These are
mean. t,\competency development which In tum IS a means for organisational growth and dynamism.
These should be kept in mind. Quite often mechanisms/sub-systems are pursued to an extent that
the for"1C\ls proce\ii.1res and deadlines become more important than the spirit and climate they are
expected to develop. For example percentage returning the appraisal fonns or time may"beco~'
more impOrtant than the eXten~to which the objectives are achieved (role clarity, mutuality, develQP_ioQ
a supportive climate, recognition of strengths and weaknesses etc.) and the processes follo~.
Similarly capacity utilization of the training institute may become a priority than improving training
effectiveness and ensuring development throu,.,h training.

There is a cOnstant danger of means becoming ends. The main focus of HRD as generation and
imDrovement of HRO climate shf)I"..-! nn' hp_ fm{H...tt~·, u~'" mAr.h~ni~m~ ~n ~1I"M~v~tprn~ ::.r;;

\.



Instruments and instead of depending on one or a few instruments the organisation should be flexible
enough to keep trying out several instruments for strenqtheninq the HRO culture.

Encourage innovations

Today most organisations know performance appraisal (performance ptanning, analysis and
development), potential appraisal, feedback and counselling training, job-rotation, career planning
and development training and 00 exercises as mechanisms of development. These are not enough.
Large organisations have a large scope for experimentation and innovations There is no single way
of developing people. In the last few years the HRO departments of same banks have shown a good
degree of innovativeness in HRD. The manager-to-messenger and the visiting faculty experiments
of SBI are examples of this. Unfortunately whenever an innovative practice is sought to be
institutionalised in a large organisation problems start. In the beginning they are pursued with
entnus.asrn Ina few places.As everyone startsdOingItor Ifeveryone is asked to do it the effectiveness
seem to go down.

Instead of more institutionalisation of ;~:",I)vativemechanisms and processes, the HROstaff and the
top management should encourage line managers to come upwith as many newways as possible of
helping employee development and also help them in implementing. HROstaff then will have scope
to learn from line managers

In-company networking is essential

In large organisation line managers could experiment with various ways of developing human
resources.One of the functions of the HRDdepartment should be to collect these innovativepractices
and disseminate to other employees so that they could get inspired by these practices and in turn
develop many new practices. An in-house newsletter may be one way to share.

Similarly HRDstaff should also try constantly to learn from the experiences of other organisations by
sharing their own experiences and using the existing professional bodies like HRD Network, NIPM,
IS r D etc.

Decentrafisation encourages experimentation

Instead of controlling the HRO function from central office, it is useful to create HRD cells in very
viable unit and give them autonomy to function independently.Only the minimum should be imposed
on them (for example while it may be useful to have a common framework for the appraisal system
scope for improvements should be provided to the various units. Or an 00 intervention the centra;
office found fit somewhere need not be imposed on every unit). The HRD staff of the operating units
should have at least half of the time available to do what they see as useful and important and only
the remaining time to implement centrally conceived HRD practices

Frequent get-togethers of HRD Staff is useful

In large organisations with decentralised set-up mechanisms should be evolved for HRD staff ami
facilitators to get together frequently and exchange notes. They should keep on examining the roles
they are performing and create self -renewa! processes in the HRD function itself It is useful for the
~RD developments to ur.certake 00 work for irnprovmq their own f.lI1L.iiolllng.
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A point that should be examined in each of these get together is the way the HRD staff is spending
their time. If more than 25% of their time goes in routine administration it is indicative that the HRD
department is beginning to ease functioning as a change agent.

Periqdic surveys are useful

The HRD climate survey of XLRI Centre for HRD has been found to be a useful instrument. It is
advisable to make annual surveys on this instrument or a similar instrument and make the data
available to line managers. Department wise analysis could be done and feedback given to each
department. In fact the survey feedback charts on the HRD climate could be displayed by each
department and departmental staff could get together to discuss methods of improving the HRD
climate.

Process orientation should be strengthened

.Where employees are encouraged to express their ideas and opinions freely, encouraged to be pro
active and somewhat risk-taking; where people are authentic and trust each other; where people try
to h~lp each other and have concern for their team and their organisation and other larger goals
there HRD is likely to take place better and well. For such a culture to be generated a high degree of
process sensitivity is required. Process sensitivity consists of a quick and ready recognition of various
human process dynamic that occur in organisations as various employees work together to accomplish
organisational goals

Mosl of the time employees are so much concerned with accomplishing results they tend to neglect
the human process means that are being adopted to achieve these goals. The leadership styles,
'We' feeling, 'initiative, team spirit, work-motivation, decision-making styles, management of mistakes,
management of conflicts, goal setting, job-involvement etc. constitute human processes in
organisations. Untess every organisation and its sub-systems become sensitive to these processes,
they cannot be strengthened. HRD managers need to develop such process-orientation in managers
as that HRD implementation is facilitated. .

There are two pre-conditions which are essential for effective implementation of the HRD function
These are "top management commitment" to HRD and "HRD staffs dynamism and personal example".
Without these two no HRD will take place in any organisation. The top management should believe
in HRD and communicate their belief in HRD by providing the necessary support to HRD staff. The
support needed is not merely in terms of budget and staffing of the HRD department but also in terms
of cornmunicatinq to line managers the importance of HRD, releasing their time for HRD and making
demands on them to develop their subordinates. The HRD departments should practice themselves
what they expect other line managers to do. They should have a high degree of initiative dynamism
and creativity When these two pre-conditions are met and if the priorities outlined in this paper can
be taken up the HRD dream is likely to be fulfilled.

18.4 HRD FOR SMALL SCALE SECTOR

Developing competencies of employees is very much needed in the small scale sector Setting up a
sman <;;c:d.;;'"'dus:rv i::, relatively easy for Elnenterprising individual. However, managing it \IIlell and
mak.in~ ;l 9r.::\I';is mucr more difficult Tnere is some reseaicn evidence to sLlygest that srnau [;Ca,t.;
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entrepreneurs who fail to make a mark so because they fail to change or develop themselves and
their competencies with changing needs of their enterprise. Entrepreneurs norinally have a high
degree of perseverance, risk-taking ar+nevementrbusmess motivation, self-respect, confidence and
a need for independence. Along with these they also have a tendency to work hard, take personal
responsibility for everything and a preference for doing most things themselves. As a result of working
hard from conception till the time the manufacturing activity begins they become workaholics. One of
the unintended consequences ofthis is their failure to let others in the organisation take personal
responsibility, experience feelings of contribution and success. Thus seen the employees in a small
enterprise become dependent on the owner and work only out of loyalty to him and fall to enh=nce
their own competencies and share burden.

Failure to develop employee competencies is what is the result of lack of delegation concentration of
all critical decisions and activities in the hands of the owner-entrepreneur. Thus entrepreneurs soon
become susceptible to everworking, imitation, stress, labour problems etc

If small scale entrepreneurs have to succeed they should to learn to delegate learn to Identify a few
strategic individuals from among those they employ and develop them as their second and third line
in command. The owner-entrepreneur should Identify his own competencies and keep one or two of
the key functions like the diversification and expansion or finance or marketing or production or
personnel and trainothers to handle the rest Sometimes it is pitiful to delegate and such times the
entrepreneurs may have to examine himself and his interpersonal trust and may need to cultivate
trusting some of his subordinates.

Owner entrepreneurs of small scale enterprises should also spend considerable time sharing their
plans and vision of the enterprise with their employees. Periodic meeting with employees listening to
them and their problems, communicating to them the problems and difficulties of the enterprise etc.
may help generate a feeling of belonging to the organisation and get more mommitment and loyalty
from the employees.

In addition, the owner-entrepreneur should indivIdually interact with as many employees as possible.
Without having to use any elaborate formal performance appraisal, he should discuss with each
mdividuat about his role, performance, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities for growth, developmental
needs etc at least once a year or more.

It is worthwhile for small entrepreneurs to keep a small budget for employee development and
motivation purposes. He could make this budget available for a team or committee of employees and
encourage them to undertake HRD activities. These may include training. field visits, guest lectures,
picnics. company day celebrations, counselling services for school going children of employees,
awards and the like.

Small enterprises offer ample scope for developing employee competencies in such a way that the
impact of HRD can be experienced in a short time. The owner-entrepreneur himself is the HRD
manager in a small enterprise and, therefore, the chances of positive outcomes are high. I strongly·
urge the small scale entrepreneur in and around this city to get together for a day and discuss about
the HRD needs and strategies for them. It is quite possible that there is a lot they can learn from each
other in this meeting itself.
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18.$ HRD FOR SERVICE SECTORS

HRD.is most needed in sectors like Education',Health and other services. It is also most neglected in
these sectors. In these sectors the HRD activity is limited to training. Even the training is not done
enough both qualitatively and quantitatively. The fact that schools, and colleges and universities
have practically no HRD budget is an indication of the low importance given to HRD. The entire
country has only one National Institute to train managers in Education and even this Institute does
not havesufficient faculty strength and they aremerely involved in training. Some is the casewith the
Health sector The recent efforts by the Central Government to train Bureaucrats and Politicians is a
welcome step in HRD. The services sector has something to learn from industry. If they used the
experience available from industry the new appraisal system designed for lAS officers would have
been more effective.

A few suggestions are given below to initiate and strengthen HRD in service sector:

1) Every institution/department should be treated as an independent unit for HRD purposes.
Separate flnandlal allocations for HRD should be built into the budgets of these institutions.

2) The service sector institutions/departments should be encouraged to plan their own activities
every year including the HRD activities.

3) Newcompetencies to handle the HRD function should bedeveloped among these institutions/
departments at appropriate levels (institutional, district or state levels).

4) Service sector should explore the use of various mechanisms in developing service and
managerial competencies of their staff.

18.6 ORGANISATIONAL OUTCOMES OF HRD SYSTEMS

Recently in a training workshop the HRDManager of a Nationalised Bank described very proudly the
newHRD system his bank was introducing to develop their employee competencies. After listening
·carefullyto his narration one of the participants from another organisation remarked "how is it your
services are so poor in spite of your bank having HRD. That means HRDhas failed in your bank!"
lnlerestlllgly enough, a few months before that in the same bank when a fraud case come to light,
one of the senior officers blamed HRD (still in its infancy.in that bank) for not doing enough to prevent
frauds. He even suggested a curtailment in HRD activities for some time.

Another executive of a company that has introduced HRD system a few years ago remarked to a
HRD consultant, "your HRD had very little impact in my company. Look at my case I have not been
promoted so far. Only those who butter the boss continue getting promotions and HRDdoes nothing
about if. Another executive asked a consultant once, "Tellme Sir, those companies that are using
HRD, are they doing better than those that don't use HRD? How are their balance sheets?"

All these concerns and questions are indicative of high expectations managers have from a new
management system like HRD. In fact, whenever a new management concept, theory or technique
starts9cttln9 popularandtalkedabout,we havea tendencyto lookfor solutionsto all our organisationa1
problems in tr-at.



It happened with PERT, MICS, MBa, Sensitivity Trail,ing, TA, etc. and it is happening now with HRD,
computers, Japanese Management and so on. We treat them as pansecea for all ills. It is this tendency
on the part of our enthusiastic executives and top management that kills the utility of the concept,
theory, practice or technique in spite of its inner worth. These expectations go to the extent that Chief
Executive of some companies want "results" on parameters that can be shown on the balance sheets.
In a year or two (some cannot even wait that long) if "results" are not good the manager in-charge of
the new system/practice has to carryall the' curse and criticism' and soon the system may be
discontinued or atleast put in cold storage. This 1S'..tb& fate most management practices that found
W8Y into out organisations have met.

In the more fortunate organisations where the practices continues under the leadership of persistent
and perceptive top management, these systems are continuously under fire by the line managers
who are supposedto implement them. For example, the budgeting system in some companieswhere

. it is intendedto be bottom up but-turns'out to be top down (partly due to top managements 'style' and
partly due to line managers' dependence or incompetence).

One can visualise very clearly HRD meeting the same fate in the years to come. Comments like
. .. those cited abovemade by executive of some organisations are indicative of this possibility.Tosome

extent this can be prevented if both the top management and line managers understand what is
involved in practicing or implementing a particular management system, concept or method, what it
can achieve, what is cannot and become sensitive to' the less visible good it can bring to the
organisationin terms that our balance sheets do not recognise:HRDsystemand such humansystems
are highly vulnerable to be put in cold storage due to the slow and less visible changes they aim at
bringing in organisations.

HRDS (Human Resources Development System) aims at' creatinq mechanisms and processes In

organisations to continuously develop the competencies of employees so that they can perform their
nresent Jobswell equipped to perform future roles the changing organisation may demand and thus
contribute to organisational vitality and growth. HRDS assumes that development of employee
competencies is a continuously process and most it should take place on the job in the workplace.

HRD Systems assume that higher level competencies like manag....hal skills, leadership, team
development, management of employee initiative etc. could be developed mostly on-the-job. There
is no perfection/saturation point in acquiring these competencies and these need to be acquired
continuously These can be acquired by employees provided the psychological climate in the
organisation IS conducive to learning these. In order to develop such complex competencies in
executives,HRDSystems aim at creating a conduciveorganisationalenvironment and positivehuman

.", processes Performance appraisals, counselling, task forces, work teams, quality circles, rewards,
.;< tr airunq programmes. career development plans. 00 exercises, job enrichment programmes etc.

are used as instruments to develop human competencies.dn order to get synergistic effects, these
. -. are used in a planned way as R system (hence HRD system!). One can list the following as the

possible outcomes of HRDS when it is implemented patiently over a reasonable period of time.

:'., 1) Employees in the organisation should start taking more initiative (and become more pro
active).

2) The employees should be able to solve problems on their own and refer them less frequently
to "'i~./'9r levels



3)

4)

There should be more team spirit and collaboration.

There should be a stronger identification with the organisation and increased involvement in
work. .

There should be more and more creative ideas coming from employees with an increase in
innovativeness at various le~els

5)

The top management should become more sensitive to the problems and processes due to
increased openness in communications. I

Peoplefeel motivated to work and contributeas theseare recognised and.rewardedwhenever
possible by the top management. '.
Employeesbecomes more prepared to face any challenges or crisis situation the organisation
faces as they have competencies to handle the game.

r

When all these happen the ~rganisation is likely to grow in size, profits, vitality, c~isismanagement
competence etc. Thus HRDSImay lead over a long period of time to things that can be shown in the
balance sheet. How long is this period is very difficultto answer. For some organisations it may take
a very long penod (as much as 15 to 20 years) to achieve this because human process changes are
involved. For some other organisations a five-year period may be sufficient to trigger of change. The
size of the organisation, its existing culture, the stv'engthof the traditions followed in that company,
their preparedness for change, top management's commitment, line manager's maturity, the
environmental turbulances (a significant crisis created by the environment can put the organisation
outof gear and put HRD processes in cold storage due to fire fighting operations) etc. determine the
effectiveness of HRD systems and the period over which such effectiveness can be observed.

6)

7)

8)

Some times when enlightened organisations that already have good HRD processes adopt HRD
Systems change may not be easily visible. This is because the organization already has vitality and
HRD is helping it to maintain that and add in small increments that may not be easily noticeable.
Some timeswhen moderately conservative organisationsuse HRDSystems change could be noticed
faster and in some others it may be slowly if employees have been too conservative. It must be
realisedthat successor failure of HRDshould be measuredin terms of parameters likethosementioned
above and not simply in terms of complaints made by line managers about the HRD System of
figures Inthe balance sheet. Unfortunately the top management of very few organisations are willing
to use these indicators. Even in these few that are willing to use these indicators, measurement and
consequent demonstrability of changes in these dimensions become very difficult.

For example how can the HRD manager demonstrate to the top management that as a result of tht.
new HRD processes followed in that company managers are taking more initiative than before,
collaborating more, generating new ideas, solving problems at their own level, more involved in their
jobs etc. If he uses Questionnaires, finally he is told it is "academic research" and top management
wants "concrete results". If he gives instances, he is told "but these are some i'1Stancesand these
people are initiative takers any way from the beginning". lfhe asks line managers to speak out, the
human tendency is normally to speak loudly about "what good things are not taking place in the
company" rather than "what good things are taking place" or alternately to credit themselves for all
good things and discredit the systems for all bad things.
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F01 example, In one organisation some time after introo-l,Jclngan open appraisal system a Questionnaire
;_ rveywa~ conducted. About 45% of the executives felt that the communication and understanding
b-:tween them and their bosses improved. Another 50% or so reported no change. But about 5%
reported some deterleeation in relationships due to poor counselling skills of some senior executives.
The Questionnaire study had to be nearly ignored by the top management as some among the 5%
having disturbed relationships started accusing the new system and sending complaints to top
management. In another orqanisaticn a sizeable number of line managers did not take the system
seriously and the top/ma~a~~I11_~rltstarted pulling up the HRD department alone instead of pulling up
both the HRD staff and-me managers. .

\ ~ /
\ ,/

Thus In~ number of ways HRD could be in trouble like many other management s"'tems. Therefore,
it is important for the top management to keep the purposes of HRD in mind and-evaluate its impact
in terms of these purposes. The ideal situation would be when the Balance Shj!ets of companies go
beyond financial statements and include human resource statements. This complex change may not
take place for year to come. Therefore, our organisations should think of preparing Human Resources
Accounting report giving various details of its human resources competencies, utilisation, needs;
deficiencies. morale. motivation, team work, organisational health, stress levels, etc. annually. These
could beused as internal documents for human resources planning, development and administration
decisions. These reports should be presented to the Boards and should be discussed and decisions
taken every year to improve situatiOQ. The HRD departments should undertake this task.

""~'

Unless this is done HRD and such othei'S-ystellls aiming at human processes will find it difficult to
proceed.
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